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A SIBERIAN LINK WITH NA-DENE LANGUAGES'

Edward]. Vajda
Western Washington University

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The Yeniseian language family of the upper and middle reaches of Siberia's Yenisei River is noteworthy
for its genetic and typological distinctiveness among the other families ofNorth Asia (Map C). It contains the
extinct Kott, Assan, Arin, Pumpokol, and Yugh, as well as the critically endangered Ket, ofwhich at the time
ofthis writing fewer than 100 fluent speakers remain, nearly all over 50 years ofage. Only Ket and Yugh were
recorded in modem times. Fortunately, the indefatigable Finnish linguist M. Alexander Castren gathered
extensive data from the last five Kott speakers, including grammatical morphology (Castren 1858). Assan,
Arin and Pumpokol were preserved only in the form of word lists taken down by 18th-century travelers
in passing contact with the last generation of speakers. All of these materials testify to the importance of
recording even the world's most seemingly obscure languages before they disappear.

Since basic work on Na-Dene is likely better known to this readership, it might be worthwhile to
introduce the essential Yeniseian sources. Werner (2005) contains a complete description of all known
18th-century documentation of Ket and its extinct relatives. Verner (1990a) offers a similarly complete
account of Castren's 19th century Kott materials, only parts of which reappear in Werner (1997a). The
fundamental source on Yugh is Werner (1997b). Book-length descriptions of Modem Ket phonology and
grammar include Dul'zon (1968), Vall and Kanakin (1990), Werner (1997c), and Vajda (2004). Georg's (2007)
monograph on Ket phonology and morphology is particularly accessible to English-speaking readers,
with a second volume on syntax to follow. Indispensible work on Proto-Yeniseian reconstruction appears
primarily in Russian (S.Starostin 1982, 1995; G.Starostin 1995; Verner 1990b), though see S.Starostin 2005
for an online Proto-Yeniseian/English dictionary. A comprehensive English-language Etymological Dictionary
ofthe Yeniseian Languages (Vajda and Werner, in preparation) should appear by 2011. Vajda (2001) contains a

I I thank sharon Hargus, Jim Kari, Andrej Kibrik, Mike Krauss, Jeff Leer, and George Starostin for valuable comments on
earlier drafts. lowe a deep debt to my Athabaskanist colleagues, without whose decades of contribution to historical
and descriptive linguistics it would hardly be possible to undertake the comparisons I attempt here. I own a similar
debt to Ketologists and historical linguists from the former Soviet Union, especially to the indefatigable Heinrich Wer
ner, for crucial documentation and analysis of Yeniseian dialects and languages. Werner's work on the now extinct
Yugh is similar in its importance to that of Mike Krauss on Eyak, Jeff Leer on Tlingit, or Jim Kari on Ahtna, Dena'ina,
and Koyukon. I deeply thank Bernard Comrie, director ofthe Linguistics Department of the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig, for his extensive support and for hosting the Na-Dene Workshop in August 2006,
where some of these ideas were first publicly presented. [ also thank our colleagues at Leipzig, particularly Juliette
Blevins and Don stilo, as well as Eric Hamp, for their encouragement. I thank Johanna Nichols for valuable observa
tions on typological and historical linguistics. My gratitude also extends to my colleagues in Novosibirsk and at Tomsk
Pedagogical University, where [ first began serious work on Ket. Finally, I thank Jim Kari and his colleagues at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, for organizing the Dene-Yeniseic Symposium (Feb. 2008), for which the preliminary
version of this article was prepared.
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complete, annotated bibliography of all published and unpublished materials relating to Yeniseian peoples
or languages, current through 1998, including previous claims relating Yeniseian to Na-Dene and other
families (Vajda 2001:15-17, 357-9).

The earliest claim the Yeniseians share a special link with Native America actually dates as far back as
1708, when Adriaan Reeland suggested the Yenisei Ostyaks, as the Ket were then known, were lost cousins
of North American tribes (Vajda 2001:15). Amazingly, this predated by nearly a century Thomas Jefferson's
famous pronouncement in 1789 that Native Americans originated from North Asia (jefferson 1984:227).
The first person to claim a linguistic link specifically between Yeniseian and Na-Dene was the Italian
Alfredo Trombetti (1923), who made his claim based on a handful oflexical resemblances between Ket, Kott,
Athabaskan, and Tlingit. Eyak was then generally unrecognized as a Na-Dene language despite the fact that
already by 1805 the Russian Nikolai Rezanov had linked Eyak, Tlingit, and Athabaskan (cf. Krauss 2006 for
the full saga on the discovery, loss, and rediscovery of Eyak over the past two centuries). After Trombetti,
a number of other linguists and laymen have claimed or speculated about a connection between Yeniseian
and Na-Dene, usually with Haida included as part ofNa-Dene; additional Eurasian isolates and families have
been proposed as relatives to either Na-Dene or Yeniseian or to both. These hypotheses are not investigated
here, though some of these proposals look promising (for the issues involved see Yeniseian, Na-Dene, and
Historical Linguistics, this volume). Leaving aside the issue ofwhat constitutes proofofgenetic relationship,
the formal beginning ofDene-Yeniseian linguistics dates to Trombetti's proposal in 1923 of the specific link
being argued for here.'

Random similarities in vocabulary are generally deemed insufficient to demonstrate language
relatedness. A list of lookalike words can be compiled, even using basic vocabulary, between any human
languages. Nor can typological parallels, even involving uncommon traits such as a rigid prefixing verb
structure, be taken as a reliable diagnostic of genetic relatedness in the absence of a system of actual
cognate morphology. The only generally accepted way of demonstrating the existence of a language family
is to demonstrate cognate morphological patterns together with cognate roots or stems ofbasic vocabulary
sufficient in number to establish interlocking sound correspondences. Lexical similarities in the absence
of grammatical evidence, or grammatical similarities without systematic sound correspondences in basic
vocabulary, leaves doubt as to the origin of the similarities in questions (cf. Campbell (1997) and Campbell
and Poser (2008) for a thorough treatment of the issues involved in demonstrating genetic relatedness). All
widely accepted language families show lexical and grammatical homologies to an extent permitting at least
partial phonological and morphological reconstruction of an ancestral proto-language. Though generally
not stressed by historical linguists, a demonstrable genetic relationship also provides data useful for tracing
the internal historical development ofeach member language. word lists or typological comparisons cannot

2 The present article tries to credit all prior contributions to what might in retrospect be called Dene-Yeniseian studies.
Much ofthe historiographic documentation is already available in Vajda (ZOOl). I am neither the originator ofthe idea
that Yeniseian has North American relatives, nor the discoverer ofthe first DY cognates or typological parallels. Alfredo
Trombetti (1923), the first to propose the connection, appears to have proposed the first Dene-Yeniseian cognate: Ket
de'v and Athabaskan dine 'people'. Moscow linguist Sergei Nikolayev suggested a few more in 1991 (Nikolayev 1991), a
publication overlooked in Vajda (zoOI).johanna Nichols's (1992) monograph Language Diversity in Space and Time is im
portant for its broad geographic examination oftypological diversity and genetic relations. Michael Fortescue's (1998)
Language Relations across Bering Strait first identified unusual morphological traits shared specifically by Yeniseian and
Na-Dene but absent from other Northern Hemisphere languages. Merritt Ruhlen's 34 proposed cognate sets, published
the same year (Ruhlen 1998), represent the first refereed publication that specifically argues for a genetic link between
Yeniseian and Na-Dene (including Haida). Ruhlen's sets contain at least eight matches that the system of sound cor
respondences I posit here supports as DY cognates: head, stone, foot, shoulder/arm, birch/birchbark, old, fallen snow,
and burn/cook; others from his list could eventually be confirmed, as well, since more work needs to be done on DY
sound correspondences. In 1998, when Ruhlen's article was first published, the cognates for "birch/birchbark" struck
me as particularly noteworthy, given that words for 'birch' and 'birchbark' are core vocabulary in all boreal language
families (though the possibility cannot be discounted that the Yenisean words for 'birchbark' derive from North Asian
language contact; cf. S.Starostin 1995:301).
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be used in this way. The unavoidable usefulness ofa proven genetic connection between languages is perhaps
the best confirmation of its validity. IfYeniseian is demonstrably relatable to Na-Dene, the evidence should
be able to help solve Na-Dene internal problems by furnishing hitherto unknown external comparative
data. Similarly, Na-Dene comparanda should provide answers to questions in the development ofYeniseian
languages that defy resolution based on internal comparison alone. One aim of this article is to show that
this is indeed the case-first by examining the prefixing verb morphology of both families, then explaining
sound patterns in cognate vocabulary.

The Yeniseian verb complex evinces a system of morphological homologies with the oldest layer of
Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit verb prefixes. Section 2 begins by demonstrating that Yeniseian verb morphology
does not closely resemble other Old world prefixing languages. Section 2.2 prOVides an overview of
specific morphological homologies between Yeniseian and Athabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit. Successive
subsections describe the tense/mood/aspect system (2.2.1), pronominal elements (2.2.2), shape prefixes
and incorporated body part nouns (2.2.3), and the pre-root classifier prefixes (2.2.4). Section 2.3 shows that
the morphological homologies extend to the way both families derive action nominals from finite verbs.
Action nominals are called infinitives in Yeniseian and gerunds in the Na-Dene literature. Section 3 discusses
cognates in basic vocabulary and the system of sound correspondences they reveal. This section begins
by examining patterns of coda reduction (3.1) and the parallel emergence of phonemic tone in Yeniseian
and some Athabaskan languages (3.2-3.3), before turning to sonorant (3.4) and obstruent correspondences
(3.5). Section 3.5 also attempts to include exhaustive citation of instances where previous scholars have
proposed the same cognates being argued for here. Section 4 briefly summarizes the evidence supporting
the conclusion that Yeniseian and Na-Dene share a common linguistic origin. The value of the comparison
for helping understand the historical development of both Yeniseian and Na-Dene is highlighted along the

way.
My conclusion is that the body of morphological and lexical evidence assembled here demonstrates

a genetic relationship between the two language families, or, at the very least, represents a promising
hypothesis worthy of further work and critical attention. Whether this relationship should be characterized
as a "Dene-Yeniseian" family or is itselfonly part ofa larger family involving SinO-Tibetan and possibly other
old world languages is a topic that deserves serious future investigation. Because the homologies identified
between Yeniseian and Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit are lacking in Haida, a language sometimes regarded as
belonging within Na-Dene, the genetic affiliation of Haida is not addressed here.

Finally, a word about transcription and sources is in order (see also Appendix A). The comparisons that
follow make extensive use ofthe Proto-Na-Dene (PND), ProtO-Athabaskan-Eyak (PAE), Pre-Proto-Athabaskan
(PPA),' and Proto-Athabaskan (PA) reconstructions devised over many decades by Athabaskanists Victor
Golla,Jim Kari, Mike Krauss, Jeff Leer, Keren Rice, and others. Citation of sources for proto-forms appearing
repeatedly in the article is generally reserved for the lexical tables in section 3. The symbol- before a proto
form indicates that its author regards it as approximate. An m-dash before a noun in Na-Dene (Eyak -sahd
'liver', PA *-la' 'point, end') indicates inalienable possession, a feature not documented for Modern Ket.'
Several of my techniques of transcribing Na-Dene forms represent standardizations not used, or not used
consistently, in the original sources. Acircumflex over a PA or PPA vowel indicates constriction resulting from
a glottal stricture in the original PAE auslaut (e.g., PAE *-sant' > PA *-zat' 'liver'). Nasalization is transcribed
using superscript [nJ: PA *-t5'I"s 'wolverine'. The glottal mark (apostrophe) is placed last in any obstruent
transcribed with multiple graphic symbols (kw', ts", kY', etc.). Some aspects of the transcription used below

3 Leer (1979:3) states that PA is the Athabaskan language immediately prior to separation in separate languages and
that PPA is "the more hypothetically reconstructed stage of the language previous to certain important phonological
and strucutral changes."
, In word lists of the extinct Arin, Kott and other southern Yeniseian languages, nouns denoting body parts, kinship
and the like were more often than not recorded together with a possessive prefix. It is possible that in Proto-Yeniseian
such nouns were likewise obligatorily expressed together with a possessive prefix. Most kinship and body-part vocabu
lary recorded in the 18th and 19th centuries were accompanied by a possessive prefix.

Edward J. Vajda
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The prefixing structures of Modern Ket and Proto-Yeniseian are quite different from other prefixing
verbs of the old World. In Tables 3-5 are verb templates from three languages (Sumerian, Burushaski, and
Abkhaz) that have sometimes been linked to Yeniseian as part of previous hypotheses about the family's
external genetic connections.

TABLE 5 Partial template ofAbkhaz verb affixes (based on Hewitt 1979)

TABLE 3 Sumerian verb structure (based on Rubio 2007'1139)
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TABLE 4 Burushaski verb structure (based on Tikkanen 1995'91)

The presence of an uncommon typological feature, such as prefixes arranged in a rigid series of
position classes, does not by itself indicate genetic relationship. Templatlc prefixing languages can and
do differ strikingly from one another, Table 6 shows another well-known prefixing verb, that of Bantu.

TABLE 2 Proto-Yeniseian verb prefixes (see Table 11 for a more detailed model)

in Reshetnikov and G.Starostin 1995). These markers often encliticize to the preceding word or disappear
altogether in certain phonetic contexts (the rules for which appear in Vajda 2004:74). In all productive Ket
finite verb patterns a lexical root normally begins the phonological verb form,just as in the neighboring
samoyedic, Turkic and Tungusic languages. The oldest layer of verbs, however, is invariably prefixing and
root-final, and this is true of all documented Yeniseian languages, though most of the languages have
innovated subject number agreement suffixes and Kott and Assan have innovated suffixes used to mark
subject person and number agreement.

Comparison with extinct Yeniseian languages shows the Modern Ket verb likely developed from the
model shown in Table 2.

A Siberian Link with Na-Dene Languages

2.1. Verb prefixes, typology, and genetic linguistics
Ket prefixing verb structure differs strikingly from the surrounding Uralic, Turkic, Mongolic, and

Tungusic languages of Inner Asia and Siberia. During the past two centuries, linguists have proposed
linking Ket to other Northern Hemisphere families with a prefixing verb, notably Burushaski, Abkhaz
Adyghe (Northwest Caucasian, West Caucasian), Nakh-Dagestanian (Northeast Caucasian, East CaucaSian),
Sumerian, and Na-Dene (Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit). For most linguists, however, the position ofKet in Inner
Eurasia remains as enigmatic as that of Basque in Europe, Zuni in the American Southwest, or Burushaski
in South Asia.

This section compares verb structure in other prefixing language families with that of Yeniseian and
Na-Dene, both of which are noted for their rigid series of verb prefixal classes. While the prefixing verb
structures found throughout the world show considerable typological diversity, Yeniseian and Na-Dene
share a number of specific morphological traits. It will be argued that this set of homologies is not due to
coincidence but rather derives from a common genetic origin. The notion that Yeniseian shows any special
linguistic affinity to Southern Eurasia is not born out by the details of its verb structure. The comparisons
below are rather intuitive, however, and it is possible that new historical research into other prefixing old
world verb templates such as that found in Burushaski or in some Tibeto-Burman languages, for example,
might reveal additional parallels to finite verb structure in Yeniseian and Na-Dene.

Yeniseian languages have a strongly prefixing verb in an area of the world otherwise dominated by
suffixation. The Modern Ket verb template appears in Table 1.

2.0. VERB AFFIXES

TABLE 1 Modern Ket verb structure

differ between Yeniseian and Na-Dene (see Appendix A for a tabular comparison of the vowel system with
others in Na-Dene literature). I follow standard Athabaskanist practice of transcribing palatoalveolars
using digraphs (ts, dt) but use cand i for Yeniseian. In a similar nod to disparate linguistic traditions, I
transcribe the palatal glide as [y] in Na-Dene but [j] in Yeniseian. Proto-Yeniseian (PY) forms generally follow
reconstructions first worked out by Moscow linguist Sergei Starostin (1982), republished with additions in
1995 (S.Starostin 1995), and later updated online by his son, George Starostin (cf. S.Starostin 2005).5 Unless
stated otherwise, the PY forms cited below derive from these publications, while any suggested Pre-Proto
Yeniseian (pPY) forms are more speculative and belong entirely to me. Ialso generally cite actual forms from
the Yeniseian daughter languages, while exhaustive inclusion of S.Starostin's PY reconstructions appears
only in section 3.5.
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Vajda (2007, 2009) shows that the Modern Ket verb innovated a new lexical root position at the left
edge of the verb complex (position 7) in accommodation to the suffixing languages spoken all around it:
the Samoyedic languages Selkup, Nenets, and Enets; various South Siberian Turkic languages and dialects;
and western dialects of Evenki. It is plausible that some or all of these languages had a steady effect on
realigning Yeniseian morphological typology, since marriage partners often came from these peoples, The
new position 8 subject markers in Modern Ket are special c1itics rather than true prefixes (first remarked

5I thank George StarostIn for hIs advice on adding Sergei Starostin's Proto-Yeniseian reconstructions to the present
article, and for his painstaking critique of the article's preliminary version.
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The oldest morphological layers of the Athabaskan, Eyak and Tlingit verb show striking homologies.
The verb complex is headed by a syllable consisting of a lexical root modified by ancient tense/mood/
aspect suffixes. This is preceded by what is commonly called a "classifier"-a prefix deriving from the
partial amalgamation ofthree distinct morpheme positions that in the modern languages usually expresses
differences in transitivity. The 1st and 2nd person subject agreement morphemes appear in the same
position in all three templates. The basic tense/mood/aspect prefixes and suffixes are cognate and likewise
occupy homologous positions in all three templates with only two minor adjustments. In Eyak the tense/
mood prefix 5- has migrated forward to occupy a position between the subject markers and the classifiers
(Krauss 1965). The perfective/stative prefix, which in Proto-Athabaskan still occupies its original position
between subject and classifier, has in Eyak and Tlingit transferred its expression through progressive vowel
assimilation to the classifier, so that it generally no longer appears as a separate morpheme position. Some
of the shape prefixes (qualifiers) to the left of the tense/mood/aspect markers in Athabaskan are cognate
with Eyak and Tlingit incorporated nouns in the same position.

These shared patterns provide a strong indication of the common genetic origin of Athabaskan-Eyak
Tlingit (henceforward simply "Na-Dene"). Recent research by Leer (d. Leer 2008b and especially Leer,
this volume) should remove all doubt as to the genetic relatedness of Tlingit to Athabaskan-Eyak. Leer
demonstrates extensive new sound correspondences in cognate vocabulary that complement the better
known homologies in verb morphology. The characteristic system of Na-Dene verb affixation is unknown
elsewhere in the Americas. Other New World prefixing morphologies are completely different from the
Na-Dene model.

Returning to Yeniseian, which in both its modern and ancestral forms differs greatly from other old
World prefixing verb structures, it can be demonstrated that the oldest morphological strata in the Yeniseian
verb strongly resemble Na-Dene in many respects. This core similarity is only superficially obscured in
Modern Ket by morphological fusion and by the later addition of new valence positions and incorporated
elements on the left in Table 11 (d. Table 1 above for a position-class model of the Modern Ket verb).
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TABLE 10. Tlingit verb (based on Leer 1991)

TABLE 9 Eyak verb (based on Krauss 1965)

claSSIfier + stemI COnjugatlOn+sbj.conjunct prefixesdISjUnct prefixes

oldest prefix positions

objects lexical tense/mood/ speech-act- perfective- c1ass-

derivational
and deictic "qualifier" aspect participant stative ifier verb

or thematic
pronominal prefixes, marker subject prefix 0,d stem

prefixes of
prefixes including *5(3), *G3, agreement iii I, I (root

*n -round *nJ + TAM
various sorts *d -long suffix)

*qu -area

locative TAM subject several object root derivational TAM locative
clitic prefix siots for prefix suffix clitle

TAM
distinctions

TABLE 8. Generalized Athabaskan model showing oldest prefix zones

The generalized Athabaskan verb model shown below in Table 8 illustrates the probable structure out
of which Modern Navajo developed. This model, shorn of the more recently developed disjunct (leftmost)
zone of prefixes, shares essentially the same core structure with Eyak (Table 9) and Tlingit (Table 10). Note
that all three tables represent my own generalizations based on information from Krauss (1965, 1969), Kari
(1976), and Leer (1991, 2000) and are not true reconstructions. There exists no published reconstruction of
the Proto-Athabaskan verb, let alone ofProto-Na-Dene.

TABLE 6. Ha (Bantu, Tanzania) verb morphology (Harjula 2004:86)

TABLE 7. Position classes in the Modern Navajo verb
(d. descriptions with right-to-left numbering in Young and Morgan 1987:37-8, and Young 2000:18-26)

10 9 8 7 Ii 5 4 3 + 2 1 0

The interdigitation of pronominai and tense/mood/aspect prefixes in Bantu, though likewise quite distinct
from either Yeniseian or Na-Dene, is nevertheless typologically somewhat closer to both than either is to
the other prefixing languages of Eurasia or the Americas.

As canbe seen, prefixingverb morphologies are structurally quite diverse. The next section demonstrates
that the overall closer structural affinity displayed by Yeniseian and Na-Dene among the prefixing languages
examined above extends much deeper to include intricate systems of specific morphological homologies.

2.2. Na-Dene and Yeniseian prefixal verb morphology compared
All Na-Dene languages have a strongly prefixing verb structure, a hallmark distinguishing them starkly

from the morphology of adjacent languages, including Haida. Geographically more distant North American
languages with strongly prefixing verbs, such as Algonqian and Caddoan (Melnar 2004), show a completely
different arrangement of prefixes and differ from Athabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit as strongly as the prefixing
languages elsewhere in Eurasia do from Ket. Modern Navajo verb structure, shown in Table 7, provides an
illustration of the type of prefixation found in Na-Dene languages.
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construction,
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indirect obj. (more aspect 0,d
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reciprocal, etc.) than 2) (si, ni, ¥O I, I

..
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verb stem, with *-t, *-iii, etc.

P/S.pref.-deriv.prefix-ROOT+P/S.sulT
verb base (with pis affixes)

stem complexauxiliary complex

Proto-Na-Dene8

(shape or pron. prefix)-AUX
*xYi-,*G.1-

Proto-Yeniseian
(shape or pron. prefix)-AUX+aspect.suffix

*5-, *c;a- +*-1 or*-n

TABLE 12. Bipartite verb structure in Yeniseian and Na-Dene with shared perfective/stative (pIs)
circumfix in the stem and different hosts for aspect suffixes *-t and *-fii (*-lJ"i)

The Proto-Na-Dene aspect marker *iii (*!1i)9 yielded PA *iii and Modern Eyakyi. Leer (2000) aptly named
it 'perfective/stative' since it occurs as a sort of circumfix in verb forms expressing a state created by prior
action but is absent in stative verbs like 'be long' or 'be located' where no causal action is inferred. Yeniseian

6 The sole exception in Yeniseian appears to be certain singular forms ofthe verb'S eats inanimate-class 0' in Southern
Ket dr'p 'i eat if, kiip 'you eat if, du'p 'he eats if, dj.p 'she eats if and Yugh dr'f'I eaf, etc. These forms lost their
fmal syllable, which happens to be the verb base (-a) through a phonological change (cf. section 3.2); cf. Central Ket
dr'ba 'I eat if, /ai'ba 'you eat if, dU'ba 'he eats if, d"'ba 'she eats if. Modern Eyak also allows monosyllabic verb forms
(M.Krauss, p.c.)
7 In morpheme divisions of Ket or Yugh verbs, the sign = demarcates the boundary between a subject clitic and the
follOWing phonological verb word; this position series is a Ket/Yugh innovation not found in Kott, Assan, Arin, or
Pumpokol, even though the morpheme shapes themselves are ancient and found elsewhere in Yeniseian (as predicate
agreement suffixes, for example). Kott/Assan innovated a new subject person/number agreement slot as a suffix on
the complete opposite side of the verb complex, following the already existing animate pI. subject agreement suffix;
see ex. (2) in section 2.2.2 for contrasting Ket and Kott paradigms of the 'animate-class subject lies down'.
8 i thank]effLeer for allowing me to cite these Proto-Na-Dene forms, which reflect his latest unpublished research.
9Athabaskanist transcriptions of the non-anterior nasal contained in the perfective affix vary from palatal to velar,
referring to a phoneme that contrasts with the dental or alveolar *n. Krauss and Leer (1981) reconstruct fronted velar
'!1' for the non-alveolar nasal phoneme in Proto-Athabaskan, as does Leer (2000). My suspicion is that the nasal in
question in Dene-Yeniseian was originally labialized velar 'Ow that became palatalized before front vowels. In Yeniseian
this sound lost its nasal quality in most phonological environments. A labialized velar nasal would be structurally
parallel to the labialized velar obstruent series posited for Proto-Na-Dene.
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observed that Navajo essentially still operates on a bipartite arrangement whereby finite verb forms are
constructed byjoining a tense/mood and subject agreement portmanteau together with a stem consisting
of classifier, root, and tense/mood/aspect suffix. The same is true of Modern Ket verb morphology, where
conjugated forms minimally consist of two syllables-the first conceivably derived from an old auxiliary,
the second being the verb base, which in the oldest vocabulary invariably contains the verb word's basic
lexical root. In both families, a peg prefix or other device is normally needed to satisfy the minimum two
syllable requirement in cases where a finite verb form would otherwise be monosyllabic.' Ket adds bin (from
bin 'self) to keep the verb stem from becoming the first syllable, as in bimbus 'it melts' « bin-b-us); the peg
is not needed in the past-tense form b-il-us 'it melted'. Sometimes a subject clitic, which normally does not
syllabify onto the following verb, provides the first syllable, as in dujdoq 'he flies' < du=j-doq.7 Similar rules
exist in Na-Dene to prevent the verb stem from appearing word-initially, echoing the original auxiliary +
stem structure of the elements that later coalesced to form the verb complexes of each family.

The bipartite origin of Na-Dene verbs is most clearly demonstrated by the fact that TAM categories
minimally require a tense/mood prefix (the original auxiliary) and an aspect suffix that merged with the
root to create the stem-set allomorphs characteristic of Modern Athabaskan. This dual morphological
expression has persisted in the more agglutinative verb strings ofmodern Yeniseian and Na-Dene languages,
but with the difference that in Yeniseian the productive aspect suffixes attach to the auxiliary and appear as
prefixes inside the modern verb form (Table 12).

TABLE 11 Proto-Yeniseian verb morphology (detailed model)
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The prefixal classes and functions shared by Yeniseian and Na-Dene are as follows, Spatial prefixes, at
least some of which are clearly derived from incorporated body part nouns, precede tense/mood/aspect
prefixes that probably originated as auxiliary verbs. The TAM prefixes are followed by pronominal elements
expressing agreement with a speech-act-participant subject. Subject prefixes are followed by a perfective/
stative prefix (referred to in Yeniseian studies as the resultative, passive-resultative, or stative-resultative
prefix) that appears in many verbs expressing a state resulting from a prior action. To the right ofthis prefix
appears the verb base itself, the main lexical component. The base may be a bare root, though some bases
show signs ofhaving been augmented by a verb-deriving prefix (in section 2.2.4 I will argue that prefixes of
this sort are homologous with elements that gave rise to the Na-Dene classifier system, as is the imperative
prefix directly before the verb root). Only two morpheme positions show signs of being suffixed after
the verb root. The first is a morpheme that appears together with the perfective/stative prefix in verbs
denoting states resulting from a prior action and will be called the perfective/stative suffix, since the two
affixes seem to work as a sort of circumfix around the verb root in stative verbs of this sort. In section 2.2.1.
I will argue that the perfective/stative prefix and suffix combination in Yeniseian is homologous with the
perfective/stative prefix and suffix identified for Proto-Na-Dene in Krauss and Leer (1981) and Leer (2000).
The second suffix position inherited from Proto-Yeniseian is an animate-class plural subject agreement
marker that has no analog in Na-Dene. It seems to have developed in Pre-Proto-Yeniseian alongside the rise
ofnoun plural suffixes; animate nouns as well as finite verbs with animate plural subjects generally take the
same plural suffix -n in both Ket/Yugh and Kott/Assan.

These similiarities go beyond mere typological coincidence in that they can be shown to involve actual
cognate morphemes. Not only is the basic interdigitation of morpheme classes extremely close, but the
systems of morpheme shapes occupying each position class also appear cognate in many instances. The
next several subsections explore Dene-Yeniseian homologies in verbal morphology, beginning with the
system oftense/mood/aspect affixes (2.2.1), pronominal elements (2.2.2), and shape prefixes (2.2.3). Section
2.2.4 examines the classifier morphemes of Na-Dene, showing that most of the elements that coalesced to
form this morphological structure have cognates in Yeniseian, though the classifier system itself is a unique
Na-Dene innovation. Finally, section 2.3 shows that the intricate morphological recipe for deriving action
nominals-the Yeniseian infinitives and Na-Dene gerunds-from finite verb stems is basically identical in
both families. Affixal categories ofthe leftmost (outermost) prefixal positions of the verb, which presumably
are ofmore recent origin, are not compared with their potential Yeniseian cognates here, since the purpose
of this section is to determine whether the oldest layers of finite verb morphology in both families derive
from a common prototype.

2.2.1. The Dene-Yeniseian tense/mood/aspect system

The similarities between Yeniseian and Na-Dene verb morphology are more intricate than cursory
inspection suggests. To understand them as a system one must start by considering that the elaborate prefixal
strings typical of the modern languages developed out of a more analytic structure. Evidence suggests a
bipartite phrasal verb consisting of an auxiliary followed by a lexical verb root, each ofwhich hosted its own
prefixes and suffixes. Leer's analysis of Na-Dene negative and irrealis morphology (Leer 2000) suggested
that at least some Athabaskan tense/mood prefixes originated as auxiliary verbs. McDonough (2000)

prefix positions verb base
obj. agr. incorporated 3p inan.*w- tense, mood, lp, imperative verb- verb pen.- anim.-

(pro- body-part nouns, anim.?*dJ- aspect 2p prefix *3' deriving root stative pI. subj agr.
ditic or spatial and (anim. pre- combination subj. or prefix suffix
separ- shape prefixes, ceded by AUX + suffix agr. perfective- *3', (-ej, -ry)

ate including gender/
*5>s,~a *I stative prefix also

word) *n -round number agr. "a possibly
*3' -long

vs. vs.
"'f" - flat

*qa>qo,o 'n
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As a full form, the *Ga- marker is a relic in Yeniseian, occurring in a handful of past-tense forms, such
as Kott ha-i-tou 'you came' vs. present-tense i-tou 'you come' (Verner 1990b:157 shows the full conjugation).
The opposition inherited from Dene-Yeniseian *xYi- VS. *Ga- is transparent only in a tiny handful of Modern
Ket verbs meaning 'kill':" Ket d=us-s-ej 'he kills it' vs. d=us-q-ej 'he killed it'; d=av-s-ej 'he kills them' vs.
d=av-q-ej 'he killed them', etc. Elsewhere, *Ga- has reduced to 0- in Ket through two successive phonological
changes. The first was a purely phonetic rule operating only in Ket/Yugh that labialized [a] to [0] adjacent
a uvular correlating with PND *G (which presumably had become a voiced fricative in Proto-Yeniseian). The
second rule truncated the uvular articulation after another consonant; uvular reduction in this environment
occurs across Yeniseian. Uvular elision did not occur in basic Ket 'kill' verbs, since no consonant preceded
the marker *qo- within the phonological verb: t=qo-d-ej 'he killed me, t=qo-k-ej 'he killed you', t=qo-dav-ej 'he
killed us', t=qo-kav-ej 'he killed you all'. The uvular was presumably retained in d=av-q-ej 'he killed them'
through analogy to d=a-q-ej 'he killed him', d=i-q-ej 'he killed her', a pattern later extended to derived 'kill'
verbs such as d=us-q-ej 'he killed it' (in the sense of 'killed it on a hunt').12 Elsewhere, the uvular onset of the
tense/mood marker in question dropped after consonants phonological-word internally, so that other verbs
with this past-tense conjugation marker have the form 0- in Ket and Yugh, e.g. Ket d-Uls-o-l-bet 'I rowed'.

Evidence ofvowel labialization in Ket and Yugh in the environment of a uvular correlating with PND *G

can be seen outside the verb morphology, as well: cf. Ket qo'n 'conifer branches' and PAE *Gand 'spruce and
pine needles'. The same rule changed *aG to Ket oq, as in Ket -doq 'fly' (cf. PA *-t'aG 'fly'). Modern Ket non
labialized sequences [gal and [aq] correlate instead with PND glottalized uvular *aq' and *q'a, as is evident
from comparing Ket -daq 'throw, propel' with its Proto-Athabaskan cognate *-t'aq"throw, propel (elongated
object)'; similarly, Ket -qan 'boil', Kott au-gan 'boil', c-au-gan 'burn' correlates with PA *da-q'an 'burn', where
the original difference in anlaut articulation apparently prevented labialization ofthe following vowel. Since
initial glottalized obstruents are not likely to have survived into Proto-Yeniseian, it is more likely that the
probably voiced Proto-Yeniseian reflex of originally non-glottalized *G affected the quality of the adjacent
low vowel. What is important to note here is that this labialization rule did not apply in Kott: cf. Kott fataga
i:nav 'I fly' vs. Ket -doq 'fly', Yugh -dox 'fly'." Kott [a] correlates with Ket/Yugh [0] adjacent certain uvular
articulations outside the verb system as well: cf. Kott pagan-Yugh boxon 'mittens', Kott hapar-Ket qovat
'back, spine', and Kott hau-Ket qo', Yugh xo' 'horn'), though in many of these cases no Na-Dene cognate is
available to confirm whether the uvular in question indeed correlates with PND *G. Kott past-tense *Ga
would be expected to yield a- instead of0-, and this is indeed the case, not only in the rare forms where the
full prefix survives (as in the Kott form ha-i-tou 'you came' mentioned earlier), but also in cases where the
velar was truncated by a preceding consonant, as in Kott b-a-l-a-tar-av 'he shook it'. Labialized conjugation
marker shapes 0- or u- in Kott present- or past-tense verb forms do occur but these arose instead through
absorption of the inanimate-class prefix *w- following a thematic consonant, as in ho:lafiav 'I turned it' <

*h-w-a-l-a-fi-aV. 14 Yeniseian-internal patterns involving uvulars and labialization support the explanation

II In connection with these archaic verbs I would like to thank the long suffering Ket expert, Maria 'rikova (Kellog
village), who in May 2005 spent hours dutifully pronouncing at my request every grammatical form ofKet 'kill', after
which she politely avoided me for the next day and a half.
12 The retention of original q < *qo in the paradigms of kill-verbs might also be connected with the loss of past tense
marker n before the original consonant ofthe root -ej - -ey 'kill' (cf. PAE *-,e'G 'hunt 0'), since the presence of the uvular
came to serve as the primary past-tense marker in these verbs. The original perfective marker n shows up in imperative
forms, where the imperative prefix d- « PY *3) that normally appears before vowel-initial roots is truncated instead:
anifj 'kill him!' (presumably from PPY *a-n-d-xeg); ef. past tense (d= )dqej " killed him' « PPY *a-qa-n-xeg); in these forms
the prefixes *3 and *n appear to have truncated directly before anlaut ox, which itself later disappeared in Proto-Ket
Yugh.
13 The Kott verb base meaning 'jump', which S.Starostin (1995:223) identifies wIth 'f]y'-ef. Kott aSto:/qJ 'to jump', also
the Ket base -doq in verbs meaning 'jump', lunge', would seem to contradict this pattern: however, Kott 'jump' also
appears unlabialized in it'a/qJ 'j jump', ant'i/qJ "jumped', anthak 'jump!', suggesting that the labialization in the other
forms could be secondary.
14 The origin of the labialized conjugation vowel from inanimate-class b- in Kott was first noticed by the talented
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ju-
Ga-

Tlingit
TABLE 13. Cognate Yeniseian and Na-Dene tense/mood prefixes
DYauxiliary PPY > Ket Navajo Eyak
*xYi- (telic?) *si- (> 5, ~ A, a) si- 5-

*Ga- (atelie?) *oa- (> qo, 0) yi- « yi) Ga-

10 It is not clear whether the perfective/stative prefiX also appears in the past tense of transitive verbs in Kott: Kott
b-a-I-a-kit 'he rubbed it'. Pre-root [a] in past-tense forms was normally recorded as short, while the vowel in stative
verbs was regularly transcribed by Castren as n, a symbol used elsewhere to convey lengthened [a'] or [a:].

has a cognate prefix in the same place in the verb complex that likewise expresses a state created by a
prior action. The Yeniseian perfective/stative prefix is productive in both Ket/Yugh and Kott, showing that
it belongs to the oldest layer of the verb morphology: Kott b-a-l-a:-kit 'it was (in a state of having been)
rubbed'; Ket t-a-b-A-kit 'it is (in a state of having been) rubbed'." Its proto-form was most likely PY *ja-,
given the fact thatjA- rather than A- appears in Ket not only after vowels (a-jA-dop 'it is plugged'), but also
after tense/mood prefix S-, where it requires an epenthetic vowel: Ket il-u-k-s-ajA-bet 'it is broken'. As in
Na-Dene, the perfective-stative affix appears twice, as prefix and suffix, forming a sort of circumfix in the
verb stem. In Na-Dene the suffix also marks perfective aspect in active verbs. In Yeniseian the perfective/
stative suffix has allomorphs -ej, -e, -I, -j, with nasal-v preserved mainly after uvulars.Just as in Na-Dene, the
Yeniseian perfective/stative suffix appears in verbs conveying active events that naturally entail a resultant
state, such as 'lie down', 'break', 'fall', 'become stuck', 'flyaway', etc., though Ket and Yugh, in contrast to
Na-Dene, have reinterpreted its perfective/stative morphology to a large degree. The prefix in Ket has been
reanalyzed in active verbs as a 3p subject marker to replace the zero expression for 3p subjects inherited
from Dene-Yeniseian (Ket d-a-jA-daq-y 'he gets stuck'). The suffix survives most often in plural forms, where
it has been reanalyzed as a plural marker (Ket -doq 'one subject flies' vs. -doq-y 'multiple subjects fly'; also
-dAq 'one subject falls' vs. -dAq-y 'multiple subjects fall), though in other verbs it has been retained in
singular forms as well, with no clear reason for this pattern (cf. Ket -loq-y '5 shivers'). Identification of this
hitherto mysterious -vas a perfective/stative marker helps explains why it occurs in verbs where plurality
is already marked elsewhere, most spectacularly in Kott forms such as al-an-te:n-av-an-tov 'they lay down
once' « teen 'animo 5 lies down'), where plurality would appear to be marked redundantly four times. The
full conjugations of active intransitives with relics of perfective/stative affixal morphology can be found in
Krejnovich (1968:53-57) for Southern Ket and Verner (1990b:156-172) for Kott. The Etymological Dictionary
of the Yeniseian Languages (Vajda and Werner, in preparation) will identify all cases where Yeniseian has
retained the perfective/stative prefix or suffix in one guise or another.

The Na-Dene perfective/stative prefix *iii- and suffix *-iii appear homologous with Ket/Yugh prefix
jA- and suffix -ej or -v' though the pattern regulating the loss or retention of nasality remains to be worked
out. The phonetic variability of the suffix can be seen in Ket dialectal forms of perf.jstative verbs with the
meaning '5 is (in a state of having been) made': -jA-bed-ej, -jA-bed-ev, -jA-bet, and in the cognate Yugh form
-ja-be:'ti, where the suffix has been absorbed into the root *-beti 'make', leaving pharyngealization and falling
tone (the same typically occurs when plural, adjectival, or infinitive nasal suffixes are absorbed into the root,
as will be discussed further in section 2.2.5). Another unsolved question is why the Yeniseian perfective/
stative morpheme appears as n - ii after the tense/mood marker in active verbs but as -ej, -j, Vafter the verb
root. Alikely explanation is that n- (probably originally palatal *ii) developed through assimilation after the
tense/mood affix consonant *xY (phonetically palatal [,D. This is but one ofthe questions requiring a precise
answer before the Dene-Yeniseian language link can be regarded as firmly demonstrated.

The two most ancient aspect suffixes-the *-t progressive and *-iii perfective (i.e., perfective/stative)
introduced in the preceding paragraph-are cognate in both families. So are the two basic tense/mood
prefixes, which probably derive from auxiliary verbs. The next several paragraphs discuss each of these
pairs in detail, beginning with *xYi and *Ga and the modern tense/mood affixes that derive from them.

Table 13 uses Ket and Navajo forms alongside Eyak and Tlingit to illustrate how tense/mood markers in
Yeniseian and Na-Dene originated from the same pair of morphemes.
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that Ket/Yugh past-tense 0- and its rare allomorph qo-, as well as Kott past-tense -a- and its rare allomorph
ha- all ultimately reflect a conjugation marker shape cognate with PND *Ga-, with the original unlabialized
vowel a preserved in the past tense of many Kott verbs.

Turning now to the other auxiliary element, Leer identifies the Athabaskan si- prefix as deriving from
PND *x'i, phonetically a palatal fricative [~i] (Leer, p.c). The Eyak form is sa- or S-, while Tlingit has yu_.1S In
Yeniseian, it yields the recognizable allomorphs Ket/Yughs-, Kott 5- or c- in something like a third ofpresent
tense forms. In the remaining present-tense forms, and in all past and imperative forms, *xYi- yieldedj, i, A,

a, or 0 depending on the original phonology of the surrounding prefixes. Before a non-aspirated stop and
when not followed by a prefix beginning in a non-aspirated stop, *x'i- yielded sibilant S-, as in d=at-s-a-daq
'he goes downriver on the ice', d=igda-k-s-aq 'he travels down to the riverbank', and a-k-s-saal'he spends the
night'. When preceded by a non-aspirated stop but followed by a prefix beginning in a voiced consonant, it
either reduced to A- (d=at-A-d-daq 'I go downriver on the ice', d=at-A-n-A-daq 'he went downriver on the ice'),
elided through syncope (d=igda-k-l-aq 'he went down to the riverbank', or appeared as i (a-k-i-n-saal'he spent
the night'). The sibilant portion never appears before the past-tense and imperative affixes -I and n because
these sounds were voiced sonorants in Proto-Yeniseian (G.Starostin 1995 plausibly reconstructs them as *r
and *n). These and other voiced consonant-anlaut prefixes caused *x'i- to voice to *ji-, which later reduced
to i- or A- depending on the phonological environment, or to 0 where general rules of vowel syncopy apply
(Vajda 2004). The secondary loss ofthe initial voicedj- is in keeping with the fact that Ket and Yugh syllables
never begin with the sequence Ui]. After a fricative, affricate, or aspirated stop, *x'i- yielded allomorph a-,
regardless ofwhat prefix followed. This allomorph (pronounced [a, ce, A] depending on dialect) is not subject
to the general truncation rules that apply to /if. In such cases, the original consonant anlaut of*x'i- seems
to have been absorbed into the preceding consonant's continuant phase, affecting the form of the following
vowel. Allomorph a- occurs after Ket thematic d or h « PY *3' and *p, the latter presumably aspirated): al
d-a-l-do 'chop it down!', du=h-a-ta 'he (a masculine-class tree) stands'. Phonological verb-initial *x'i- yields
j- dialectically or is realized as a lengthening of the subject clitic vowel: du=j-doq - dU'=roq 'he flies'. Another
example is dU'=-d-fj 'he kills me': cf. d=av-s-ej 'he kills them', where the sibilant allomorph s- appears as
expected after stop V). This interpretation of the distribution of tense/mood marker allomorphs S-, i- and a
contradicts previous treatments, including my own. Vajda (2003, 2004, 2007) treated the modern opposition
between vowels i- and a- as original, with s- an allomorph only of i-. In fact, all three tense/mood-marker

Moscow linguist Kirill Reshetnikov while researching his dissertation on Yeniseian verb morphology (Reshetnikov
2000). He told me about his unpublished findings during a discussion in Moscow in July 2006. The correctness of his
analysis is demonstrated by the fact that /0/ < /ba/ occurs also in the present tense, where it obviously has no parallel
with the Ket past-tense conjugation marker shape /0/, d. Kott ho:fiau '/ turn it' < *h-w-a-fi-au) and stative-resultative
(ho:la:fi 'it is turned' < *h-w-a-I-a:-fi), but not in the corresponding imperative (halfi 'turn it!' < *h-a-l-fi), since inan.
class prefix *w- (which appears as b where not truncated in Kott indicative forms) invariably disappears as part of
Yeniseian imperative formation. The seeming appearance of present-tense conjugation vowel /a/ and past-tense /0/
in the productive Kott pattern of present-tense -a:k but past-tense -olo:k, as well as in two groups of transitive verbs
discussed by George Starostin in his treatment ofKott verb morphology (G.Starostin 1995:132-133) can be explained in
the same way. Transitive verbs lacking the semantically expected b- object marker but showing no labialization of / a/
in either tense originally contained the conjugation marker *x"a- in both tenses; here *b- fused with *x"a- to produce
/a/, analogous to what happened in the Ket verb d=ul-a-ku '/ wash it' < *d-ul-d-b-s-ku. Such verbs are the conjugational
equivalent to Athabaskan si-perfective / 5i-imperfective verbs. Ket verbs with present-tense /a/ but past-tense /0/
originally contained present-tense conjugation marker *x"a- and past-tense *Ga- (with labialization of original /a/ in
these past-tense forms again coming from the 3rd-person marker rather than the uvular). Kott verbs of this pattern
are often though not always atelic; conjugationally, they are equivalent to Athabaskan verbs with si-imperfective and
yi-perfective forms. It is also possible that the 3p animacy classifier participated in Kott patterns involving /a/ vs. /0/
in cases where the verb form appears to lack an animate-class object marker (cf. section 2.2.3 for more on animacy
classifiers).

15 The present article follows Leer (this volume) in rendering the Tlingit velar approximant [Uj] as y. This sound has
also been spelled woryin Tlingit orthography (d. Naish and Story 1973:349).
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shapes S-, i- and a- derive from the same ancient auxiliary *x'i- through an originally allomorphic distinction
based on the phonetics of the surrounding prefixes." Also, it is important to note that Ket/Yugh s that
correlates with Na-Dene *s (in contrast to *x>') does not elide or become i or A in the phonetic environments
described above.

The modern distribution ofYeniseian and Na-Dene cognates derived from *Ga- and *x'i- suggests these
two morphemes originally expressed some contrast involving telicity (the presence or absence of a built-in
end point in the verbal event), though the evidence is unclear as to how this opposition originally interacted
with tense and mood categories. Ket reflexes of*Ga- are limited to about half of the past-tense forms, while
the various reflexes of *x'i- appear in present-tense forms, imperatives, and in the remaining past-tense
forms. Telic events are more often associated with past-tense i- « *x'i-), while atelic situations are expressed
using past-tense 0- « *Ga-). The original semantic contrast between i- « *x'i-) and 0- « *Ga-) survives only in
Ket/Yugh past-tense forms, where verbs denoting repeated actions, states, or activities with no natural end
point virtually always contain 0- rather than i_.17 Some instances where telic verbs contain past-tense 0- may
have arisen through analogy. Labialization in Modern Ket has become a sort ofgeneralized indicator of past
tense in association with any present-tense vowel a-, including the adjacent 3p agreement markers a- and
av-, which regularly become 0- and 0V- in past-tense forms. A more curious exception involves qo- in the
'kill' verbs discussed above, some of which are used to convey single or multiple events. In these verbs, the
expression of single action seems to be the original meaning, a fact that demonstrates why it is not possible
to assign a firm function to the original DY *x'i- or *Ga- morphemes.

The general mutual exclusivity between Yeniseian tense/mood prefixes s-/i-/a- vs. qo-/o-, whatever its
ultimate functional basis, has clear parallels in Na-Dene (cf. Krauss 1969). Jim Kari (1979), demonstrated
that Proto-Athabaskan atelic *¥a- (from earlier Proto-Na-Dene *Ga-) and telic *s- « *x'i-) represent a
fundamental division in active verbs. Young (2000:69) noted that in Navajo verb themes, si-perfectives «

16 This is the topic of an article in progress, "New insights into Ket verb morphophonology" (Vajda, in preparation),
which will describe more fully how Ket conjugation marker forms [s], [I], and [a/reiA] derive from *x"- through regular
phonological interaction with the preceding thematic consonant and following prefiX. This conclusion significantly
contradicts my original assumption, presented at the Dene-Yeniseic Symposium in February 2008, that *Ga- correlates
not with past-tense 0- (a morpheme left unexplained in my earlier analysis), but rather with the Ket present-tense
configuration ¥a in such verbs as di=ya-daq. In reality, the syllable ya contains the thematic consonant y (probably from
*x, which normally disappears word-initially in Ket, but here is kept to help provide the verb form's needed first CV
syllable). This guttural element, which actually has nothing to do with the tense-mood system, is then followed by
the a- allomorph left by *x"a- after an original fricative-in other words, by the conjugation marker opposite to *Ga-.
A better understanding of Yenisean thematic consonants, conjugation markers, and uvular and velar proto-sounds
has led to the new conclusions presented here. The identification of /s/ as a conjugation marker is one of my few
disagreements with the superb, pioneering treatment ofKet verb morphology by G.Starostin and Reshetnikov (1995),
who identify / s/ as a marker of intransitivity. My interpretation finds support in such pairs as Ket da=bau-s-a·don 'she
falls to the ground' and bau-b-a-don 'it falls to the ground', where the change ofsubject and concomitant appearance of
inanimate-class marker b« PY *w) is the only structural difference between the two forms. I should note, in passing,
that G.Starostin and Reshetnikov (1995) were the first to perceive agreement marking and tense/mood/aspect expres
sion as the two fundamental inflectional systems in the Yeniseian verb-a structural trait that Yeniseian continues to
share with Na-Dene languages. Out ofdeference for these and other specialists in Ket verb morphology, the arguments
presented here should be taken as provisional pending the full publication of my lastest treatment of Yeniseian verb
prefix morphophonology, upon which they are based, since this treatment will differ in significant respects from the
descriptions published in Vajda (2004) and elsewhere. Suffice it to say that the arguments for cognacy between Yenise
ian and Na-Dene conjugation markers presented here pivot crucially on the identification ofYeniseian present-tense
/s/ as a conjugation marker and also on the recognition ofthe widespread past tense vowel /0/ as arising from PY *qa
(ultimately from *Ga-) through regular sound changes.
17 The sole systematic exception is a class of iteratives innovated in Ket by augmenting the incorporate, but leaving the
conjugation marker unchanged, e.g., da=sulid-u-k-s-a 'it becomes red (once)' -> da=sultijiu-u-k-5-a 'it becomes red (re
peatedly)'. This shows that Ket conjugation markers have become lexicalized stem elements that only partially reflect
original distinctions based on telicity.

Edward J. Vajdn
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modifications of the verb root rhyme. In Yeniseian they are overtly present in most past tense or imperative
forms, but occur as prefixes in the verb string as a whole, as shown earlier in Table 11. Other Na-Dene
aspectual suffixes identified by Leer (1979)-*k customary, *t semelfactive perfective, etc.-appear to lack
Yeniseian cognates, though more work in understanding Modern Ket verb base alternations such as -aq
'put or give once' but -0 'put or give multiple times' could lead to the discovery of additional aspect-related
sufftxes that survive in the modern languages only as modifications of the verb root rhyme. As mentioned
earlier, the perfective suffix has also left its trace as modifications of the Modern Ket verb base rhyme,
much as in Modern Athabaskan, though the differences in question are lexical rather than grammatical in
function.

The tense/mood markers *X'i-/ *Ga- and the aspect suffixes *-f / *-iii still form the basis oftense/mood/
aspect expression in both families. Nearly every Ket verb belongs to a tense/mood class defined by how
these two sets of morphemes interact (Vajda 2007). The same is true of how Na-Dene conjugation classes
such as Navajo si- (< *X'i-) andyi- (< PND *Ga-) interact with the imperfective (< *-t) and perfective (< *-iii)
stem allomorphs to create the different grammatical forms of inclividual verbs.

The widespread mutual exclusivity between the modern reflexes of DY *Ga- and *xYi- across Yeniseian
and Na-Dene-alongside the homologous perfective/stative circumfix and *-f progressive vs. -iii perfective
contrast-shows that the core tense/mood/aspect system ofboth families is fundamentally similar in a way
that cannot be explained by chance resemblance or typological coincidence. The fact that aspect suffixes *-f
and *-iii attach to the auxiliary complex in Yeniseian but to the root in Na-Dene further supports the view
that the prefixing verb complexes in both families developed on the basis of a common pattern of auxiliary
+ content verb root, with each element originally hosting its own affixes.

Another potentially cognate Dene-Yeniseian affix could provide additional evidence for a bipartite finite
verb string. There are also a number of motion verbs in Ket that take an unexplained d-prefix on the verb
root to express distributive meaning. Krejnovich (1968:172) provides examples ofplural subject forms of the
verb 'subject makes a quick round trip up into the forest' with an unexplained prefix d- appearing before
the verb root in plural forms. This d- is conceivably cognate with the Proto-Athabaskan distributive plural
proclitic *dil" placed before the tense/mood markers, or with the Tlingit distributive plural prefix daGa- 
dax- found after the conjugation prefixes and closer to the verb root (Naish and Story 1973:349). Yeniseian
uses what appears to be the same morpheme as a distributive plural sufftx in nominal morphology as well
(Ket -da, Yugh -cPa).

Each of the remaining prefix classes in the oldest layer of Yeniseian and Na-Dene verb morphology
likewise involves cognate morphemes as well as structural parallelism. The next three sections discuss
pronominal agreement affixes, shape prefixes, and the morphemes that developed into the Na-Dene pre-root
classifier complex. It will be argued that some ofthe morphemes that gave rise to the Na-Dene classifiers have
Yeniseian cognates, but the classifier complex as a productive grammatical means of marking transitivity
change is a Na-Dene innovation, absent in Yeniseian, except for the uniquely Yeniseian innovation of using
the d-component to help form imperatives from active verbs. Section 2.3 demonstrates how the pattern for
deriVing non-finite forms of verbs-the Eyak gerund and Yeniseian infinitive-is shared by both families.

2.2.2. Dene- Yeniseian homologies in personal pronouns
All universally accepted language families display at least some cognates in basic pronouns. Given the

intricate system ofhomologous TAM affixes between Yeniseian and Na-Dene, one would expect the agreement
markers interdigitated among them to show cognacy as well. The Proto-Yeniseian personal pronoun forms
reconstructed by S. Starostin (1983, 1995) and G. Starostin (1995) facilitate this comparison, despite the fact
that questions remain about the proto-forms of certain Na-Dene pronouns, Part of the problem is that the
first and second person pronouns, as well as their verb-internal agreement morphs, appear to have contained
sounds in Proto-Na-Dene that were highly mutable, unlike the famously stable 1st person singular m of Indo
European, by contrast. The 1st person singular subject agreement prefix forms for Athabaskan, Eyak and
Tlingit show a unique correspondence, for which Leer (2008b), following Krauss (1969), uses a dollar sign ($)
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*t
*iii {or *!til

Proto-Na-Dene
n
y

Tlingit

In the modern Na-Dene languages these suffixes normally appear in the form of morphophonemic

*X'i-) never pair up withyi-imperfectives (< *Ga), except among semelfactives, which combine si-perfectives
withyi-imperfectives. The Tlingit perfective prefixyu- (< *X'i-) is in complementary distribution with the
imperfective prefix Ga-, the cognate to Yeniseian *(q}o-, the past-tense conjugation marker in virtually all
Ket statives and iteratives."

The one strikingdifference between the core TAM systems ofYeniseian and Na-Dene involves the location
of the cognate progressive -1 and perfective -n sufftxes. Na-Dene adds them root finally, with the perfective
suffix on the root co-occurring with a perfective/stative prefix before the root in verb forms expressing a
state resulting from a prior action,just as in Yeniseian. Leer (1979) demonstrated how these suffixes fused to
the ancient verb root to produce the characteristic allomorphs that Athabaskanists call 'aspectual stem sets'.
Except for the perfective/stative sufftx already discussed, Yeniseian suffixes these markers to the auxiliary
rather than to the root and therefore lacks Athabaskan-style stem allomorphs. The contrast between the
L-progressive and N-perfective suffixes itself is homologous in the two families, and the two suffix forms
themselves appear to be clearly cognate. Yeniseian -I (probably PY *r or voiced lateral *1) appears in the
past tense and imperative forms of all stative and iterative verbs, while nasal perfective -n appears in many
verbs denoting single complete actions or transitions to a new state. The fact that -I appears inexplicably
in the remaining single-event verbs in Yeniseian is possibly an echo of some earlier, spatial classificatory
function. Althought it is conjecture to suggest at this stage, the semantically anomalous lateral marker in
question could be a remnant of the f-classifier reinterpreted as a tense-mood marker (as will be shown in
section 2.2.4, the f-classifier seems to be virtually absent in Yeniseian, a key problem to be resolved in the
comparisons being made here). In Modern Ket the distribution of progressive -I and perfective -n has been
lexicalized, with most verbs requiring either -lor -n in all past tense inclicative and imperative forms. But
there are a few doublets where the original aspectual contrast, first noted by Krejnovich (1968), is clear:

TABLE 14. Cognates in Yeniseian and Na-Dene aspect suffixes
DY suffix Yeniseian Proto-Ath. Eyak

Though appearing as prefixes in Yeniseian, *-1 and *-n functionally mirror the contrast between the
Athabaskan progressive suffix *-f and perfective *-nt. 19

The progressive and perfective sufftxes are clearly ancient in Na-Dene, with cognates in Athabaskan,
Eyak and Tlingit identified by Krauss and Leer in various publications. Leer (1979) demonstrated that the
Athabaskan progressive and future stem-set allomorphs originated from the root syllable's merger with an-f
suffix, while the perfective stem allomorphs involve merger with a nasal suffix. Note that Eyak perfective -f
apparently derived through diffusion ofthe progressive marker -f since Athabaskan -ii normally corresponds
to Eyak voiced -I. The Eyakforms of the perfective and progressive suffixes appear in Krauss (1965:171). The
Tlingit suffixes are described in Leer (1991:154) and (2000). The Yeniseian cognates are added in Table 14.

(I) hantet 'Subject broke it (once)' haltet 'Subject broke it/them (several actions)'

-*f (progressive) ~ r *t f
-*11 (perfective/stative) n *ii f

"Naish and Story (1973:350) label Ga- the 'imperfective' prefix, but Leer (1991:108) points outthat it actually expresses
a variety of semantically disparate functions (future, potential, hortative, and contingent modes). Tlingit Ga- is thus
mainly characterizable on the basis of its mutual exclusivity with the perfective prefiX yu-, with which it is in comple
mentary distribution in the same position class.
19 It might be useful to note here tbat the similarity between Yeniseian *-n- in example (1) and the common Athabaskan
mode prefiX *na- in virtually the same place in the verb form is purely coincidental, the latter being an Athabaskan
innovation based on reanalysis of the nasal coda of certain incorporated nouns, as discussed by Leer in Berkeley
(2009).
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(zb) Southern Ket 'animate subject lies down' SBJ'-thematic5-TENSE'-SBp-lie.downo
I lie down t=taritn < *dz'=t5-a'-dP-tn°
you (sg.) lie down k=tayutn < *ku'=t5-a'-ku'-tn°
he lies down t=tajatn < *du'=t5-a'jal-tn°
she lies down da=tajatn < *da'=t5-a'jal-tn°
we lie down t=taravten < *dz'=t5-a'-davl-tn°
you (pl.) lie down k=tayavten < *ku'=t5-a'-kavl-tn°
they lie down t=tajavten < *du'=t5-a'javl-tn°
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< *P-temO-av-3

< *i1temO-u-3

< *d'-3-iil-temO
< *ori-te:nO-av-l-an-Z-torr3
< *ol;l-te:n(l-av-l-an-Z-ov-3
< *dJ3-ii'!i-temO-arrl-an-Z

3p.anim'-SBJl-lie.down'-Perf/Stative"-PL'2-SBj"(Za) Kott 'animate subject lies down'
1lie down i:temav
you (sg.) lie down i:temu
he/she lies down diatem
we lie down ontemavantov
you (pl.) lie down ontemayantov
they lie down diante:naVan

A comparison of Ket and Kott verb morphology illustrates how the reconstruction of a PY Zsg. affix is
also fraught with difficulty, if Kott Zsg. i- is regarded as representing the original Zsg. subject agreement
marker. In verbs that require multi-site subject marking, Ket uses the pre-root prefix ku- as well as the clitic
ku= (often reduced to =k encliticizing to a preceding word), while Kott uses the suffix -u and pre-root prefix
i-. G.Starostin (1995) has plausibly reconstructed *7aw for the free-standing Zsg. pronoun, based on Ket u'
and Kott au 'you' (singular), and -[k]u for the subject marker. The latter reconstruction, however, does not
take into consideration the form ofKott Zsg. i- as a subject agreement marker. Because tense-mood markers
in the Kott verb may have interacted phonologically with the pre-root subject marker (in position 1), it is
not possible at this stage to determine the actual form of the position 1 affixes in Kott.

Alongside these crucial unresolved problems with the proto-forms ofYeniseian Isg. and Zsg. pronouns,
the comparisons in Table 15 below show that other portions of the pronominal morphology of Yeniseian
and Na-Dene are clearly cognate. Table 15juxtaposes pronominal forms in four Yeniseian languages (Werner
Z005) with Proto-Athabaskan (Krauss and Leer 1981), Eyak (Krauss 1965, 1969), andTlingit (Leer 1991:58). The
Proto-Yeniseian forms, excepting the 1st and 2nd singular subject prefixes," follow G.Starostin (1995:162).
The Proto-Yeniseian subject prefixes given in Table 15 are those found directly before the verb base and
not suffixes or proclitics innovated later by individual daughter languages. Question marks in the Arin and
Pumpokol columns indicate the required pronoun forms went unrecorded. The varying 3rd person pronoun
forms for Kott and Arin are dialectal forms recorded by 18th-century travelers; those for Athabaskan also
reflect geography, with *'adan supported by many northern languages, and *Wl' - *wa-n for Apachean (cE.
Modern Navajo bl) and Pacific Coast Athabaskan.

22 The 1st and Znd singular prefix forms shown in Table 15 as the original Yeniseian subject prefixes represent those
found vestigially in basic Ket and Kott verbs, including Kott i:-ten-av 'I lie down', i:-ten-u 'you (sg.) lie down' (ex. Za),
and possibly also in certain Ket active intransitive verbs such as dijdoq 'j fly', kujdoq 'you (sg.) fly', where singular forms
appear to have only one subject prefix, while the plural forms have two. These prefixes were replaced as productive
subject agreement markers by Ket proclitics di= (1st singular) and ku= (znd singular) and Kott suffixes -v and -u,
conceivably after global sound changes caused the original singular speech-act-participant agreement prefIx shapes
to lose their phonological distinctiveness. PPY may have contained a 1sg. marker *x' that yielded not only Ket d / band
Kottj, but also the Kott subject prefix form i- found in basic intransitive verbs. An original PPY zsg. prefix form of*yYi
could have reduced PY *i, yielding a correspondence similar to that found in the perfective/stative prefix (Na-Dene
*yYi- and PY *ja-). Unfortunately, this interpretation remains speculative without much more work on Dene-Yeniseian
sound correspondences.

rather than an actual phonetic symbol. The original sound was most likely *x·, which became *x before vowel
/il (Leer, p.c.). The Proto-Athabaskan 1st person plural pronoun shape is less clear. 20

On the Yeniseian side, the issue of Isg. proto-forms likewise presents its own set of problems. G.
~~arostin re~onstructs two distinct Isg. morphe~es: *3 on the basis of Ket/Yugh a·d 'I' vs. Kott/Assan aj
I, and Isg. y on the baSIS of Ket/Yugh possessIve -b- vs. Kott/Assan _yO. The problem is that the sound

correspondences in both of these cases are virtually unique to these Isg. forms. Ket/Yugh d and Kott/Assan
j correspondences are limited to the Isg. pronouns and to the nouns Ket/Yugh dW'I'child' and Kott/Assan
dial- jal'child' and Ket/Yugh ulad 'rib' and Kott ulaj 'rib' (S.starostin 198Z, 1995). Here Kott ulaj 'rib' likely
derives from ul'handle' + ar 'bone', with liquid dissimilation, probably removing this item as evidence for
~he c.orrespondence. Because the correspondence between Kott/Assan y and Ket/Yugh/PumpokoljArin b
IS umque to the Isg. morphology, Vajda and Werner (in preparation) treat Kott/Assan Isg. -y as a reanalysis
of the generic possessive element -y found in several oblique case forms of Ket/Yugh personal pronouns
rather than as an original PY 1st person marker: PY *a3 (lsg.) + y (generic possessive formant) > Kott ay >

y 'my'. In Ket/Yugh, PY *a3 + *y yielded the Modern Ket form abay, found in oblique forms such as aba!Ja
'to me', ab~!Jal 'from me', with the apparent development of PY *3 into Ket/Yugh b also unique to this
morphological structure. If this interpretation is correct, it would suggest that the originallsg. morpheme,
reconstructed for PYas *3, may in fact have contained a labial feature. Once again, such an interpretation is
unique to the item in question and so far cannot be shown to reflect a broader pattern.'l

Another problem is proliferation of new agreement morphology in Yeniseian. As already mentioned,
Pre-Proto-Yeniseian seems to have innovated an animate plural agreement suffix, found in Ket and Kott
after the root or after the perfective/stative suffix in forms that retain this element. The original subject
person .a?reement markin.g position located directly before the verb base was retained only in some active
mtransltlve verbs, where It seems to have merged with the perfective/stative prefix position. The various
Yeniseian daughter languages then innovated new person/number agreement positions that duplicated the
agreement marking of the original subject prefixes. Ket/Yugh innovated subject person-marking proclitics
at the leftmost edge of the verb. Kott innovated subject person/number markers that were suffixed after
animate plural suffix -in, likewise resulting in multi-site subject agreement marking. The rise ofnew subject
marking positions at the opposite ends of the verb in two primary branches of Yeniseian (Ket/Yugh and
Kott/Assan) gives the false impression that the verb in these languages is structurally very diverse whereas
in reality nearly every major detail of Ket and Kott verb morphology is essentially parallel. vajda (Z004
and elsewhere) has called the resultant proliferation of Modern Yeniseian agreement patterns 'actant
conjugations' or 'agreement marker configurations' and has attributed their rise to accommodation of the
areally bizarre root-final Yeniseian verb to the root-initial suffixing patterns prevalent everywhere else in
landlocked North Asia.

Example (Z) compares a fragment from the Kott and Ket paradigms ofthe originally cognate verb 'animate
subject lies down' to illustrate the differently innovated multisite subject marking patterns. The Kott forms
(Za) show a new series of uralic- or Turkic-like agreement suffixes (position -3). Ket has a new series of
proclitics (position 8) that never form a syllable on the phonological verb since all productive patterns
of verb formation in Modern Ket place a content morpheme in the initial syllable, as in the neighboring
Samoyedic, Tungusic and Turkic languages. In both languages the original pre-root subject prefixes remain
in the same position 1, but generally only in active intransitive verbs where they have merged with and
absorbed the old perfective/stative prefix position, with the PY perf./stative prefix *jA- reanalyzed as a
third-person subject agreement marker (Kott a-, KetjA- or A-).
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20 Regarding the 1st person plural, Krauss (1969:8Z) writes, "It is in fact impossible to reconstruct any first personal
plural pronoun common for PAE or even PA for all ofAthabaskan.'· The Eyak verb does not use any verb-internal prefix
to mark the first person plural subject.
21 1anticipate that further work in demonstrating a labialized velar series ofconsonants in Proto-Yeniseian will make
it possible to show that the 1sg pronoun consonant that appears as d or b in Ket/Yugh andj in Southern Yeniseian is
indeed cognate with Na-Dene 1sg *x'.
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b-al-a:-fel, 'it grew'
3inan-past-perf.stative-grow

b-a-fel, 'it grows'
3inan-pres-grow

al-a:-fel, 'he/she grew'
past-perf.stative-grow

di-a-feL 'he/she grows'
3anim-pres-grow
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24 Stefan Georg is a leading specialist on Yeniseian and other Inner Asian languages and the first scholar outside the
fanner Soviet Union to perfonn linguistic fieldwork with Ket native speakers in their north-central Siberian home,

The phonetic shape of the Yeniseian animacy marker requires two important corrections to my earlier
published descriptions. Vajda (Z007) identified Kott dJ in forms such as those shown in (3) as the form of
the animacy marker. However, as pointed out by George Starostin (p.c.), this does not account for the fact
that the consonant in question disappears in the past-tense forms. In the new analysis presented here,
the shape dJ is interpreted as having resulted from an amalgam of the 3rd person animacy marker with
the following conjugation marker « *x"i, see section 2.2.1 above). This explains why the resulting sound
dJ disappears in past-tense forms before the voiced aspectual prefix 1- or no, since conjugation marker s- «
*x"i) likewise loses its fricative quality in this environment. Also incorrect was my earlier identification of
Ket thematic d in such verbs as d=ul-d-aj-k[} 'I wash him' as an animacy marker (ef. Vajda 2004, 2007), an
analysis correctly rejected by Georg (2007:Z60-26Z).24 The apparent disappearance of this marker in forms
with inanimate-class objects (such as Ket d=ul-a-k[) 'I wash if), results from morphophonemic reduction,
whereby what can be reconstructed as a sequence of thematic d + inanimate-class b + conjugation marker
s « *dJ-w-x"i) regularly reduces to a vowel pronounced It in the speech of my Southern Ket informants,
recorded elsewhere dialectically as a, ii, or i. Thematic d- appears in forms such as d=ul-d-ij-k[} 'I wash her' not
because it represents the Proto-Yeniseian animacy marker, but simply because the given morphophonemic
environment did not cause its reduction. The original conjugation marker S-, which elides in the presence
ofeither /d/ or fbi, retains its consonantal shape only after the stop Vin the plural object form d=ul-d-aV-s
k[} 'I wash them' (ef. Werner 1997c:199). Therefore, the consonants (Ket d, Kott dJ) identified in (Vajda 2007)
as animacy markers do not represent the true shape of the morpheme that expresses 3p animacy in contrast
to inanimate-class b. Also, as will be shown below, the true animacy marker follows rather than precedes the
3p animate gender and number agreement markers.

Vajda (in preparation) will present the rules ofprefixal interaction that determine the diverse allomorphs
of the Yeniseian animacy marker. These allomorphs depend on the adjacent prefixes and vary so greatly in
their phonology that a proto-form is difficult to determine (the convention *dJ used in Tables 2 and 11 above
as the animacy marker shape is merely provisional). In Ket present-tense forms, it appears as /j/ between the
masculine (a) or feminine (i) agreement marker and the verb root: d-aj-git 'I search for him', d-ij-git 'I search
for her'. In past-tense forms it causes the feminine agreement marker to appear in the allomorphs did, iru, or it
(depending on the precise phonetic environment), rather than simply as i, e.g. ditlitav'l dragged her', diruntet
'J hit her', dboditnam 'j led her away' (the /d/ in the last form deriving from long-distance assimilation of
thematic k, which is normally pronounced 'i intervocalically: *dbo)'itnam. Vajda (Z004 and elsewhere) regarded

As already discussed, it remains to be seen to what degree these positional homologies involve actual
cognacy in the agreement morphemes occupying them. One of the key problems yet to be solved in
demonstrating a Dene-Yeniseian language link lies in making progress comparing the basic pronominal
morphology. The Yeniseian inanimate-class and animate-class markers to the right of the conjugation
markers may be cognate with the b- and y- 3rd person deictic markers known famously from Navajo and
other Athabaskan languages, though the original shape of the animate marker in Yeniseian is difficult to
determine due to its complex morphophonemic interaction with adjacent prefixes. In the oldest layer of
Kott verbs, 3rd person agreement was expressed by a prefix b for inanimate-class subject, which contrasted
with dJ in present-tense forms with animate subjects. Example (3) gives an example of 3p intransitive-verb
subject forms in Kott. Note that the animacy marker seems to be missing in the past tense form.

Eyak Tlingit

xu' xdd
x(w)_ xa-

cayac tuhci'n
0 tu'-

{f· Wale
yi- ['-

laxi' yi'h(w)d'n
lax- yiO-

'a' hli

0 0o

-*dane'
*f'_D_23

*wi''''wJ-n
*7adan

*nax(w)an
-*X(w)-

?

?

?

1I2p agr. or perf./stative pref.-verb root

subject prefIx 0

Yeniseian: 3p agr.-Aux-TAMsuffix

TABLE 16. The oldest person agreement positions in Na-Dene and Yeniseian
auxiliary complex root complex

23 The symbol *D in this reconstruction represents the valence-lowering d-component of the classifier, apparently
innovatively used in PA to express plurality,

Na-Dene: 3p agr.-AUX-l/2p agr. perf./stative pref, classifier-root-TAMsuffix

Na-Dene and Yeniseian plural pronouns appear to share a nasal plural suffix. 'On the Yeniseian side,
suffixes of the shape -n or -v typically mark plurality in nouns as well as pronouns. Because plural noun
suffixes are not found in Proto-Na-Dene, it remains unclear whether the final nasals in the Tlingit 1st
and 2nd person pronouns have any connection with the nasal plural endings of Yeniseian. No Eyak 1p!.
subject prefix appears in the published materials. The Proto-Athabaskan 1p!. reconstruction *f'-D-, where D
represents the d-classifier element, was suggested by Jeff Leer (p.c.). Given the disparity within Na-Dene, it
is difficult to reconstruct any shared Dene-Yeniseian 1p!. morphemes.

The auslaut /d/ ofTlingit xrid 'I' and Ket, Yugh, Pumpokol ad 'I' is a chance resemblance, as is probably
the /w/ in Tlingit wa'e 'you (sg.)' and the high back rounded vowel in the Yeniseian 2sg. free-standing
pronouns (Ket/Yugh u' 'you (sg.)', Kott au 'you (sg.)'. ltis rather the initial X in Tlingit xrid 'I' and the final e
in Tlingit wa'e 'you (sg.)' that are cognate with the Athabaskan and Eyak 1st and 2nd singular pronouns and
conceivably with PY agreement markers (see footnote 22).

Free-standing 3rd person pronouns in Yeniseian show cognacy with Na-Dene. Modern Ket/Yugh bu 'he,
she' contains PY *w and appears cognate with Na-Dene 3rd person pronouns deriving from the same sound.
Yeniseian b regularly corresponds to Athabaskan b in cases where both derive from earlier *w. There is also
PY *wen 'one's own' that may be cognate with Athabaskan *wa-n. The first syllable of Kott and Arin ham,
where 3p. pronominal root ha is followed by possessive affix -m (cf. Ket bu-da 'his'), may be cognate to Tlingit
hu' 'he'. Note that Ket/Yugh bu 'he, she' is a contraction ofearlier *buha, as attested by the earliest recordings
ofKet, made in the 18th century, which contain forms like buhoven for 'they' (cf. modern M'V 'they').

There is also a notable structural homology in the relative location of speech-act-participant vs. 3rd
person agreement prefixes in the two families. Markers of 3rd person agreement in Yeniseian and Na-Dene
stand before the conjugation prefix, while the 1st and znd person markers follow it. The structural parallels
are shown in Table 16.

TABLE 15. Personal pronouns in Yeniseian and Na-Dene
PY Ket Kott Arin Pump. PA

1st singular (cognancy difficult to assess, given problems in reconstruction; cf, f022)
free pronoun *'a3 ad aj aj,ja ad *St'-xYi
subject prefIx ? i-, di, ba i-,V? ? *!!- - ""-

1st plural (cognacy not evident, except possibly in the plural ponion)
free pronoun *'a3av atn ajov aiv adiV
subject prefix *3aV- daV- an-? ?

2nd singular (cognacy not evident unless PY *i- cognate with ND *i'ii-, yi-, [._)
free pronoun *7aw U' au au ue *fi,m
subject prefIx ? i-, ku- i-, ku? ? *iii-

2nd plural (PY plural component *01) possibly cognate with ND an - d'n)
free pronoun *'awoV akV aov av aidV
subject prefix *[k]OV- kaV- on- ? ?

3rd singular (PY *w is cognate with ND *wa - 'u' - hu)
free pronoun ?*wV bu' uju au

ha-tu ha-tu
o 0
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'5 George Starostin, the first to reconstruct the shapes of some of the Yeniseian thematic consonants based on a com
parison ofKott and Ket (Starostin 1995), rightiy cautions on the difficulty of assigning originai meanings to these ele
ments in Proto-Yeniseian (G.Starostin, personal communication). The comparisons in this section should be taken as
preliminary.
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suffixes of the same shape (Ket sin-da 'she is decrepit, old', sin-du 'he is decrepit, old'). Thus, although
3rd person and impersonal pronominal markers are cognate in Yenisian and Na-Dene, their functional
distribution has undergone a variety of independent changes in each family.

In concluding this discussion of pronominal elements, it is worth emphasizing that Dene-Yeniseian
differs from established families (as well as from some more speculative ones) in the relative inscrutability
ofits pronominal morphology. Cognacy in basic pronouns has tended to be one ofthe first pieces ofevidence
cited in proposing genetic relationships. In the case of Dene-Yeniseian, evidence of the genetic connection
comes more obviously from other subsystems of the verb complex, as well as from basic vocabulary. In
fact, understanding Yeniseian pronoun morphology from a historical perspective may require perspectives
gained from an already well-demonstrated external genetic connection, rather than pronominal forms
helping to demonstrate the connection beforehand. Given the emphasis often placed by historical linguists
on personal pronouns, the diverse and rather unstable phonological forms of Yeniseian and Na-Dene
pronouns seem to be a major reason this particular genetic connection was not seriously investigated much
earlier. Because 1st and 2nd singular Ket pronouns and agreement affixes bear little obvious resemblance to
those in Na-Dene, practically no one bothered to look further.

2.2.3. Dene-Yeniseian shape prefixes
The verb inboth families contains lexical prefixes locatedbetween the object positionand the conjugation

(tense-mood-aspect) prefixes. These prefixes are intricate and belong to a number of historically distinct
morpheme positions, making the zone in question one ofthe most interesting portions ofthe verb complex.
In Yeniseian the prefixes in question are single-consonant morphemes that in the literature have been
referred to as 'determiners' (Krejnovich 1968), 'preverbs' (G.Starostin and Reshetnikov 1995; G.Starostin
1995), 'adpositions' (Vajda 2003, 2004), or 'thematic consonants' (Vajda 2007). The homologous Na-Dene
prefixes are generally known as 'qualifiers', following Karl's (1989) influential deployment ofjette's term for
these morphemes. In both families the prefixes may concatenate. Some appear to derive from anatomical
nouns, while others are etymologically as well as semantically opaque. Yeniseian-internal evidence
suggests at least two ancient groups of thematic consonants, positioned in a specific order. Leftmost is a
class of incorporated postpositions preceded by a possessive pronoun that became an object marker when
incorporated into the verb string. The second set is not associated with a preceding object marker. Some of
the latter are shape or anatomical prefixes. Vajda (2003:72-79) earlier argued that some Yeniseian thematic
consonants derive from incorporated body part nouns (notably Ket t- Yugh c- < PY *c{i]'G 'head') with prefixes
in Na-Dene likewise deriving from the cognate PAE *-tsi""head'.

While far more work is needed on Yeniseian thematic consonants before a fully meaningful comparison
ofthese prefixes with the Na-Dene qualifiers is feasible,25 three prefixes reflecting the shape ofthe absolutive
argument ofthe verb appear to have Na-Dene cognates. The comparisons made below make crucial reference
to Krauss's (1968) pioneering article on noun classification in the Athabaskan and Eyak verbs, which is
accomplished by a combination of verb stems and noun-class conjunct prefixes. There are also verbs with
thematic prefixes in this zone deriving from words for 'head' or 'eye'. While shape and anatomical prefixes
of this sort remained productive in Eyak, Athabaskan has innovated new patterns ofverb stem variation to
express noun classification. Only a few Athabaskan languages continue to use shape prefixes productively,
though vestigial evidence for these prefixes is spread quite widely across the family (Krauss 1968). For
Modern Dakelh (Carrier) Poser (2005) describes the productive use of three shape prefixes: n- 'round', d
'stick-like', and xw

_ 'areal, spatial' (the latter having a productive Navajo cognate in the form of h- or hw-).
Before comparing these prefixes to Yeniseian thematic consonants, it should be noted that the area prefix,
which derives from PAE *qu- 'area, event', originated in the zone farther to the left of the other two (Krauss
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imperative: 'drag OJ'

,-rcav (ir-cau)

ihcaV (a-ir-cav)
,-rcav (i-ir-cay)
auiiTcav (ay-ir-cav)

past: 'I dragged 0'

do:'rcaV (di=a-]-ir-cav)
didtl:'rcaU (di=i-]-ir-cav)
douo':'rcav (di=aU-j-ir-cay)

inanimate-class object forms (provided for comparison)
it dipcaV (di=b-caV) dib'Tteti (di=b-ir-cau)

present tense: 'I drag 0'
animate-class object

him dajcav (di=a-]-cav)
her dijcav (di=i-j-cay)
them daVaCav (di=av-j-caV)

TABLE 17. Yugh verbs with 3p animacy markers (allomorph forms shawn in bold, animate marker position shawn
as uf", di =1sg subject clitic, ir = past tense, cay =drag)

the / d/ and /t/ segments in such verb forms as umorphotactic augments", semantically empty elements that
merely served to disambiguate otherwise homonymous affixes occupying genuine morpheme positions in
the verb. Although these elements undoubtedly do serve such a function in the modern language, it is now
clear they have a semantic origin. The fact that they regularly disappear in the imperative forms-iltaV 'drag
her!', intet 'hit her!', ku:nam « ku-y-i-n-am) 'lead her!'-shows they parallel inanimate b in function, since the
inanimate marker likewise elides in imperative forms. It should be mentioned that if the two morphemes
in question are indeed cognate with the b- vs. y- prefixes of Athabaskan, then Athabaskan does not seem
to have any analog to the disappearance ofYeniseian 3p animacy/inanimacy markers in imperative forms.
In generaL the characteristic PY imperative formation, which involves loss of subject affixes and animacy
markers, as well as the addition of a prefix cognate with the valence-reducing d-component of the classifier,
is one of the hallmarks ofYeniseian as a distinct taxon, distinguishing the family as a whole from Na-Dene,
where the d-component of the classifier never marks tense/mood distinctions of any kind.

The same system of 3rd person animacy-related prefixal allomorphs is evident in Yugh, with the added
feature of pharyngealization contributing to the animacy marker's shape in the past-tense forms. Table
17 gives morpheme breakdowns of the verb forms to indicate that the position of the animacy marker
(conventionally indicated by ''J'') followed rather than preceded the actual 3rd person animate agreement
markers. In contrast to animate-class arguments, inanimate-class subjects or objects were indexed only by
the inanimacy marker bwithout a preceding gender or number agreement prefix: .

Note also that the highlighted sound segments such as /j/ in dajcav, /a/ in davacaV, and /N in diJ:hrcaV
are not pure allomophs of the animacy marker, but rather derive from its amalgamation with the following
tense/mood prefix.

It would be speculative to conclude at this point that the 3rd person Yeniseian animacy/inanimacy
markers represented in the morpheme breakdowns ofTable 17 aSJ- vs. b- are cognate with the Athabaskan 3rd
person markers y- (= palatalj) and b- « PA *ya- and *wa-) , given all of the unresolved questions surrounding
the original functions and proto-forms ofthese morphemes. The Yeniseian morphemes classify the animacy
ofeither the intransitive subject or the object in many basic verbs, while the contrast between Athabaskany_
and b- signals something quite different: whether or not the 3rd person argument is the topic. Nevertheless,
the identical location ofthese two pairs ofmarkers in the verb, as well as their connection with 3rd person
reference, is noteworthy.

Na-Dene also has the impersonal pronominal prefix *kw'_ (> Eyak k'u-, PA *1:5"-) used verb-internally as
well as prefixed to nouns to mark such categories as indefinite subject, object, or possessor marker. This
morpheme is cognate with Ket/Yughgeneric 3rd-person possessive d-found productivelywith postpositions
and other postposed relational modifiers, where it is followed by a marker expressing gender (ef. Ket d-i-val
'from her, d-a-val'from him'). It also appears sporadically and sometimes optionally as a derivational prefiX
in noun morphology, e.g., Ket i\mas - di\mas 'thorn', iH 'pole, handie' - dU'I'handle (of something)'; alla 'half'
- daUa 'half of something'. The same pronominal element also appears in the innovative Ket/Yugh subject
prefixes da- - da- 'she' and du- 'he' (Ket d;;-doq 'she flies', du-doq 'he flies'), as well as in predicate agreement
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1968, Thompson 1993) and is productive everywhere in Athabaskan.
Yeniseian appears to possess cognates to these prefixes. Modern Ket has the following three prefixes:

n- 'round, around', d- 'long shape, along', and h- 'area, surface', presumably derived from Proto-Yeniseian
*n, *3, *p, given the available cognates in Yugh and Kott. Below are examples of Ket, Kott, and Yugh verbs
with shape prefixes:

(4) Yeniseian stems containing spatial/shape prefixes

Ket: -n-a-b-hil'subject cuts it around the edges' (e.g., birchbark or rawhide)
-lSG.SBj-AROUND-PRES-3N.OBj-CUt

Ket: -n-a-b-do 'subject hews, chisels it' (a round object)
-ROUND-PRES-3N.0Bj-chop

Ket: -d-a-b-do 'subject hews, chisels it' (a long object, such as a log)
-LONG-PREs-3N.oBj-chop cf: Ket -a-b-do 'subject cuts it off (no shape specified)

Ket: -h-a-b-to 'subject puts object onto a surface, erects object'
-FLAT.AREA-PRES-3N.0Bj-PUt

Ket: -h-a-b-daq!J 'subject glues object to a surface'
-lSG.SBj-FLAToAREA-PREs-3N.oBj-glue

Ket: -h-a-tes 'subject stands up', Yugh -fa-tes id., Kott: -fa-ta) id.
-lSG.SBj-FLAT.AREA-PRES-OCCUpy.perpendicularly

Kott: -dJ-a-ti 'subject hits with long object, such as a whip'
-LONG-PREs-hit cf: Kott -a-ti 'hit' (instrument shape unspecified)

possible Na-Dene cognates to this triple set of shape prefixes appear in Table 18:"

TABLE 18. Cognate Yeniseian and Na-Dene shape prefixes and incorporated nouns
expression Ket/Yugh/Kott Athabaskan Eyak Tlingit
(round, around) n / - / - *no- bXu- (<la'X 'eye') wa'G 'eye'
(long, along) d / dJ / c(?) *du- du- ?
(area, surface) h / f / f *qv- qu-

In Modern Ket, shape prefixes are largely fossilized stem elements characteristic of the oldest layer of
the vocabulary and not used in any productive stem formation pattern. Attestations of the round-shape
prefix n- are limited to Ket, where it occurs in a tiny handful ofverbs." The possible examples oflong-shape
d- in Kott are rare and also show a non-canonical sound correspondence with Ket and Yugh. Na-Dene d
normally corresponds to Ket d, Yugh dJ, and Kott c. In verbs with the presumed long-shape prefix, however,
Kott has dJ rather than c, as shown in -di-a-ti 's whips 0'. If the Kott example does indeed represent the

26 Mike Krauss (p.c.) cautions that the meaning 'long shape' for PAE *du- is not clearly traceable to the proto-language,
since the prefix in question has other semantic associations, as well. For genuine PAE noun classificatory prefixes
Krauss reconstructs *du- (found in verbs having to do with a variety ofconcepts, including 'fire', 'bright', 'oral', 'noise',
as well as 'wood', 'round and solid') and *nu- (found in verbs haVing to do with the 'head' or 'face', and not derived from
PAE 'eye'). It is not clear whether the Modem Carrier prefix n- 'round shape' derives from the PAE anatomical prefix
*nu- - *nux- 'eye', 'berry-like' or from the noun classificatory prefix *nu-.
" Ket and Yugh show other uses of thematic n- following an object marker that have nothing to do with round shape:
a-n-s-ut 'he is constipated', d-a-n-b-u 'I give it to him (iterative)'. Round-shape n- never follows the object marker and is
probably a different morpheme. Note also that the Athabaskan n-qualifier sometimes is associated with long, ropelike
shape, which doesn't seem to have any echo in Yeniseian.
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long-shape prefix, the appearance of dJ rather than ccould conceivably reflect the phonetic effect of the
conjugation marker that originally followed, though this remains conjecture without a fuller account of
the morphonological processes in question. Otherwise, the extant Kott materials do not contain verb forms
showing even potential cognacy with the Ket-Yugh long-shape prefix. It should be noted, however, that
the Athabaskan d-qualifier has functions other than 'long shape', since it also appears in a number ofverbs
expressing sound or the agency offire. This appears equally true for Yeniseian, and it is unclear whether we
are dealing with one cognate prefix or several. For example, Kott has one instance where thematic c- (the
cognate ofKet d-, Yugh di-, and therefore of Athabaskan d-) occurs in a verb meaning 'burn': Kott c-au-gan
'to burn'. This verb is semantically opposed to the unprefixed Kott au-gan 'to boil'. Similarly, Ket has a
number of verbs of sound where thematic d- appears, e.g., Ket da-d-aj-dun 'she shouts (once)' (Krejnovich
1968:78). It thus remains unclear whether these various semantic functions of thematic d- in Yeniseian and
Athabaskan derive from a Single morpheme or from several homophonous morphemes.

The areal prefix *qa- found in Athabaskan and Tlingit seems to pair up with the thematic consonant
(preverb) reconstructed as PY *p- by George Starostin (1995:168) on the regular sound correspondence
between Ket h, Yugh f, and Kott f. In section 3.5 below it will be argued that the Proto-Yeniseian labial
plosives *b and *p regularly correlate with gutturals (I.e., velars or uvulars) in Proto-Na-Dene, where labial
plosive phonemes are entirely lacking (cf. section 3.5.2.7). If this correspondence is correct, it supports the
proposal made in this section that PY *p- and PND *qa-, both ofwhich denote a surface or area in contrast
to a round or long shape, are cognate.

The prefix zone in question-Athabaskan qualifiers and Yeniseian determiners (or "thematic
consonants")-contains other morphemes besides shape prefixes. In fact, shape markers represent a minority
of the prefixes found in this zone in both families. For this reason, these markers are not the best evidence
ofgenetic relatedness, given their simple shapes and the difficulties ofassigning original meanings to them.
Much work remains to be done in comparing the remaining Athabaskan qualifier consonants with potential
cognate prefixes among the Yeniseian thematic consonants. The present paper also does not investigate
cognacy among object prefixes or incorporated nouns and other stems. Although some of the incorporated
elements themselves appear cognate," the process of incorporating these positions into the verb probably
is not.

2.2.4. Origin of the Na-Dene classifiers
The famous Na-Dene classifiers-a set of intricate morphological structures placed directly before the

verb stem to signal valence increase and decrease-have no analog in other Native American families. Nor
do they exist anywhere else, as far as is known, even though, as this section attempts to show, certain
individual classifier components have Yeniseian cognates. The unique formal complexity and semantic
specificity of the classifier system would seem sufficient to establish Tlingit-Eyak-Athabaskan as a valid
genetic unit among the world's languages. This concurs with the present article's main conclusion: that
Yeniseian is related to Tlingit-Eyak-Athabaskan (Na-Dene) as a whole, and not more closely to either Tlingit
or Athabaskan-Eyak.

During the mid 1990s, when I first began to investigate the already long-existing hypothesis that
Yeniseian and Tlingit-Eyak-Athabaskan were genetically related, I was particularly keen on examining Ket
verb-base anlauts, where certain consonant alternations seemed to suggest that vestigial classifiers might
be present in Yeniseian. As it turns out, while Yeniseian shows no sign of ever having contained a fully
grammaticalized system of valence increase and decrease prefixes placed verb-root initially, individual

"One probable cognate is Ket/Yugh an 'thought', which in its incorporated form en- is found in the verb'S forgets'
(e.g., Southern Ket en-di-suk '[ forgef), and Athabaskan elements ofthe same meaning, such as Ahtna noun -iine' 'mind,
thoughts', incorporated into verbs as -yni-, as in Ahtna niynik'ezed 'he is thinking.' Since the incorporate slot has a
large stem inventory in Ket and since well-documented Alaska Athabaskan languages have more than 100 somewhat
distinct incoporate inventories, there is good likelihood of finding more such cognates. (I thank]im Kari for making
these observations.)

Edward J. Vajda
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components of the Na-Dene classifier system do have plausible cognates in Yeniseian.
A preliminary word about classifier morphology might be useful here. Krauss (1969) showed that the

Na-Dene classifier system originated through partial amalgamation of three distinct morpheme classes.
The first is ay-component (or i-component) derived from the vowel of the perfective/stative prefix already
discussed above as being present in Yeniseian. The second is a d-component derived from a prefix da-, which
usually signals valence decrease of various types; the present article transcribed this morpheme in verb
formulas as D-, following Leer (200sb and elsewhere). The third is an i-component of undetermined origin
that usually expresses valence increase. Classifiers in all modern Na-Dene languages are used productively
to express transitivity increase and decrease of various sorts. There are also verbs with more lexicalized
uses ofthese morphemes in which i- appears even though no grammatical valence increase is involved, and
others where d- does not signal intransitivity. Non-grammatical uses of classifiers include the obligatory
presence of d- in transitive verbs meaning 'drink' or of i- in intransitive verbs such as yalti' 'he is talking'
(Young 2000:29). While such cases have also been tied semantically to valence increase and decrease on a
lexical level (see Kibrik 1993 and 1996 for a superb functional description), the fact that they tend to occur
in basic vocabulary suggests that the grammatical valence changing functions in Na-Dene may have arisen
from earlier, lexically more idiosyncratic uses. However, because classifiers clearly operated as a productive
valence marking mechanism already in Proto-Na-Dene, the origin of the non-valence *da- and *i- prefixes
has remained a mystery.

One additional piece of evidence has recently surfaced that might shed light on the origin of i-. Leer
(200sb) used Tlingit data to shown that the i- component of modern Athabaskan and Eyak actually
represents two formerly distinct elements-s- and i- -both of which may have originally functioned as
genuine classifiers of shape or number. These elements remain phonologically contrastive in Tlingit,
despite much reshuffling of the original system, but seem to have fallen together in Athabaskan-Eyak. Leer
suggested that some of the non-valence uses ofAthabaskan-Eyak i- might reflect this earlier s-component.
Leer (200sb) amended Krauss's original terminology by referring to the i- and s- prefixes together as "the
series component". He also showed conclusively that the original order of the three components was: (1)
y-component, (2) series component (Tlingit s or i, Athabaskan-Eyak i), and (3) d-component.

Except for the Tlingit series component S-, the other Na-Dene classifier components have plausible
cognates in Yeniseian. Yeniseian thus offers potentially valuable external evidence regarding the individual
functions ofthese morphemes prior to their amalgamation into agrammatical valence increase and decrease
marking system. Yeniseian evidence also suggests a possible reason for the respective ordering of the i- and
d-components in Na-Dene.

The origin of the y-component in Na-Dene is already clear from internal evidence. Krauss and Leer
(various publications, notably Leer 2000) explain how it arose from an assimilatory effect on the classifier
vocalism created by the preceding perfective/stative morpheme. I argued in section 2 above that the Na
Dene perfective/stative prefix *VYi- occupies an identical position in the verb as the Yeniseian stative/
resultative prefix *ja (Modern Ketja- - 1\-), though demonstrating cognacy requires better evidence of a
regular correspondence between PND *0> and PY *j in anlaut position. In Yeniseian, the stative/perfective
prefix merged with the subject prefix slot and eventually was reinterpreted as a third-person subject
agreement marker in certain Ket and Yugh intransitive verb conjugations (Vajda 2004). It did not develop
any productive grammatical interaction with Yeniseian morphemes cognate with the d- and i-components
of the Na-Dene classifier.

The origin of the d-component is less clear from the Na-Dene internal evidence. Vajda (2006) suggested
it derived from a 3rd person possessive prefix *da- and was originally tied to the expression of actions
performed by the subject's own body. These include the natural production of sound, actions like drinking,
and so forth. The auto-instrumental function of this prefix possibly has an echo in many Athabaskan
languages, as exemplified by Ahtna or Koyukon, which uses the prefix da- to signal reflexive possession: da
qe' 'his/her own foot' (Kari, p.c.) as well as in the generic 3rd person possessive do- of Tlingit: do-x'u-s 'his/
her foot', dO-Gats 'his/her buttocks', etc. These pronominal prefixes probably represent the same morpheme
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that yielded the d-component of the Na-Dene classifier. The Ket and Yugh generic 3rd person possessive
marker d- in Ket/Yugh da-ki's 'his foot', da-ko't 'his buttocks', d-ki's 'her foot', d-ko't 'her buttocks' would
seem an obvious cognate to this prefix. However, the rules of sound correspondence between Yeniseian
and Na-Dene (section 3.5) show that Na-Dene pronominal d- cannot be cognate with d- in these Ket and
Yugh prefixes, since Na-Dene *d corresponds to Yugh dJ rather than d. As already discussed above in section
2.2.2, the Yeniseian d- element in Ket/Yugh da 'his', di- 'her', is instead cognate with the PAE impersonal
possessive prefix *kw'_.

The Yeniseian cognate to the d-component of the Na-Dene classifier is productively found performing a
function quite different from its uses in Na-Dene. It regularly occurs as the imperative prefix before vowel
initial verb roots. This prefix takes the forms Ket d-, Yugh dJ-, and Kott c- « PY *f), representing the regular
correspondence to Na-Dene *d. As mentioned earlier, Yeniseian imperative formation involves the deletion
of all active subject agreement markers, and it is not implausible that this usage developed on the basis of
an earlier valence-decrease function. It is important to note that the Na-Dene classifiers never alternate to
express imperative vs. indicative meaning.

The d-prefix in Yeniseian also occurs vestigially in the anlaut of a number of verb bases denoting body
position or the production of sound. Some of these verbs appear to have Na-Dene cognates which also
consist of classifier + root. One such verb base is Ket -doq 'animate subject flies', which contains the same
root as the perfective/stative base *ja-oq-v 'inanimate subject hangs suspended (e.g., Ket bim-b-oqv, a verb
used to refer to the position of a snag under the water in the river). The base form -doq in verbs meaning
'anim.-class subj. flies' is cognate with PA *-t'aG 'fly', for which Jeff Leer reconstructs the PPA verb string
*na-D-'aG 'fly', where "D" represents the d-classifier. The fact that the Yugh cognate has the form -dax, with
d- rather than the dJ is expected since ND t' corresponds to Ket/Yugh d. Also, as mentioned in section 2.2.1,
the labialization of [a} to [oj in Ket and Yugh occurs regularly adjacent to *G; the PPA thematic prefix *na-,
however, does not appear in Yeniseian.

possible survivals of the d-classifier in Yenisean also include certain verbs of sound, such as 'laugh'
shown in Table 19, though there is no Yeniseian-internal evidence to point to an initial lateral in the original
verb root.

TABLE 19. Yeniseian-Athabaskan cognate base 'laugh' showing auto-instrumental d-
Ket Yugh Kott *Proto-Athabaskan < *Pre-Proto-Athabaskan
d eli < *dl *D-foq' (D = d-classifier component)
-daH -eliaX -oak *-d18q' *d-fuq'

Ket verbs containing what appear to be vestiges of the d-component belong to the category of "auto
instrumental actions"; in other words, they describe events performed by the subject using his or her
own body as the instrument. This auto-instrumental function is also characteristic of transitive verbs of
drinking, which in Na-Dene contain a d-classifier. An auto-instrumental lexical origin ofthe d-component of
the classifier from a pronominal element meaning one's own is the most likely hypothesis for its origin, and
the Yeniseian comparanda, though at present quite meager, would seem to corroborate this.

Yeniseian evidence might also eventually shed light on the origin of valence increase in Na-Dene,
though Yeniseian cognates to the Tlingit s- classifier consonant are not in evidence, and potential cognates
to i- are too rare at present to be convincing. It is likely that such consonantal prefixes simply elided before
the consonant onset ofYeniseian verb roots. Vajda (2006) suggested that at least some instances of the Na
Dene i-classifier represent an ancient prefix used to derive verbs from adjectives or stative verbs, a sort of
lexical precursor to grammatical valence increase, since active verbs represent a sort of increase in valence
in comparison to adjectives and stative verbs, Possible evidence from Yeniseian for this sort of derivation is
found in one verb-base doublet where the prefixed form denotes an activity, while the non-prefixed form
denotes a more passive, or iess active state. Note that Arin (Werner 2005:163) seems to have generalized the
originally active form to express stative 'see' as well as active 'look' (Table 20),

Edward J. Vajda
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TABLE 20. Possible Dene-Yeniseian cognates to i-component of the classifier
stative active
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" I thank Andrej Kibrik for pointing this out.
30 Note that Modern Ket coda -tl (pronounced ['i]) originates from d + 1(tad-f) across a morpheme boundary or from
syllabie collapse, as in Ket qatl, Yugh XatAr 'woven mat' < *qad 'fur' + *tel 'mat'; d. Eyak cognate te'f 'mat', ultimately
from te: 'lie' + f instrument suffix). Originai affricate *t! in coda position yields Ket/Yugh final Iwith iengthened vowei,
as presumably in PPY *p'ut! > PY *puul > Ket huul, Yugh fuul 'hammer, sledge hammer'.

through analogy with the causative meaning imparted by the homonymous instrumental suffix in nominal
forms. However, the fact that subject markers and the pronouns associated with postpositions represent
different pronominal classes would seem to argue against this."

Yeniseian shows no evidence of an instrumental suffix added to the speech-act-participant subject
morphemes verb-internally. However, the i-instrumental suffix itselfdoes exist outside the verb in Yeniseian
nominal morphology, where it likewise derives nouns meaning tools, demonstrating the ancientness ofthis
type of word formation. Examples include Ket sill, Yugh suN 'holding hook', probably derived from PPY
*suk 'motion back, halfway, hook-shaped' (cf. Modern Ket sUo 'half', 'back') + instrumental -i. The falling
tone and pharyngealization in Ket sill, Yugh silN 'holding hook' presumably developed from the loss of the
original root coda. Yeniseian 'holding hook' provides a convincing example of a cognate root combined
with a cognate suffix when compared with Na-Dene: cf. PA *SJX-i 'hook' (Krauss and Leer 1981:194), which
likewise derives from a base meaning 'hook shaped' plus the instrumental suffix i. Another parallel
involves Ket huul 'mallet, hammer' in comparison with the Kott verb root -fut 'grind, pound into powder',
where the presumed coda *rl in PPY would have regularly yielded a lengthened vowel and coda I in Modern
Ket. Compare possible cognates in Koyukon Athabaskan xui 'club', xurl 'strike with elongated object' Oette
and]ones 2000:243), where the i coda in Athabaskan 'club' is reconstructed as containing the instrumental
suffix: PPA *Xarl'-W, Eyakxarl'i. There are also cognate multi-morphemic derivations meaning 'mat': Eyak
te'i 'mat', Ket arl, Yugh ater 'bedding' < at 'placed downward' + *tal 'mat'; also Ket qarl, Yugh xati\r 'mat' <

*xad or *xaj 'fur' + *tel 'mat'. Eyak te'i 'mat', PA *tN 'mat', and Ket/Yugh *tel 'mat' probably derive from
a shared Dene-Yeniseian verb root *te 'lie, be in position' nominalized by the instrumental suffix -i (see
Krauss, ms., for a discussion of the Eyak morphology). Another Yeniseian noun that appears to contain
the instrumental suffix is Ket tarl 'fire drill (a device used to spark fire through friction)', presumably
derived by adding instrumental suffix -i to tad - ted 'across',30 though in this case no Athabaskan cognate
is evident. In other cases it is conceivable that the instrument suffix could have yielded falling tone/
pharyngealization in Yeniseian. This appears to have happened in the Ket/Yugh root -av in verbs meaning
'hang', 'tie up', 'tether' and its derivative noun Southern Ket aV, Central Ket a:Va, Yugh ii:'V 'rope', where
falling tone presumably originated from an absorbed fricative, as would have existed in the derivation av
'hang, tie' + i 'instrumental suffix'.

These comparisons are sufficient to show that the instrumental suffix is shared by both families and
conceivably could have played a role in the reanalysis of the original verb-deriving i-prefix as a valence
increase marker in Pre-Proto-Na-Dene.

If Na-Dene did reanalyze the morphologically unrelated i- prefix as a verb-internal instrumental suffix,
it would explain why i- came to precede da- in the developing Na-Dene classifier complex. The morpheme da
originated as a pronominal prefix on the verb root, while i- came to be seen as a suffix on the preceding subject
pronoun position. The amalgamation of suffixal and prefixal elements into the modern classifier complex
might also help explain this marker's unique morphophonological edge properties. Non-transitivizing uses
of the series components i and s in Proto-Na-Dene would represent survivals of the original classificatory
qualifier prefixes that existed prior to the process of reanalysis. Pre-Proto-Yeniseian, by contrast, inherited
only the non-valence marking uses of*d and *i and did not innovate a productive valence marking system
from them. Thus there are no classifiers in Yeniseian, even though Yeniseian does possess morphemes
cognate to some of the classifier components.

Further elaborating our reconstruction ofa bipartite model for the Proto-Yeniseian and Proto-Na-Dene
verb, we can now posit a third affix-attracting nucleus in the form of the subject complex, located between
the auxiliary verb and the lexical verb word (Table 22).

I

t-0-oV 'see' -V-q-o 'look', 'search', 'try to see'
-I-0-oU 'see' -u-x-ou 'look'
-ng-V-ou 'see' -ne-V-u 'look', -ne-I-urn 'bear witness'
-ya-0-'e'n 'see, glimpse' -ne·-t-'e·n 'look at'

The rare, semantically opaque thematic prefixes Yeniseian (Arin) -v and PA *-ne' also are potentially
cognate in these verbs.
. Before co~tinu.ing with the topic of what Yeniseian might reveal about the development of valence
~ncrease functIOns I~ N.a-Dene i-, let us first summarize the comparative evidence for verb-deriving prefixes
In Na-Dene and Yemselan. Table 21 shows the Yeniseian reflexes of the d-element observable in verbs such
as 'scold' and 'laugh', as well as possibly reflexes of the i-element in active/stative pairs such as 'look' vs
'see': .

Ket:
Yugh:
Arin:
d. Proto-Ath.:

In Yeniseian, the pre-root verb prefixes shown in Table 21 merged with the root to create the modern
ver~ ~ase. Exceptfor the productive use of the d-element in imperative formation, these prefixes survive as
fosslhzed thematic elements. They never developed the productive grammatical valence-change functions
found in Na-Dene.
. It is worth noting that all of the verbs with potential Yeniseian cognates to the classifier consonants
Involve Na-Dene roots with initial glottal stop. Presumably these morphemes were also prefixed to verb
roots with different anlauts, as well. Another verb stem that show the same anlaut correspondence as
that of the :see'~'look'verbs in Table 21 is PA *-lan, 'flow' (derived from PPA *i-han), and Ket -quill 'flow',
Yugh. -XUIll flow. U~fortunately, Ket anlaut q may derive from several sources, so that without cognates
In A:1n or other extinct southern Yeniseian languages it is not possible to build a strong case that this
pa:tlcular Instance of root anlaut q involves cognacy with the Na-Dene i-classifier, Finding more Yeniseian
eVl~ence for. these prefixes will require a better knowledge ofverb root morphophonemics than is currently
avaIlable. It IS pOSSible that consonantal prefixes altered the form of the original Yeniseian verb root anlaut
consonant in some cases. Also, it is not always clear which instances of anlaut d- or q- in Modern Ket verb
bases represent a fossilized prefix and which are original root anlauts, though it is worth mentioning that
more than a quarter ofthe knownKet verb bases begin with one or the other of these consonants (cf. the list
of bases provided by Georg 2007:217), suggesting the presence of a prefix in at least some ofthem.

Returning to th~ mystery of the o~igin of valence-increase marking in Na-Dene, Leer (2008b) suggests
that the i- and s-senes consonants denve from two (or possibly more) ancient nouns preposed to the verb
roo: to. classify the actio~ somehow in spatial terms. The identification in Yeniseian of possible lexico
de:l~atlOnal u~es ofa ~r~ftx cognate WIth the i-component ofthe Na-Dene classifier suggests this morpheme
onglnally denved activIty verbs from stative verbs or adjectives and could have developed by analogy into
a more general valence-increase marker in later Na-Dene.

It is also possible that the generalization of valence-increase function in series marker i- received its
primary motivation through reanalysis based on this morpheme's homonymy with the -i instrumental
suffix/postposition fo~ndoutside the verb in Na-Dene nominal morphology. Because its pre-root position
cOinCIdentally placed It directly after the subject agreement markers, the i-series consonant could have
been reanalyzed as an instrumental suffix associated with the preceding subject position. In such a scenario,
the valence-increase function of the i-classifier, perhaps already suggested by the use of shape-classifying
morphemes to derive action verbs from adjectives or stative verbs, would have received further impetus

(stative verb?) q X g V *t *t (transitivity increase)
(noun) d eli c ? *3 *do (transitivity decrease)

TABLE 21. Yeniseian verb root anlaut prefixes and Na-Dene classifier elements
original base Ket Yugh Kott Arin PY Na-Dene
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TABLE 22. Original position of elements that gave rise to the Na-Dene classifiers
auxiliary complex subject complex verb base complex

Na-Dene: 3agr.-AUX 1/2pronoun-stative-(instrumental of) < classificatory *t,s+root-TAMsuffix
possessive *da+root-TAMsuffix

Yeniseian: 3agr.-AUX-TAMsuffix 1/2agr. and stative-resultative active-verb deriving *t +root
auto-instrumental *3 + root

It is unclear whether the morphemes that developed into speech-act-participant subject markers were
originally suffixed to the preceding auxiliary, or were independent phonological words, special clitics, or
prefixes on the following lexical verb root. The fact that the auxiliary in Yeniseian is separated from the
subject markers by the TAM-suffix (progressive -I vs. perfective -n) suggests that the classifier elements
were not originally suffixes on the auxiliary in the proto-verb complex. Most likely they were special clitics
or separate phonological words capable of attracting their own affixal elements. The perfective/stative
prefix, for example, later became amalgamated with the subject prefix position in Yeniseian.

There is no evidence that an instrumental t suffix was ever used in either Na-Dene or Yeniseian after
verb-internal subject pronouns, though this suffix was used outside the verb complex in both languages to
build instrument nouns. This suggests that the element marked "instrumental t" under Na-Dene in Table
22 does not represent an actual inclusion of the instrumental suffix into the verb complex but nevertheless
could have effected through reanalysis the evolution of claSSificatory t (originally a prefix on the following
verb root) into a grammatical valence-increase prefix. The issue ofwhether Yeniseian had cognates to the
series components of the Na-Dene classifiers *f- or *s- remains an open question, particulary with regard
to *s-. Either such morphemes once existed in ancient Yeniseian but were largely lost through phonological
attrition, or the morphemes in question were an innovation in Pre-Proto-Na-Dene without parallel on the
Yeniseian side. I anticipate that additional evidence will support the former explanation.

2.3. Action nominal derivation
As was first noted on the second day of the Dene-Yeniseic Symposium (Fairbanks, Feb. 27, 2008), the

homologies shared by the Eyak and Yeniseian verb extend to the pattern for deriving action nominals from
finite verb stems. The comparanda in this section are the forms Ketologists traditionally call infinitives
and Michael Krauss has called gerunds (see Krauss 2008 for key information on Eyak gerund morphology).
The oldest detectable method of deriving them in both families involves adding a thematic prefix in the
determiner/qualifier position to the verb root and dropping all intervening morphological material, which
includes tense-mood and agreement markers, as well as classifier elements. An illustrative example from the
Yeniseian side is the Ket finite verb tqisl\dil'he puts himself in' (e.g., into a sled harness) and its semantically
corresponding non-finite form qU, which could be translated into English as either 'to place inside' or
'placing inside'. This form is built by combining thematic q- 'inside' directly onto the root element of the
composite base d-il 'place, put', deleting the morpheme positions separating these elements in the finite
form du=q-s-I\-dil. The conjugation marker S-, 3rd person subject marker 1\-, and base anlaut d- (conceivably
a prefix cognate to the d-component of the Na-Dene classifier) are all dropped to derive the Ket infinitive
qU.

Eyak gerunds built in an analogous way total about 80 distinct forms. Yeniseian and Eyak both derive
their non-finite forms through an identical retention vs. truncation of elements from specific finite verb
morpheme positions. In addition to the morpheme position truncations mentioned above, Eyak gerund
formation also involves adding a prefix and suffix. This pattern reveals another striking parallel between
Yeniseian and Na-Dene, since evidence from the extinct Yeniseian languages supports the existence of
a prefix and a suffix inherited from Common Yeniseian that appear cognate to the affixes used in Eyak
gerund formation. The next paragraph describes the Eyak gerund prefix and suffix, while the following one
discusses their Yeniseian cognates.

In forming gerunds, Eyak adds the syllable 'is- in cases where the finite verb contains no prefix. In
cases where the corresponding finite verb contains a prefix not deleted by the gerund formation rule, 'is-
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generally does not appear in the gerund form, though exceptions such as lax-is-xa's 'fearing' suggest that
the vowel /il of 'is- is part of the gerund prefix and not an epenthetic element." In general, however, 'is
does not appear if a thematic prefix from the finite verb string is available to be added to the gerund form.
Compare 'is-qa" 'shouting' with da-tux 'spitting it, spitting on it', where thematic prefix da- seems to obviate
the need to add 'is-.

Many Eyak gerunds also contain a suffix, absent from the corresponding finite forms. This suffix appears
as voiced -I (presumably from earlier On) after a vowel or sonorant, e.g., k'u-tsi"-I'singing something', 'is-qe'-I
'boating', 'is-da'-I'sitting' (referring to one person), and 'is-te'-I 'lying down' (referring to a single animate
being). Obstruent-final stems optionally add voiceless fricative -f or no suffix at all. Fricative -f occurs in 'ila
t'aG'-f 'trout fishing (with a hook)', while da-tux 'spitting it, spitting on it' provides an example ofa suffixless
Eyak gerund. Some obstruent-final stems were recorded in both variants. For example, both suffixless yax
'is-we'X and suffixed yax 'is-we'x-f mean 'swimming about'. The latter two forms include the adverb yax and
the perambulative suffix -x expressing habitual action. The gerund made from the non-habitual verb is
'is-we'-I 'swimming', which takes the voiced suffix -I since without perambulative -x the stem -we' 'swim'
ends in a vowel. It should be noted that Eyak sonorant 1regularly developed from earlier *n and only in
the unique case of the gerund suffix does sonorant 1alternate with voiceless fricative f. The origin of this
alternation is not clear.

Because the gerund is absent in Modern Athabaskan as a productive morphological category, the
Yeniseian-Eyak parallel is quite striking. Leer (p.c.) has pointed out two possible gerunds as archaisms in
Navajo: yis-dci 'sitting, yis-dah 'being out of breath', attested in combination with nisin 'to think, have in
mind, want to': yisdci nisin 'to like sitting up (said, for example, of a baby)' and yisdah nisin 'to be out of
breath' (Young and Morgan 1987:655, 770). It is not clear whether either form contains a gerund suffix. The
available descriptions of Tlingit action nominals, which Leer calls "gerundives" (Leer 1991:491-494, Leer
2000:127-130), do not mention the use of any characteristic prefix or suffix.

Yeniseian infinitival morphology involves affixes cognate to both the Eyak gerund prefix 'is- and suffix
-1/-f. Just like Eyak gerunds, Kott infinitives regularly require prefix si- in cases where the corresponding
finite verb lacks a prefix that would prevent the verb root from standing word-initially. Castren's Kott
materials contain about 30 such forms. Most belong to the core vocabulary, suggesting the prefix itself is
ancient. Examples include si-ten 'to lie down', si-caV 'to crumple, to tan (a hide)', si-git 'to row', si-kit 'to rub',
si-gap 'to drink', si-ti - si-te 'to beat'. Kott infinitives without the prefix, such as au-gan 'to boil', originally
began with a thematic consonant; the Yugh cognate infinitive I\-xan 'to boil' and the corresponding Ket
finite form u-y-a-qan 'it boils' reveal the presence of thematic prefix 'I, probably from PY ox, which elided
word-initially everywhere in Kott as well as Ket/Yugh, remaining only in Arin (cf. S.Starostin 1982).

The Kott infinitive prefix si- is generally absent in Ket and Yugh, languages that, in contrast to Kott
and Eyak, do allow root-initial infinitives. It is not clear why the gerund prefix is lacking in Ket and Yugh
cognates to Kott root infinitives, e.g., Ket kr·t, Yugh kft'to rub' vs. Kott si-kit 'to rub'. Although it is conceivable
that this prefix is a Kott innovation not inherited from Proto-Yeniseian, its occurrence with many basic verb
roots suggests it is ancient and that Ket and Yugh somehow lost it. The latter conclusion is also supported
by a few rare cases where Ket infinitives do contain the prefix si-, not found in the corresponding finite
verb. One such form is Ket sibagdev, 'to pull', recorded alongside the unprefixed synonym bagdev, 'to pull'.
Another possible example is the Ket infinitive siqo 'to load (a bullet in a gun or an arrow to a bowstring)',
which corresponds to finite verb forms built with the base -qo, a morpheme also meaning 'fill' or 'full' (e.g.
Ket ti-di-qo '] load')

There is also evidence for a Common Yeniseian infinitive suffix *-av that is likely cognate with the Eyak
gerund suffix that developed from an earlier nasal of some sort. This element is absent in Kott but occurs in
a number ofbasic Ket verbs, including Ket ilil] 'to eat', €diV 'to eat', as well as in the forms sibagdev - bagdev,
'to pull', already mentioned in the discussion of the action nominal prefix si-. There are also rare recordings

"Leer (p.c.), on the other hand, views only the sibilant portion /s/ as the gerund prefix proper, regarding /'if as a peg
element cognate with PA peg prefiX *ha-, where h represents a zero onset.

Edward J. Vajdn
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of southern Yeniseian infinitives, notably Assan taDn 'to see', which contain the same suffix (cf. Kott thaD 'to
see', and the Ket base -OD used in verbs of seeing, where the suffix is likewise absent). Although most basic
Ket infinitives at first glance show no sign of containing a suffix, the prosody ofKet and Yugh monosyllabic
infinitives strongly suggest the original presence of a suffix that is absent in the corresponding finite verb
forms. Compare falling-tone infinitives such as Ket daD, Yugh <Pa:'D 'to crumple, crush'; Ket tar, Yugh ta:'ti 'to
hit, beat'; Ket ber, Yugh be:'ti 'to make'; Ket dOl>, Yugh do:"x 'to fly' with corresponding finite forms lacking
this feature: Ket dindoq, Yugh df"ndox 'he flew', etc. While falling tone is regularly leveled in complex Ket
verb forms, Yugh falling tone and its accompanying vowel length and pharyngealization normally remain
in complex words, and their presence in a Yugh infinitive but not in its corresponding finite verb stem has
a morphological basis. Conjugated Yugh stems containing pharyngealization and falling tone derive these
features from an element belonging to the stem, as can be seen when the Yugh falling-tone finite verb stem
-sa:'r'spend the night' is compared with its Kott cognate -sagal. Because falling tone in the Yugh stem derives
from reduction of the intervocalic guttural attested as part of the stem in Kott, it remains in all conjugated
forms, e.g., Yugh a-k-sa:'r 'he spends the night', a-k-in-sa.,hr 'he spent the night', etc. Pharyngealization and
falling tone in infinitives such as Yugh do:'x 'to fly' or <Pa:'D 'to crush, crumple', on the other hand, cannot
be shown by internal comparison to have originated from any element of the verb stem; cf. Kott si-caD 'to
tan (a hide)'. That these features are absent in the corresponding finite verb forms (du'b<PaD 'he crushes it',
Yugh dU'dox 'he flies') suggests they represent an element present exclusively in the infinitive. Identifying
an absorbed infinitive suffix as the source of this falling tone is supported by instances where suffixed
infinitives alternate with suffixless forms with falling tone. One example is Yugh dia:'m - diammD 'to bark'.
An identical alternation between falling tone and nasal plural suffix occurs in Ket and Yugh nouns. This
falling tone could easily have come from an elided nasal suffix, as shown by the fact that nasal plural suffixes
in a number ofbasic nouns are absorbed into the syllable in like fashion to yield falling tone (e.g., Southern
Ket de's 'eye', drs 'eyes', hillj 'belly', hAj 'bellies'), whereas in other nouns the nasal plural suffix remains (e's
'god', £saD 'gods', m:1 'arm', ill'laD 'arms'). The failure of Kott to retain an infinitive suffix appears connected
with the retention instead of the prefix in root forms such as si-puj 'to pull'.

It might be noted that Modern Ket and Yugh have innovated new morphological means of deriving
infinitives, such as by adding the suffix -at after causative prefix q- (Ket j'n-q-at, Yugh i\xan-x-at! 'to make
someone do cooking'). However, the new infinitive suffixes tend to be transparantly associated with iterative
or causative meaning, are found in secondary vocabulary, and lack cognates in southern Yeniseian languages.
They appear to have been innovated in Proto-Ket-Yugh to replace the original infinitive suffix *aD, which
had ceased to be productive and had largely reduced to a prosodic signature in the preceding syllable.

The proto-form ofthe Eyak gerund suffix -1- -f was likewise probably a nasal ofsome kind, since the Eyak
lateral sonorant 1originated from PAE *n. The voiceless lateral fricative allomorph -f that appears optionally
after obstruent codas could represent a unique case of devoicing, since -I and -f are not sounds normally
associated phonologically in Eyak. Still unexplained is the apparently optional choice between fricative
-f or zero in Eyak closed stems, nor why some open stems have zero instead of the expected -I. Similarly
unexplained are Ket and Yugh monosyllabic infinitives with neither a suffix or falling tone (e.g., Ket da'q,
Yugh ciA'x 'to live', Ket kf"t, Yugh kIt 'to rub', and a few others); perhaps these could be viewed as an analog to
zero-suffix Eyak gerunds. Without a full accounting of these patterns, the form of a shared Dene-Yeniseian
action nominal suffix, though such a morpheme seems to have existed, eludes precise reconstruction.

Table 23 shows the characteristic formula used to derive infinitives/gerunds from a finite verb formula.
This highly specific pattern is almost certainly inherited from a common proto language, despite problems
in reconstructing exact proto forms for the two affixes specific to the derivation. The action nominal prefix
symbol *5- represents the ancestral morpheme that gave rise to the attested Athabaskanyis-, Eyak 'iso, Kott
si-, andKet si-, while symbol *-Nrepresents the form of the action nominal suffix attested as Eyak-for -I and
Ket/Yugh -D or falling, pharyngealized tone.
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TABLE 23. Shared DY formula for deriving action nominals from finite verbs
prefix *S- (or other thematic stem prefix) + verb root + suffix *-N, with omission of any intervening tense-mood and
agreement prefixes as well as any classifier prefixes

The Yeniseian and Eyak comparisons provide strong evidence that the intricate formula for deriving
action nominals from finite verb strings was inherited by both families from a common prototype.

Abriefcomparison ofhow action nominals are used syntactically inboth families might be useful, though
gaps in the documentation on the Yeniseian side permit only a partial comparison. The action nominals
generated by the rule in Table 23 function very similarly in Eyak and Ket/Yugh syntax, the only languages
where the extant material permits a comparison above the level of the morphological word. In the phrasal
morphology of both languages, action nominals may add a possessive pronominal prefix to identify a core
participant in the action. To express that an action involved a patient/object, Eyak finite verb forms add the
indefinite possessor marker k'u- 'someone's, something's'. Because this prefix occupied the zone requiring
incorporation into the gerund, it likewise appears in the corresponding non-finite forms, rather than the
prefix 'iso, e.g., k'u-tsi"-l 'singing of something' and k'u-xe'-I 'carrying ofsomething on one's back'. To convey
similar information with infinitives, Ket and Yugh add a possessive person/number/gender prefix such as
da- 'his', d- 'her', na- 'their', etc. (recall that the d- element of this prefix is cognate with Eyak indefinite k'u-,
as explained in section 2.2.2 above). Unlike the Eyak prefix, however, the Ket and Yugh infinitival pronominal
prefixes are ambiguous with respect to the agent/patient distinction. Aform such as Ket da-qf'l 'his placing
inside' may refer either to the agent ('his placing of some object inside another object') or to the patient
('his being placed inside of something by someone else') whenever the infinitive in question corresponds
semantically to a transitive finite verb.

It is unclear how pronominal possessive prefixes ofthis kind would have interactedwith the Kott infinitive
prefixsi-, since the extant documentation ofKott lacks examples paralleling Ket da-tar, 'his beating'. It is not
possible to be sure whether a possessive prefix would have replaced the infinitive prefix si-, as happens in
Eyak when k'u- replaces 'is-. Would the Kott equivalent to Ket da-tar 'his beating' have been constructed as
*a-ti (with elision ofsi-, parallel to Eyak) or as *a-Si-ti, with the two prefixes concatenated? The most likely
answer comes from Ket, where possessed forms such as da-bagdeD (meaning 'his being pulled' or 'his pulling
of something else') are amply recorded alongside sibagdeD, which is not attested with possessive prefixes.

In comparing infinitive/gerund morphology across the two families, it is instructive to acknowledge the
irreplaceable value to comparative linguistics from earlier documentation made of the now extinct Kott,
Yugh and Eyak. The last speaker of Eyak, in fact, passed away while I was working on this article. Without
the work on Kott by M. A. Castren (1858), on Yugh by Heinrich Werner (1997b), and on Eyak by Michael
Krauss, who collected nearly all of the extant Eyak gerunds and provided an invaluable morphological
analysis (Krauss, 2008), the comparisons made here would hardly have been possible, and a striking piece of
evidence for Dene-Yeniseian would never have come to light.

2.4. Summary
Examining the oldest layers ofYeniseian and Na-Dene verb morphology reveals a network of interacting

sub-systems extending even to the pattern used in deriving non-finite forms. They suggest that the modern
verb complexes in Yeniseian and Na-Dene originated from a common prototype consisting ofa more analytic
combination of auxiliary verb plus main verb, each hosting its own affix positions. The parallels go beyond
general structural typology to encompass cognate affixes, as well. The putative cognate morphemes display
close functional/semantic matches. They obey regular sound correspondences that operate in lexical roots
and in grammatical morphology. To explore these correspondences more fully, the next section examines
cognates in basic vocabulary. Here we find yet another system of systems in the form of interlocking sound
correspondences involving consonants, vowels, and prosodic phonemic features such as glottalization,
pharyngealization, and melodic tone.

Edward J. Vajda
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3.0. DENE-YENISEIAN SOUND CORRESPONDENCES

All universallyacceptedlanguagefamilies are evidenced notonlybymorphologicalhomologies ofthe type
described in section 2, but also by cognates in basic vocabulary sufficient in number to establish systematic
sound correspondences. These correspondences must operate uniformly across different cognate sets,
except where a rule can be posited to account for exceptions to the pattern. For example, if /k/ corresponds
to /h/ in one pair, it should correspond to /h/ in other pairs, unless /k/ corresponds instead to / g/ in the
environment between vowels. Equally important, the other sounds found in the words exemplifying the
correspondence between /k/ and /h/ (or intervocalic /g/) should likewise correspond systematically with
the same sounds in other pairs. Lists of putative cognates without clear identification of such interlocking
sound correspondences are insufficient for concluding anything about genetic classification.

This section aims to show that Yeniseian and Na-Dene share a modest but sufficient number of lexical
cognates (about 100 roots or simple words, so far) to begin positing such a system ofsound correspondences,
even though I have so far subjected to rigorous comparison with Yeniseian only the few hundred Na-Dene
lexemes for which reconstructed proto-forms exist. [ have also examined the vocabulary of Modern Navajo
and, to a lesser extent the Ahtna, Dena'ina, and Koyukon materials available in Kari (1990, 2007) andJette and
Jones (2000). Amore fine-grained comparison ofYeniseian vocabulary with individual Athabaskan languages
as well as Eyak and Tlingit could yield more cognates to improve the partial set of sound correspondences
offered here. During the next two years I plan to examine every documented Yeniseian word in connection
with my work on the Etymological Dictionary of the Yeniseian Languages (vajda and Werner, in preparation),
after which this material can be subjected to a thorough comparison with Na-Dene forms amassed in Jeff
Leer's "Comparative Athabaskan Lexicon" (see link at Leer 1996). This work should yield a more rigorous
proposal ofDene-Yeniseian sound correspondences, with possible corrections to the preliminary one offered
here. What follows in the remainder of this section of the present article is merely a first attempt to apply
the comparative method to a rather limited portion ofbasic vocabulary in the two families.

Despite these limitations, the lexical comparisons undertaken below, like those of the verb morphology
in the preceding section, are intended to illustrate how Na-Dene comparanda might help answer questions
about the internal development ofYeniseian languages. The order of presentation is from most difficult to
most straightforward. I start with sound correspondences that can be detected based only on somewhat
sophisticated knowledge of the phonologies and morphologies of the languages being compared rather
than casual inspection. These mainly concern the development of coda clusters and prosodic features.
Only afterward do I move on to discuss the more straightforward onset consonant correspondences. This
seemingly counterintuitive approach was chosen because, in the case at hand, Dene-Yeniseian cognates
demonstrating complex sound laws in the rhymes of syllables often have plausible onset correspondences,
whereas the cognates demonstrating onset correspondences often look much less like cognate words until
the sound laws accounting for their vowel nuclei and codas have been made clear.

Section 3.1 begins by discussing a number of key rules of coda consonant and coda cluster reduction.
Section 3.2 explains the rise of phonemic tone in modern Yeniseian on the basis of non-tonal elements of
the syllable rhyme that are demonstrably present in Proto-Na-Dene or at least Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak.
Subsections treat Yeniseian tonogenesis in syllables with short vowels and original obstruent codas (3.2.1),
longvowel syllables (3.2.2), and syllables ending in a vowel or sonorant (3.2.3). Section 3.3 moves on to discuss
additional tonal complications that developed in some ofthe Yeniseian daughter languages based on elision
of intervocalic consonants or final syllables. Section 3.4 discusses sonorants (nasals and approximants).
Finally, section 3.5 encompasses the remaining obstruent onset correspondences. By this time, examples
containing many ofthese onset correspondences will have already appeared in the earlier sections on syllable
rhymes. Previous publications in support of a genetic relationship involving Yeniseian and Athabaskan/
Eyak/Tlingit (Trombetti 1923, Nikolayev 1991, Ruhlen 1998, Bengtson 2008) contain several items that the
preliminary system of sound correspondences attempted here can support as genuine cognates. I generally
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reserve mention of previously published Dene-Yeniseian cognates until section 3.5, when the full evidence
in support of them has been laid out. Section 3.5 also contains the bulk of the Yeniseian proto-forms, which
are based chiefly on the work of S.Starostin (1982, 1995, 2005); the earlier sections contain mainly forms
attested in the daughter languages.

Along the way I point out areas where the fruitfulness of these Yeniseian and Na-Dene comparisons
depends crucially on prior discoveries by Athabaskanists regarding Na-Dene historical phonology and
morphology. In the phonology, these include Krauss's explanation of the origin of Athabaskan tones (d.
Krauss (2005) for the most recent publication of this seminal article), as well as Krauss's breakthrough in
understanding Athabaskan-internal correspondences involving a labialized velar proto-series ofobstruents
(Krauss 1964) and Krauss and Leer's (1981) seminal treatment of Na-Dene sonorants. In morphology,
noteworthy studies include Young and Morgan's (1943, 1987), Karl's (1976, 1989) and Leer's (1979, 2000)
treatments of Athabaskan verb affix morphophonology, and finally Leer's most recent advances in
discovering hitherto undetected sound correspondences linking Tlingit, Eyak, and Athabaskan; all Proto
Na-Dene reconstructions are from Leer (2008b and this volume). Without these invaluable materials, no
amount ofcomparing Yeniseian with Athabaskan, Tlingit, or Eyak, could have produced meaningful results.
lowe a similar debt of gratitude to my Ketologist colleagues in Siberia, Moscow, and Germany, including
Stefan Georg for his broad knowledge of Siberian areal phenomena, Sergei and George Starostin for their
pioneering reconstructions ofProto-Yeniseian (S.Starostin 1982, 1995, 2005; G.Starostin 1995), and especially
to Heinrich Werner for his seminal treatment of the tones and virtually every other aspect of Yeniseian
phonology, grammar, and lexicon (cf. Vajda 2001 for annotations ofWerner's more than 100 publications).

3.1. Patterns of coda simplification in Proto-Yeniseian
In the development of Na-Dene, as perhaps in many language families, codas tended to reduce more

than onsets. The same is true of Yeniseian, but the reductions yielded different final consonants and also
produced different effects on the preceding vowel. These differences prove to be surprisingly systematic,
however. Perhaps most striking is the fact that glottalized obstruent codas after a short vowel in Proto
Athabaskan-Eyak regularly correspond to a Modern Ket high-even tone on a half-long vowel, transcribed
throughout this article by a half-long mark r/, as in tf'k 'fallen snow'; cf. the PND cognate -*t'ikY' 'ice, frozen
snow' from Leer (2008b). Original short vowels not preceded by a glottalized obstruent appear in Ket with
abrupt tone and an optional glottal stricture, transcribed here with an apostrophe /'/ as in Ket tt\'q 'finger';
d. the PA cognate *-ts'aG 'finger'. This correlation is only one facet ofYeniseian tonogenesis, about which
more is said in section 3.3. For now it is important to note that while the glottalization feature ofconsonants
disappeared everywhere in Yeniseian, in several types of syllable structures the obstruent's original glottal
articulation left systematic effects on the syllable prosody.

Comparing Yeniseian/Na-Dene cognates can help reconstruct the original coda that gave rise to
the different phonological outcome in each family, and often elucidates the reason behind apparently
disconnected morphological idiosyncrasies. The origin ofcertain irregular noun plurals in Modern Ket finds
explanation in light of the external evidence provided by Na-Dene. Evidence from Na-Dene comparanda
sometimes sheds light on idiosyncrasies in Yeniseian morphophonology in cases where an original coda
element elided in the singular, but left its trace in the suffixed plural form.

3.1.1. Simplification ojcoda clusters beginning in a nasal
All coda clusters consisting of a nasal + obstruent seem to have simplified in Early Yeniseian. Modern

Ket words with such clusters invariably derive from the recent loss of a final syllable vowel. This is most
common in the Southern Ket dialect, as seen in the nominalization kAns 'something bright in color'
« kA'n 'bright' + nominalizing suffix -sO and the word quI'nt 'ant', which appears to contain the remnant of
another morpheme (perhaps *tuI'di 'swarming insects'). Such words normally correlate with disyllables in
the phonetically more conservative Central Ket dialect, where the pronunciations such as kAn-si and quI'n-
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t~ reveal that the second consonant of the Southern Ket coda cluster was originally the onset of a second
syllable. Coda clusters do not seem to have existed in Common Yeniseian at all (d. S.Starostin 1982), so that
the process of coda simplification must have occurred earlier.

The clusters in question simplified differently in each family, affording an example of how external
comparative evidence can help trace the internal development of a language family. Jeff Leer has recently
discovered Athabaskan-Eyak internal evidence for root final clusters nt' and nd in Proto-Na-Dene, codas
that are not observable in any modern Na-Dene language (Leer 2008a, also this volume). One word that
ended in such a cluster is 'liver', for which Leer (2008a) posits the PAE form *-s~nt' on the basis ofpA *-Z<1t'
and Eyak -sahd" with Eyak /h/ correlating with a lost nasal. In Eyak the nasal after a short-vowel nucleus
presumably devoiced and reduced to a breathy phase before the apical obstruent, the breathiness being
otherwise inexplicable in the Eyak cognate.

By contrast, Ket cognates to these roots retain the coda nasal, yet show no direct evidence of final /t'/
or /d/ (cf. Modern Ket se'V 'liver'). Yeniseian morphophonemic evidence, however, indirectly suggests the
earlier presence of an additional consonant after the final nasal in some of these words. Another cognate
pair of this type is Ket dialectal qo'n - ho'n - gho'n 'conifer' (generic term), also 'conifer branch, needles'
and PAE *Gand 'spruce or pine needles' (> Navajo gad 1uniper', Sekani 'white spruce', Eyak Ganhd 'spruce
needles'); cf. also Ket baVGon - baVGci 'dwarf juniper' « ba'v 'earth' + qo'n 'conifer'). The original word
probably referred generically to conifers and their characteristic foliage, used traditionally by the Ket as
tent flooring and bedding. The Ket plural sporadically shows an excrescent /n/: qonn-iv - qon-iv 'conifer
trees, spruce branches' (d. Porotova 2002:187). There is also the curious form qondu 'conifer branches used
for tent flooring' (Porotova 2002:199), where du more likely derives from the root *dox 'cut, hew' and is not
a vestige of original coda -d. Another cognate pair where Yeniseian shows a coda nasal, and Na-Dene a final
obstruent, with also the expected vowel breathiness in Eyak, include the Yeniseian roots in adjectives and
verbs meaning 'dark', 'lost', 'obscured from view' (Ket qon-, Yugh xon-, Kott han-). These appear cognate
with PA *qW'~s 'cloud' and Eyak q'ahs 'cloud' (Krauss 2005:91), where Eyak /h/,just like in the words for 'liver'
discussed earlier, presumably correlates with an original nasal. In Yeniseian, the original coda possibly
shows up in certain forms of the Ket compound verb '5 gets lost', e.g., qones-a-t-aq 'he gets lost'; cf. the zero
inanimate-class subject marked form qon-t-aq 'it gets lost', where the original fricative coda presumably
elided directly before /t/.

Evidence exists that Na-Dene also simplified coda clusters consisting of a nasal and a velar or uvular
stop. Unlike *nd, *nt', *ns, which Simplified differently in each family, clusters such as *ng, *nG appear to
have simplified in both families by preserving the final guttural and leaving only sporadic evidence of the
preceding nasal. One example is the word for 'conifer resin', which shows an aspirated vowel in Eyak (gahG
'pitch'), the characteristic signature of a former nasal segment; there is also a nasal vowel in the single
Athabaskan language Kaska: dze"h - dze"x 'pitch' (Krauss 2005:100). Compare Ket dr'k, Yugh diik and Proto
Yeniseian *3ik 'conifer resin' (S.Starostin 1995:310), where no evidence of the nasal remains. Another is
'finger', for which Leer (p.c.) reconstructs PAE *-ts'inG 'finger' on the basis of Eyak y~-ts'i"hG 'little finger'
and other sporadic forms showing evidence of a former nasal before the final uvular. Again no evidence
of an original nasal remains in Yeniseian: cf. PY *t~'q 'finger' (S.Starostin 1995:283). Yet another example
is the word for 'head', which Leer (this volume) reconstructs as PND -*-kYe/i(·)(J'. In Na-Dene, evidence for
the nasal shows up sporadically when this root combines with other morphemes, e.g., Tlingit san-w 'inside
the head', and Eyak -tsi"'- 'neck'. Here, however, there may be evidence in Yeniseian too for the original
nasal, though it is absent from Yeniseian 'head' when pronounced in isolation: Northern Ket tw', Yugh Cw',
PY *c[i]'G 'head' (S.Starostin 1995:214). Leer (2008b, this volume, #26a) reconstructs an ancient compound

32 Yeniseian 'liver' also shows up in other words denoting vital organs, such as Ket bensiy - mensiy iungs' (probabiy
from owen 'doubie' + *sey 'vitai organ'). My earlier draft of this paper suggested that Ket seyniy 'stomach' (in the
sense of 'internai organ') contained evidence of the originai root syllable coda: *seot + iy. However, as G.Starostin
has pointed out (p.c), this word could conceivably be a compound of*sey and *niy. Neither etymology adequately
expiains the semantics of the second component niy or iy.
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meaning 'hair of the head': PND -*-kYe/i(')(J' 'head' + *xaOw 'hair, fur', found in all branches of Na-Dene.
The same compound may have survived in Yeniseian as PY *c~ye 'hair of the head' (as reconstructed by
S.Starostin 1995:213-214), yielding Central Ket ta'y~, Yugh ca'V, Kott heyai. If the second syllable of this word
derives from the original Yeniseian word for 'fur', 'hair'-a morpheme yielding Kott hei, Arin qaj 'fur coat',
Central Ket qa'de, and Yugh xa·t 'fur' (the latter two probably with collective suffix -d~)-this would provide
Yeniseian evidence of the nasal + guttural coda clusters Leer has posited for Early Na-Dene. Interestingly,
Tlingit and Athabaskan words for 'hair of the head' do not actually preserve evidence of the nasal element
in 'head' (Leer 2008b). If the Yeniseian etymology for 'hair of the head' given here is correct, it indicates
that the simplification of nasal + guttural must have occurred separately in each family, though generally
yielding similar results in loss of the nasal and retention of the final guttural.

Although these are only a handful ofwords, parallel evidence from internal reconstruction and external
comparison supports the existence oforiginal coda clusters that later simplified independently in Yeniseian
and Na-Dene. In the case of cognates involving final /t'/ or /d/, Yeniseian evidence directly confirms Leer's
(2008a) reconstruction of the initial nasal element of the coda cluster, which he originally made using Na
Dene internal evidence alone.

3.1.2. Coda affricate reductions in Yeniseian
Putative Na-Dene/Yeniseian cognates indicate that affricates reduced to continuants in coda position

in Yeniseian. Proto-Na-Dene coda ott' corresponds to Ket I: Ket ha·l 'bend' vs. PPA *wa'tt' 'hang suspended'
(Young and Morgan 1992:46). Note, however that Modern Ket retains coda cluster tt in cases where this
cluster derives from d + i (e.g., Ket tatt 'fire sticks') or from recent syllable contraction, as in qatt 'mat', Qlfatt,
'anvil', aqpatt 'diaper', etc.; cf. Yugh qater'mat' and axater 'anvil', where the second vowel still remains.
Proto-Na-Dene coda *ts and *ts' reduce to /s/ in Ket/Yugh and /s/ in Kott: Ket ha·s 'round shape, shaman's
tamborine, disc (of full moon)' vs. PPA *wa·ts' 'round shape' (Young and Morgan 1992:49). The fate in
Yeniseian of original codas *tiI and *tiI' (i.e., cand t), if such sounds were indeed part of the Proto-Yeniseian
coda inventory, is not clear. Southern Ket qlii"t 'wolf' and Northern Ket qtiiti, if cognate to Tlingit Gu'di 'wolf'
and Eyak Gu·diih 'wolf'," which lack Athabaskan cognates, would seem to point to these affricates reducing
to /t/.

3.1.3. Partial collapse of the velar/uvular opposition in coda position
Modern Ket has no syllable rhymes of the type -iq, -wq, or -uq, with final uvular after a high vowel.

Na-Dene cognates with these rhymes correlate with velar codas in Ket: cf. PPA *dZe'q' 'conifer resin, pitch'
(Krauss 2005:100) but Ket dr'k, Yugh dirk, Kott Cik 'conifer resin, pitch'. The original uvular quality of the
coda is sometimes preserved in related Yeniseian vocabulary, such as in the perfective/stative verb stem
Ket h-daqy, Yugh f-diaxu 'subject sticks to a surface'. This suggests that coda uvular stops may have become
velars everywhere in Yeniseian (or at least in the better attested Ket and Yugh) after a high vowel. uvulars
became velars after front vowels in Ket, too, so there is no Modern Ket rhyme -eq either (-iq being disallowed
by both rules). In Modern Ket, coda k and q are phonemically opposed only after the vowels /a/, /0/, and
h/. Note, however, that coda ok' and *g (unaspirated k) seem to have merged with uvulars after back vowels.
This rule accounts for the coda correspondence between Ket la'q 'squirrel pelt' and the PPA variable coda
root *lak' - *l~g' in PPA *d~-l~k'-i - *d~-l~g-i 'tree squirrel'; the high tone in Ket suggests an original glottalized
coda. Modern Ket velar codas as well as velar anlauts before a back vowel correspond to PAE labialized *kw

',

*gw, *kw rather than to plain velars. There is no Yeniseian evidence of a distinction between rounded and
unrounded uvulars, and I suspect that the roundedness in Athabaskan-Eyak derives from vowel quality in
the original syllable nucleus. Finally, it is important to note that Leer (p.c.) observes that the velar/uvular
place-of-articulation contrast across the various branches of Na-Dene has remained extremely stable. The
vowel-conditioned mergers of uvulars and velars that occurred in Yeniseian therefore represent a radical
departure from the stability of this contrast in Athabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit.

33 Krauss (p.c) regards the Eyak word as most likeiy a diffusion from Tlingit rather than a true cognate.
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tA 'x 'finger'
tA'q 'finger'

trk'snow'
tz'k'snow'

[l'k'swan'
tf"y'swan'
tl)'a'swan'

difk 'conifer resin'
df'k 'conifer resin'

TABLE 24. Primary and secondary tonogenesis in Yeniseian
Primary tones (origin cannot be determined from internal Yeniseian comparison)
simple high tone (half-long vowel in Ket but not in Yugh)

Yugh: ses'river' seD 'liver'
Ket (all dialects): sf's 'river' se'D'liver'

abrupt tone (with laryngeal second phase ofvowel and optional glottal ['] closure)
Yugh: ses 'larch' sen 'reindeer (pl.)' xo'n 'conifer branch'
Ket (all dialects): se's'larch' se'n 'reindeer (pl.)' qo'n 'conifer branch'

The origin of Ket and Yugh tone is sometimes apparent from cognates across the various daughter
languages. Ket or Yugh rising-falling tone monosyllables normally have cognate Kott disyllables with an
intervening guttural: cf. Kott pagan 'mittens' vs. Ket bOKOn - boon 'mittens'. Visible segment loss is also
involved in some instances of falling tone, as can be seen by comparing Kott sagal and Yugh sa:'r (note that
[hl in Yugh examples transcribes pharyngealization in the second phase of the vowel). Yugh monosyllables
with high tone and half-long vowels (se'/ 'bad') correlate regularly with Central or Northern Ket high-tone,
half-length vowel words containing second vowel (se'li 'bad'). The Southern Ket dialect has everywhere lost
the second vowel (se'/ 'bad'), making them identical to the Yugh forms.

The remaining two Ket and Yugh tones, which occur exclusively in monosyllabic phonological words,
do not correlate with non-tonal features present elsewhere in Yeniseian. One is an abrupt tone on a short
vowel with laryngeal stricture in its second phase (optionally including full glottal closure). This tone is
identical in Yugh and all three Ket dialects: Ket/Yugh se's 'larch tree', Ket ti\'q, Yugh ti\'X 'finger'. The other
is high tone, just like that described above. However, this high tone occurs on a short rather than half-long
Yugh vowel: ses 'river', difk 'conifer resin', while all three Ket dialects have half-length but no second vowel:
se'S 'river', df,k 'conifer resin'. The two types of high tone are thus phonologically differentiated in Yugh by
short vs. half-long vowel length and in Central and Northern Ket by the presence vs. absence of a second
vowel. In Southern Ket they have basically fallen together, with both types of high tone containing a half
long vowel and no second syllable."

Table 24 summarizes the five prosodic types of monosyllables or sesquisyllables in Ket and Yugh, The
two primary tones are generally not derivable from elements attested elsewhere in Yeniseian,35 while the
three secondary tones alternate with non-reduced structures either in the same language or in cognate
words from another language. Because high tone represents two distinct entities, the term 'simple high
tone' or 'high tone' will refer to cases where Yugh has a short vowel and all three Ket dialects have a half
long root vowel but no second vowel. The term 'extended high tone' refers to cases where the vowel is half
long in both Yugh and Ket, and the Central and Northern Ket dialects have a second, open syllable. Kott
cognates are added where useful to illustrate the presumed origins of tonal features in Ket and Yugh.

" Southern Ket words with extended high tone do undergo intervocalic lenition, suggesting the second vowel is
present at a deeper level even though it drops in the surface phonology. Therefore, extended high tone and simple
high tone are still distinguishable even in Southern Ket, as can be seen by comparing SK simple high tone tl'k 'snow'
with extended high tone tf)' 'swan', the latter showing fricativization of final /k/ suggestive of intervocalic position.
Also, Southern Ket has high-tone sesquisyllables where the original first syllable contained a geminate vowel, and the
second syllable is agrammatical suffix, e,g, a'niD 'to play' (cE. Yugh afiniD 'to play'), sMaD 'snowsleds' « suul'snowsled'
+ plural suffix -aD).
35 Exceptions include some irregular plural forms with tonal ablaut, such as si?! 'reindeer' (pI. se'n), ej 'pine tree' (pI. e'n),
where the glottal stop seems to have resulted from consonant segment reduction.

Secondary tones (origin involves non-tonal elements present elsewhere in Yeniseian)
extended high tone (with half-long vowel in both Ket and Yugh, second vowel in CK)

Yugh: xat 'fur' xW'n 'to flow' dlrl eat'
Southern Ket: qaT 'fur' qlii'n 'to flow' df'p 'I eat'
Central Ket: qa'da 'fur' qIii'ne 'to flow' df'ba '[ eat'
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3.1.4. A note on possible anlaut/auslaut assimilation and dissimilation

The anlaut 5- reconstructed by S.Starostin in PY *ses 'small river' no doubt reflects the situation in
Proto-Yeniseian, as it is well justified by the sound correspondences in the free-standing noun 'river' across
all of the attested daughter languages; however, evidence from compound river names, however, suggests
the earlier onset could have been *3 (the regular PY correlate to Na-Dene *d). Such a sound could have
assimilated to /s/ through long distance assimilation before the sibiliant auslaut. An earlier Yeniseian form
with an initial voiced affricate *3 would explain Yugh hydronyms in affricate -ces, Arin hydronyms in voiced
-zes - -zas, voiced Pumpokol hydronyms in -det - -dat, as well as western Siberian hydronyms in -tes, -tiS
from an otherwise undocumented Yeniseian language or group of languages. These may include the name
of the famous Irtysh River, if hydronyms in -tes, -tiS were indeed left by an extinct Yeniseian dialect and not
derived from Uralic or another source. Ifone accepts that PY *se-s originated from earlier *3e'S through long
distance assimilation, there is a strong likelihood it is cognate with PPA odd, Eyak deh3 'sandbar' (Krauss
2005:84), a morpheme that means 'river' in a number of Athabaskan language and which in its possessed
form -de·ze' appears as the final component of river names across a broad area ofnorth central Canada. See
Kari (1996:260) for a superb discussion of these and other Northern Athabaskan hydronyms.

The onset correspondence in river-name formants Ket -ses and Yugh -ces (and the possibly Yeniseian -tes)
is attested by only this single item, and the question remains whether long-distance consonant harmony
can be supported for Pre-Proto-Yeniseian on the basis of additional evidence. One instance of coda-to
onset dissimilation identified by S.Starostin (1995) is the case of Ket df·t, Yugh dft 'spruce grouse', where
the expected Yugh form should be *diitl to match Kott cin fencera 'female spruce grouse' (PY *3ida). A type
of long-distance dissimilation identified by S.Starostin (1982:155) is the change of coda /s/ to /t/ in Kott or
Arin words with anlaut lsi: Kott sect 'river', Arin sat 'river', Cit 'larch tree' (cf. Ket se's 'river', se's 'larch tree').
This rule must have arisen after the breakup of Common Yeniseian, since it is limited to the Kott-Assan
branch. The possibility that Proto-Yeniseian inherited the results of additional processes of assimilation
or dissimilation between anlaut and auslaut consonants, such as the one suggested above in the words for
'river', is a topic deserving further research.
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3.2. Yeniseian tonogenesis in light of Na-Dene comparisons
Ket and Yugh stand out among North Asian languages in having phonological-word based distinctions in

prosody that are generally referred to as 'tones' (Werner 1997c, Vajda 2004, Georg 2007), following Heinrich
Werner's seminal discovery and description ofthese phonemic distinctions in the 1970s. Yugh and the three
Ket dialects (Southern, Central, and Northern) contain five prosodically contrasting types of monosyllabic
or sesquisyllabic phonological words. The term sesquisyllabic refers here to a disyllable ending in a vowel
or sonorant, but not an obstruent coda. It is crucial to note that Yeniseian tone involves other features
besides contrastive pitch, so that calling this typologically unusual system tone must be accompanied by an
important caveat. For brevity's sake, the five prosodic types in Ket and Yugh will be referred to here as tones
rather than using a more accurate description such as "prosodic types of monosyllabic or sesquisyllabic
phonological words distinguished partly by pitch". Each Yeniseian tone is an amalgam of at least two of
the following four features: (1) melodic pitch, (2) vowel length, (3) laryngealization or pharyngealization,
(4) the presence or absence of a second syllable. The origin of three of the five modern tonal types involves
reduction of sound segments still present in other Yeniseian languages. Some Southern Ket rising-falling
tone monosyllables occur in free variation with a sesquisyllable containing an intervocalic guttural (kaJrum
- ban 'fox'), while other sesquisyllables occur in free variation with high-tone monosyllables (kalfUin - ka'n
'foxes'); note that the accent mark in Ket disyllables ending in a vowel or sonorant generally correlates
with higher pitch on the given syllable (cf. Vajda 2004, 2008). Such free variation further distinguishes Ket
from syllabic-tone languages such as Mandarin Chinese, where the tones do not alternate synchronically
with non-tonal segments. Finally, it should be pointed out that Ket/Yugh phonological words consisting of
three or more syllables, as well as disyllables ending in an obstruent, have simple non-melodic word stress,
usually on their first syllable.
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rising-faUing tone (on geminate vowel created by loss ofintervocalic consonant)
Ket: qaal'bile' vs. disyllables in Yugh xaxul and Kott agar 'bile'
Ket: bOKon - boon 'mittens' vs. disyllables in Yugh boxon and Kott pagan 'mittens'

falling tone (from reduction involving a voiceless continuant, which leaves pharyngealization in Yugh)
Yugh: sa:'r vs. Kott sagal 'to spend the night' vs. Ket rising-falling tone cognate saal

Primary tone minimal pairs such as Ket/Yugh se's 'larch tree' vs, Yugh ses, Ket se's 'river' presumably
reflect a distinction already operating phonemically in Common Yeniseian. The remaining three types,
labeled as secondary tones, must have arisen after the breakup ofYeniseian, since some of the tonogenetic
features associated with them etymologically are still evident elsewhere in Yeniseian. Also, note that
secondary tonogenesis occasionally yielded different outcomes in Ket and Yugh, as shown in the examples
under rising-falling and falling tone. Primary tones normally match perfectly in Ket and Yugh. Finally, even
though tone was not documented as such in the Yeniseian languages that became extinct before the 20th
century, certain peculiarities in their transcription strongly suggest the presence of similar tones there as
well (cf. Werner 1990b),

Comparisons with Na-Dene cognates demonstrate that the simple high tone (henceforward referred to
as 'high tone') originated either: (1) as compensation for the loss ofan original glottalized coda obstruent, or
(2) on the basis ofan earlier full vowel or diphthong. Abrupt tone originated as the default, with the optional
glottal stricture present only when the syllable in question is pronounced in isolation and under pragmatic
focus. In other words, the default abrupt tone appeared in cases where the original syllable contained
neither a full vowel nucleus nor a glottalized obstruent coda. Abrupt tone still operates as the default for
Ket monosyllabic words, with Russian loans usually receiving it: e.g., ho'p 'priest' « Russian pop 'priest'), lo'p
'bedbug' « Russian klop 'bedbug'). Also, the laryngeal feature associated with abrupt tone monosyllables
disappears whenever these syllables form complex morphological structures, with no evidence from either
Yeniseian phonology or morphology to indicate that it derived from any earlier segment that might have
left a trace elsewhere in the morphophonology. The tonogenetic features associated with high tone, on the
other hand, do show various traces in the phonology and morphology, These traces include vowel ablaut in
syllables containing original full vowels (or diphthongs) as well as the lack of labialization in the vowel lal
when adjacent to glottalized uvulars (as examined above in section 2.2.2).

It is worth pointing out at the outset that the primary tonal opposition in Yeniseian must have arisen
after the split from Na-Dene. The non-tonal features that gave rise to the Yeniseian tones-vowel length
and coda glottalization-clearly existed as such in Proto-Na-Dene. The subsequent rise of tonal contrasts
in certain Na-Dene daughter languages represents parallel processes of tonogenesis, even in cases where
they involve some of the same features that generated tone in Ket. In other words, tonogenesis in Yeniseian
and Na-Dene arose separately, even where triggered by identical phonological features and yielding partly
coincidental results.

3.2.1. Yeniseian primary tonogenesis in closed syllables with short vowels
The original opposition of tone inherited into Common Yeniseian involved a contrast between high

tone on a half-long vowel vs. abrupt tone on a short vowel with laryngealization in its second phase. High
tone syllables are transcribed here as I--j in the Ket examples and 1-1in their shortened Yugh cognates.
Abrupt tone is transcribed using the apostrophe /'1 to mark the optional glottal stricture. The half-length
in Yugh presumably shortened before the rise of the extended type of high-tone. short vowel syllables
closed by a stable consonant (i.e., a consonant lacking any irregular morphonological changes and which
can be taken as original) regularly developed high-even tone when originally followed by a glottalized coda
obstruent. Coda glottalization, which is clearly attested in Proto-Na-Dene, apparently disappeared by the
time ofCommon Yeniseian, leaving behind compensatory high tone and half-length in the preceding vowel
nucleus. Table 25 provides a few examples.
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TABLE 25. Correlation ofYeniseian high tone with Na-Dene coda glottalization
Yeniseian Na-Dene
Ket se'V 'liver' PAE * sant' 'liver'
Ket t1·k 'snow lying on the ground' PND -*t'iOk" 'frozen snow and ice'
Ket dY'1 'willow' PA *tS"iJtt' 'plant, shrub'
Ket li'q 'squirrel pelt' PPA *d<>-fak'-i 'squirrel' (alongside PA *fag'')

Short-vowels followed by an original non-glottalized obstruent or by a stable sonorant seem to have
developed abrupt tone by default to contrast better with high-tone syllables. This tone is still visible
in monosyllables where no subsequent morphological processes triggered secondary tonogenetic
developments. In such words, which can be called 'primary monosyllables', the distribution of high vs.
abrupt tone corresponds systematically to the type of coda reconstructable from the Na-Dene cognates,
Table 26 provides examples,

TABLE 26. Correlation ofYeniseian abrupt tone with Na-Dene non-glottal codas
Yeniseian Na-Dene
Ket qo'n 'conifer tree, branches' PAE *Gand 'spruce or pine needles'
Ket tA'q 'finger', 'toe' « 'digit') PAE *ya-fa-ts'inG 'finger' (with *ya-fa- 'hand')
Ket ko'd 'rump' Eya!< *-gWada- 'rump', PA *-m'a'de"lower leg'

Note that morphological developments on the Na-Dene side may have resulted in a lengthened vowel in
some Athabaskan cognates to Yeniseian abrupt tone words (cf, PA *dra'de"lower leg'), obscuring the original
regularity of this correlation, I suspect this might be true in the case of PAE *gWe'n 'daylight' (> PA *dre'n
'daylight'), where the corresponding partial cognate in Ket is the adjective kA'n 'light, bright' suggesting
an older adjective form *gwJn (?) no longer attested in Na-Dene. Tonal mismatch in such partial cognates
seems to involve secondary word formation processes. The same is probably true in the case of the PAE verb
root *Gwe'd 'poke 0' when compared to the Central Ket short-vowel noun qw' 'poker, ray, spit for roasting
meat', probably from earlier *qw'd, 'poker', given the Central Ket plural form qmd£!J and the tendency of
original coda d (where derived from PY *3 and ultimately cognate with PND *d) to be unstable in Yeniseian
(see 3.5). In the semantically related Ket infinitive, the infinitive suffix produced falling tone: Southern Ket
qWr, Central Ket quJ.;da 'poke, scratch, dig' (cf. section 2.3). [n true cognates, Na-Dene monosyllables with
an original full vowel, such as PAE *Gwe'd 'poke 0', should correspond to Ket high-tone syllables with half
length, regardless ofwhether or not the original coda was glottalized (see 3.2.2 below).

[n short-vowel closed syllables that underwent neither secondary tonogenetic processes in Yeniseian nor
vowel lengthening in connection with secondary word building in Na-Dene, distribution ofthe two Yeniseian
primary tones corresponds systematically to the coda type reconstructable for the Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak
cognates. Yeniseian words that are fully cognate to Na-Dene words with original full vowels normally have
high-even tone regardless of the coda type.

One final point to note is that Yeniseian shows no sign ofever having contained glottalized nasal codas.
In all cognates to Na-Dene words with a glottalized coda n' or if', Yeniseian shows velar nasal V. Crucially,
the preceding vowel has abrupt tone rather than the high tone that would have developed if the coda had
originally been glottalized. cf. Ket bo'V 'land, earth' vs. PA *nan' 'land, earth' (plausibly cognate if from
earlier *m-yan).36 The Ket/Yugh velar nasal V is only found in coda position and appears to be a Yeniseian
innovation developing from 1nl due to absorption of a following glottal stricture or guttural consonant.
This must have occurred prior to the development of high tone from glottalized codas (cf. 3.4 for more
on nasal correspondences.) Ket words with high tone before coda V have Na-Dene cognates with complex
codas ending in a glottalized obstruent, as exemplified by Ket se'V 'liver' and PAE *-sant' 'liver'.

36[ thank]effLeer (p.c) for suggesting this, as well as for noting possible Sino-Tibetan cognates for 'earth' that begin
with the sequence *ml-.
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3.3. Secondary tonogenesis throngh rednctions involving disyllables
In some branches of Yeniseian, certain disyllables reduced to create new prosodic phonological word

types. These processes have done much to obscure the neat tonal correspondences presented in Table 28.
Most of the original disyllables in question probably contained more than one morpheme, though their
etymologies often remain at least partly opaque. The reductions, which are rather complex, yielded more
simple high-tone words, as well as three new prosodic types that probably did not exist in Common Yeniseian:
extended high-tone words, rising/falling-tone words, and falling-tone words. The different tonal outcomes
hinged on three factors: (1) whether the second syllable was closed or open, (2) the phonetic nature of the
segment or segments undergoing reduction, and (3) the location of the primary word stress (I.e., did the
word's semantic head occupy the first or second syllable). Falling tone is etymologically the most complex
and will be discussed last.

Secondary tonogenesis from a root-first disyllable with an open second syllable created the prosodic
type introduced above as 'extended high tone'. Unlike the original simple high tone, it shows half-length in
Yugh as well as Ket, and also a second syllable vowel in Central and Northern Ket. One example is CK /d'ne,
SK Ia'n, Yugh Ia'n 'dawn', etymologically a compound ofpy *ga'n 'light' + *xi'G 'day' (cf. Kott kinig 'dawn'),
where the second syllable had already lost its original coda in Proto-Ket-Yugh (d. Modern Ket/Yugh i'
'day'). Another example is the infinitive 'to flow': CK qUi'ne, NK qUi'ni, SK qUi'n, Yugh xW'n, where the lack of

High tone in Ket and Yugh regularly correlates with high tone in an Athabaskan high-marked language
like Dene-S,!i:ine but with low tone in a low-marked language like Navajo. This pattern exists because all
of these respective tonal signatures derive from earlier coda glottalization. Note, however, that in Modern
Navajo there are no phonetically high-tone short-vowel closed syllables. Thus, Navajo gad Juniper' has low
tone instead of the high tone found in other syllables with originally non-glottalized codas.

With regard to tonogenesis in primary monosyllables, Yeniseian is a 'high-marked language', to borrow
Athabaskanist terminology. However, the unmarked, non-high-tone syllables in Ket and Yugh display an
additional trait, not found in any Athabaskan high-tone language. When pronounced in isolation, Yeniseian
non-high-tone syllables have secondary laryngealization. The glottal stricture, which is optional and tends
to be produced only in a syllable pronounced with pragmatic focus, presumably arose to accentuate the
contrast with high-tone monosyllables; it has nothing to do with original coda glottalization,judging from
the available Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak cognates. If this analysis is valid, then Yeniseian is typologically
noteworthy for developing this type of optional laryngealization 'out of nothing', simply to further
emphasize an existing prosodic contrast, rather than through reduction ofa specific segment as is normally
the case with the origin ofglottal features.
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dr'k diik dze die,h *die'q' 'pitch/conifer resin'
ti'V ti'V tan t(n *tan 'ice' ('hoarfrost' in Yen.)

se'V seV o'r zid *sant' 'liver'

qo'n xo'n gar (geld) *Gand 'needle/spruce branches'

TABLE 28. Correspondence between Yeniseian and Athabaskan tones that developed on the basis of an
earlier contrast in coda glottalization

Yeniseian Modern Athabaskan
high-marked high-marked low-marked

Ket Yugh Dene-Suline Navajo

glottalization arejuxtaposed with those deriving from originally non-glottalized codas. The first two cognate
sets have secondary vowel length in Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak, while the second pair provides an example of
short vowels before an original cluster. In both types of syllables, the tonal outcome depends only on the
presence vs. absence ofglottalization in the plosive consonant at the end of the syllable.

Yeniseian high-tone nouns often show unusual vowel ablaut in the plural, also suggesting an original
diphthong: cf. Ket te'd, 'husband' tat-n 'husbands', Ketse's, 'river' sas'rivers' (where the falling tone developed
through absorption of the plural ending -D). Where such words have plausible Na-Dene cognates, these
anomalies might help reconstruct the origin of full vowels in Proto-Na-Dene from earlier diphthongs.

3.2.3. Proto-Yeniseian open monosyllables
The origin of tone in Yeniseian monosyllables ending in a vowel or an unstable continuant remains

unclear. It is likely that the glottal stricture or half-length in some Modern Ket open syllables derives from
an elided coda continuant of some kind rather than from the processes described above. Agood example is
Ket sf' 'night', reconstructed for Proto-Yeniseian by S.Starostin (1995:274) as *siG on the basis ofKott sig - six
'night'. In cases where such words appear to have Na-Dene cognates, often only the onsets clearly match:
Ket tA'S 'stone' vs. PAE *tse' 'stone' < PND -*/(Yay; Ket tw' 'head' vs. PAE *-tsi' 'head'; Ket ki's 'foot' vs. PAE
*-qe' 'foot'; Ket qw] 'birchbark' vs. PA *q'ax' - *q'i'XY 'birch' (Leer, p.c., corrected from PA *q'ay - *qT' given in
Krauss and Leer 1981:196); also Ket ta)'a vs. PA *tsk 'breast' and Ket hUij 'belly' vs. PA *-wat"belly'. Vowels in
these type ofwords as in primary long syllables, often show irregular morphophonemic alternations, as can
be seen in Ket ki's 'foot' vs. Ket kasn 'feet' and kassat 'sole of the foot'. Studying phonological alternations in
open syllables might reveal the original rhyme in both Proto-Na-Dene and Proto-Yeniseian. In some .cases,
the irregular Ket plural suggests coda simplification, as in Ket dw' 'hat' which is possibly cognate WIth PA
*tS'axd 'hat'; cf. Ket plural dUi'n-eD 'hats', where the excrescent half-length and extra nasal segment /n/
suggest an original coda cluster. Another possible cognate pair is Ket di' 'eagle' (plural di)'in), alongside dax
'giant eagle (in Ket mythology)'. possible Na-Dene cognates are Tlingit i"IH' 'bald eagle' (Naish and Story
1996:27) and Ahtna Athabaskan hwts'ek' and Upper Tanana te'ik or !S'ak 'osprey' Oim Kari, p.c.).

3.2.4. Typology ofAthabaskan high/low tones and Yeniseian primary tones
Krauss (2005) demonstrated that Athabaskan high/low tone contrasts derive from an earlier contrast

between the presence vs. absence of coda glottalization, with the original glottalized codas still present
in the cognate Eyak and Tlingit words. Typologically, Athabaskan tonogenesis is extremely interesting
because coda glottalization produced mirror opposite results in different tonal Athabaskan languages. In
some languages an original glottal coda yielded high tone, with the remaining syllables developing low tone
by contrast. Languages with this type of tonogenesis, such as Dene-S,!i:ine (Chipewyan): are called 'hig~
marked languages'. In other tonal Athabaskan languages, however, coda glottahzatlOn yIelded low tone In

the preceding syllable, with high tone developing by contrast in the other syllables. Such languages, ofwhich
Navajo and Apache are notable examples, are called 'low-marked languages'. In the remaining languages,
notably Ahtna, Dena'ina, most ofKoyukon, and the Athabaskan languages ofCalifornia, giottalized obstruent
codas simply lost their glottal pronunciation without triggering any compensatory tonal contrast at all.

Table 28 provides examples of words from the two phylogenetically opposite types of Athabaskan tone
languages alongside their Ket and Yugh cognates. Cognates deriving from proto-forms with original coda

Ket srn, Yugh sm 'old' PA *x'a'n 'old age, Tling. Sa'n old person' (Leer 2oosb:s)
Ket dr'n 'emit light' PPA *-dd! 'emit light'
Ket dr'k, Yugh diik 'pitch, resin' PPA *die'q' 'resin'

TABLE 27. Yeniseian and Na-Dene cognates with primary full vowels
Yeniseian Na-Dene

3.2.2. Yeniseian tonogenesis in primary monosyllables with original full vowels
Ket-Yugh monosyllables whose Na-Dene cognates contained a full (I.e., half-long or long) vowel nucleus

regularly show high tone, regardless of whether the coda was glottalized or not. These syllables, which I
will call 'primary long monosyllables', often have a different vowel quality in Yeniseian than in Na-Dene.
Generally, Yeniseian has /il or /u/ while Na-Dene has /a/ or lei, suggesting earlier diphthongs, a different
portion ofwhich seems to have been preserved in each family (Table 27):
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final vowel in the corresponding finite verb base -qu.m, suggests the presence of an infinitive suffix which
was partly absorbed by the original monosyllable, causing a change in tone.

Root-initial disyllables with a closed second syllable generally yielded rising/falling tone through loss of
an intervocalic guttural. This process occurred regularly in Ket with velars and uvulars (though sometimes
there is free variation between disyllables and geminate-vowel monosyllables); in Yugh it occurred due to
the elision ofvelars and uvulars except x: cf. Ket qaal but Yugh xaxul 'bile'. The velars and uvulars that elided
in Ket or Yugh can often be found in the Kott cognates, e.g., Ket taal, Kott t"egar 'otter'." Another example is
Ket saal 'to spend the night', derived from PY *siG 'night' plus another morpheme, possibly the instrumental
suffix *-t, with the original syllable coda remaining in the Kott cognate sigal 'to spend the night'. Afurther
tonogenetic process occurred in the Yugh cognate to yield pharyngealized falling tone: sa:'r 'to spend the
night', suggesting that intervocalic velars were inherited intact into Proto-Ket-Yugh, later yielding falling
tone in Yugh but leaving long vowel monosyllables in Ket. Late secondary tonogenetic developments such
as this have resulted in tonal mismatch between Ket and Yugh.

Proto-Ket-Yugh root-initial disyllables that lost intervocalic /j/ generally became simple high tone: Ket
kf'n, Yugh kfn 'maggots', where Kott hoi 'worm', supports the etymology *koj 'worm' + plural suffix -in for the
Ket and Yugh words." Yughf(from PY *p) remained intervocalically, but Ket h (also from *p) elided. This
yielded high tone in cases where the root originally contained a short vowel (cf. Ket a'ni!J vs. Yugh afini!J 'to
play'), and rising/falling tone where the root syllable contained length (cf. Ket aa!J vs. Yugh afi!J 'hot' < PKY
*a'p 'heat' + *a!J 'adjective suffix').

In cases where the second syllable contained the primary root (and presumably the word stress as well),
intervocalic consonant reduction created simple high tone monosyllables. Note that this process is recent
and confined to Ket, as can be seen from the Yugh and Kott cognates. Compare Ket ji'n 'to boil' with Yugh
A-xan, Kott au-gan 'to boil', also Kott c-au-gan 'to burn', a disyllable originally derived from a thematic prefix
plus a verb root cognate with the root in PA *da-q'a'n 'burn, ignite'. Another is Ket f'n 'standing (said of a
single animate)' vs. Yugh -fiun 'standing', another thematic prefix plus verb root combination; cf. PA *-he'n
'stand (said of a single animate)', The following instance of Southern Ket free variation nicely illustrates the
stress-related origin of rising-falling tone (kaJru.m - kaan 'fox') and the secondary genesis ofsimple high tone
(kaJruin - ka'n 'foxes'); compare the Yugh cognates kaxu.m 'fox' and kaxu.mi!J 'foxes', where the intervocalic
uvular remained and no secondary tonal developments took place.

The last tone to be discussed, falling tone, is phonetically the most variable across Yugh and the three
Ket dialects. In addition to its characteristic melody, this prosodic type involves a geminate vowel with
pharyngealized second phase in Yugh, a non-pharyngealized geminate vowel in Central and Northern Ket
with a second vowel following the root syllable, and a simple short non-pharyngealized vowel in Southern
Ket: cf. Yugh lu:'dJ, CK ld:da, SK Mr 'vee (waterfowl formation)'. Falling tone is also the most complicated
etymologically. In many such words, the origin of pharyngealization and falling tone is unclear, Instances
where a Kott intervocalic guttural corresponds to falling tone in Yugh seem to be secondary developments
confined to Yugh, since the Ket cognates to such words have rising-falling tone on a geminate vowel, as
seen in Kott Sagal, Yugh sit'r, and Ket saal 'spend the night'. Yeniseian internal evidence, where available,
together with Na-Dene comparanda where available, suggests that the falling tone developed on the basis of
the loss of a fricative element in the second part of an originally disyllabic word. The tonogenetic element
in question sometimes originally preceded the coda consonant and sometimes followed it. In the words
for 'vee' just presented, the second syllable probably comes from the Proto-Ket-Yugh distributive suffix
*-dJa attached to a root conveying animals moving in a row. This root presumably ended in a consonant
that fricativized to yield falling tone. The actual consonant element involved in the creation of falling
tone is generally not visible in any available Yeniseian cognate, though sometimes it can be inferred from

37 Some Kott forms show reductions similar to Ket, d. tar 'otter', a Kott form recorded in the 18th century, presumably
from a different dialect from that recorded by Castren (1958). What is important for the present discussion about
tonogenesis is whether at least some form ofYeniseian preserves the unreduced form of the words in question.
" I thank George Starostin for suggesting this etymology.
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internal reconstruction. An example of a long pharyngealized falling tone word is the Yugh noun sUN,
derived by adding the instrumental suffix -t to the root syllable suy - sU' meaning 'back, return'. The falling
tone in Southern Ket In, Central Ket l:ni, Yugh i:'n 'fingernail, claw' could conceivably have derived from a
nominalizing suffix added to a root cognate to PA *ye'n 'sharp' (note that the palatal glide does not appear
word initially in native Ket words except as an optional phonetic onset before /il or / e/ in the pronunciation
of some Southern Ket speakers). Other instances of falling tone correlate with disyllables in Na-Dene that
end in final fricatives, as can be seen by comparing SK kiln, CK kIl:ne, Yugh kIl:'n 'wolverine' and Eyak kana's
'wolverine' (Krauss 1970:759) and PA *-tN'"s (Krauss and Leer 1981:194), where the retroflex onset*ts derives
by regular rule from PAE *kw• Other examples include Ket t!x, Yugh Ci:'k 'snake' vs. PA *tt'ayas 'eel'; and SK
qon, CK qo:na, Yughxo:'n 'cartilage, gristle' vs. PA *-g"andi 'cartilage, gristle'. Note that in the latter example,
voiced velar anlaut g became a uvular before a back vowel, labializing the vowel (similar to voiced uvular G),
while coda *di corresponding to falling tone in Yeniseian.

To summarize, patterns of Yeniseian tonogenesis offer a variety of evidence supporting a genetic link
between Yeniseian and Na-Dene.

3.4. The proto-sonorants in onset and coda positions
Na-Dene sonorants were fundamentally described by Krauss and Leer (1981), who showed that Proto

Athabaskan-Eyak had the following six sonorants: *w, *y, *n, *ii (or *!1- y), and *m - W, with the variants
y and *w representing non-occlusive allophones of *ii (*!1) and *m, respectively; there was also *!Jw, with
allophones *m and w. Finally, some syllables seemed to have a zero onset, probably realized phonetically
as [h], [w], or (y] depending upon the quality of the following vowel. All nasal phonemes had glottalized
counterparts (e.g., *n', * ii). The lateral fricatives /t/ and /1/ are obstruents in Na-Dene rather than
sonorants.

Modern Yeniseian has few sonorant-initial words. Exceptions include interjections such as Ket ma' 'take
it' (conceivably a loan ofRussian na 'take it') or complex forms where initial m, n, or!J (the latter in Kott and
Assan only) represents a pronominal proclitic or verb prefix. Word-initial (j] is confined to loans or occurs in
Southern Ket facultatively before /il or lei, as in eel-jeel 'berries' and In - jln 'needle'. The lateral t, which is
realized phonetically by native speakers as [tt] word initially and as [t] in auslaut, is an obstruent and will be
dealt with in section 3.5, although in Southern Ket it allophonically is realized as liquid [I] intervocalically
and at the end of high-tone and rising-falling tone monosyllables (see Vajda 2008).

As a rule, sonorants remain distinct from obstruents in the morphophonology of both families, with
the exception of the bilabial approximant *w, which yielded secondary obstruent *b in Athabaskan as well
as in Yeniseian, remaining w in Eyak and apparently becoming h in Tlingit. The full range of Yeniseian
correspondences to PAE *w requires additional explanation, however. Evidence suggests that the original
distribution ofPre-Proto-Yeniseian *w was broader than for PY *w, a relatively unusual phoneme, and that
PPY *w yielded three distinct outcomes in anlaut, only one of which was PY *w. S.Starostin (1982, 1995)
demonstrated that *w yields Ket/Yugh band Kott p in the anlaut of a number of words. Instances of Ket/
Yugh b deriving from PY *w, however, never occur before a high vowel, with the exception of pronominal
elements such as *win 'self', *wi 'interrogative formant', later Ket/Yugh bu 'he, she' < *wV (S.Starostin
1995:294). Seeming exceptions, such as Kott -buj 'pull' or -buk 'find' probably represented phonetic [bAj],
[bAk] as in the Modern Ket cognate -bAk 'pull'; G.Starostin (1995:174), in fact, reconstructs PY *wak 'find'. At
the same time, the phoneme reconstructed as *x is found in anlaut only before high vowels, where it yields
Arin k- or x- and Pumpokol h, but elides leaving a zero anlaut in Ket-Yugh, and Kott-Assan (S.starostin
1995:296-299). Examples include Ket/Yugh us 'warm, hot, thaw' vs. Arin kus 'warm', Ket/Yugh -us 'sleep'
vs. Arin kus 'sleep', and Ket w'n, Yugh wn 'two' vs. Arin kin 'two' and Pumpokol hin-ea!J 'two'. Ket-internal
evidence suggests that PY *x, correlating with Arin k- rather than X-, represents a sound that split off from
PY *w in the anlaut of content roots before a high vowel. For example, alongside Ket w'n 'two', there is also
the Modern Ket combining form ben- found in a variety ofwords meaning 'apart', 'double', and the like: bene
'apart', 'in two', bensal do'!J 'double-edged knife'. There is also the verb incorporate un- 'in two', e.g., untet
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It is likely that Pre-Proto-Yeniseian codas consisting of a nasal followed by a glottal stop or guttural
fricative such as X or x yielded a simple velar nasal in Proto-Yeniseian. This may account for the velar nasal
in Yeniseian words for 'people': Ket de'y, Yugh die'y, Kott ce3Y (tone or glottal stricture was not transcribed
as such in Kott, though idiosyncrasies in the vowel transcription suggest it was present). Recall Trombetti's
(1923) identification of these words as cognate to Athabaskan 'person', 'people' (cf. Leer 2000:292: PA *d3
ne' 'person, Athabaskan man'). This comparison looks increasingly plausible, despite questions about the
internal structure of the Athabaskan word." The Modern Yeniseian word for 'people'-Ket de'y, Yugh die'y,
Kott ce3y-may have originally been singular. Evidence for this comes from the Ket singular noun daygols
'male ancestor image', from de'y + hOI 'image' + si 'nominalizing suffix', as well as records of the use of the
vocative form deyo as a singular form of address to any close affinal relative (Alekseenko 1967:159).

To summarize this section, the Yeniseian correspondences to Na-Dene nasals at present contain
significant gaps.4l In anlaut, at least, this may be due to the relative paucity of the sounds in question,
particularly the labialized nasals *m and *yw. In general, neither Yeniseian nor Na-Dene would make an ideal
typological candidate for linguists interested in sonorants.

PA *qiJn' 'fire' Ket qiJV 'daytime'
PAE *-sant' 'liver' Ket se'1J 'liver'
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40 PA *d.-ne· 'person' seems to behave phonologically as a combination of a prefix dil- with a stem ne', though it is un
clear what either element would mean separately.
4l S.Starostin's (2007) cognate sets linking Yeniseian with Sino-Tibetan and other languages in his "Sino-Caucasian"
family show stronger nasal correspondences. This fact, coupled with parallels in the pronoun system and the sheer
number of putative cognates in this database (over 400 linking Yeniseian to SinO-Tibetan, for example), has led me to
conclude that Sergei Starostin's original (1982) Sino-Caucasian proposal, which has been subsequently worked on by
his son George Starostin and others, warrants new attention. Before this is done, it is premature to conclude that Yeni
seian is more closely related to Na-Dene. The present article's conclusion is simply that Yeniseian appears to be related
to Na-Dene (Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit).

TABLE 30. Possible Yeniseian cognates to Na-Dene words with glottalized nasals
Na-Dene Yeniseian

No strong possibilities ofYeniseian cognates to PA *fi « PAE *y>') have yet come to light, except for the
perfective stative suffIx discussed in section 2.2.1 and possibly the infInitive suffIx discussed in section
2.2.5. Three potential Yeniseian cognates to Proto-Athabaskan roots reconstructed as having coda *r( are
somewhat speculative. The first is Ket dY'n-t - d3n-da 'dragonfly', where the velarized quality of the original
nasal might be preserved in the back vowel articulation; cf. PA *dayW' 'fly' (Krauss 2005:129). The vowels / A/
and /w/ normally occur after /d/, /t/ only in cases where these consonants represent original affricates
or palatals, in which case Ket /d/ normally corresponds to Yugh /eN, which is not the case here (cf. Yugh
dAn-abej 'dragonfly'). Another example where the vowel quality preceding the coda again might suggest a
labialized nasal coda is Ket -dun 'shout', PAE -d3yW' 'boom, explode' (Krauss and Leer 1981:190).

The Yeniseian coda /m/ does not occur in any words with an obvious Na-Dene cognate. In some cases,
final /m/ may have derived from assimilation of y after original ow. Ket tU'm 'black', possibly derived
from PY *tuw 'clay', 'earth' + *bes 'like' + *3Y 'adjective suffix' cf. the Yugh cognate tumbes 'black'). In most
cases, however, /m/appears as a root auslaut that cannot clearly be derived morphophonemically from
other sounds in Yeniseian: Ket te'm 'goose', Yugh cern 'goose', f'm 'pine nuts', qil'm 'arrow', du'm 'bird'. The
preceding high tone might offer some clue to the ultimate origin of coda /m/, since the primary high tone
in these Yeniseian words could have developed from an earlier diphthong.

finally, in all cases where Na-Dene cognates to Yeniseian words contain a glottalized nasal coda (except
for yW / yW' in the speculative comparisons made above), this segment appears in Ket as velar /y/. Also, in
primary short syllables, the vowel shows the reflex ofhaving been followed by an originally non-glottalized
coda (Table 30).

dAj - nAj 'touch, disturb by moving'"
-doq 'eat' (animate object)
n- 'round shape prefIx'
Ket -qan 'boil', Kott c-au-gan 'burn'

PY *w- '3p inanimate-class prefix'
PY *wV '3p pronoun'
PY *-w3k 'pull'
Ket hliij 'belly'

n (clitic) n (coda)

d (root anlaut), n (clitic) n (coda)

Ket, Yugh, Kott n- 'perfective prefiX'
Ket df'n 'emit light'
Ket o'n - on 'many'

? (j)in 'claw', 'fingernail'
tIu's 'stone', tIu'v 'stones' (unstable lsi)

*w, *x (later Ket 0 before IuD, h« PY *p < PPY Ow)
PAE *w- '3p pronominal prefix'
PAE *wV- '3p pronoun'
PAE *_wagW 'stretch, spread out'
PA *-w't' 'belly'

PAE *ye'n 'sharp'
PND - */<Yay 'stone'

PAE *-ni 'perfective suffix
PAE *-de'n 'emit light'
PA *-la'n 'be many' (l is fused classifier)

PA *nf'g' 'move hand' (Kl1981:199)
PA *-n'q"swallow' (Kl1981:198)
PA *n.- 'round shape prefix'
PA *d.-q'a·n 'bum, ignite'

0,j (= palatal approximant)

PA *n

onset

clitic
coda

clitic
coda

onset

onset
coda

*n

*w

*y (=j)

TABLE 29. Dene-Yeniseian sonorant correspondences
Na-Dene Yeniseian

"The alternate stem fonn here probably derives from the fact that the given verb is often used with a thematic prefix
n- (possibly a shape prefIx meaning 'around'), and does not represent alternate denasalization ofa root anlaut. shapes
prefIxes with the form n-, being proclitics by origin, never denasalize. In fact, they regularly cause long distance pro
gressive nasalization ofthe inanimate prefix b-, as in the form namAdij 'it is shaking' < n- around + a- tense + m- « b) in
animate prefix + A- perfective/stative prefix + dAj 'shake'. The perfective past-tense marker Inl also causes this: imnuqo
'it died' < i 'peg prefix' + m « b) inanimate prefiX + u- epenthetic vowel + qo 'die'; cf. the present tense of the same verb:
ibqo (or ibuqo) 'it dies', where bappears rather than nasalized m.

'to split in two', unavok 'it splits open'. A similar morpheme family is bel- 'separate', 'free', 'loose' vs. the
incorporate ul- in verbs meaning 'release', 'free', 'let go' (ultij 'to set free'). forms of the adjective hAna 'small'
in compounds such as b3n-col'small sled' « suul'sled') and wn-tip 'puppy' « tf'p 'dog') suggest that Pre-Proto
Yeniseian *w became *p in the anlauts of certain syllables. Cognate pairs with initial *p in Yeniseian but Na
Dene *w include Ket hiH 'be bent over' - PPA *wa·tf' 'hang suspended' and Ket hil's 'shaman's tamborine, disc
(of full moon)' - PPA *wa·'ts' 'round shape'. Auslaut-to-anlaut devoicing assimilation ofpPY *w might explain
this correlation. Modern Ket sequences where anlaut h remains before a high-vowel /i, w, u/ presumably
involve h from original PPY *p rather than from earlier *w. finally, as Kott cognates demonstrate, Modern
Ket anlaut b before a high vowel occurs in a few pronominal elements, where it originated from PY *w or in
roots deriving from PY *b, e.g. PY *bul'leg' > Ket bU'I, Kott pul. The vowel alternation between hliij 'belly' and
Mj 'bellies' does not involve loss of the anlaut since the singular form is actually pronounced [hwY'd and the
vowel was presumably [3] in Proto-Yeniseian as well (*paj 'belly'); cf. PA *-waf 'belly'.

Na-Dene roots that Athabaskanists reconstruct with a zero- or h- onset correlate with Ket hand Yugh
f Once example is PA *he'n 'stand (said of single animate subject)', a plausible cognate with Yugh -fum 'to
stand (said of people or animals, not trees or objects)' and Ket f'n « -hwn) both containing the root syllable
*-pwn. This suggests that the epenthetic anlaut in this syllable also fell together with PY *p.

Table 29 illustrates the distinctive sonorant reflexes in onset vs. coda position due to the universal
denasalization that occurred in Yeniseian root onsets, with anlaut /n/ preserved only in affixes or clitics.
There are so far not convincing cognates representing the unusual coda sound *w, while onset /j/ seems to
have disappeared everywhere by Proto-Yeniseian times.
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3.5. Dene-Yeniseian obstruent onset correspondences
,Co!'nates in basic vocabulary are sufficient to support many correspondences between Na-Dene and

Yemselan ob~truents, ,a~ least in onset position. As within Na-Dene itself, onsets are more straightforward
than codas, smce addItIOnal phonological processes operated to erode word-final consonants. The Proto
Yeniseian sound inventory was first reconstructed by Sergei Starostin (1982, 1995, 2005; cf. also G.Starostin
1995) based on consonant correspondences from Ket, Yugh, Kott, Assan, Arin, and Pumpokol."

~odernKet, with onl~ 12 consonant phonemes-the sonorants n, V' m,j, and obstruents b, t, d, s, i, k, q,
h {vajda 2004)-shows eVIdence of a significant conflation of consonant articulations when compared to
the extinct Yeniseian languages. For example, the Kott and Yugh correspondences to both Ket Idl and ItI
reveal what must have been several distinct phonemes in Proto-Yeniseian, Another trace of the conflation
of alveolar and post-alveolar affricates with apical d and t involves patterns in vowel quality. Modern Ket
has seven vowel phonemes-i, e, a, a, 0, lU, u-each found with four different monosyllabic tones. The vowel
lUll is i~variably high ~ack unrounded, while Ial is realized phonetically as mid-high back unrounded [yJ
under hIgh tone and mid-low back unrounded [a] elsewhere. There are no diphthongs. Pre-Proto-Yeniseian
may have ~rig~nally contained diphthongs that developed into half-long vowels with high tone. The original
vowel qualIty In f~ll vowel syllables remains unclear. In short vowel nuclei, there were apparently only five
vowel phonemes: 1, a, It, 0, u. The unrounded mid-vowel phoneme was realized in Common Yeniseian as front
[e] after original alveolars (*t, *d, *s, *i) or voiced palatals *j, *3 « *9" or *9w): Ket dek-v 'spruce grouses' vs.
PA *dax 'spruce hen'; and Ket se'!J 'liver' vs. PAE *-sant' 'liver'. The same phoneme was realized as [A] after
*ts, *1: « *kY or *kw), plain and labialized velars.

The alternation between modern Ket lei and IAI after lsi helps determine whether this sound derives
from original *s or *xr (palatal or front-velar fricative) on the one hand, or from *5 or *xw, on the other. Front
vowel lei appears in Ket cognates to Na-Dene words originally containing apical fricative onset *s: Modern
Ket se'V 'I~ver' (PA ,*-,zat', EY~ -sQhd 'liver'); also Ket sen-Iv 'shaman' (PA *-D-yan, 'sing shamanistically', 'be
a shaman, Eyak xd shaman). Ket lsi corresponding to PA *5' is instead followed by IAI in Modern Ket:
san-ij ~dark blue ,or green', where -ij is an adjective suffix (PA *swafi, 'black', PA *i-D-zwafi, 'be black'). Back IA/
lIkewIse occurs m ModernKet after an original plain velar fricative *xor after Ket h « PY *p) that correlates
with PA *w (presumably from PPY *w). All of these Na-Dene back fricative elements correspond to Ket h and
Yugh f, presumably by Common Yeniseian times having fallen together with PY *p. Compare Ket M'V 'throw
net', Yugh fa 'v 'throw net' with PA *wan'-i 'large game snare', where the instrumental suffix -i could have
caused long-distance devoicing oforiginal Yeniseian anlaut *w.

Vowel raising processes continue the same pattern. The mid vowel raises to [i] under high tone before
an orIgJnal palatal consonant. Compare PA *dax 'spruce grouse' and Ket dr't 'spruce grouse', with the Ket
plural dekv 'spruce grouses' sho~i~g the original vowel height with the expected front mid-vowel quality [e]
after the dental anlaut. After labialIzed consonants, the mid-vowel raises to [Ul] rather than [i]. Compare Ket
hliij 'belly' and hAj 'bellies', with PAE *-waf 'belly'. when apicals and post-alveolar affricates fell together in
Ol~ ~et, t~e ~Ifferencebetween [e], [A], [i], [Ul] became phonemic. vacillations such as Modern Ket tlUjiV _
tYIV grOWing suggest llUl may +have changed to iii sporadically before palatal Ijl; the same process may
accoun~ f~r Ket di' 'eagle', which should be *dlU' if derived from an original *1: onset, though the vowel may
have originally been la/: cf. Ket daq 'eagle' (as a mythological bird in folkloric texts). Modern Ket also shows
vaci~l~tion be,twee? lei and I~I (~resumably < *a) before ItI derived from *ts or *ts', as in Ket -ted, -tey,
-tat hit endWIse With a long object; cf. PA *tsay 'poke, act endwise with a rigid stick-like object' (Young and
Morgan 1992:604). Such unstable vowels seems to correlate with original IAI,

To summari:e, ~eniseian-internalevidence hom consonant contrasts in the various daughter languages,
as well as the distributIOn of lei vs. IAI and /II vs. lUll can be combined with evidence from Na-Dene

42 Heinrich Werner and I are preparing a comprehensive "Etymological dictionary of the Yeniseian languages;' which
wlll summarlZe all that is known about Yeniseian linguistic history based on family internal comparative evidence,
Th,s research IS supported by the Linguistics Department of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology,
Lelpzlg and w1l1 help bring the Yeniseian data to the attention ofa broader audience.
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comparanda to show how Yeniseian obstruent onsets correspond with the more complicated obstruent
systems ofNa-Dene.

3.5.1. A palatal consonant series in Dene-Yeniseian
An importantbreakthrough made byJeffLeer in his work on establishing regular sound correspondences

between Tlingit and Athabaskan-Eyak was the discovery of a new series of consonants in Proto-Na-Dene,
which he called the 'palatal series' (cf. Leer, this volume for the most complete presentation). Phonetically,
these consonants may have been articulated as genuine palatal obstruents [*;, *c', *c, *,] or as front velars [*9",
*kY', *kY, *xr]. Leer's discovery led to a parallel breakthrough in my efforts to show regular correspondences
between Yeniseian and Na-Dene. Among other things, the existence of this series explains why the
Athabaskan-Eyak TS-series sometimes correlates with Tlingit Itsl, and sometimes with Tlingit lsi or Ik/.
This previously unexplained correlation can be seen in Na-Dene words for 'head' and 'rock', among others:
PA *-tsi"head' and Eyak -tsi"- 'neck' (found verb-internally in sequences such as -tsz"-da-le 'say'), but Tlingit
-sci 'head', san-tu 'inside the head'. Note the parallelism with PA *tse' 'stone' and Eyak tsa' 'stone' but Tlingit
sa' 'mountain'. Leer (this volume) reconstructs the Proto-Na-Dene forms ofboth words with a palatal onset
(IPA symbol lei, Leer's practical orthography symbol'ky'). The original TS-affricate correspondence across
Na-Dene can be seen in words for 'finger', 'breastlteat', 'hit' endwise' and many others, though the Tlingit
reflexes of PND *ts' show occasional unexplained variation between i' and d', as in PAE *-ts'inG, Tlingit
-d'fG 'finger' and PAE *ts'u-, Tlingit i'a' 'teat'.

As it turns out, the Yeniseian cognates to these two groups ofNa-Dene words display a strikingly parallel
dichotomy. Though all the words in Modern Ket have onset Itl, when cognate forms are added from the
extinct Yeniseian languages (where available), it becomes obvious we are dealing with two different proto
sounds. Yeniseian words that correspond to Na-Dene words with the original TS-afhicate series onsets
have one set of reflexes, while cognates to Na-Dene words with onsets deriving from proto-palatals show a
different set (Table 31).

TABLE 31. Reflexes of palatals vs. apical affricates in Yeniseian and Na-Dene
a. DY series (the original*TS series)

Ket Yugh Kott Arin Pumpokol PA THngit
'finger' tA'q ta'x t"ok to tok *-ts'lJG -tt'i'G
'breast' tAya tAga t"a te tike *ts'u' fa'
'poke' ted - tey teeli - teg ti - te *ts.y
b. DY (later merged with *TS series in PAE but not in TUngit)

Ket Yugh Kott Arin Pumpokol PA THngit
'head' tw' Cui' ke *-tsi' -sa
'stone' tw's tlu's SiS kes kit *tse' Sa' (mountain)

The back vowels IAI « *a) and lUll in Yeniseian words with reflexes from original palatals (Ket tw' 'head'
and tw's 'stone') further suggest that the proto-palatal stops must have been affricates in Proto-Ket-Yugh in
order to have produced mid-vowel IAI instead of lei.

3.5.2. Dene-Yeniseian obstruent correspondences
The next several subsections demonstrate the obstruent correspondences, insofar as they have been

worked out. The lateral onsets *i and *d' will be dealt with last. Note that I do not posit any CH-series. I
will suggest that the sounds reconstructed for Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak as representing the post-alveolar
affricates *dz, *t5', *ts do not constitute a separate series in Dene-Yeniseian. Rather, I will argue that these
sounds, inherited into Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak, derive from an earlier palatalization of the labialized velar
series before original front vowels. Later, a second phase of palatalization occurred in early Athabaskan to
turn the remaining labialized velars into a new retroflex series. Yeniseian comparative evidence suggests
the postalveolar and labialized velar series in Na-Dene languages both originated hom a single series.

Edward J, Vajda
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The tables in each section below give the correspondences for each sound, accompanied by a few
sample cognate sets. The tables are followed by commentary that sometimes includes additional cognates
supporting these correspondences. Following Athabaskanist tradition, the Na-Dene transcription uses
voiced obstruent symbols for voiceless unaspirated sounds, while the corresponding voiceless symbols
transcribe voiceless aspirated sounds (also see Appendix A). The use of symbols d, t, etc., in transcribing
modern Yeniseian, however, signifies a distinction between voiced vs. voiceless. The actual forms that exist
(or were documented as existing) in the Yeniseian daughter languages are supplemented by S.Starostin's
(1982,1995,2005) or G.Starostin's (1995) Proto-Yeniseian reconstructions, where these are available. The
symbols for proto-sounds on the Na-Dene sides of these charts basically reflect the well-understood Proto
Athabaskan-Eyak, except in the case of the palatal series, where they represent Leer's recent discoveries in
Proto-Na-Dene and can be found described in more detail in Leer (this volume).

3.5.2.1. T-series obstruent stops: *d, *t', *t
The Yeniseian reflexes of Dene-Yeniseian alveolar (or dental) stops show different effects depending

upon the coda (Table 32). Voiced (or unaspirated plain) *d palatalized in Pre-Proto-Yeniseian, yielding PY
*c. This did not occur, however, in syllables with an auslaut dental, where *d remained.

TABLE 32. Dene-Yeniseian T-series correspondences
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*d (in syllable without auslaut dental in Yeniseian) = PY *3 > d (Ket), di (Yugh), c(Kott) with original lei and /if

remaining rather than becoming IAI and Iml in Ket/Yugh (except where a labialized coda affected vowel
quality, as in 'fly')

PA *do-ne' 'person, man', (see discussion ofsingular and plural forms in Leer 2005:292-294) vs. Ket
de'v, Yugh die'v, Kott ceoV 'people' < PY *3e'V 'people' (S.Starostin 1995:309); this set contains the
earliest proposed Dene-Yeniseian cognate, published by Trombetti in 1923, who cited the Ket,
Kott, and Tlingit forms, as well as forms from individual Athabaskan languages such as Navajo dine
'people'; for evidence that the Yeniseian word was originally a singular noun, see the discussion in
section 3.4 above

PAE *do-qualifler, Ket d-, Yugh di-, Kott c- 'thematic prefix connected with the notion oflong shape',
also found in verbs denoting sound or fire

PAE *do- 'reflexive, benefactive' (verb prefix in qualifier zone); do- 'one's own' (pronoun); Ket d-, Yugh
di-, Kott c- 'verb root anlaut in verbs expressing action done by the subject's own body'

PA *da·= 'distributive plural proclitic', Ket -da, Yugh -dia 'collective suffix' (possibly cognate)
(in syllables with Yeniseian auslaut dental, which suppressed secondary lenition) = PY d > d (Ket, Yugh,

Pumpokol), t (Kott, Arin)
PA *dox 'spruce grouse', Ket df·t, Yugh dfP 'spruce grouse', plural forms Ket dekV, Yugh dekv; but cf.

Kott fen-cera 'spruce hen' « fen 'female'), where the assimilation did not take place; S.Starostin
(1995:310) reconstructs PY *3ida 'spruce grouse', which may include some sort of suffix, since the
coda correspondences and high tone do not regularly match the non-glottalized monosyllable in PA
*dox

PAE *de-fi 'emit light'; Ket df'n 'blink, emit light'
PA *daVw' 'fly'; Ket dY'n-do and Yugh dAn-ab~ 'dragonfly' < PY *don 'dragonfly' (S.Starostin 1995:220)
PAE *dot 'blood'; Ket del 'blood' (only in del-es 'blood-sky', the taboo designation for the malevolent

God of the West in Ket mythology)
(in auslaut the reflexion ofPND *d generally correlates with PY *3, but is sporadically unstable often dropping in

absolute final position, appearing again in its regular anlaut reflexes ofKet d, Yugh di- or as t, as in the Yugh
plural form diatn; after anlaut k from PY *9 (= PND *9w), however, PND *d yields PY *d (Ket/Yugh d, Kott r, as in
the last example)

PPA *Gwe'd 'poke 0'; Ket -qUid 'dig', Yugh -){lUdi 'dig', also Ket qu/ (plural qodeV) 'poker, ray, spit for
roasting meat'; cf. PY *q13 'dig' (S.Starostin 1995:260)

PA *-di'a'de 'lower leg, shin', Eyak *-gWodo- 'rump'; Ket di' 'thigh, base of tree' (plural da'n), Yugh
dii' 'thigh, base of tree' (plural diatn -da'n), Kott Ci 'base of tree' < PY *3i' 'base of tree' (S.Starostin
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1995:310); Ket ko'd, Yugh ko'd 'rump', 'butt' < PY *ko'd - go'd 'rump' (S.Starostin 1995:226); Kott
kar 'vagina' may also be cognate here, since Kott lal correlates with Ket/Yugh 101 after an onset
correlating with PND *gw or *G, which would validate initial PY anlaut *g

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*t' PY *d > d (Ket, Yugh, Pumpokol), t (KottlArin)

PA *no-faG 'fly' (probably from PPA *no-D-'aG 'fly'), Eyak -toq' '(flea) jumps'; Ket -doq, Yugh -doX 'fly';
cf. PY *doq- 'fly, jump' (S.Starostin 1995:223), though Kott fataga i:nav '] fly', and Pumpokol dogo uta
'bat' (literally, 'flying mouse'), suggest original vowel lal

PA *-foq' - -foG 'propel (long object), shoot (arrow)', the PAE forms possibly showing confusion with
PA 'fly'; Ket -daq, Yugh odd;(, Kott -tek 'throw, shoot 0' < PY *daq 'shoot' (S.Starostin 1995:219)

*t' PY *t > t before a voiceless fricative auslaut in Ket, Yugh, Pumpokol; KottlArin t"; the same process
affects anlaut correspondences to PND *15' and *k"'

PAE *fe'-G 'raw' (Krauss 2005:128), where -G is the privative suffix (meaning 'not', 'lacking'); Ket tao 
tuy 'raw' (as in tuy-am 'it is raw'), Kott t'u 'raw' < PY *tu- 'raw, unripe' (S.Starostin 1995:288)

PND -*fiOk~ 'ice, frozen snow' > tT'x' 'snow'; Ket tf'k, Yugh tfk, Kott t"i:k, Arin te - fe, pumpokol tig
'snow lying on the ground' (from an originally palatal coda, which presumable yielded a voiceless
fricative in PY, thus explaining anlaut t rather than d; cf. S.Starostin 1995:285 PY *tiX 'snow');
cognacy between the Tlingit and Yeniseian forms was first proposed in Ruhlen 1998

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*t PY *t > t (Ket, Yugh, Pumpokol), I' (KottlArin), with follOWing lei and /if rather than IAI and Iml in

Ket/Yugh
PA *tu' 'water,liquid' (Krauss 2005:82), Ket tu - to in compounds, where it designates 'water, moisture':

Ket to-qqj 'dry up' (qoj = dry): tu-t-a-b-qoj 'it dries up « water-thematic.consonant-presenttense
inanimate-dry), possibly also Ket toj; 'stream' < PY *toj- 'stream', (S.starostin 1995:28); cf. also PY
*tu 'bay', 'channel', (S.Starostin 1995:288), reconstructed on the basis ofKet ej-tu 'channel', Kott
hau-tu, where the first element is etymologized as 'island'

Eyak do-tux 'to spit', Ahtna -tuh, Tlingit x'e-D-tu-x- 'to spit'; Kott tuk 'saliva'
PA *tone' 'trail, path' (Leer 2005:294); Ket -to'n 'path, direction' (used as a postposition), Ket tanno 'to

take aim in hunting' < tan 'path' + qo 'kill'
PA *ton 'ice', Ket/Yugh ti'V 'hoarfrost', Kott t"eaV 'hoarfrost' < PY *t[iJ'V- 'hoarfrost' (S.Starostin

1995:286)
PAE *-te' 'lie', PA *so-te'-n (with perfective suffix) 'single animate S lies down', Ket -ta, Yugh -te 'generic

base in verbs of stationary position'; Ket -tn, Kott -te:n 'animate S lies down'; also Ket ten in tengisqut
'it lies fallen'

PAE *tei 'mat' > PA *tH, Eyak te'i 'mat', Ket ati, Yugh ater 'bedding' < at 'placed downward' + *tol'mat';
also Ket qati, Yugh xatAr 'mat' < *Xad or *Xaj 'fur' + *tel'mat', Eyak tei 'mat' and Ket/Yugh *tel'mat'

PA *-toW 'handle' (noun), Eyak (-do-i-)te 'handle (of hammer, etc.)'; Ket/Yugh w'n 'kettle', Pumpokol
a-tin 'kettle' (a prefixed form that might mean 'something with a handle' or 'his handle', 'his kettle')
< PY *ti'n- 'kettle' (S.Starostin 1995:285); also perhaps the element -tn in words denoting tools with
a handle, such as habatn 'flat-tipped spoon for kneading dough'

PA *toxY 'hill'; Ket tlii· 'cliff', 'concave edge ofa riverbank'

3.5.2.2. TS-series: the non-lateral dental affricates and fricatives *ts', *ts, *s
Leer (20osb) argued that the affricate dz in Na-Dene arose secondarily through cluster resolution when

d (or da) combined with a following consonant. Thus there are only three proto-segments in this series (if*s
is also included), rather than four. Discounting instances where PAE *ts' and *ts derive from original palatal
stops, the two apico-dental (or apico-alveolar) affricates *ts', *ts show the following correspondences with
Yeniseian (Table 33). The glottalized and aspirated occlusives in this series fell together in onset before a
fricative auslaut in Early Yeniseian,just as in the T-series examined above. Recall that in coda position the
original distinction between glottal and non-glottal obstruent is also distinguishable in Yeniseian by the
tonal contrast it generated on a preceding short vowel.

Edward J. Vajda
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TABLE 33. Dene-Yeniseian TS-series correspondences
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*ts' PY *t > t (Ket/Yugh), th(Kott); possibly, following the pattern described above for *t', the voiceless

anlaut in the first two examples below is due to suppression of voicing before what was in PY a voiceless
auslaut, with PND *ts' elsewhere = PY d > d in Ket/Yugh, though cognates confirming this are lacking so
far

PAE *-ts'inG 'finger', Tlingit -ti'i'G 'finger', Ket tA'q, Yugh tA'X 'finger, toe' < PY *t"'q 'finger, toe'
(S.Starostin 1995:283)

PAE *ts'u' 'teat, milk' is possibly cognate with Ket tA)'a 'chest, breast' < PY *t"ga 'breast' (S.Starostin
1995:284), if the Yeniseian form contains a suffix of some sort

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*ts - Py*t > t (Ket!Yugh), t" (Kott), with following / A/ and /Ul/ rather than /e/ and /i/ attested in Ket/Yugh

PA *ts"y 'poke, hit using the end ofan object', Ket ted -tey; Yugh tedi -teV -teg 'poke, hit using the end
of an object', Kott thi - ti - te 'hit, 'beat'; probably < PY *t"l' with dental auslaut in Ket and Yugh root
monosyllable due to progressive assimilation; ef. PY *te[3] 'beat' (G.Starostin 1995:173)

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*s - PY *s > s (Ket, Yugh, Arin), 5(Kott), t (Pumpokol)

PAE *-s"nt' 'liver' (PA *-z;;t', Eyak -sahd 'liver'); Ket se'V, Yugh seV 'liver' < PY *sev 'liver' (S.Starostin
1995:272)

PA *,"1, 'hot'; Ket sil- in silgit 'molten fat' « sil + /au't 'fat') and sf'l- si'li 'summer' « sil'hot' + i' 'day');
S.Starostin 1995:275 reconstructs PY *sir- 'summer'

PA *s"x, 'crumbled fragment' (Young and Morgan 1992:739; Krauss 2005:84); Ket/Yugh si- 'small
fragment' in Ket siis, Yugh sif"s 'pile ofsmall fragments', where the original second syllable -fi>s
appears cognate with PA *X"ts' 'hill' (Young and Morgan 1992:467);" cf. also PY *sipes 'small pile'
(S.5tarostin 1995:275)

PND *si(-)g' 'belt' > PA *S"S, 'belt, sash' (Young and Morgan 1992:467), Tlingit sl'g 'belt' may be
connected with Yeniseian words for rawhide: Ket sas 'soft leather from reindeer legs', siit 'rawhide
strap'; cf. PY *sa:s 'suede', *stid - *si'i3 'rawhide strap' (S.5tarostin 1995:270, 274)

Tlingit 5u'x'''robin', PAE *5u'q' 'robin' > PA *5aX, Eyak *5u'q' 'robin'; also PA *a'xY 'ochre' (Krauss
2005:84); Ket sii'k 'paint, color' < PY *suK S.Starostin 1995:277; probably originally meaning 'red
ochre'; the original uvular coda, lost in coda position before high vowel /u/, reappears in sUlmq
'rust' « *su'q 'ochre' + aq 'rot'), also Ket sujiv 'alder', Arin 5ujgen 'alder' (probably containing *ken
'tree', though ef. S.Starostin 1995:277 PY *sujVv 'alder'). Na-Dene words for 'robin', 'ochre', 'alder
tree' could have a deep etymological connection with One another and with Yeniseian words for
'ochre, paint', alder' due to the shared distinctive rust brown color; ef. also Tlingit Se-X" 'red alder',
ka-Se-x'''dye, color', though these etyma are not regarded as etymologically related to words for
'robin' OeffLeer, p.c.)

There is one systematic exception to this correspondence set in Yeniseian. Apparently, the Pre-Proto
Yeniseian sequence *tsu (from either plain or glottalized onset) deaffricated to su rather than tu. Na-Dene
cognates that would support this include Ket -suk 'shove', Eyak tsu'X 'thrust, shove'; also Ket/Yugh sukV,
Kott Suky 'thick in circumference' (said of trees)' « PY *suk + adj. suffix *-V), Pumpokol suk-du 'he is fat' and
PND *tsa'x' 'thick in circumference', 'heavy'. Evidence for this Yeniseian-internal change also comes from
an interesting parallel in words meaning 'mosquito, midge'. Eyak has ts'iyux 'mosquito' (Krauss 1970:717),

while Proto-Athabaskan 'mosquito' shows a vacillation between *ts'u-y(a) and *ts'i'y(a) (Krauss 2005:83).

Proto-Yeniseian has *suj 'mosquito' (S.Starostin 1995:277), based on Ket sa], Yugh siij, Kott Suj (presumably
reflecting earlier *tsa]) and Modern Ket tlil·d 'midge' (possibly reflecting earlier *tsf'y, with the same change

43 Jim Kari (p.c.) has suggested that Dena'ina -zex 'crumbs, small particles' represents evidence that Proto-Athabaskan
had separate words for 'sand' as opposed to 'crumbs, small particles'.
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of the final palatal to -d in Ket as observed in words meaning 'hit endwise with a long object'). This suggests
the alternate roots reconstructed for Proto-Athabaskan may represent two different, but related words for
biting or swarming insects.

3.5.2.3. K'-series: the palatal (or front-velar) obstruents *gY, *kY', *kJ, *xY

The Proto-Na-Dene palatal series is transcribed throughout this article using the palatalized velar
symbols *g", *kY', *kY, *x", following Leer's (this volume) practical orthographic convention *gy, *ky, *ky, *xy.
Not only are Leer's symbols more transparent than the canonical IPA palatal obstruent symbols *j, *c', *c, *"
they also convey the possibility that the original sounds could have been palatalized (or front) velars rather
than true palatals. For simplicity's sake, the series itself is referred to here as the 'palatal series', again
following Leer. Note that this series should not be confused with the front velars that developed in Early
Athabaskan through fronting of original plain velars.

In Proto-Yeniseian, these sounds appear to have fronted to *cP « *di), *c, and *s only before a front
vowel; after a back vowel or in coda position they became uvulars. I will argue that a similar conditioning
may have affected their reflexes in other Dene-Yeniseian languages as well, since the distribution of front
vs. back reflexes of these sounds seems to differ both across the Yeniseian daughter languages as well as
within Na-Dene. For example, Tlingit,like Arin and Pumpokol in Yeniseian, sometimes shows velar reflexes
of this series even after front vowels. This apparent tendency of the palatal series to yield differing reflexes
based on front vs. back vowel articulation could explain the appearance of k rather than expected 5in some
Tlingit cognates, if chronologies of vowel changes are considered. This would follow too from Leer's (this
volume) observation that instances of Tlingit sfrom the proto-palatal *kY often correlate with a following
front vowel. The appearance of uvular reflexes of these sounds in Ket/Yugh when not in an environment
before a front vowel suggests a link with the place of articulation of the following vowel (Table 34).

TABLE 34. Dene-Yeniseian KY-series (palatal-series) correspondences
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*gY = PY *3 > d (Ket), di (Yugh), e(Kott dialects), t (Pumpokol)

PND -*g'ux 'poke, stab 0' > Eyak -dzux, Tlingit -gu-:; Ket -do:, Yugh -diou, Kott -cou 'poke, stab 0' (basic
root in numerous verbs denoting stabbing or slashing); ef. PY *3felxv'shave' (S.5tarostin 1995:310)

PND -*(s-D-)g'ind 'one animate 5 falls, undergoes an experience' > Tlingit o-s-D-gi'd 'animate being
falls', PA *zad 'one animate being falls' > 'animate undergoes experience'; Ket -den, Yugh -dien
'animate subject undergoes experience' (basic root used in numerous change-of-state verbs); note
that Yugh di or Kott ein syllabies with a dental anlaut derive from an original palatal or labiovelar
(or retroflex), whereas original *d anlauts did not yield affricates before a dental auslaut

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*k" and *1<" before original front vowel = PY 'e> t (Ket), e(Yugh), 5 (Kott), k (Arin and Pumpokol; possibiy uvular q)

PND *kYa!,!y > PA 'ts.. 'stone', Eyak /sa', Tlingit sa' 'mountain'; Ket t's, Yugh ea's, Kott siS, Arin dialects
kes -qes, Pumpokol kit 'stone' < PY *ei's 'stone' (S.5tarostin 1995:217); cognate status first proposed
in Ruhlen 1998

PND -*-kYe/i!'!V' > PA *-tsi"head', Tlingit -sa 'head'; Ket tw', Yugh Cw'head'; cognate status first
proposed in Ruhlen 1998; d. PY *c[i}'G 'head' (S.Starostin 1995:214), where the reconstructed
auslaut /c/ differs from /e/ in 'stone' only because the reconstruction incorporates Kott tagai
'head', a word more likely cognate not with Ket tw', Yugh Cw' head' but with Ket dayaj 'head with
bushy hair'; the form for 'head' recorded in 1736 for Arin, kedake, could conceivably represent two
synonyms spoken in succession during elicitation, with Arin ke 'head' cognate Ket w', Yugh Cw' and
Arin dake 'head' cognate with Ket dayaj 'head with tousled hair' and Kott tagai 'head', though one
would expect the voiceless anlaut form take in Arin; if this is correct, then Arin ke, Ket tw', Yugh Cw'
would support PY *Cw' 'head'; see also section 3.1.1 above for a discussion of the possibly shared
Dene-Yeniseian compound meaining 'hair of the head'
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Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*k" and *k' elsewhere =PY *k > q (Ket), X(Yugh) in environments where velars, both original and from palatals,

became uvulars before back vowels; Kott h, Arin k
PND -*kYo' 'undergo pangs (of pain, starvation, death)' > PA *tsa' 'root in verbs of dying'; Ket -qo:, Yugh

-xou, Kott -hau 'die' < PY *qJ- 'die' (S.Starostin 1995:264)
PND -*kYo'n 'hem, hanging end ofgarment' > PA *tsa'n 'breechcloth', Tlingit /ai'n 'hem (ofcoat or

shirt)'; Ket verb base -qan in verb'S sews 0 on' (e.g., datavisqan 'she will sew them on')
PND -*kYoOx 'become dry' > PA *tsa'y 'be dry', Tlingit ku'xw 'go dry'; Ket -qoj 'become dry', Yugh -xoj

'become dry', Arin koj 'dry' < PY *qV[G]i- 'dry' (adj.) (S.Starostin 1995:265)
PND -*kYiOd' 'ashes' > PA *tsi'd' 'hot coals, embers', Eyak tsl"tl'-9 'ashes', Tlingit kef'-t 'ashes', Ket qolan

'ashes', Yughxolan 'ashes'; the back vowel in Yeniseian may be the original articulation, with Tlingit
lei fronting later, but leaving the earlier velar reflex from palatal *k". There is also Ket kwl- 'hot
embers', used as an incorporated in the verb kwl-to 'bury 0, originally meaning 'bury 0 in hot ash as
a means ofcooking'; the onset would be expected to be Iq/, however, and not Ik/.

(in coda) PND -*t'iOkY' 'ice' > Eyak fits' 'ice', Tlingit t{·x' 'ice' (also used as a stem in verbs meaning
'freeze solid', 'freeze together'; Ket t'·k, Yugh t,k 'snow frozen on the ground' < PY *aX 'snow lying
on the ground' (S.Starostin 1995:287); note that the uvular became a velar before a high vowel, as is
regular for Ket and Yugh

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*xY PY *s > s (Ket, Yugh), s(Kott), t (Pumpokol), with follOWing lei and iii rather than IAI and lilll in Ketl

Yugh
PND *x'i- 'perfective prefix' > PA *53-, Eyak 5- - Sir, Tlingit jiu-; Yeniseian 5-, i-, a- 'conjugation prefix';

see extended discussion in section 2.2.1 above
PND *x'eO-f- 'evening' (with instrumental suffIx of); Tlingit xi()= 'dusk', clitic in verbs meaning

'darkness falls, it becomes dusk' (Leer 2008b:9); Ket 5", Kott s;:9, Arin saj 'night' < PY *siG 'night'
(S.Starostin 1995:274); it is possible that Ket saal'spend the night' is built with instrumental suffIx
-f

PND - *Sxa'n 'old age, person; old' > PA *x'a'n 'old age', Tlingit sa'n 'old age', Ket s"n, Yughsin 'old,
decrepit' < PY *sili 'old, decrepit' (S.Starostin 1995:275); cognate status first proposed in Ruhlen
1998

PND -*sxin in words meaning 'shaman, medicine song', 'cure by singing' > PA *x'.n 'medicine song', PA
*D-y.n 'sing a medicine song, be a shaman', PA *d.-y.n-.n 'shaman' (with human nominalizer suffix
-.n), Eyak xi'! 'shaman', Tlingit -sa'n 'cure 0 through singing' (the unusual anlaut correspondence
between Tlingit and PAE could conceivably be due to absorption of a consonant prefix in Tlingit);
Ket/Yugh sen-iv 'shaman', Kott sen-av hit 'shaman'; the Kott form means 'shamanizing man'
« hit 'man'), which suggests that the element -ivl-av is an infinitive or adjectival suffix on what
was originally a modifying word; cf. these Ket forms where the suffIx is absent: sen-am 'female
shaman' « q"m 'woman'), sen-da dIU' 'shaman's cap' (with possessive clitic -da); PY *senVV 'shaman'
(S.starostin 1995:271)

Yeniseian comparanda might help sort out some of the idiosyncrasies in Tlingit vs. AE proto-palatal
correspondences by suggesting how front vs. back vowel articulation affected the evolution of the original
palatal series in Tlingit. The broader picture likely involved different chronologies ofpalatalization. An apt
typological parallel might be the sequential stages of velar palatalization in Slavic (cE. Schenker 1993:69,
73-74).

3.5.2.4. K"-series: the rounded velars (or retroflex) *gW, *k"', *kw
, *xw

Krauss (1964) demonstrated that this series retained velar articulation in Tlingit and Eyak, but became
retroflex in much ofAthabaskan. When Yeniseian comparanda are considered, it turns out that the rounded
velar series has exactly the same reflexes as the CH-series reconstructed as containing postalveolar *dz,
*t, *c, *5) in Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak. There is some evidence that the latter series in Na-Dene most likely
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represents an earlier palatalization ofthe same K" series inherited from Proto-Na-Dene before front vowels,
though this hypothesis must be taken as preliminary. Compare PPA *dZe'q' 'pitch' with Eyak *-9aXts' 'be
sticky', Eyak gahG 'pitch' and the possibly sound-symbolic Tlingit form k'u'X' 'pitch, gum' (Leer 1996:88),
which is not a regular cognate to the Athabaskan and Eyak forms since it contains glottalized consonants."
The Athabaskan and Eyak forms, at least, suggest the original onset in all these words was *kw

, which
originally palatalized before front vowels but not before back. In later Proto-Athabaskan (but not in Eyak
and Tlingit) all of the remaining (i.e., still unpalatalized) rounded velars palatalized to yield retroflex sounds
(as shown in Krauss 1964 and elsewhere). Taking this approach to the origin of post-alveolar affricates
in early Na-Dene might lead to the discovery of more TlingitlAE cognates. It also removes the need to
distinguish between a rounded velar series and a post-alveolar series, if both sets of sounds came from the
same series in Proto-Na-Dene.

Additional evidence for this proposal comes from Yeniseian. Note the interesting doublets in Yeniseian
where Ikl precedes a back vowel but Id - dJ - cl precedes a front vowel in what appear to be the same
root etymologically. One example is Ket/Yugh kA'n, Kott kan 'light' (adjective) vs. Ket dr'n, Yugh cPrn, Kott
an 'daylight, light of day' (noun). Note that Ket d, Yugh cP, Kott cbefore a dental auslaut cannot be due to
original *d, which remained dental in such syllables. In the noun, some sort ofderivational process seems to
have yielded high-tone full vowel Iii, which in turn triggered palatalization of the onset. The same pattern
is observable in Yeniseian words for 'rump' vs. 'thigh, base of tree', which reveal identical variation between
k-sounds + back vowel and d-sounds + front vowel occurs; Ket/Yugh ko'd 'rump' vs. Ket di' and Yugh cPi'
'thigh, base of tree', and Kott a 'base of tree'.

while these patterns might seem to be simply Yeniseian-internal developments, both pairs in question,
including perhaps the very derivational processes that link them, have exact parallels in Na-Dene, with the
onsets remaining velars before a back vowel (until early Athabaskan, where all of the onsets in question
palatalized). The Yugh irregular plural cPatn 'thighs' suggests it is cognate to PPA *-gWa'de' 'lower leg, shin',
while the Eyak -gWada-, 'rump' appears cognate with the original Ket noun ko'd 'buttocks'. Only later did
PPA *gWe'n 'light of day', Eyak gah 'day' and PPA *-gWa'de' 'lower leg, shin' undergo a new palatalization that
turned all of the remaining labialized velars into retroflex (or post-alveolar) consonants; PA *dZ'e'n 'day'
and PA *-dZ'a'de' 'lower leg, shin'. In Tlingit, like Eyak, the original velar also remained before a back vowel;
cf. Tlingit -gan 'burn, shine', ga'n 'outdoors' (Leer 1993:38). Words like Eyak ge'- (in a construction meaning
'noon') and PA *gWe'n 'light of day' presumably acquired their front-vowel articulation and vowel length
only after the first Na-Dene palatalization rule had stopped applying.

Therefore, despite the differing onsets in PPA *dZe'q' 'pitch' (an inheritance ofthe original palatalization
before front vowels in early Na-Dene) and PA *dZe'n 'day' (the result of a new palatalization occurring only
in early Athabaskan but which applied everywhere, or nearly so), these sounds ultimately derive from the
same series. This would explain why reflexes of this series in Yeniseian are uniform: Ket dr'k, Yugh cPfk
and Kott ak 'pitch' (PPA *dle'q' 'pitch', corresponding to CH-series), as well as Ket di', Yugh cPi', and Kott
a 'base of tree' (PPA *-gWa'de' 'lower leg, shin' and Eyak -gWada- 'rump', corresponding to KW-series). The
Yeniseian reflexes in all such cases are uniformly split according to the place of articulation ofthe following
vowel, with d-sounds before unrounded vowels and k-sounds elsewhere, regardless of whether the cognate
in question corresponds to the Athabaskan postalveolar series or to the Athabaskan rounded velar series.
As in the case of the palatal series, shifts in place of articulation by the Na-Dene labialized velar series find a
typological parallel with the sequential velar palatalizations of Early Slavic (cf. Schenker 1993:69, 73-74).

Table 35 illustrates how Na-Dene internal differences between *gW and *dt are irrelevant to the Yeniseian
correspondence. Note that while the picture with *gW and *dt is clear, the varied Yeniseian correspondence
to PA *kw' I *C' and kw I *tS' suggest that additional possible splits may have occurred in Yeniseian (such as a
change to Idl before unrounded vowels but to Ikl before rounded). At present I cannot be sure, but the split
does not seem to correlate with the difference between palato-alveolar and retroflex in Proto-Athabaskan.

44 I am grateful to Jeff Leer for allowing me to photocopy and use his unpublished typewritten manuscript AIT
Comparative Lexical Database, dated Aug. 30, 1993.
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Finally, lacking an Athabaskan cognate, I am not sure where to place the onset correspondence between
Ket/Yugh tuH 'navel' vs. Eyak mitt' 'navel' and Tlingit ku'l 'navel' (Leer 1996:82), a set of possibly cognate
words where the sound correspondences have been muddled by secondary palatalizations (in Eyak) as well
as by anlaut/auslaut assimilatory processes (in Ket), and coda simplification (in Tlingit).

TABLE 35. Dene-Yeniseian KW-series correspondences
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*g" > PA *ar (and possibly earlier to PAE *di before front vowels) and *Ie" >*IS' (and possible earlier to PAE *IS before

front vowels)
= PY *3 before front vowel in early Yeniseian >d (Ket), di (Yugh), c (Kott)

PPA *die'q' 'pitch', Eyak gahG 'pitch'; Ket df'k, Yugh difk, Kott Cik 'pitch' < PY *3ik - *3ig - *3iX 'pitch'
(S.Starostin 1995:310-11)

Eyak -gWada- 'rump', PPA *-gWa'de' 'lower leg, shin' > PA *-di'a'de' 'lower leg, shin'; Ket di' 'base of
tree' (plural da'n), Yugh dii' 'rump (of person), base of tree' (plural diatn -da'n), Kott Ci 'base of tree'
< PY *3i"base of tree' (S.Starostin 1995:310)

PPA *gWe'n 'day' >PA *dfe'n 'day' (also cf. Tlingit gah 'day', Eyak gah - ge'la-'day'); Ket df'n, Yugh dlfn,
Kott Cin 'daylight, light ofday'

PPA *kwax; >PA *1S'aK, Eyak k/."x 'cry'; Ket -den, Yugh -dien - die (the latter variant recorded in Castn,n
1858), Kott -cen, Arin -sen, Pumpokol-ciin 'cry' < PY *3e-n 'cry' (S.Starostin 1995:310); the coda
nasal in Yeniseian probably derives from the perfective/stative suffix

= PY *g elsewhere> k (Ket, Yugh, Kott). Note that this correspondence yields the only instance where Kott /k/
corresponds to Ket/Yugh /k/; in other cases, Ket and Yugh /k/ corresponds to Kott /h/

Eyak -gWada, 'rump'; Ket ko'd 'rump', Yugh ko'd - go'd 'rump, butt' < PY *ko'd - *go'd 'butt' (S.Starostin
1995:310); anlaut 9 in the Yugh forms, though unique to this word, suggests that the Yeniseian
correlate ofPND *gW before a back vowel may have originally been voiced *g; unfortunately, no
Kott cognate of the form *ko'd exists to confirm this; the stable final d, however, is problematic,
also Yugh di would be the expected reflex of Na-Dene *d

PPA *g"e'n 'day' (noun), is also partly cognate to the Ket/Yugh kA'n 'light' (adjective) < PY *gin 'light'
(adj., noun) based on anlaut k in Kott kinix - knix 'dawn' (S.Starostin 1995:226)

Eyak kana's 'wolverine' (Krauss 1970:759) and PA *-15"1'"5 in word for 'wolverine' (Krauss and Leer
1981:94); Ket kiln, Yugh kU:'n 'wolverine'

Na-Dene = yeniseian
*Ie"' > PA *IS' (and possibly earlier to PAE *IS' before front vowels) = PY*dl t >d (Ket/Yugh/Pumpokol, except before

a voiceless fricative coda, where it yielded PY *t), t (Kott), t, ti (Arin); becomes t everywhere before
original voiceless fricative auslaut

PA *IS"- 'indefinite prefix', Eyak k'u- 'indefinite prefix'; Ket, Yugh, Pumpokol d- 'generic 3p animate
prefix'

PA *1S'axd 'hat', Eyak lS'iyahd; Ket dUl', Yugh dUl', Kott ti, Arin tiej 'cap', tiugn 'caps', with coda /d/
expected to be unstable in Yeniseian < PY *di"hat' (S.Starostin 1995:221)

PA *&'att' 'shrub, plant', Tlingit *tS'cH' 'willow'; Ket dY'l 'willow'; Yugh dil 'willow'; Arin talset 'willow',
Kott ti:U - ti:le 'willow' < PY *daVi 'willow'; S.Starostin (1995:221) suggests a Turkic source for this
word; if not borrowed, the excrescent vowel in Kott could have arisen as a means ofcoda cluster
resolution prior to the elision of /t/)

PA *&,,''' 'birchbark canoe'; Ket/Yugh tii 'canoe' (devoicing before fricative auslaut), pumpokol tig,
Arin taj 'boat, vessel', Arin kul-tej 'birchbark or hide container' < PY *tix 'boat, 'vessel' (S.Starostin
1982:168)

PA *1S'aKas 'merganser (Mergus merganser, a species ofdiving duck)'; Ket tox, Central Ket to:Ka, Yugh
to:'X 'common goldeneye' (Bucephala clangula, a similar species ofdiving duck) < PY t5q 'species of
duck'; the initial element al in Kott alt'ax 'common goldeneye' is unexplained (see table 42 for the
claim that Kott anlaut alt-, ilt- correlated with an original lateral affricate onset)

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*x" >*5" also 5- PY *x >5 (Ket/Yugh), 5 (Kott), x (Arin/Pumpokol); note that *xi in Ket/Yugh became /1/; with

follOWing / A/ rather than /e/ in Ket/Yugh
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PPA *xwa' > PA *sa' 'sun'; Ket/Yugh f· 'sun'; Ket/Yugh f'yan 'sunlight'; Kott e-ga 'sunlight'; Arin xa-gaU
'sunlight'; Pumpokol hi-xem 'sunray' 0cem = arrow', cognate to Ket qii'm 'arrow'); cf. PY *xica 'sun'

(S.Starostin 1995:296)
PA *swaii, 'black', PA *i-D-i"aii, 'be black'; Ket/Yugh san-ij 'dark blue or green', Kott suenga 'blue, gray',

sa'n qoj 'brown bear' (all possibly ultimately deriving from an ancient generic term for dark color);
S.Starostin (1995:276) reconstructs PY *son- 'blue, green' on the basis of Ket, Yugh, Kott words for
'blue', 'green'

PPA *x"aq' - *saq' - *s'aq' 'hook-shaped'; Ket sii- (only in complex words) 'back', 'return' < PY *su- 'half',
*suga 'back, return' (S.Starostin 1995:276)

PPA *XWaq' - *saq' - *s'aq' 'hook-shaped' + i 'instrumental suffix' > PA *saxi 'hook'; Ket sM, Yugh sll:'i
Kott suU 'holding hook' < PY *siiU 'cradle hook' (S.Starostin 1995:279); again the second vowel In

Kott seems to correlate with an original coda cluster (see 'willow' above)
PA *sf's 'inconnu, sheefish' could be cognate with Ket su7, a word usually translated into English as

'Siberian white salmon' but actually representing the same species (Stenodus leucichytus), if the coda
in Athabaskan changed through assimilation or if the coda in Yeniseian dissimilated; unfortunately
there are no corroborating additional examples.

3.5.2.5. K-series: the unrounded velars *g, *k', *k, *x
The regular velars (unrounded non-glottalized as well as glottalized) also assimilated to an adjacent

front vowel in Yeniseian, remaining unchanged elsewhere (except where coda reduction rules applied). Also,
everywhere except in Arin, original x dropped before any high vowel. This accounts for Yeniseian-internal
correspondences such as Ket/Yugh 11'5 'thaw', but Arin kus 'thaw' (ef. Dene-S,d1ne -whus 'heat water from
snow' < PA *-yus or -yus). Additionally, in Ket/Yugh but not Kott or Arin, aspirated k must have spirantized
and then disappeared, yielding correspondences such as Ket An - A'n 'pole, stick' but Arin -gen 'tree, pole'
(cognate with PA *kan 'pole, stick, tree'): Ket sujiv 'alder', Arin sujgen 'alder' and ittigen - istigen 'spruce tree'
« itti - isti? + gen 'tree'). Another example is Ket uln - Ul'n 'base, sled-runner', a morpheme that also appears
in the postposition 'under, beneath' as Ket -Uln-d and Kott -han, the latter providing another example of
the retention of the anlaut from *k in Kott but not in Ket/Yugh. This word is clearly cognate with PA *kYa'n
'belly, base, sled-runner', with the raised vowel in Ket expected in cognates with an Athabaskan original full

vowel.
Table 36 shows the velar correspondences insofar as they have been worked out so far.

TABLE 36. The Dene-Yeniseian K-series correspondences
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*9 (fronting to!f in PPA) before front vowels in Early Yeniseian = ?possibly 111 (Ket/Yugh), h (Kott)
*g in other cases = q (Ket), X(Yugh), h (Kott)

PA *-!fandi-e' 'gristle, cartilage'; Ket qon, Yugh Xo:'n 'gristle, cartilage' < PY *qani 'cartilage'
(S.starostin 1995:264)

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*Ie and *Ie' (front to kY and kY' in PPA) = PY *x > 111 anlaut in Ket/Yugh, with falling tone that sometimes alternates with

abrupt tone, h in Kott where not voiced to g, with following / A/ and /m/ in Ket/Yugh .
PA *da-kYan 'stick, pole, tree', Eyak da-kinh 'stick'; Ket'n 'stick, branch', Ket d'n 'tree bark', Arm -gen

'tree' in sujgen 'alder', ittigen 'fir'
PA *kYa'n 'base, belly, sled-runner'; Ket/Yugh uln - U1'n 'base, sled-runner', Kott -han, Ket -U1n 'under'

(postposition) < PY *'i'n 'sled-runner' (S.Starostin 1995:196)
(coda) PPA *D-ioq' 'S laughs'; Ket -daK, Yugh -diax, Kott -cak 'S laughs' < PY *3iiq- 'laugh' (s.Sta~ostin

1995:309); note again the correlation of unrounded Ket/Yugh /a/ before Na-Dene glottahzed

guttural coda
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*x or'5 (fronting to 'x" in PPA) = PY *x >111 anlaut (Ket/Yugh, Kott/Assan), probably x in Pumpokol, Arin (see
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discussion of Isg pronoun prefix in section 2.2.2)
PND -*-wa-sxe()(w} or -*-u'-sxe()(w} 'name' > PA *-u-ze"name' (Young and Morgan 1992:772), Eyak wa

seh 'name'; Ket,Yugh f· 'name'
PPA *i-D-ze'G 'hunt' (Young and Morgan 1992:769); Ket/Yugh -<4 - ey- 'kill'; note that this verb base

in Ket acts morphologically as if it begins in a consonant, since the imperative prefix d- does not
appear: Ket anij 'Kill him!'

*x (fronting to Ox!' in PPA) = PY *j in coda (probably from original fricative rather than glide) >j (Modern Yeniseian)
PA *y;-k'-yits" 'breath, breathe' (Krauss and Leer 1981:195); PAE -yi'"ge? 'shadow, shade', xax 'safety,

health, life'; Ket i' 'soul, vapor' (suggested by J.Kari)
PA *!S"i'x!' 'birchbark canoe'; Ket/Yugh tii 'canoe' (devoicing before fricative auslaut), Pumpokol tig,

Arin tcy 'boat, vessel', Arin kul-tej 'birchbark or hide container' < PY *tiX 'boat, 'vessel' (5.5tarostin
1982:168)

d. also words for 'birch' below

Note, however, that Na-Dene *x often correlates instead with PY *p, since bilabial stops became velars or
uvulars in Pre-Proto-Na-Dene (see section 3.5.2.7 below).

3.5.2.6. Q-series: the unrounded uvulars *G, *q', *q, *x
The unrounded uvulars (non-glottalized as well as glottalized) also assimilated to a following front vowel

in Yeniseian, replacing their uvular quality with a velar articulation (Table 37). They remained uvulars
before back vowels. It should be noted that Modern Ket /q/ is realized in onset position as ['X]. Whenever
I spoke Ket with native speakers during fieldwork, any pronunciation of [q] without a significant fricative
release was routinely misunderstood as [k]. This suggests that the Modern Ket uvular stop, at least in some
words, was originally a fricative in Proto-Ket-Yugh, as it remained everywhere in Modern Yugh.

TABLE 37. Dene-Yeniseian Q-series correspondences
Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*G, *q', and *q before front vowels in early Yeniseian - PY *k> k (Ket/Yugh), h (Kott, except where voiced to g

intervocalically)
PA *-qe"foot', PA *qe' 'footwear', Eyak qi'-da- 'anatomical prefix'; Ket/Yugh ki's 'leg and foottogether',

'foot' < PY *ki's- - *gi's- 'foot' (S.Starostin 1995:238); while the cognate status of Tlingit q'os 'foot,
leg' and Eyak k'ahS- 'foot, lower leg, paw' in the cognate set 'foot' proposed by Ruhlen (1998:13,995)
is ruled out on phonological grounds, as Tlingit uvulars never correspond to Eyak velars; it is still
possible these words have an etymological relationship to the Yeniseian terms

PA *-Ga'ne' 'arm', Eyak -Gala' 'arm'; Ket/Yugh kentibul'shoulder joint', 'top of arm', Arin qinav
'shoulder, arm', Kott henar 'shoulder' < PY *ken- 'shoulder joint' (S.Starostin 1995:236); cognate
status first proposed in Ruhlen 1998

PA *Ge's 'king salmon'; Ket 1&·s 'burbot' (fish)

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*G in other cases - PY *q > q Ket, Yugh X, Kott h, with labialization ofadjacent vowel in Ket/Yugh but not in Kott

PND *Ga- conjugation marker; Ket (q}a-, Yugh (xlo-, Kott (h}a- conjugation marker; see extensive
discussion in section 2.2.1

PAE *Gand 'spruce or pine needles'; Ket qa'n, Yughxo'n 'conifer branches' < PY *qon- - *qJn- - *xon- 'fir
branches' (S.Starostin 1995:262)

PAE *-Gunt' 'knee' > Eyak -Guhd - -Gunhd, PPA *-Gut' 'knee'; Ket qonun - qonn 'waist seam of a dress';
Ket -qo'n postposition meaning 'up to the edge'; note also Ket kO'n 'joint of the middle finger',
though this word cannot be cognate unless the velar originated secondarily from *su 'middle' +

*qo'n 'joint' > suko'n > kij'n (as uvulars normally become velars after high vowels)
Tlingit Gu'di 'wolf' (Naish and Story 1996:26), Eyak GU'diih 'wolf' (Leer 1996:136); Southern Ket qUi·t,

Northern Ket qw·ti, Yugh xW·t - xWt 'wolf' < PY *qite - *Xite 'wolf' (S.Starostin 1995:260)
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(coda) PAE *na-t'ao 'fly', Eyak -taq' '(flea) jumps'; Ket -doq, Yugh -doX 'fly', Kott tox Jump' (noun), -t'ak
Jump' (verb), combined as PY *d6q- 'fly, jump' (S.Starostin 1995:223); also Pumpokol dago uta 'bat'
(literally, 'flying mouse'), Kott tagala 'bat' (probably literally 'flying squirrel'; d. Ket I"·" 'squirrel
pelt'); cf. PY *dagV - *daGV 'bat' (S.Starostin 1995:219)

Na-Dene = Yeniseian
*q' and *q in other cases = PY *x > q (Ket), X(Yugh), qI- k (Arin dialects), Kott: h, where not voiced to g, with no with

labialization of the adjacent vowel in Ket/Yugh
PA *q'ax!' - *q'i'x!"birch'; Ket qW), YughXW) 'birch bark', Kott hipal; the latter word may contain

a cognate to Ket -hwl, Yugh -{wI 'accumulation', which would still support S.Starostin's PY
reconstruction of *Xi'w 'birch'; S.Starostin and others have also noted that similar sounding words
for 'birch', 'birch bark' occur in other Siberian languages, suggesting the alternate possibility that
this is a loanword into Yeniseian; cognacy first proposed in Ruhlen 1998

PA *da-q'a'n 'burn, ignite', Eyak da-q'a 'burn'; Ket -qan, Yugh -xan 'boil', Kott au-gan 'boil', c-au-gan
'burn 0'; cognacy of the verb roots proposed by Ruhlen (1998)

PPA *qun' 'fire', Eyak qu' - qU'(n} 'fire'; Southern Ket qoV, Central Ket qo:Va 'daytime' (with falling
tone likely deriving from original second morpheme, possibly *qoV + *xiG 'day'); d. PY *xoV 'day'
(S.Starostin 1995:303)

PA *-q'a' 'edge'; Eyak -q'a' 'edge'; Tlingit -x'e 'outer part of mouth', 'opening' (Leer 1996:43 identifies
'outer edge' as the original meaning); Ket qat 'edge, fringe' (if final-t is a suffIx)

(coda = PY *q, but with no labialization ofthe preceding vowel in Kott)
PA *t'aq' - -t'aq' 'propel (long object), shoot (arrow)'; Ket -daq, Yugh -dax, Kott -tek 'throw, shoot 0' < PY

*daq 'shoot' (S.Starostin 1995:219)
*x = PY *x >q (Ket), X(Yugh), qI- k (Arin dialects), Kott: h, where not voiced to g, with no with labialization of

adjacent vowel in Ket/Yugh
PND -*Xa()w 'hair, fur'; Central Ket qa'de, Yugh xat 'fur' (possibly with collective suffix -da); also Kott

hei, Arin qaj 'fur coat' and Ket qa't, YughXa't 'outer clothing' < PY *Xa'3 'outer clothing' (s.Starostin
1995:300)

3.5.2.7. The Na-Dene rounded uvular stops *Gw, *qW', *qW
Na-Dene rounded uvulars presumably developed from an adjacent rounded back voweL Consequently

they have the same correspondences with Yeniseian as unrounded uvulars, except for the fact that they
correspond to Yeniseian uvular articulations even after a front vowel, as in the first example in Table 39,
since the vowel in question was presumably a back rounded vowel originally.

TABLE 38. Yeniseian plain uvular correspondences to Na-Dene rounded uvulars
Na~Dene = Yeniseian
*G", *qW' = PY *x > q (Ket), X(Yugh), in Kott: h, where not voiced to g

PPA *Gwe'd 'poke 0'; Ket -qwd 'poke, scratch 0', Central Ket qw' (plural qAdeV) 'poker, ray, spit for
roasting meat'; d. PY *ql,3 'dig' (S.Starostin 1995:260)

PAE *qW'ans > PA *qW'as 'cloud', Eyak q'ahs 'cloud'; cognate with root in various words meaning 'dark'
in the sense of 'obscured from view', e.g., Ket qan-ij 'darkness' « 'dark' + i' 'day'); Yughxon-sij
'darkness' « 'dark' + si'night'), Kott han, honSu 'dark', Pumpokol konCidin 'dark' (literally, 'it gets
dark', where c is probably a conjugation marker), Arin bonosot-xomsuma 'dark'; ef. PY *xoni-
*xan- 'dark' (S.Starostin 1995:302); ef. also Ket qon- - qones- variable incorporate in verb'S gets
lost', where the form with -5 may be the original root coda; ef. PY *qan'- -*Xani- 'lose' (S.Starostin
1995:263)

3.5.2.8. Na-Dene correspondences to Yeniseian bilabial plosives *b, *p
As is known, Na-Dene languages lack bilabial plosives, except where secondarily developed from original

ow. Krauss (1964) pointed out that this typological anomaly requires some explanantion. Comparison with
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Yeniseian strongly suggests that *b and *p merged with labialized velars and uvulars in Pre-Proto-Na-Dene.
The loss of original bilabial plosives in Na-Dene could have occurred under areal influence from other
northwestern North American languages. Yeniseian, like other North Asian languages, continues to have
bilabial plosives (Table 39).

TABLE 39. Na-Dene velar/uvular correspondences to Yeniseian bilabial plosives
Na-Dene = Yeniseian

*1<" (adjacent an original front vowel) = PY *b > b (Ket/Yugh, Pumpokol), p (Kott, Assan, Arin)
PAE *-kw·.k"·e- 'kidney' > PA *-!.S".W'e- 'kidney', Tlingit -k'ax"fish kidney' (secondary loss of

labialization is typical ofgutturals in Tlingit, though the correspondence ofTlingit uvular X to AE
velar series is irregular); Ket/Yugh bajb-ul 'kidney', Kott keip-ala 'kidney', with the second element
representing a suffix used to derive paired body parts: Arin siS-ali 'lung', kane-al'testicle (ef. also
the Ket noun alla - dalla 'half'); k- in Kott koipala results from secondary dissimilation before /p/,
supporting the reconstruction PY *b{a]jbVl 'kidney' (S.Starostin 1982:171, 1995:206)

PPA *k"ay > PPA *!.S"ay 'wind blows', Eyak k'u-y; Ket bej, Yugh boij, Kott pe:i, Assan bej - pej, Arin paj,
Pumpokol baj < PY *bej 'wind' (S.5tarostin 1982:146); the Ket and Yugh root is also used in verbs
meaning 'wind blows', as well as in ulv.gj 'soul', 'life force'

*G or X' (elsewhere) = PY *b > b (Ket/Yugh, Pumpokol), p (Kott, Assan, Arin)
PA *Gax, Eyak *GaX, Tlingit Gax 'rabbit'; Ket/Yugh be's, Kott peS 'rabbit'
PA *xus-, Eyak *xu-{n)'s 'thorn' (ifderived by long-distance assimilation from earlier *G'ax', given that

XWis rare in PAE); Ket/Yugh bUl'S 'penis', also found in words haVing to do with insect stings: bwst
bwstin 'wasp', bwstet 'to sting'

Na-Dene = Yeniseian

*x (fronted in PA to *Jf!) could correspond to PY *p > Ket h, Yugh f, Kott fif derived from earlier *xw before a front
vowel

PA *xYals' 'ridge', also Eyak Ga-ta-xi'ts'-t 'hill'; Yugh si-fas 'pile of small fragments' < PY *sipes 'small pile'
(S.Starostin 1995:275)

PA *xYe'n'ts' 'wart' (Krauss 2005:101); Ket hlii'n 'wart', hUltn-au 'warts' Yugh fiiin 'wart', presumably
from a PY form something like *plii'n or *plii'nt 'wart', though cognates from the southern
Yeniseian languages are lacking; the irregular plural suggests an earlier coda cluster; conversely,
it is conceivable this form is a loan from Selkup pen - pini 'wart', though the opposite direction of
borrowiug is equally plausible

*q or X (elsewhere, probably from earlier *q') = PY *p > Ket h, Yugh f, Kott f
PPA *qu- 'area prefiX', Eyak qu' 'future prefix'; PY *p (G.Starostin 1995:178) > Ket h, Yughf, Kott {'flat

surface, area' (qualifier / thematic prefix in verb forms')
PPA *Xaz 'turn on an axis' (if from earlier *qWaz, with spirantization and loss oflabialization secondary

due to the auslaut); Ket huls, Yugh fuPs 'twisted, spiral' (falling tone probably developed from
absorption of an adjective suffix)

3.5.2.9. Yeniseian correspondences to the Na-Dene laterals *t, Ii, *Ii'
S.Starostin (1982, 1995) reconstructs five liquid phonemes for Proto-Yeniseian to reconcile the complex

web of anlaut and auslaut correspondences. Vajda and Werner (in preparation) explain some of them as
arising from morphophonemic processes and provisionally treat Proto-Yeniseian as having only two liquid
phonemes, pronounced in auslaut as *1 (probably [t]) and *r (probably sonorant [r], less likely sonorant
[1]). This interpretation reconciles the complicated Yugh liquid auslaut correspondence with southern
Yeniseian by identifying secondary processes such as the change of Proto-Ket-Yugh auslaut *r to Vthrough
absorption ofa suffix. This explains cases where Modern Yugh /V/ corresponds to /r/ in southern Yeniseian,
an example of which is found in the adjective meaning 'wet, damp': Yugh iH, Kott u:ra, Assan ura, Arin kur,
Pumpokol urga 'rainy'; the Kott/Assan and Pumpokol forms suggest the original morpheme structure ofthis
word was PY *xur 'water' plus an adjective suffix of some sort. Conversely, original auslaut *t became /r/ in
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proto-Ket-Yugh before other suffixes, e.g., Yugh bir-ej 'how' « bil-kej, cf. Kott bil-aV 'which', Kott bil-i 'where'.
When secondary morphophonemic developments are accounted for, Proto-Yeniseian can be reconstructed
with two lateral phonemes in auslaut. Na-Dene comparanda show that these proto-sounds pair up between
the two families in the following way in auslaut: PY *t = PND affricate *Ii (or *Ii') and PY *r = PND fricative *t.
A typical example of this auslaut correspondence can be found in the shared instrumental suffix - PY *r (or
voiced *1) = PND *to This cognate suffix appears as Ket qali, Yugh xatAr 'mat' «*xad or *Xaj 'fur' + *te/'mat'; cf.
Eyak te't 'mat', PA *tiH 'mat), but as Ket suI, Yugh sU:/it 'holding hook', with lateral articulation also in Yugh
due to the absorption of the guttural element (cf. PA *siJx-t 'hook'). Note that all auslaut liquids have fallen
together everywhere in Modern Ket as lateral I (usually voiced between vowels and pronounced as voiceless
fricative t in coda position), while Yugh retains the phonemic distinction.

The situation with word-initial laterals presents a more complicated picture. Yeniseian-internal
correspondences reveal processes of elision or epenthesis previously not described in connection with the
development of liquids in Yeniseian. The onset fricative phoneme *t seems to have disappeared before a
front vowel in Ket and Yugh. The following doublets exist in Southern Ket that demonstrate retention of
I before a back vowel but its elision before a front vowel: lam- 'flat' (also found in words for 'board', 'door',
side')" vs. e'm, 'flat, even'; lam- 'small' (in lamtol 'bug', lamt 'small piece') vs. ['m 'small'; lor 'cow parsnip'
(plant with large hollow stems),lordan 'bulrush' (literally, 'hollow-stem grass') vs. er 'chimney tube'. Because
of this rule, Modern Ket anlaut I appears only before back vowels unless another 1is found in the same
word: Ket lei 'lymph', Northern Ket libla 'shaggy plover (bird)'. In southern Yeniseian, the reflexes oforiginal
*t generally appear in anlaut without an epenthetic vowel only in syllables containing another dental
consonant:" cf. Ket lo's 'vagina' vs. Pumpokollat 'vagina'; before a dental auslaut the lateral fricative yields
di orj in Kott and Assan, as can be seen by comparing Ket lo'n 'lips' vS. Kott dian 'lips'. Note that S.Starostin
(1982, 1995:267-268) posits the palatalized rhotic phoneme *f for most instances where Ket/Yugh anlaut
I corresponds to lor di in southern Yeniseian: e.g., PY *fos 'vagina', PY *fon 'lip'. However, anlaut liquids in
Common Yeniseian were most likely pronounced as laterals since no daughter language shows rhotic [r] in
anlaut, despite the fact that in auslaut position one ofthe liquid phonemes was almost certainly pronounced
as rhotic [r] (Le., the one that correlates with PND *t; see above). As earlier mentioned, Modern Ket anlaut I
is actually pronounced with a briefplosive onset [,t]. Yugh retains a phonemic distinction in anlaut between
two liquid phonemes in anlaut: I (corresponding to Na-Dene *t) and the uncommon anlaut V« S.Starostin's
PY *n, which seems to correlate with PND *Ii', though the Na-Dene glottalized lateral affricate more often
correlates with the syllable tVI in Yeniseian (see Table 42).

Table 40 provides comparisons with Na-Dene to support the anlaut correspondence PND *t = PY *1, the
evidence for which is fairly strong before back vowels. The one case where Athabaskan shows an anlaut
liquid that presumably disappeared in Yeniseian ('son-in-law') is much weaker, with the evidence for loss of
Yeniseian anlaut t before front vowels coming almost exclusively from internal reconstruction.

45 Northern Ket pronunciation of la'm 'board', 'wooden door' (as opposed to 'tent flap') as W'm probably represents a
recent innovation.
46 An exception would be Arin laj 'swamp', if this word is indeed cognate to Yugh lAx 'dirt', also Arin Pam 'roof' (probably
cognate with Ket/Yugh la'm 'door', 'board'). Note that several Arin and Pumpokol words with anlaut I have nothing
to do with PY liquids but rather pair up with Ket and Kott words beginning in k (< PY *g): d. Arin lot, Pumpokollete
'winter' vs. Ket kN, Kott ke:ti winter; also Ket kA'n 'light, bright', k!ii'n 'dawn', Kott kinix, kin-ig, knix 'dawn' vs. Arin ulum
alai'i 'bright', 'dawn' (literally, 'it-has-become-bright day)', where initial /u/ is probably epenthetic; and Pumpokollut
'rope' vs. Ket ku't 'belt', Kott ku:ra 'rope'. The analysis presented earlier, that PY *g correlates with Athabaskan retroflex
*eli'< labiovelar ok"~ might help explain the correlation ofthese particular Ket/Kott velars with Arin and Pumpokol /1/,
if the original sound in PPY was something like *d'.
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TABLE 40. Dene-Yeniseian correspondences to the simple lateral fricative
Na-Dene "" Yeniseian

*f in anlaut before a back vowel = PY *f (probably pronounced as a lateral since no Yeniseian language records anlaut
[r]) > Ket, Yugh I (actually pronounced with a brief plosive onset [tf])

PA *-la"point, end', Navajo -l#d 'tip, end, extreme' (< PA *-kyad); Ket lao 'barb on the end of a
fishing hook'; note that while this morpheme in Athabaskan is also used to form words meaning
'hand', the Ket words fa'o 'hand', faoat 'wrist' « a'd 'bone', a suffix used to derive body-part nouns)
could conceivably represent a different morpheme

Eyak -lax, Navajo -Idah 'beyond, more than, greater, surpassing' (postposition); Ket -Ia 'augmentative
or comparative adjective suffIx: sz'n 'old'-sinla 'rather old, older'; this morpheme may be linked to
words meaning'extremity' in the set above

PA *da-l,k'-i - da-Iag'-i 'sqUirrel'; Ket f5'q, Yugh fax 'sqUirrel pelt' < PY *faq 'pelt (used as trade item)'
(S.Starostin 1995:267); note that PA *tsalax" 'ground squirrel', a compound made from tse' 'rock' +

fag 'squirrel', superficially resembles Ket sa'q, Yugh sa'x, Arin sava, Kott saga 'sqUirrel' < PY *sa'qa
'squirrel' (S,Starostin 1995:268); however, the anlauts in the Yeniseian daughter languages differ
from those in the case ofpy *I'ts 'stone', shOWing that these words are not cognate

PA *fe'di 'soil' > Nav. feezh 'dirt' (Young and Morgan 1992:393) could be cognate with Yugh fAX 'dirt'
ifpA auslaut *dt derived from earlier PAE *gW; in Yeniseian an originallabiovelar coda could have
become uvular after non-front vowel A; including possible cognacy with Arin laj 'swamp' S.Starostin
(1995:267) reconstructs PY *fa'q 'dirt'

PA *fu· 'chunk of ice, glacier' (Krauss and Leer 1981:193), Eyak fa' 'glacier'; Ket faa 'heavy frost' (2nd
vowel length probably derives from original second morpheme); Ket faqtoq 'ski with no felt padding
on the bottom, used in late winter on ice-encrusted snow' « faq 'ice' + toq 'step'; Ket IUltet 'large
block of ice on the riverbank in spring' (-tet 'break'), the latter word deriving from H,Werner's
unpublished field notes

*f in anlaut before front vowel in Yeniseian disappears
PA *-Ifan 'brother-in-law', -len 'be a son-in-law'; Southern Ket en, Northern Ket e:ne 'husband of

daughter or younger sister', Yugh e:'n 'son-in-law', Kott ani - ane 'son-in-law' < PY *'[ej"'i 'son-in
law' (S.Starostin 1982:190); the Yeniseian words suggest a suffix of some sort (possibly cognate to
Na-Dene kin noun suffIx -eo); cf. Leer 2005: 306-309

Examples of the lateral affricate onsets *dl or *tf do not match up between the various branches ofNa
Dene, leading Leer to suggest that these sounds, like *dz, are innovated composites of two segments rather
than phonemes inherited from Proto-Na-Dene (Leer, 200sb), However, there are sporadic indications that
the aspirated affricate *tf may have occurred more widely in anlaut, later reducing to f (see the cognate sets
for 'fish' and 'dog' in Table 41). Yeniseian cognates involving Na-Dene lateral affricates *tt' as well as *tf are
interesting because they sometimes show these segments separated by a vowel. The fate of original anlaut
lateral fricatives in the Yeniseian daughter languages is quite varied, with these sounds sometimes falling
together with PY *c, sometimes taking an epenthetic anlaut vowel, and sometimes losing their plosive onset,
leaving only the lateral fricative portion.

TABLE 41. Yeniseian correspondences Na-Dene lateral affricates tf, tt'
Na-Dene = Yeniseian

*If (sometimes partly reduced to +) or*If' - PY syllable tV) or simple anlaut *1' - *r > Ket t - I, Yugh I' - V, with the laterals
appearing before /u/ or /m/; southern Yeniseian cognates, where available, show either tvl or word-initial
t - ilt - alt - all' - als

PPA *lfe'qW' 'claSSificatory stem for mushy substances'; the anlaut If might be cognate with the
Yeniseian root tVI meaning 'mushy', as in Ket tul-aq 'dry-rotted wood', Yugh tul-ax id. Kott t'al-ak
tal-ax 'id' (also Kolt t'al-ag-a 'is is rotten') < tul'mushy' + aq rot'; note also tul'mushy' in Ket tulbao Ul
'muddy water' « tul'mushy' + ba'o 'earth' + Ul'water') and tultan 'wet/mixed clay' (though tan is not
etymologizable)

PA *fafi - *fi'fi-kY'e' 'dog', plural *fi·fiqe·-(yw) (Leer 2005:299), with unaccounted for affricate anlauts
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in several languages: Slave, Southern Tuchone and Sekani tft' 'dog', Northern Tuchone thO 'dog',
Tsuut'ina If,' 'dog'; Ket tz'P, Yugh i'lp, Kott ilSip, alSip, ali'ip id., Assan alSip, ali'ip, Arin ill'ap, ill'ep 'dog'
(cognate status ofthis set hinges on the possibility that final PY *b is homologous with the unstable
guttural in Athabaskan)

PA *fuq'e' 'fish (generic)', 'salmon' (Leer 2005:299), with unaccounted for affricate in Tsuut'ina thik'd
'salmon'; cf. also PA *faX 'whitefish' and Interior Tlingit thi'x, 'whitefish' (Leer 2005:300-301), which
Leer (p.c.) regards as a different root than the words for 'salmon'; Ket -tuy 'fish' (in bootuy 'herring',
literally 'corpse fish' < ba·O 'corpse', due to its short life out ofwater; also tUy 'tugun', a species of
fish; Arin dialects ilta - ilti 'fish', Kott te:g 'fish', Assan tig 'fish'; S,Starostin reconstructs PY *c[l]k
'fish' on the basis ofKott te:g 'fish', Assan tig 'fish' as well as Ket Ilx, Yugh a:'k 'snake' (see below for
a different analysis of words for 'snake'); note that in the interpretation presented here, the final
uvular in Na-Dene would be expected to correlate with a velar after a high vowel in Ket and Yugh

PA *If'a);as 'eel', Tlingit If'ikw'x 'worm' (Leer 1996:137); Ket tix, Yugh a:'k 'snake', Ket utix 'earthworm'
« ul + tix, where /1/ elided before the original affricate); Ket atix 'freshwater lamprey'; other Ket
words denoting worms or other crawling creatures contain the syllable tVI, e.g. Northern Ket ki'n
tuln 'earthworm', Ket toln 'earthworm', Central Ket tuVd 'worm', Ket tuln 'lizard'; on the contrary,
S.Starostin (1995:214) connects Ket/Yugh 'snake' with southern Yeniseian words for 'fish' (see
above); note that the alternate interpretation presented here does not preclude both Yeniseian and
Na-Dene words for 'snake' and 'fish' to be ultimately related to a root *tvI referring generically to
animals that crawl, slither, or move from side to side rather than directly forward, in which case the
apparent shared morpheme for 'left' might conceivably be connected (though this is conjecture);
cf. also Ket lamtol'beetle', if lam = 'small')

PA *Wa);a, - *If'ayax' 'left side' (cf. Krauss 2005:129), Eyak tf'ihX 'left (side)'; Ket m'l'left, left side',
tulga 'left, left side', Ket tulga ke't, tulejdo ke't 'left-handed person', Yugh suVgei 'on the left' (with
unexplained /s/ instead of /t/), Kott t'ul'left'

Eyak If'a' - If'ah 'rear, back end' (Krauss 1970:97), PA *-If'a' 'rear end, rump, buttocks' > Navajo -tf'aah
'bottom, underside, underneath', -tf'ddh 'on the underside (postposition)', -If'aa' 'rump, arse,
buttocks' (Young and Morgan 1992:576); Kott i:tal'under', 18th century Ket dol6 'under' (Adelung; cf.
Werner 2005), Ket al!-tul'wooded ravine' (a'q 'trees'), Ket ken-tul'base (in Western thinking, the top)
of arm', Ket tol-git 'low price, cheap' (ki't 'price'), 19th century Ket (Castren 1858) tol'shallow', low'

Eyak If'i' 'bind', PA *If'u' 'tie, weave, 'make a snare', Navajo 1f'66f 'cord, rope, string', with instrumental
suffix -f (Young and Morgan 1992:589); the anlaut could be cognate with Yeniseian *tVI in words
meaning woven item: Arin t1uvap - vuVap 'rope' (the latter form probably with auslaut to anlaut
assimilation); Ket ta'l, tala 'wattle fish trap'; the second syllables ap and -a are not etymologizable,
however; Ket la'O 'string' might also be connected here

PA *da-Ifux - *da-Ifet 'jump' > Koyukon tfuh - Ifet 'jump', also 'fire ignites, burns, blazes' Oette and
Jones 2000:587), Ifaah 'shine' Oette and Jones 2000:589); Central Ket lioteo~ 'flare up (said of light)',
Ket qib-IaO - qib-lA: 'by moonlight', YughXefiu-VwO si'moonlit night'; only the element Vi - VUl - Va is
comparable to the Athabaskan, with Yeniseian -0 probably a suffix of some kind

PA *If'ay 'go in a herd' (Young and Morgan 1992:573); southern Ket lur, Central Ket lu:da 'vee (of
birds)' (probably with collective suffIX -da), Ket tulensa 'in a row'; also Yugh Vutn 'small fish'; this
and the last correspondence would suggest that If', as in the case of15', reduced to its fricative
rather than plosive component after high-vowel /u/

It is not clear whether Yeniseian tvl reflects the original situation, with Na-Dene tt' resulting from
syllable collapse, or whether the vowel in Yeniseian tVI is secondary. It is possible that many if not most
anlaut lateral affricates in Na-Dene derived from innovations in Pre-Proto-Na-Dene or one of its daughter
branches," Excrescent anlaut /a/ or Iii in southern Yeniseian words correlating with Na-Dene anlaut
*tf - *f such as Kott ilsip 'dog' or Arin ilta 'fish' conceivably arose to avoid word-initial laterals, an areal
phenomenon in Inner Asia typical also of Turkic and Mongol phonology, with epenthesis failing to apply

47 The Dene-Yeniseian evidence on lateral affricates presented here should be compared with S.Starostin's (1989)
seminal overview oflateral phonemes in Eurasian language families, since it seems to confirm that Proto-Yeniseian
did inherit lateral affricates, bringing it closer to other putative Dene-Caucasian languages.
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only where the syllable contained a dental auslaut. The same rule ofepenthesis also seems to have operated
before original simple *l, as in Kott alup, Assan alup, Arin alap - elep 'tongue', where the initial /a - e/ appears
to be epenthetic (cf. Ket lap-taq 'bite').

Finally, it might be mentioned that Proto-Athabaskan had a number ofzero-onset and glottal-onset roots
(Krauss and Leer 1981:201). Yeniseian has numerous vowel-initial words, a few of which may be cognate to
Athabaskan zero or glottal onset words. One of these is the PA root *he'n 'single animate stands', with (h)
representing the probable realization of the onset slot rather than a consonantal segment of the root. This
item may be cognate with the root in the synonymous Yeniseian infinitive represented by Ket l'n, Yugh
irA.n 'single animate stands', which likely has a thematic prefix in Yeniseian. possible glottal onset cognates
include PA 'e'n 'see, glimpse' and the Ket/Yugh base -ory in verbs ofseeing (see Table 20) and also possible PA
'a'x' 'snowshoe' and Ket asl, Yugh asil 'ski', with -I possibly the instrumental suffix (suggested by Kari, p.c.).

4.0. CONCLUSION

The evidence amassed so far in support ofDene-Yeniseian can be summarized as follows. The expression
of tense/mood/aspect fundamentally involves the interaction between two cognate pairs of morphemes.
The first are the tense-mood prefixes *x'i- and *w-, which probably derive from auxiliary verbs. The second
are the t-progressive and iii-perfective/stative aspect suffixes. In verbs denoting a state resulting from a prior
action, the perfective/stative suffix appears together with a morphologically identical prefix, forming a sort
of circumfix around the verb root. Other core prefixal classes likewise show homologies extending beyond
structural congruence. There are cognates in verb-internal pronominal elements, with an interesting parallel
in their positioning. The 3rd person agreement or animacy markers are prefixed before the tense/mood
marker, while the 1st and 2nd person agreement markers appear after the tense/mood marker and closer
to the verb root. Comparison of the 1st and 2nd person morpheme shapes remains a key problem, as does
the search for Yeniseian cognates to the two series components (s- and t-) of the Na-Dene classifier. Outside
the finite verb, the intricate and seemingly parallel morphological pattern used to build action nominals
(infinitives, gerunds) is quite striking.

The basic vocabulary contains a modest number of cognate compounds and derived words displaying
structural and semantic parallels unlikely to have arisen through chance. Putative cognates include
morphologically complex forms such as a cognate meaning 'holding hook' derived from the root 'back' or
'hook-shaped' followed by the instrumental suffix -to Overall, the cognates proposed are conservative in
the degree of semantic latitude they display, yet appear sufficient in number to posit at least a preliminary
system of sound correspondences involving consonants, vowels, and prosodic features. The most significant
gaps in the correspondences are in the area of nasal and velar sounds. It is possible that future research will
eliminate some proposed Yeniseian cognates through their identification as ancient loans from other North
Asian languages. It is also likely that the system of sound correspondences will uncover cognates showing
greater semantic distance than those so far proposed. But at this stage of comparison, when key areas of the
sound correspondences remain unclear or rest on scant evidence, I would prefer to err on the side of caution
and limit potential cognates to close semantic matches. In general, more cognates must be sought to test the
sound correspondence system laid out here. So far, only several hundred items ofbasic vocabulary have been
systematically compared, yielding about 100 cognates.

Only items of core vocabulary such as body parts, natural phenomena, and basic actions appear cognate.
Notably, these include words for biota, natural history, and skill sets that specifically reflect hunter/gatherer
life in the northern subarctic taiga forests ofboth Asia and North America. These items are for the most part
also congruent with subsistence in Arctic environments. Such lexical parallels are exactly what one should
expect to find between two language groups related over a time depth of many thousands of years, during
which time ancestral speakers passed through the circumpolar zone to attain their respective homelands
straddling two continents.

The forms of many of the most convincing cognates would not appear related without explication of
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the layers of sound rules connecting them, a fact that should lend credence to the system proposed here.
Other Ket and Athabaskan words or morphemes that closely resemble one another are merely coincidental
look-alikes of the kind shared by any two languages. The comparisons presented above nevertheless offer
a theoretical system for testing new potential cognates, which should obey all of the rules of onset, vowel,
tone, and coda correspondence, in addition to appearing plausible on morphological and semantic grounds
in light of the emerging view of Dene-Yeniseian. This exceeds a list of look-alike words that can be added to
or subtracted from based on nothing beyond individual partial resemblance, with no hypothesis of sound
correspondence to control whether newly considered resemblances conform to a genuine pattern. The
system ofsound correspondences proposed here, despite its significant gaps and many thin spots, suffices to
support the cognacy ofwords that at first glance appear formally unrelated, as well as to disprove cognacy in
the case of others that are quite similar phonetically.

Obviously, much more needs to be done to scrutinize and expand the hypothesis of genetic relatedness
offered here. In some cases, a word known to me from the extensive descriptions of Navajo (Young and
Morgan 1987, 1992; or Young 2000) or from Ahtna (Kari 1990) or Dena'ina (Kari 2007), or Koyukon Oette and
Jones 2000) might seem a promising candidate as a cognate for some Ket term in basic vocabulary; however,
my rudimentary knowledge of Na-Dene historical linguistics does not permit me to take the comparison
further, without comparative data from Eyak or Tlingit. Also not dealt with are most of the Athabaskan
qualifier prefixes, incorporated nouns and other stems (see FN 28) or verb-internal object markers. Nor
have I yet subjected the system of demonstrative pronouns,locative postpositions or directional adverbs to
systematic comparison.

It is possible that the lexical evidence for Dene-Yeniseian will increase considerably once the full corpus
of Athabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit vocabulary is considered. Another possibility is that some of the archaic
verb morphology proposed for Dene-Yeniseian might also be discovered in Sino-Tibetan, if not in other old
World families. If so, then this evidence, coupled with the larger body ofcognates already proposed between
Yeniseian and other old world languages might turn out to support Na-Dene and Yeniseian as branches
of a broader family rather than as a family unto themselves. Even if one is inclined to accept Na-Dene and
Yeniseian as genetically related, it is best to reservejudgment on the position ofYeniseian among the world's
language families until more comparison has been made of the vocabulary and until a broader assessment
of S.Starostin's (1982) Sino-Caucasian proposal is made in light of the full body of evidence accumulated
so far (cf. especially S.Starostin 2007). At present, I would suggest referring to the proposal examined here
as simply the "Dene-Yeniseian language link" or the "Dene-Yeniseian hypothesis", depending upon the
reader's personal assessment of the evidence for language relatedness.

The morphological homologies, lexical cognates, and sound correspondences proposed between Na
Dene and Yeniseian are already extensive enough for data from each family to help elucidate the historical
development of the other family. To stress it once more, this usefulness of the comparanda is what perhaps
constitutes the best confirmation ofa genetic linguistic link. Genuine language families offer infinitely more
than a shared color on a map, a hyphenated family name, or a historiographic association with this or that
discoverer. A genetic link provides an invaluable vantage point for discerning the concrete morphological
and phonological changes that shaped each member language into what it is today. External comparative
evidence is a treasure trove waiting to be used. As regards Dene-Yeniseian, the lid of that treasure chest has
yet been raised only slightly.

Further work will require the continued cooperation of specialists in Athabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit, as
well as Yeniseian, including linguists working on Yeniseian within the framework of the Sino-Caucasian or
Dene-Caucasian hypothesis. Given the extensive good will and invaluable assistance I have received from
my American, Russian, and German colleagues before, during, and after the Dene-Yeniseic Symposium (Feb.
2008), I feel optimistic that this mutual work will proceed at an accelerated pace.

Though historical-comparative linguistics is often a story told about notable individual achievements,
the days when anyone can singlehandedly "discover" or "prove" a language family are long gone, if they
ever existed at all. My study of Yeniseian and Na-Dene is only one of many contributions in a long and
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rich tradition of historical and descriptive work on some of the world's most intricate and fascinating
languages. Comparative work is by definition a coming together of multiple minds with diverse knowledge
and contrasting viewpoints. Typically left unacknowledged is the crucial task of recording the primary
data. Completely unsung are the most important experts of all-the native speakers themselves. Perhaps
the story of Dene-Yeniseian began in 1708 with Adriaan Reeland's deduction that Siberia's Ket hunters were
cousins of the American Indian. Or when Thomas Jefferson identified the Asian origin ofNative Americans.
Or 1735, when Cossack adventurer Arzamas Loskutov chose to record the last precious Arin words from
the last Arin speaker. Or when Russian peasants on the Yenisei began calling their enigmatic Ket neighbors
Siberian Indians. However it began, the clearest lesson from comparing Yeniseian and Na-Dene is that effort
spent documenting the world's disappearing languages can have vital impact on the future. Who would
have imagined the ancient words Native American and Siberian boarding-school children were punished for
speaking a few decades ago could wield a power vast enough to reunite entire continents?

To the nations who passed these languages down through time-the true founders ofDene-Yeniseian
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YENISEIAN, NA-DENE, AND HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS

Edward]. Vajda
Western Washington University

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The claim that Ket is related to North American languages is not new. Agenetic link between Athabaskan
Tlingit and Yeniseian was proposed as early as 1923 by Italian linguist Alfredo Trombetti. The first suggestion
that the Ket people and Native Americans share a special affinity dates back at least to 1708, when the Dutch
Orientalist Adriaan Reeland' speculated they were related to American Indians (Vajda 2001c:15). Inquiry
into a link between an old world and a New World language family makes a long and interesting story.
It involves the contrasting methodologies linguists have applied to these languages and illustrates what
challenges lie ahead for future attempts to demonstrate hypotheses of language relatedness.

2.0. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PEOPLING OF THE NEW WORLD

Before turning to linguistics, I would like to assess my findings in light of what other disciplines have
revealed about trans-Beringian prehistory.' My original draft (Vajda 2008) was posted on February 24,2008,
in advance of the Dene-Yeniseic Symposium' held by the Alaska Native Language Center in Fairbanks on
February 26-27, 2008, and continued at the 2008 Meeting ofthe Alaskan Anthropological Society on February
29, 2008. I have since changed the title to "A Siberian link with Na-Dene languages". Although I regard
it as overwhelmingly likely the Ket represent the last remnant of a formerly diverse mosaic of hunter
gatherer cultures and languages across North Asia-the rest of which, outside the North Pacific Rim, were
replaced by reindeer breeders during the past two millennia-I would not want to preempt possible answers
to questions of migration, homeland, and time depth involving the ancestral speakers of Dene-Yeniseian.
These questions cannot be answered with linguistic data alone, if they can be answered at all.

The Dene-Yeniseian language link could offer insights into the peopling of the New World and also
into how fast languages change over time. During the symposium's final day, Don Dumond (University of
Oregon) pointed out that the arrival from North Asia by the ancestral Na-Dene likely occurred before 10,000
to 12,000 years ago. Archaeological research has so far yielded no evidence for a population influx from

I Alternatively spelled 'Adriaan Reeland', 'Adriaen Reelant', Hadrianus Relandus', etc. See Wikipedia article 'Adriaan
Reeland' (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adriaan_Reland).

2 I am indebted to Ben Potter (archaeologist, University ofAlaska, Fairbanks) and to other conference participants, as
well as to Victor Golla (Athabaskan linguist, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CAl for their insights into how to begin
assessing the real-world implications of this language link.

3 The February 2008 meetings were called the "Dene-Yeniseic Symposium" following my occasional use (cE. Vajda 2007)
of"Yeniseic" in place of the more traditional "Yeniseian". With some discussion, the editors and contributors to the
present volume have decided to return to "Yeniseian" out ofrespect for the scholars who originally introduced "Yeni
seian" into the linguistics literature.
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North Asia into Alaska in the millennia between the final breaching of the Bering land bridge at the end
of the Pleistocene at least 10,000 years ago and the crossing of Bering Strait by the ancestral Eskimo-Aleut
about 4500 years BP (cf. also Ben Potter's contribution to the present volume). The intricate lexical and
grammatical homologies I have shown between Na-Dene and Yeniseian, however, would seem to suggest a
separation younger than 10,000 years, given what is currently known about rates of language change over
time. At present, no compelling reason exists to assume languages changed more slowly in prehistory than
in the recent past, though I will return to this possibility below.

The February 2008 symposium featured no presentations on Beringian genetics research. However,
it is clear that a close Dene-Yeniseian language connection does not parallel what population geneticists
have so far discovered about the peopling of the New World (Schurr 2004). Research on human DNA of
North Asian and New World populations by Rubicz et al. (2002), yielded no evidence that Yeniseian and
Na-Dene speakers (including the Haida) share a specially close genetic affinity when compared to other
peoples of their respective regions. One might expect a Dene-Yeniseian language link to be paralleled by
evidence from population genetics, but so far such evidence is lacking (see Scott and O'Rourke, this volume).
There is likewise no evidence that the Ket or Athabaskans adopted their present languages from outsiders,
a shift that would explain the seeming incongruity between language and genes. In fact, both language
groups could be characterized as unusually conservative, with clearly identifiable loanwords forming an
inconsequential percent of the vocabulary. Linguistic conservatism is well attested for Athabaskan groups
(Kari, this volume), and the same has also been argued for Ket (Vajda 2009).

Another possible explanation for the apparent closeness of the linguistic link between Yeniseian and
Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit appears to stand at odds with established evidence from population genetics. It is
possible that some modern Siberians represent a back migration out of Alaska during the Early Holocene,
prior to the establishment of the Eskimo-Aleut on both sides of Bering Strait. Recently published evidence
from population genetics indicates something like this indeed occurred (Tamm et al. 2007), though markers
linking Yeniseian speakers specifically to the Na-Dene were not detected. A back migration of ancestral
Yeniseian speakers into Siberia could, in theory, explain why the linguistic evidence for Dene-Yeniseian
might appear younger than 10,000 years. Once again, however, what might seem plausible to linguists is
incongruent with findings from other scientific fields. So far, no genetic markers have been found linking
Yeniseian speakers specifically with speakers of modern Na-Dene languages. Perhaps the present study will
spark new investigations by physical anthropologists of trans-Beringian population links.

Moving from physical to cultural anthropology, Yeniseian and Na-Dene communities share considerable
affinity in economic lifeways, despite the relatively recent arrival of the Ket into their present sub-Arctic
home. The traditional subsistence patterns of both the Ket and Athabaskans required snow sleds, canoes,
footgear designed for traversing snowy terrain, and a variety of hunting, trapping, and fishing techniques.
The Athabaskans subsisted for millennia as inland mobile hunters in sub-Arctic terrain, practicing seasonal
fishing beside lakes and rivers as well (Ives 1990). By contrast, the Yeniseian peoples entered the taiga
from a more southerly point of origin only during the past two millennia in response to pressure from
pastoral groups (Vajda, in press 2).]udging from substrate river names, ancestral Yeniseian speakers moved
northward from areas west ofLake Baikal and northeast ofpresent-day Tuva, where their original economy
appears to have been more fundamentally tied to riverine fishing than upland hunting. Toponymic and
archeological evidence suggests the ancient Yeniseians occupied the margins of rivers and streams in
more southerly areas of mixed forests, developing a sub-Arctic hunting economy only during the past two
millennia. Yeniseian folklore portrays southern forests and mountains as the ancestral home (Alekseenko
1967). In seasonal rituals, encampments beside rivers and lakes take primacy, with inland hunting during
colder months representing a departure into a less familiar and less hospitable world (Vajda, in press 1).

Physical evidence attesting to the primacy of ancient Yeniseians as fishers comes from a recent DNA
analysis of remains from two Kitoi Culture cemeteries. These sites are probably associated with fishing
encampments on the Angara, the major southeastern tributary of the Yenisei (Mooder et al. 2006). Burials
there dating between 8000 and 7000 BP reveal a strong genetic affinity with modern populations ofKet and
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the Shor, a Turkic-speaking group with notable Yeniseian substrate influence in their language and culture
(vajda 2001c:xiii). These genetic markers are not shared in any appreciable quantity by other contemporary
Siberians (or by Native Americans). This strongly suggests that at least some Yeniseian ancestors were
primarily fishers as early as the Middle Holocene. To summarize, for both ancient Yeniseians and the
Na-Dene, fishing and mobile upland hunting in established territories reflect a deeply rooted seasonal
rhythm, though traditional Ket culture developed in a more temperate environment of mixed forest where
subsistence through riverine fishing was culturally primary.

So far, the semantic fields specifically represented or seemingly absent among Dene-Yeniseian
cognates are not inconsistent with the geographic, temporal and cultural picture emerging from these
extra-linguistic studies. Cognate tree names are limited to species shared across Late Pleistocene North
Asia and Interior Alaska. These include birch and willow, as well as words for conifer needles and resin.
Conifers recolonized interior Alaska 6000 years ago (William Workman, p.c.), with black and white spruce
the only widespread coniferous trees today. Cognates in the realm of material culture are also limited to
items and practices present on both sides of Bering Strait already many thousands ofyears ago: snow-sled
runner, canoe, holding hook, verb roots denoting specific types of striking motions ('hit endwise with a
long object', 'slash') or object deformations ('bend into a hook shape', 'bend less than 180·', 'twist into
a spiral'). Predictably, the cognates do not include words for technologies of Late Holocene acquisition,
such as the bow and arrow, elaborate storage techniques, or the characteristic North American snowshoes.
Perhaps the most fascinating cognate from a cultural angle is a root meaning 'shaman', 'cure by magic', or
'sing shamanically', which is represented in every branch ofboth language families, except for the sparsely
documented Arin and Pumpokol on the Yeniseian side. while shamanism as a North Asian institution is
thought to be a relatively late development, the tradition of healing through magical singing was likely
inherited from Paleolithic times.

Finally, the pioneering global comparison of traditional myth motifs by Yuri Berezkin (this volume)
does reveal a few tantalizing parallels between Yeniseian peoples and Native North America. These include
the motif of twin brothers who travel to the sky and the origin of mosquitoes and other blood-sucking
insects from the burnt ashes of a malevolent female monster's blood. But these parallels attest more to the
distinctiveness of Ket folklore vis-a-vis other North Asian peoples than to any specific connection with the
Na-Dene, since these motifs are distributed widely in North America. Specific parallels between the Ket
and Athabaskans are few, but possibly include the Navajo motif of Big Fly and the Ket figure of Dragonfly
(Kim, this volume); perhaps significant here is the fact that Ket/Yugh and Athabaskan words for 'fly' and
'dragonfly' appear partly cognate. Jim Kari (p.c.) notes the existence of extensive unpublished Tlingit and
Athabaskan folklore, which could conceivably contain additional parallels to Yeniseian folklore. Even if
more such parallels can be discovered, however, it remains unclear how they should be used to date human
prehistory, as no one has yet devised a means of measuring the time depth of shared myth motifs across
geographically disparate aboriginal populations.

It seems certain that the linguistic findings for Dene-Yeniseian will stimulate new avenues of inquiry
in these fields that could bring this emerging picture into sharper relief. Linguistics can now provide a
more convincing demonstration of a language link between an American Indian language and an Asian
language than was generally assumed possible-the first such claim to garner the beginnings of what may
become general acceptance by the linguistic community. My study thus promises an additional scientific
vantage for considering trans-Beringian prehistory. Judging from the parallel findings of archeologists and
paleo-ecologists, it is conceivable that Dene-Yeniseian could prove to be a language family older than 10,000
years.

If so, then the linguistic evidence from Dene-Yeniseian would suggest that the apparent incongruity
between the Dene-Yeniseian linguistic facts and currently assumed dates for prehistoric trans-Bering
migrations could be due to an overestimation ofhow quickly languages change on average over time. Unless
hard evidence of migrations into Alaska from North Asia between 10,000 and 4500 BP can be found, my
personal preference would be to entertain the ramifications of what an entry date for the Na-Dene prior to
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10,000 BP might mean for historical linguistics. A combination of evidence from Dene-Yeniseian cognates
and archaeological dates for tool assemblage shifts in Alaska may yield the first glimmering of suggestion
that rates of language change among some aboriginal populations in the Early Holocene were slower on
average than traditionally assumed based on observed rates oflanguage change during the historic period.
Perhaps the seemingly unusual linguistic conservatism of, say, Lithuanian, during the past two thousand
years, rather than the faster change observed among Romance languages during the same period, better
approximates the average rate of language change among northern hunter-gatherers in prehistory. If so,
then widely accepted languages families already held to be ancient, such as Uralic, Algie, and Uto-Aztecan,
or even Na-Dene itself, may be older than previously assumed, perhaps dating to the first peopling of their
respective areas in North Asia and the Americas.

All of this remains conjecture until we can develop tools for evaluating rates of language change that
take into consideration the effects of radically different social and geographic contexts. Also, placing the
oldest accepted language families farther back in time would further vex the most perplexing conundrum
ofall: how to reconcile the documented linguistic diversity of the Americas with a presumed first entry date
younger than 15,000 years. Asolution could conceivably be forthcoming from (1) solid evidence of a much
earlier first entry date; (2) evidence of multiple entries in the Late Paleolithic by a linguistically already
highly diverse population; (3) more compelling evidence for Greenberg's Amerind hypothesis; or (4) an
alternate genetic classification oflanguages that reduces the 150 or so generally recognized first-level stocks
in the Americas to a much smaller number. At present, none of these prospects appears forthcoming.

3.0. DENE-YENISEIAN AND HISTORICAL-COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS

My work comparingNa-Dene and Yeniseian straddles two different positions in contemporary historical
comparative linguistics: one focused on reconstructing individual proto-languages, the other on providing
hypotheses for classifying the world's several thousand languages into a genetic tree. The first, exemplified
best in the writings of Lyle Campbell (ef. Campbell 1997), might be called the conservative or mainstream
position in historical-comparative linguistics, with its focus on the quantity and quality ofevidence needed
to establish a language family. This tradition is cautious in accepting new proposals, with the perhaps
unintended consequence of discouraging work on establishing new language links. Conservative historical
linguists, andl would include myselffirmly in this group in terms ofthe standards Iattempt to meet, insist that
validating a hypothesis ofgenetic relationship requires a system of homologies in grammatical morphology
as well as a body of lexical cognates extensive enough to reveal systematic sound correspondences. The
conservative position places key emphasis on the identification ofsound correspondences extensive enough
to permit at least rudimentary reconstruction of an ancestral proto-language. It is less concerned with the
goal of proposing a global taxonomy of language relatedness, than with the goal of defining which among
the world's languages can irrefutably be demonstrated to be related through descent from an ancestral
proto-language and which cannot. More conservative assessments place the number offirst-levellanguage
families well into the hundreds (Lyovin 1997) and express, at best, a determined agnosticism regarding the
possibility of establishing more remote connections between these families.

The second tradition, exemplified perhaps most prominently in the work of Joseph Greenberg (ef.
Ruhlen 1987), is primarily concerned with classifying the world's languages into the most plausible genetic
groupings, given the data currently available. This tradition, an early expression of which appeared in the
often uncited writings of Alfredo Trombetti (1923), examines all languages in an attempt to classify them
using general taxonomic principles analogous to techniques geneticists use to classify relative closeness
and distance among different human populations. Membership in the superfamilies so far proposed-which
number no more than two dozen-is typically based on a few morphological or lexical commonalities, such
as the striking mit contrast in 1st and 2nd singular pronouns shared across much of Northern Eurasia and
the American Arctic. In most cases, the similarities used as a basis for classification are found in only a
subset ofthe languages grouped together. For example, only a minority oflanguages in Greenberg's Amerind
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classification actually shows the famous n/m contrast in 1st and 2nd singular pronouns-a feature taken as
diagnostic for the family as a whole; in such cases the remaining languages or language groups are linked
transitively by other traits, each of which is likewise present in only a subset of the member branches.

As mentioned already, my interest in linking previously established language families places me in the
category of linguistic taxonomist, though I insist on conservative standards of assessing potential evidence.
In this sense, I see myself as beholden to each of these historical-linguistic positions. I also see the goal
of producing a plausible overall hypothesis of genetic classification as partly distinct from the goal of
verifying which languages can unambiguously be shown to have derived from a common proto-language.
In other words, proposing a hypothesis ofgenetic classification is for me partly distinct from establishing a
language family, though the latter entails the former. The chief disagreements in contemporary historical
comparative linguistics have originated, in my opinion, from a blurring of these two goals and the methods
required for achieving them. This blurring perhaps has its origins from how Indo-European was established
over 200 years ago.

Both long-rangers (linguists who propose deep genetic connections between the world's established
families) and mainstream linguists trace the founding of historical-comparative linguistics to a single
event: the discourse presented in 1786 by Sir William Jones to the Royal Asiatic Society which irrefutably
demonstrated the existence of an Indo-European language family. Though European languages such as
Greek and Latin had long been suspected of being related in some way, Jones introduced the notion that
languages can be classified through descent from a common ancestor which itself no longer exists and
that this inheritance is deducible from comparing words and grammatical elements still present in the
descendent languages. The establishment of the language family as a classification principle based on
historical divergence from a shared proto-language is unique to Sir William Jones, but his discovery of
IndO-European eventually became a general model for proposing and demonstrating new language families.
All of the various contemporary positions in historical-comparative linguistics would probably reference
the discovery of IndO-European as a model for their own acceptance of language families. Long rangers
emphasize that the founding of Indo-European stemmed from the moment Sir William Jones proposed the
family and did not require vindication from the decades of subsequent comparisons and reconstructions to
establish its validity. Traditional linguists point to the sheer quantity ofevidence alluded to inJones's original
proposal, which included grammatical paradigms as well as lexical cognates. Although none of the sound
correspondences evident in these resemblances were actually worked out until later, the evidence from
IndO-European comparisons undertaken afterward easily lent itself to these investigations. Consequently,
the more conservative tradition is apt to reject new proposals ofgenetic relationship unless they contain a
reasonably analogous quantity and quality of evidence-comparanda obviously amenable to at least partial
reconstruction ofa proto-language through the presence of systematic sound correspondences. Long-range
linguists, on the other hand, emphasize the goal ofgenetic classification itselfand deemphasize the threshold
of evidence needed to validate that the languages hypothesized as related do in fact unimpeachably reflect
a shared proto-language. In other words, linguists from both traditions in one way or another base their
acceptance of language families and their rejection of new claims ofgenetic relatedness on the same event:
the "discovery" of Indo-European.

Disagreements about language classification could perhaps be mediated by reexamining what Sir
William Jones actually accomplished in 1786. The founding of IndO-European was not a single event but
three simultaneous events. As far as i know, no one has argued this before, because Sir William Jones
accomplished all three at a single stroke. Yet each represents a distinct intellectual triumph. First, Jones
made a claim of genetic relatedness entailing a new language classification. Second, he cited comparative
data in support of his claim that genuinely reflected inheritance from a common ancestral tongue. Third,
although his evidence predated modern conceptions ofsound laws and linguistic reconstruction, the entire
vocabularies and grammatical paradigms he alluded to obviously formed a system that ultimately lent itself
to comparative analysis and reconstruction. This third part of his triumph-the founding of a language
family and not simply making a proposal of language classification-went beyond a mere hypothesis of
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genetic relatedness since it provided evidence sufficient to initiate an entire comparative linguistic tradition.
The linguists who later began work on IndO-European reconstruction and sound laws already knew what
to compare. Because one person accomplished all three tasks simultaneously-making the initial claim,
citing the first genuine lexical and grammatical homologies, and amassing evidence sufficient to establish a
productive linguistic tradition that eventually served further to validate the proposed claim-the question
ofwho "discovered" or who "proved" IndO-European has rarely arisen.

The events leading to future acceptance of language families will almost certainly differ from this
somewhat oversimplified account of the founding of Indo-European. One reason is that the concept of
language family has now been established for centuries. Different standards, goals, and expectations have
arisen with regard to claiming, demonstrating, and accepting language relatedness. As mentioned above, a
few linguists have already classified the world's 6000 or so languages into a small number ofsuperfamilies (ef.
Ruhlen 1987). Others recognize several hundred unrelated families and have so far rejected most attempts
to classify them into larger genetic units. Balthasar Bickel andJohanna Nichols currently place the number
of first-level stocks at around 300 (Nichols, personal communication). Anyone working on establishing a
language family today, unlike Sir William Jones, will find themselves grappling with the demands of two
different and often antagonistic traditions, intellectually beholden to bothyet perhaps regarded as belonging
faithfully to neither. One tradition will have already classified the languages into some superfamily and may
question why the issue of genetic relatedness is being resurrected at all; the other may regard the entire
undertaking as patently impossible from the start.

The historiography of work on Dene-Yeniseian may prove informative for anyone wishing to tackle
today's challenges and controversies in genetic linguistics. As mentioned above, the original claim that
Yeniseian and Na-Dene represent a genetic unit was made by the Italian linguist Alfredo Trombetti in 1923.
Yet Trombetti cited little or no valid evidence for this claim, as far as I can determine, except for the possibly
cognate words for 'people' (Ket de'D, Athabaskan dine1. Valid Dene-Yeniseian cognates were proposed much
later, by Merritt Ruhlen (1989a,b) and Moscow linguist Sergei Nikolayev (1991), both ofwhom were working
in the context of comparing Yeniseian with Sino-Tibetan and Caucasian languages, but their actual validity
became clear only after a system ofsound correspondences and morphological patterns had been developed
to test them. Up till now no one had amassed the quantity and quality of evidence for Dene-Yeniseian
needed to initiate fruitful work on internal reconstruction and the establishment of a system of sound
correspondences. This third task is what I attempt in the present volume.

Ifone accepts Na-Dene and Yeniseian as genetically related, then Trombetti's original linkage ofKet and
Kott to Athabaskan and Tlingit (Eyak as a Na-Dene language was unrecognized at the time) represents the
first correct claim ofgenetic relationship between an American Indian family and a family of the old World,
regardless of whether or not it cited valid evidence. Sir William Jones's claim in 1786 would have been no
less correct without evidence, however, so ifone accepts my arguments for Dene-Yeniseian, then, in a sense,
my comparative work is simply validating, or vindicating, Alfredo Trombetti's much earlier claim, which
was ignored at the time and generally long forgotten by linguistics.

The second accomplishment of Sir William Jones's famous discourse is the identification of genuine
homologies inherited from a common proto-language. With respect to Na-Dene and Yeniseian, valid lexical
cognates were identified in the late 1980s and some were published as early as 1991. In that year, Moscow
linguist Sergei Nikolayev, working in the larger context of comparing both families to Caucasian languages
(Nikolaev 1991) identified several valid cognates. Others appear in earlier unpublished manuscripts by
Merritt Ruhlen (1989a, b). At the time ofhis discovery ofDene-Yeniseian cognates, Ruhlen was working with
materials gathered by Moscow linguist Sergei Starostin, who had earlier proposed a genetic link between
Yeniseian, SinO-Tibetan, and North Caucasian (ef. S.Starostin 1982, 1984). He noticed a number of lexical
similarities between Starostin's Yeniseian reconstructions and Na-Dene vocabulary. During the following
decade, Ruhlen and others following the same line ofinquiry continued to make lexical comparisons. Blazhek
and Bengtson (1994), combining data taken from Ruhlen (1989a,b) and Starostin (1982, 1984), published what
my research would support as valid Dene-Yeniseian cognates for 'liver', 'navel', 'stomach', 'conifer resin',
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'finger', a perfective verb affix, and possibly a few others among their broader Dene-Caucasian comparisons.
The most striking proposed cognate, in my opinion, were Ruhlen's (1998) comparanda for 'birchbark', citing
Modern Ket qm] and Proto-Athabaskan *q'aj.

The linguists who compared Yeniseian and Na-Dene in the broader context of Sino-Caucasian or Dene
Caucasian during the 1980s and 1990s should be credited, in my estimation, for identifying genuine cognates
shared by Yeniseian and Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit. The system of sound correspondences I propose in
my article confirms that Ruhlen (1998) presented at least eight valid cognates. These are his Yeniseian
and Athabaskan, Eyak, or Tlingit comparanda meaning: head, stone, foot, breast, shoulder/arm, birch/
birchbark, old, and burn/cook, and possibly a few others. Unless new evidence emerges from the published
or unpublished writings of earlier linguists, it was possibly Trombetti, followed by Sergei Nikolaev, Merritt
Ruhlen and other "long-range linguists" who discovered and published the first valid Dene-Yeniseian
cognates. Although the cognates in their materials form only a small subset of the assembled comparanda,
the publication of what can now be supported on the basis of systematic sound correspondences as valid
cognates between an old world and a New World language family represents a linguistic milestone.

Unlike IndO-European, however, neither the first claim ofgenetic relationship, nor the first publication of
cognates established Dene-Yeniseian as an accepted language link. Most linguists coming to my conference
presentations on Yeniseian during the years 2000-2002, remained skeptical that any connection between
American Indian and Asian language families could ever be demonstrated, given the probable time depth
involved.

The reason for this persistent skepticism is that there is no way to distinguish a correct deduction from
a wrong guess in geneticly classifying languages unless the evidence is systematic and substantial, though
linguists differ on exactly what constitutes the threshold for confirmation. A list of lexical similarities
can be compiled between any languages. If the languages in question are later shown convincingly to be
genetically related, then such a list is likely to include some genuine cognates; if not, the status of all of the
words remains impossible to verify with any confidence. If there were some way ofbeing certain that pairs
ofwords like Ket and Athabaskan 'people' or 'birchbark' were genuine cognates, then no one would have to
do anything more to demonstrate the relationship. Unless the proposed similarities can be expanded into a
discernable system in both vocabulary and grammar, however, they are not sufficient to remove reasonable
doubt about the validity of the hypothesis. Even if one accepts a claim of genetic relationship based on
such evidence, it is impossible even to start integrating it into the historical-comparative traditions of each
member family without enormous additional work. Establishing a language family entails far more than
making a correct deduction about genetic relationship.

In this sense, the evidence previously cited in support of a genetic link between Yeniseian and Na-Dene
contrasts sharply with the scope of evidence for IndO-European available at the moment Sir WilliamJones's
proposal was made, which ultimately lent itself to a host ofvaluable avenues ofcomparative work, including
internal reconstruction and the determination of sound laws. The Dene-Yeniseian materials published
prior to my study, as far as I can determine, contain fewer than a dozen genuine cognates, almost no valid
grammatical homologies, and no correctly identified sound laws. I elaborate on a few of these points in
my article, though the topic of assessing the full corpus of earlier proposed evidence for Dene-Yeniseian
deserves a separate article in its own right. It is possible that further research will lend support to more of
the earlier proposed cognates.

In other words, the third accomplishment by Sir William Jones at the announcement of his discovery
the removal of reasonable doubt about the claim of genetic relationship leading to the founding of a new
historical-linguistic tradition-has hitherto been lacking in Dene-Yeniseian studies. I attempt with my
contribution to the present volume to accomplish this final task. In cases such as Dene-Yeniseian, where
one person makes the initial claim of relatedness and another amasses evidence sufficient to garner general
acceptance of the family as established or proven, historical linguists may need to devise a new vocabulary
for describing these events. Any simple statement that a single person discovered Dene-Yeniseian in the
same way Sir William Jones established IndO-European must be qualified by all of the complexities I have
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recounted above. Because Sir William Jones's initial claim of language relationship was so obviously self
validating, the founding of IndO-European can be described in a single sound bite. The founding of Dene
Yeniseian cannot. Future demonstrations of linguistic relatedness are likely to resemble the Dene-Yeniseian
rather than the IndO-European historiography, since so many hypotheses about language relationships
already exist.

Regardless ofmethodological considerations, I would argue that the contributions ofAlfredo Trombetti
and more recent long-range linguists bear historiographic significance. At the same time, the importance of
gaining broader acceptance ofa language family through the demonstration of systematic evidence should
not be dismissed as the subjective whim of historical linguists. If Sir William Jones had made his claim
without alluding to evidence capable of garnering broad acceptance, he would certainly have been no less
correct. But he could never have impacted the course oflinguistic science as he did, or generate the fruitful
historical-comparative traditions that followed in the wake ofhis discovery, only one ofwhich was language
classification.

4.0. MY STUDY OF YENISEIAN AND NA-DENE

Taking Dene-Yeniseian to the point where it is possible to begin new avenues of collaborative historical
linguistic and interdisciplinary research involving Ket and Na-Dene languages has been a long journey.
My own contribution is included here to round out the historiography of Dene-Yeniseian studies up to the
present day.

My interest in Russia and its diverse native languages grew from the fact that my mother's native language
was a dialect of Carpatho-Rusyn spoken in eastern Slovakia and northern Hungary that resembles Russian
and was the first language I heard as a child. My interest in Native America also stems from my background,
since family lore holds we have some Cherokee ancestry on my father's side. This led me to study such
Native American languages as Cherokee and Navajo before becoming a professional linguist. Though trained
as a Slavicist in the 1980s, I eventually became more interested in the exotic and less studied languages of
Eurasia, so that the fluent Russian I acquired as a student in Moscow and Leningrad became a research tool
rather than my topic of scholarship. I first became aware of Ket in the early 1980s from reading Bernard
Comrie's (1981) seminal English-language survey of the languages of the Soviet Union. The section on Ket in
particular fascinated me. Whole horizons seemed to lie ahead, awaiting exploration. The system oftones and
the bewilderingly strings of verb prefixes seemed utterly out of place in North Asia, making the language's
isolate status all the more intriguing in a region otherwise occupied by suffixing, toneless families such as
Uralic and Turkic.

Ieventuallymade adetailed studyofall three problems-the tones, the verb morphology, and the persistent
enigma ofgenetic relations-first from a historiographic perspective, later to help solve each of them myself.
My first attempts to learn Ket from grammars and articles authored by Soviet linguists convinced me that
more work was needed to produce an observationally adequate description ofthe phonology and verb system.
But the general inaccessibility of the published data and the geographic diaspora of the scholars studying
the Ket people and language led me first to write a general history and bibliography of Yeniseian studies
(Vajda 2001c). While researching this book I traveled to Tomsk, Siberia, in January 1998 at the invitation of
Alexandra Kim, whose has contributed one of the articles in the present volume. There I became the first
American linguist to work in the Siberian Languages Laboratory established at Tomsk State Teacher Training
College by Andreas Dulson, founder ofYeniseian studies in Siberia and author of the first monograph-length
grammar ofKet (Dul'zon 1968). In Bonn, at the apartment of Heinrich and Isolde Werner, I became the first
English-speaking linguist to work with a native Ket speaker, Zoya Maksunova, who was also visiting the
Werners at that time. The various trips I made in 1998 furnished a vast trove of research materials. Today I
possess the most complete archive of published and unpublished Ket linguistic and ethnographic materials
in the world.

During the next several years I published a small grammar of Ket (2004) as well as new analyses of the
tones (Vajda 2003b) and verb morphology (Vajda 2003a). These studies would prove crucial to my work on
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the question of whether Ket and its extinct Yeniseian relatives (Yugh, Kott, Arin, Assan, Pumpokol) are
geneticly related to other languages, the problem that fascinated me most. In the early 1990s, even before
becoming aware of claims ofgenetic relationship by other scholars, I noticed how Ket verb prefixes bore an
uncanny resemblance to those of Navajo, a language I had studied earlier. During the research for my first
book (Vajda 2001e), I made a complete historiographic study of the many previous proposals linking Ket
with such languages as Basque, Burushaski, Sino-Tibetan, Na-Dene, various Caucasian languages, Sumerian,
and others. The link with Na-Dene continued to strike me as particularly promising. But researching this
possibility myself required mastering all potentially relevant patterns in the Yeniseian tones and verb
morphology. Without a deep knowledge of Modern Ket language structure, a principled comparison with
the equally complex systems ofAthabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit appeared utterly beyond reach.

During this period Imet Bernard Comrie andJohanna Nichols. Like me, they had first trained as Slavicists
and later specialized in the non-Slavic languages of the Soviet Union. That these accomplished and world
renowned scholars would be interested in my fledgling work on Ket tones and verb morphology was very
encouraging. Johanna Nichols attended my first talk on Modern Ket tones, given at the 1997 Non-Slavic
Languages Conference held in Chicago (Vajda 1997). In fall 1998, Bernard Comrie invited me to Leipzig,
where I gave the first invited talk at his newly established Linguistics Department of Max Planck Institute
for Evolutionary Anthropology. During these years I met nearly every living scholar who had worked on
Ket, including Sergei Starostin in Moscow, Natasha Grishina and Sergei Butorin in Novosibirsk, and Heinrich
Werner and Stefan Georg in Bonn. Werner and I began a long collaboration that continues unabated to this
day. We are currently in the process ofwriting a comprehensive etymological dictionary ofYeniseian (Vajda
and Werner, in preparation), which we plan to dedicate to Sergei Starostin in recognition of his pioneering
work on reconstructing Proto-Yeniseian.

In spring 1997 I invited Merritt Ruhlen (Palo Alto, CAl to present a talk at my university. Iwas impressed
that Ruhlen was actively working on the problem ofYeniseian genetic linguistics, while no one else seemed
to have given a second thought since Trombetti. Ruhlen's position that Yeniseian was related to Na-Dene
as part of a larger Dene-Caucasian language family had already appeared in two of his books on genetic
linguistics (Ruhlen 1994,1996). These books fueled my own long-held suspicions that homologies in Ket and
Athabaskan verb prefixes might be more than typological coincidence. I greeted his subsequent publication
of 34 putative cognate sets linking Yeniseian and Na-Dene (Ruhlen 1998) as an important event, though
most linguists took at best only cursory notice. I also corresponded at this time with long ranger John
Bengtson (Minneapolis), and became familiar with his genetic comparisons ofYeniseian words with other
languages. It was encouraging to me that other scholars were interested in this problem.

The one proposed cognate in Ruhlen's materials that struck me most was 'birchbark', which I reproduce
here once more: Modern Ket qW), Proto-Athabaskan *q'aj. I couldn't get the resemblance out of my mind.
It taunted me. But when I attempted to use comparanda published by long rangers in an effort to develop
some method for finding additional potential cognates, it proved impossible. Everything seemed like random
coincidence rather than a system. I was not satisfied simply believing on faith that these words represented
the genuine heritage of descent from a common proto-language. For me, a language family was more than
a name or a shared color of shading on a map in a linguistics atlas. I wanted systematic, incontrovertible
evidence that revealed something unique about the lexical and morphological development ofeach language
involved.

As I pondered how to pursue this study further, I found my interest in Yeniseian historical linguistics
suspended between the simple dismissal with which most linguists had greeted Trombetti or Ruhlen, and
the equally categorical position by some long rangers that the problem ofYeniseian genetic linguistics had
already been solved. The only thing both groups seemed to share in common was that neither appeared
interested in working further on the genetic classification of Yeniseian. For most linguists, the problem
remained unsolvable; for a few others, it had already been solved to satisfaction. I found myself partly
sympathetic, partly frustrated with both positions.

The prospect of ever making Yeniseian comparative data relevant to Na-Dene historical linguistics
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continued to appear as daunting as ever. InJune 2000, when I drove over 1000 miles in my car to attend an
Athabaskan conference in central British Columbia to present some of my comparisons of Yeniseian and
Athabaskan verb morphology, the Athabaskanists in attendance were extremely interested but ultimately
unimpressed with the meager findings I had to offer (Vajda 2000c). This conference would mark the
beginnings of an invaluable collaboration with Michael Krauss andJeff Leer, who generously took the time
to read my early work probably more out of collegiality than with any serious expectation it would yield
anything ofvalue to the already highly developed field of Na-Dene historical linguistics.

During the years between 2000 and 2005 I vacillated between polar-opposite attitudes toward my own
investigation. Sometimes I believed further work could validate the long-suspected connection between
Yeniseian and Na-Dene. At other times I utterly doubted this was possible. Iwas also influenced by my friend
and Ketologist colleague Stefan Georg (Bonn), who viewed work toward demonstrating distant language
relationships as likely a waste oftime. Stefan is the first westerner to perform original fieldwork with Native
Ket speakers in the Yenisei basin and the author of the most impressive English-language grammar ofKet
to date (Georg 2007). He is also one of the world's most erudite authorities on North Asian languages and I
have always sought out his opinions. Stefan and I are temperamental antipodes, however. For one thing, I
simply could never accept that there is nothing left to discover, or that the historical linguist of the future
is destined to be nothing more than student of the past and critic of the present. Despite how much Stefan's
skepticism tempered my idealism, whenever I set aside Dene-Yeniseian I was tormented by birch bark and
verb affixes.

Two books proved especially helpful during this period. One was Johanna Nichols's (1992) Linguistic
Diversity in Space and Time, which offered an innovative geographical perspective on assessing potential
evidence of deep genetic links. When it first came out, I did not see how the general traits she discussed
were relevant to my work on Ket. But her global perspective on language families has proven invaluable
in helping me frame the typological uniqueness of Ket amid the other languages of North Asia. Michael
Fortescue's book Language Relations across Bering Strait was also significant for its identification of a specific
inventory of unusual morphological features shared between Yeniseian and Na-Dene, but not by other
Northern Hemisphere languages (Fortescue 1998, especially pages 213-219). Fortescue's "language mesh"
is a helpful concept for describing groups of languages sharing interesting similarities that can neither be
readily identified as evidence of a genetic origin nor reliably attributed to language contact. To simply
ignore the traits discussed by Fortescue and Nichols would mean their potential value in historical linguistic
would remain without assessment. I believe both of these books will become more appreciated as time
passes.

Using all of these sources as guidelines and examining both structural and lexical features, I slowly
gathered potential evidence for Dene-Yeniseian, some of which I presented at various conferences (Vajda
2000a,b,c, 2001a,b). At these gatherings, certain of my comparisons caught the eye of individual linguists.
My treatment of Yeniseian tones as deriving from consonant reflexes attestable in Na-Dene (Vajda 2001a)
led Eric Hamp (University ofChicago) to conclude that the connection was valid. He was the first traditional
linguist to take that view and state it publicly. At another talk a few months later in Santa Barbara (Vajda
2001b), my synchronic comparison of Modern Ket and Athabaskan tense/mood markers, notably the /s/
prefix, which had become a vestigial structural element in Yeniseian but remains productive in Na-Dene,
led Athabaskanist Jim Kari (University of Alaska Fairbanks) to the same conclusion. At the time, I myself
remained far less convinced. No real system was emerging across the entire phonology and verb morphology
and I couldn't be sure if the similarities I was discovering were isolated coincidences or part of a larger
pattern as yet invisible to me. By this time I had come to share little in common with the long rangers due
to my conclusion that Haida was not a member of Na-Dene, and by the persistent skepticism with which
I regarded not only their prior claims, but also my own efforts toward establishing a connection between
Yeniseian and the remainder of Na-Dene.

In summer 2001 I met Bob Dixon and Alexandra Aikhenvald (formerly at the Research Centre for
Linguistic Typology, La Trobe University, Melbourne) and was inspired by their call to document the world's
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disappearing languages (cf. Dixon 1997).1 resolved to help my colleagues in Russia and Germany by working
with fluent Ket speakers to describe the language before it disappeared. From 2002 to 2004 I set aside the
genetic comparison ofYeniseian and Na-Dene, devoting my energies instead to synchronic descriptions of
Ket tones and verb morphology. I would revisit Dene-Yeniseian at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology, Leipzig, where I spent most of 2005 and 2006 at the invitation of the Linguistics Department
director, Bernard Comrie. Only on one occasion, near the end of my first visit in 2005, did Bernard ask me if
I was continuing my work on Yeniseian and Na-Dene. This question is the reason I resumed Dene-Yeniseian
studies at that time. In retrospect, I think Bernard Comrie has done more to unify the scientific study of
languages across the continents than any other living linguist. Also important for me was the fact that
during my presentations of research on Modern Ket verb morphology, juliette Blevins ofthe MPI Linguistics
Department, who had recently published the enormously useful book Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004),
encouraged me to return to serious work on the possibility that Yeniseian was related to Na-Dene. During
the second half of my stay in Leipzig in 2005, among the numerous other tasks I set before myself and after
traveling to Siberia from Germany to work with Native Ket informants, I methodically worked through
every Yeniseian and Athabaskan dictionary I could find in the magnificent Max Planck library, leafing
through them carefully page by page and compiling long lists of lexical similarities. Most of these turned
out to be fruitless coincidences, in the end, and there were times I might have tossed Young and Morgan's
(1992) magnificent Navajo dictionary right out the institute window had the tome not been so heavy. I also
redoubled my comparisons ofYeniseian and Athabaskan verb prefixes, but this was hampered by the lack
of any published overall reconstruction ofproto-Athabaskan verb morphology. In the end, I had to attempt
a crude model of the Proto-Athabaskan verb string myself, with crucial suggestions from Michael Krauss,
jeff Leer, and jim Kari, yielding a respectable approximation, which appears as Table 8 in my contribution
to this volume.

In resuming lexical comparisons between Yeniseian and Na-Dene, I set aside the comparanda published
earlier by Trombetti, Ruhlen, and other long rangers and started from scratch. Later, after convincing myself
of the genetic relationship by gathering sufficient evidence to propose systematic sound correspondences,
I returned to these lists and picked out which of the comparanda I thought I could validate as genuine
cognates. These included not only Ruhlen's 'birchbark' and several others, but also what Ibelieve may be the
earliest proposed genuine grammatical cognate: the N-perfective affix cited in Yeniseian and Athabaskan by
Blazhek and Bengtson (1995:41). The first real glimmerings that my lexical comparisons might yield more
than random similarities came one afternoon in my office at Max Planck when I realized not only that roots
meaning 'sled' and 'canoe' resembled one another, but words for their component parts, such as 'prow' and
'snow-sled runner' also looked plausibly cognate. Finally, here was the beginning of a system that struck me
as beyond the realm of chance. For the first time in over a decade of off-and-on research into the question
of Yeniseian and Na-Dene genetic relations, I became convinced that demonstrating the connection was
actually possible. At that moment I understood how an archaeologist must feel who peers inside a freshly
opened Egyptian tomb and sees what no one else has seen for thousands of years. That brief feeling of
discovery was so overwhelming I had to leave my office and walk around among the birch trees in the park
near the Max Planck Institute building for half an hour to take it in.

From these and other putative cognates representing lexical subsystems, including a pair of cognate
roots for 'dark' and 'light', I began to construct the beginnings of a sound correspondence theory. This
was difficult going and many of my initial assumptions proved wrong-headed. If I ever write an article
describing all of my false starts, mistakes, and fruitless first assumptions, it would easily exceed in length
my contributions to the present volume. In a number of cases, however, a correspondence suggested by the
Yeniseian forms led me almost like magic to find a cognate in Na-Dene I would not otherwise have known
existed. Phonological patterns among the Na-Dene and Yeniseian forms began to suggest explanations for
irregular Yeniseian plurals and the distribution of certain vowel and consonant sounds in Modern Ket.

Ipresented some ofthese results at Max Planck in December 2005 (vajda 2005), after which the Linguistics
Department director, Bernard Comrie, who had invited me in the first place and who remained quietly but
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persistently interested in my slow progress, funded a "Na-Dene Workshop" to be held at Max Planck in
August 2006. The purpose ofthis meeting was to bring together specialists on Na-Dene reconstruction such
as Michael Krauss and jeff Leer, as well as noted Haida expert john Enrico, to examine whether Yeniseian
or Haida comparanda could contribute anything to the historical picture emerging from progress made in
reconstructing Proto-Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit. The results of this meeting, a summary of which appeared
in the SSILA Bulletin (No. 242, Aug. 22, 2006), were three-fold. First, Leer's advances in understanding Na
Dene phonology and vocabulary (cf. Leer, this volume) yielded no evidence that Haida belonged to Na
Dene; in fact, some of the new patterns he found rendered previously proposed Haida cognates implausible,
just as Enrico's study of loanwords between Tlingit and Haida removed others from consideration (Enrico
2004:267-295), though Enrico throughout the conference continued to voice support that the Haida link
would eventually be validated. Second, advances in Na-Dene reconstruction demonstrated that the already
established genetic relationship ofTlingit to Athabaskan-Eyak involved a larger number ofsystematic sound
correspondences than previously assumed, with possibly up to a quarter of the basic roots being cognate.
Finally, the guarded consensus of the participants was that demonstrating a genetic relationship between
Yeniseian and Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit was now a serious prospect.

With this possibility in mind, we also discussed the issue of language family names. Michael Krauss
somewhat jokingly suggested "Deniseic", but I stuck with the "Dene-Yeniseian" label I had been using
already for the past year. The name "Dene-Deng", which combined both families' words for 'people' was also
considered. Whether to keep the name "Na-Dene" was a thornier problem, since it appeared increasingly
likely that Haida was not a member of this family. This term was first coined by Edward Sapir in 1915 (Sapir
1915) by combining Tlingit na 'people' with Athabaskan dene, with Haida na 'house' likewise represented in
the name. Lyle Campbell (1997) and others who wanted to underscore the exclusion of Haida had replaced
"Na-Dene" with the rather cumbersome "Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit" or "AET".jeffLeer coined the ingenious
''Tlina-Dine'' by combining the Eyak and Athabaskan collective words for 'people'; Eyak tina 'people' also
contains, and thus represents, the Tlingit syllable na 'people'. In the end, the established term "Na-Dene"
will probably remain, regardless how the question of Haida's genetic affiliation is ultimately resolved.

For me, in retrospect, two results from the Leipzig Na-Dene Workshop stand out. First, jeffLeer's novel
application of Tlingit data in reconstructing Proto-Na-Dene opened several unexpected possibilities for
Yeniseian comparison (some of these are explicitly discussed in my contribution to the present volume).
Second, the reception of my two talks (vajda 2006a, 2006b) at that meeting showed that demonstrating
a genetic connection with Yeniseian would require me to gain a much more sophisticated knowledge of
Na-Dene forms and patterns. Paging through dictionaries or skimming grammatical descriptions was
insufficient for accomplishing the task I had set before me. Much time during my presentations at the Na
Dene Workshop was expended correcting or clarifying the Na-Dene forms I was attempting to use in my
comparisons. In retrospect, this sort ofcritical input provedmore valuable than anythingelse to make the case
for Dene-Yeniseian. Even though Michael Krauss and jeffLeer were probably more skeptical than I was over
these years about demonstrating this language link, their generous sharing of knowledge and unpublished
materials was absolutely invaluable, and I credit the demonstration of the Dene-Yeniseian link to them as
much as to anyone else. Anyone hoping to demonstrate a new language link (or an old one) must become a
serious student of, if not an expert in, all of the languages under consideration. Language families obvious
from casual inspection have all long ago been established. It is easy to forget that Sir William jones was, first
and foremost, an accomplished scholar of the languages that came to be classified as IndO-European. Long
before announcing his conclusion, jones probably noted many similarities between these languages, the
full significance of which he himself may have doubted for many years. In future investigations of potential
language links, it will be essential for specialists with different bases ofknowledge to collaborate closely and
respectfully, as I have managed to do with Yeniseian and Na-Dene scholars. One of the reasons I presented
material on Yeniseian and Na-Dene before I could demonstrate the relationship was to gain the interest and
participation ofAthabaskanists and other specialists whose knowledge was invaluable to me.

Thanks largely to crucial input from Michael Krauss and jeff Leer, after the August 2006 Na-Dene
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workshop I made a number of advances in understanding how Yeniseian and Na-Dene vocabulary and verb
affixes might represent a homologous system. These included a new understanding of the function of what
I call the L-progressive and the N-perfective affix, which in Na-Dene are suffixed to the final verb root but
which in Yeniseian appear after the old auxiliary verb, a morpheme that became a tense/mood prefix in both
families; consequently, these morphemes appear as prefixes in Modern Yeniseian, but remained suffixes in
Na-Dene. I discussed this with Jeff after the workshop and he found the idea plausible. Krauss and Leer were
also impressed by a few morphologically complex nouns that seemed unmistakably composed of cognate
morphemes, such as the distinctive compound 'head-fur', meaning 'human head hair', and 'holding hook',
derive from an instrumental noun suffix and a root meaning 'hook-shaped' or 'bent back'. Not only were
each of the morphemes in these complex words likely cognate, they also occur in each family outside of the
given compounds as welL During the month immediately following the conference, Leer's advances in Proto
Na-Dene reconstruction (cf. Leer, this volume) led me to detect a number of striking phonological patterns
among my putative Dene-Yeniseian cognates (cf. Vajda, this volume). Ifirst presented these findings at a Max
Planck Institute Seminar talk on September 15, 2006 (Vajda 2006c). This presentation was sandwiched into a
36-hour stopover in Leipzig between my attendance of a conference in St. Petersburg, Russia, and my flight
home to Washington State the next morning. The St. Petersburg event honored the centenary of the birth
ofE. A. Kreinovich, seminal scholar ofKet and pioneer in describing the verb morphology (Kreinovich 1965).
His work, like that of every scholar who has performed original fieldwork documenting Yeniseian or Na
Dene languages, is at least as important as anyone else's in ultimately leading to a demonstration ofgenetic
relationship.

One ofthe facts Ibecame convinced ofduring my comparative work was that the urgent task ofdescribing
the world's disappearing languages and the seemingly not so urgent task of studying their historical
interconnections are, in fact, intimately intertwined. The importance of documentation work on individual
Yeniseian and Na-Dene languages, begun hundreds ofyears ago and far from complete today, could receive
an important stimulus from the unexpected demonstration of genetic relationship involving an obscure
Siberian language and a well-known and widespread Native American language family. Conversely, it was
my interest in studying Ket linguistic prehistory that led me to describe the Modern Ket tones and verb
morphology. Still, I remain convinced that the need to document endangered languages-a case so eloquently
made by Bob Dixon, Mike Krauss and others-remains the single most important linguistic challenge of our
generation. In the long run, the most important outcome ofmy study ofDene-Yeniseian may be its potential
to inspire other linguists to document languages for which little description yet exists.

The case for cross-pollination between historical-comparative linguistics and the task of achieving
observationally adequate descriptions as well as detailed lexical records oflanguages under imminent threat
of extinction should be emphasized more broadly. This is another reason i have always been grateful for
anyone else's contribution to Ket studies, regardless of their differences with me in interpreting the data.
Any human language is so dauntingly complex that, even if all the world's linguists were to study it, there
would still be work left to do. This is all the more poignantly true for a critically endangered language on the
verge of taking with it into oblivion an entire universe of human experience and all it might reveal about
linguistic structure and human prehistory. Anyone who has studied Ket is and always will be my colleague.

Interest in the possibility of demonstrating a language connection across Bering Strait stemming
from these various 2006 meetings and presentations culminated in Jim Kari organizing the Dene-Yeniseic
Symposium in Fairbanks and Anchorage during the last week of February 200S, out of which the present
volume grew. Prior to the conference an email list was established as well as an electronic reading list/
bulletin board through the University ofAlaska Fairbanks Rasmuson Library. Interested specialists were able
to correspond and circulate background readings as well as preliminary drafts of papers by me and Jeff Leer
weeks in advance of the conference. The extensive critiquing of my drafts byJim Kari, Mike Krauss and Jeff
Leer in email exchanges over the Internet provided vital assistance to me in compiling the correct forms and
meanings of the Na-Dene comparanda I presented in Fairbanks and Anchorage.

The symposium opened in Fairbanks with a serious debate over whether there was any evidence at all
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in support Dene-Yeniseian. It ended three days later in Anchorage with anthropologists, archeologists and
linguists debating what the Dene-Yeniseian cognates-yes, cognate!-for 'birchbark' might reveal about the
original Na-Dene migration into Alaska. Pollen studies indicate that the birch growing in coastal Alaska during
the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene was apparently a dwarf variety too small for practical utilization
of its bark. Perhaps 'birchbark'-Merritt Ruhlen's most captivating cognate-can provide evidence that the
ancestors of the Na-Dene established themselves first inland, where tree-sized paper birch grew even during
the Pleistocene, and not first along the coast. This would concur with other abundant Na-Dene internal
evidence of an interior homeland Oim Kari, p.c.).

This is my account of how Yeniseian and Na-Dene came to be accepted as genetically linked, at least
by some linguists, including myself. To me, the Alaska Symposium of February ZOOS marks the beginning,
not the conclusion, of Dene-Yeniseian historical linguistics. The body of data supporting Dene-Yeniseian is
now such that critical attention is likely to prove more beneficial than ever. Criticism can now be directed at
perceived internal contradictions in the system presented, and need not be delivered, nor taken in terms of
a wholesale rejection. Future progress holds the promise of contributing valuable data useful for the internal
reconstruction ofboth Proto-Yeniseian and Proto-Na-Dene, as well as improving our understanding of trans
Beringian prehistory.

Dene-Yeniseian was founded on a volatile mix ofinspired beliefand determined skepticism, non-scientific
intuition and rigorous methodology. Anyone hoping to demonstrate a new (or a long suspected) language
family must learn how to agree with people who don't agree with each other, to assume that what others
know might be more valuable than what you know, and above all to challenge your own assumptions again
and again without abandoning them prematurely. I have tried to explain how and why a large number of
individuals-past and present-deserve credit for the founding of the Dene-Yeniseian language link. I myself
have studied these languages not out of desire for personal recognition but simply because I love them and
want others realize their unique potential to contribute to a better understanding of human prehistory.

5.0. LANGUAGE LINK OR LANGUAGE FAMILY?

At this point I want to address the broader Dene-Caucasian hypothesis. My study ofYeniseian remains a
work in progress in many respects, one ofthe most important being that I have not yet attempted a thorough
analysis of existing proposals linking Yeniseian to other old world families. I chose to limit my comparisons
to Yeniseian and Na-Dene because I found a system of grammatical homologies in verb morphology shared
specifically between Yeniseian and Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit. This system is rather striking and does not
appear to be found in other putative members ofDene-Caucasian, including Haida, nor in other languages of
the world. Nevertheless, it is premature to conclude whether Yeniseian and Na-Dene form a separate family
or are related in the context of a larger family that includes other Old World members such as SinO-Tibetan,
Burushaski (an isolate ofnorthern Pakistan), North Caucasian, and possibly others. Until this question finds
a firm answer, I would prefer to call my hypothesis the "Dene-Yeniseian language link" rather than the
"Dene-Yeniseian family".

The most detailed evidence for Dene-Caucasian presented to date appear in Bengtson (ZOOS), an article
that came to my attention a few months after the February ZOOS DY Symposium. in the ensuingyear and a half
that has passed I have heard serious arguments from George Starostin in favor of linking Yeniseian closer to
Burushaski than Na-Dene.4 Ihave also discussed at length withJeffLeer potential evidence that SinO-Tibetan
could be related to Yeniseian and Na-Dene. At present, several logistic problems hinder me from integrating
my Dene-Yeniseian research with these broader hypotheses. The original proposal by Starostin and Nikolaev
(1994) linking Abkhaz-Adygh (the Northwest Caucasian family) and Nakh-Daghestanian (the Northeast
Caucasian family) into a single North Caucasian family is difficult for me to assess based on lexical evidence

4 Previous claims of a genetic link between Yeniseian and Burushaski are numerous and the issue is worth more atten
tion. See Vajda (200100357-359) for a complete listing of these hypotheses and the publications In which they appear.
See also Van Driem (2002) for a more recent presentation in favor of a Yeniseian-Burushaski language connection.
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a Dene-Yeniseian language link, should be studied more thoroughly. Only after this has been done will
it be possible to make a firm conclusion about the relationship of Yeniseian and Na-Dene to the other
putative members ofDene-Caucasian. Dene-Yeniseian itself represents two distinct families: Yeniseian and
Athabaskan/Eyak + Tlingit (in other words, Na-Dene excluding Haida). I am certain Yeniseian is not more
closely related to Tlingit or to Athabaskan-Eyak but rather is related to Na-Dene as a whole. Yeniseian itself
consists of several documented languages, all of which except for Ket are now extinct. Vajda (in press 2)
estimates the breakup ofCommon Yeniseian occurred less than 2500years ago in conjunction with the spread
ofpastoral peoples into South Siberia. Na-Dene consists ofAthabaskan-Eyak, which is linked as a coordinate
branch to Tlingit at a much greater time depth. Na-Dene languages share a large number of cognates (Leer
puts the total at perhaps as much as one quarter of the vocabulary), as well as extensive homologies in
grammar, most notably an intricate system of pre-verb root classifiers unique to Na-Dene. Yeniseian-Na
Dene cognates are probably no more than 10 percent of the basic vocabulary, while cognate roots shared
by Tlingit with Athabaskan/Eyak are more than twice that percentage (JeffLeer, p.c.). Most conspicuously,
Yeniseian lacks the famous Na-Dene classifiers, a unique system of valence prefixes derived from a partial
merger of three distinct morpheme classes, though I argue that most of the classifier components have
Yeniseian cognates. I suspect the separation ofYeniseian and Na-Dene dates back to a migration ofancestral
speakers of Na-Dene from North Asia into Alaska; the question of the timing of that separation remains
open (cf. the discussion above). My comparison of Yeniseian and Na-Dene failed to turn up new evidence
in favor of linking either family with Haida. [fHaida is indeed related to Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit, it would
appear to be at a time depth older than the link between Yeniseian and Na-Dene.

[ included this section on broader proposals of genetic relationship involving Yeniseian because [wish
my article to be received as a constructive contribution to long-range as well as mainstream historical
linguistics. [also want to acknowledge all prior contributions to Dene-Yeniseian studies and emphasize that
my own work on these languages did not arise in a vacuum, but rather builds upon a number of linguistic
traditions.

Edward J. Vajda

During the past 15 years I have nearly frozen in central Siberia, grappled with the most extraordinary
morphological structures imaginable, and enjoyed the privilege and challenge of working with some of
the most brilliant and diverse minds in linguistics. The gulf between linguistic traditions has at times
seemed more daunting than the geographic divide separating Yeniseian from Na-Dene. I think that future
scholarship will fully vindicate conservative judgments on linguistic methodology as well as the plausibility
of establishing new genetic linkages. The rigorous historical-comparative method developed two centuries
ago remains the only reliable means oftesting hypotheses oflanguage classification. At the same time, some
old attitudes seem in need of21st century replacement. Not so long ago people named entire continents after
themselves without bothering to visit them. The self-importance of mountain climbers often dwarfed the
mountains they stood upon. Staking claims of language relatedness should not be a scramble for personal
recognition, with little appreciation for those who provided the crucial prior documentation or who laid
the groundwork with earlier hypotheses. With so many of the world's languages poised for extinction in the
next century, it is more urgent than ever for linguists with differing assumptions and unique knowledge to
forge a new collaboration by keeping the irreplaceable value of the languages they study as their guiding
star. What is sorely needed in historical linguistics is an intellectual atmosphere that allows a middle ground
for genetic hypotheses that are promising enough to warrant serious additional work and constructive
critical attention. My article is offered up not as a new demonstration of an unexpected language link, but
rather as an affirmation that today's seemingly irreconcilable linguistic positions can and must be bridged.
Though there are conservative linguists and those who seek new horizons, there is only one science of
historical linguistics.

6.0. CONCLUSION

Sino-Tibetan
*m-sin

Na-Dene
*sant'

Yeniseian
'liver'

alone, since it lacks the type of systematic comparison of morphological systems I have undertaken for
Dene-Yeniseian. It has so far not been possible for me to compare Proto-North-Caucasian verb morphology
with the system I have proposed for Yeniseian and Na-Dene. Nor have I addressed Nikolaev's (1991) North
Caucasian and Na-Dene lexical comparisons, since that study's inventory of Proto-Na-Dene obstruents
shown most accessibly in Blazhek and Bengtson (1995:13) together with comparisons with other putative
Dene-Caucasian branches-differs significantly from what]effLeer (this volume) has proposed for Proto
Na-Dene. Leer's system is based on more than 30 years of meticulous research, and I cannot easily reconcile
it with the Na-Dene cited by Nikolayev.'

Certain lexical comparisons involving Sino-Tibetan seem especially promising to me in light of what
I have found for Dene-Yeniseian. Note the following proto-forms for 'liver' in Sino-Tibetan, Yeniseian,
and Na-Dene, the specific triple comparison ofwhich first appeared, to my knowledge, in Blazhek and
Bengtson (1995:18).

The Yeniseian proto-form is from Starostin (1982), the Na-Dene from Leer (this volume), and the Sino
Tibetan from Benedict (1972:55). Blazhek and Bengtson (1995:19) originally cited Proto-Athabaskan *sad,
liver' and Eyaksahd to suggest, following Nikolaev (1991), an original coda form something like *nt by analogy
to the correspondence between Proto-Athabaskan *Gunt' 'knee' and Eyak Guhd - Guhnd. Leer (this volume),
through independent work, has demonstrated this reasoning as valid within Na-Dene. Vajda (this volume)
shows how the final nasal of the Yeniseian word can be derived from the glottalized coda *nt' posited by
Leer. This triple resemblance in proto-forms for 'liver' across Yeniseian, Na-Dene, and Sino-Tibetan seems
striking to me. Additional comparanda from other putative Dene-Caucasian languages, such as Starostin's
Proto-North-Caucasian *cwiijme 'bile' (S.Starostin 1995:272) also suggest cognates proposed between
Yeniseian with other Eurasian language families should be examined seriously! Though I excluded Sino
Tibetan from the present study due to difficulty in assessing historical Tibeto-Burman verb morphology,
I would single it out as a promising potential relative of Yeniseian and Na-Dene. Future testing of this
hypothesis would require, at the very least, a fundamental comparison involving all that is known about
historical Tibeto-Burman verb structure, analogous to what [ have attempted for Yeniseian and Na-Dene,
along with reconstruction of basic Sino-Tibetan vocabulary. As I have stated, I am sympathetic to the goal
of demonstrating genetic links between established language families and suspect that some existing long
distance claims will ultimately be vindicated by amassing rigorous evidence that meets generally accepted
historical-comparative standards of proof. The general issue of demonstrating language relationships is
treated at length in the present volume by Bernard Comrie and]ohanna Nichols.

To summarize my own position, the Dene-Caucasian hypothesis, just like my narrower hypothesis of

, It might be worth mentioning that Sergei Starostin continued to regard as tentative Nikolaev's (1991) original con
nection of Na-Dene to North Caucasian, and consequently the implicit transitive linkage of Na-Dene to Yeniseian
through Starostin's own earlier Sino-Caucasian proposal. His last assessment merely placed a question mark after Na
Dene as a possible member ofa broadened Sino-Caucasian family (Burlak and Starostin 2001).
6 The first suggestion that Na-Dene was related to Sino-Tibetan appears to have been made as early as 1920 by Ed
ward Sapir in his personal correspondence (cf. Bengtson 1994). As far as I can determine, the first published claim
that Yeniseian was related to Sino-Tibetan was made by James Byrne (Byrne 1892:472-478) in a discussion of the
world's language families that also happened to include the first description ofKet and Kott data in English (cf. Vajda
2001c:74-75). Claims that Yeniseian is related to Sino-Tibetan have been repeated by many other scholars during the
past century, as have been suggestions that Sino-Tibetan could be related to Na-Dene: on the latter historiography, cf.
Blazhek and Bengtson (1995). Trombetti was the first to explicitly connect SinO-Tibetan, Yeniseian and Athabaskan
Tlingit: cf. the English-language annotations provided for Trombetti's relevant publications in Vajda (2001c:280-281).
Triple comparisons of Sino-Tibetan, Yeniseian, and Na-Dene words appear first in recent work on Dene-Caucasian,
notably Blazhek and Bengtson (1995).
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THE PALATAL SERIES IN ATHABASCAN-EYAK-TLINGIT,
WITH AN OVERVIEW OF THE BASIC SOUND CORRESPONDENCES

Jeff Leer
Alaska Native Language Center

Editor's Note: This article is a section of Leer's (zoosb) 45-page paper presented at the Dene-Yeniseian Symposium
(another portion was published as Leer zoosa). In this paper, he presents extensive data from a large sample of
Athabascan languages, Eyak, and Tlingit to reconstruct proto-Athabascan-Eyak-Tlingit. He has compiled data from
numerous sources, including the handwritten Comparative Athabascan Lexicon manuscript, now available online at
www.uaf.edu/anla/collections/ca/cal/, Krauss 1970, and various sources on Tlingit that mostly remain unpublished.
In the last several years, there have been several new AET or proto-Na-Dene phonemes that Leer employs in the
following analysis for the first time, rendering some earlier reconstructions obsolete (e.g. Krauss and Leer 19S1).
Vajda (this volume) has made extensive use of the zoos version of this paper and has coordinated with Leer regarding
updates to both papers.

1.0. INTRODUCTION: OVERVIEW OF REGULAR SOUND CORRESPONDENCES IN AET

In a recent unpublished paper (Leer 2008b) I outline the substantive progress that has been made in the
reconstruction ofAthabascan-Eyak-Tlingit (AET) during the last few decades as a result of my work on the
Comparative Athabascan Lexicon (CAL, Leer 1996), as well as the related task of identifying Eyak and Tlingit
cognates with the Athabascan lexical entries in the CAL and comparing the Eyak and Tlingit lexicons with
each other. By now, the bulk of regular sound correspondences have been identified, and the major problem
areas for phonological reconstruction have been identified and researched in as much depth as possible.
Although these problem areas cannot yet be regarded as definitively solved in all their desirable ultimate
details, at least the problems have been exposed as such and their parameters measured.

The focus of this paper is describing and illustrating one of the key new findings of my work: the AET
palatal series. In AE we find sibilants as the reflex of these AET palatals; these merge with the reflexes of
the original AET sibilant series. In Tlingit, on the other hand, the AET palatals largely appear as unrounded
velars, except that PAET *ky onset can yield either Tlingit k or sh.

In order to describe the AET palatal series and its relationship with the velar series with maximum clarity,
however, we will first give an overview ofregular AET sound correspondences and a briefdescription ofsome
other key phonological developments that playa role in our reconstructions, in particular, the effect ofAET
rounded (labialized) consonants on neighboring vowels, a complex topic that deserves separate treatment
elsewhere. This is the goal of section 1. In section 2.1, we will illustrate the development of the AET palatal
series in detail. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we briefly illustrate the development of the AET unrounded and
rounded velar series, respectively. In section 3, we sketch out some of the more intractable problem areas in
AET reconstruction. In section 4, we provide some of the sources for this paper.

1.1. Obstruent correspondences
As one might expect, it turns out that the degree of success in positing an internally consistent

reconstructive system has been greatest for occlusives (stops and affricates) and somewhat less so for
fricatives, since some ofthe fricatives reconstructible for AET do not fit neatly within the series reconstructible
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for occlusives-fricatives show more series contrasts than occlusives. Although encouraging progress has
been achieved with the reconstruction of vowels and sonorants (for the latter, see Krauss and Leer, 1981),
there remains a residue ofodd vowel and sonorant correspondences that are rarely encountered, sometimes
hapax, and hard to place within the reconstructive apparatus that suffices to deal with the more frequent
and internally consistent sound correspondences. . .,

The comparative AET practical orthography used in this paper IS largely self-eVident, ~,ven the
understanding that capital consonants are uvulars, the capital vowels are reduced vowels, and m PA the
circumflex represents vowel constriction (glottalic phonation), which gives rise to tone in the daughter
languages, as does a glottal stop (') in coda position. In general, th~ apostrophe afte.r a vowel or ~ sonorant
coda represents glottal stigma, which in Eyak and Hupa contrasts WIth a~ aspIrate stlgma(h) and m :ongass
Tlingit contrasts with fading stigma n. For full details refer to Appendix A, Orthographic COnVe?tlOns ~or

Yeniseian and Na-Dene, for other conventions of this practical transcription system and for eqUIvalenCIes
of these symbols in Edward Vajda's paper (this volume) and other sources for Athbascan-Eyak-Tlingit.

The following notational conventions should be noted:
- en-dash represents the object slot preceding a postposition or possessed noun (I.e. the

possessor).
- hyphen represents affix boundary.
= represents clitic boundary.
# represents word boundary.
- after an Eyak or Tlingit verb root indicates variable stigma. .. .

With open stems, Eyak has the marked glottal subtype -', and Tlmglt has the marked fadmg

subtype -'.
-* indicates an approximate reconstruction.
R is a cover symbol for an unidentified sonorant
oafter a vowel within an approximate reconstruction indicates indeterminate stigma/length
[...Jindicates an informed guess.
Note: This is particularly useful in PA after a spirantized coda where we must i?fer that t?e .

spirantization was caused by a following obstruent (suffix or root-appendIX) whose Iden~lty

cannot be precisely determined but only certain possibilities remain, e.g. PA *-zEts' - *-zEs[d]
'skin', where obvious suffixes like *-1 and *-gy can be ruled out.

The AET classifiers are cited by their component lexemes here and in the CAL (see also Krauss 1969).
In Athabascan-Eyak, for example, there are two classifier lexemes: 1- and D-, where D- represents the reflex
of PAET and PAE *dE-. The combination I-D- thus represents PAET *1-dE- > PAE *IE-, which in PA appears
as *I/lE- (voiced intervocalically), and which we Athabascanists know as the I-classifier. In his land~ark

study "On the Classifiers in Athabaskan, Eyak, and Tlingit", Krauss implies that there must been an ancIent
morphophonemic rule involving the perfective/stative prefix (PAET *yi-) that I. will formalize as P~T
*/yi-(l-}-dE-/ => *(I-}di-, which gave rise to the height variation in the voca~ic.classlfiers:E~ak dE-*~~ddl- m
one case and Eyak IE- and Ii- in the other. He goes on to show how the vanatlOn between E and 1 m th~se

classifiers has left traces in the stem sets ofAthabascan zero-onset verb stems that have vanants begmmng
with *y, such as 'to go (of o~e)'.lnTlingit, PAET *dE- and *d~ p~edictabl~de~elop into :~ingit da- a~d di-..:n
my reconstruction of Tlmglt classlfler development, PAET I-dl- > Tlmglt dh~ (word-I~ltlally sometImes Ii ),
whereas PAET *1-dE- > Pre-Tlingit *I-d- > Tlingit 1-. The two other Tlmglt affncate-senes components s- and
sh- develop in a manner analogous with 1-.

Table 1 summarizes the regular obstruent sound correspondences that have been unearthed.

JeffLeer
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TABLE 1. PAET obstruent correspondences

PAET PAE PA Eyak Tlingit

*d *d *d d d
*t *t *t t t
*1' *1' *1' l' l'

*1 *1 *H 1 1
*t!' *tl' *t!' tl' 1', tl'

*s *s *5-Z S s
*ts *ts *ts ts ts
*ts' *ts' *ts' ts' s', ts'

*sh *sh *shr-zhr sh (s) sh (s)

*dzh *dzh *dzh dzh dzh

*tsh *tsh *tsh tsh tsh (ts)

*tsh' *tsh' *tsh' tsh' s', tsh' (ts')

*xy *s *5""Z s; sh x

*gy *dz *dz, *s-z dz g

*ky *ts *ts ts k; sh

*k'y *ts' *ts' ts' k'

*x *x *xy-y x x(w)

*g *g *gy g g(w)

*k *k *ky k k(w)

*k' *k' *k'y k' x'(w), k'(w)

*xw *xw *shr-zhr xw>x x(w)

*gw *gw *dzhr gw>g g(w)

*kw *kw *tshr kw>k k(w)

*k'w *k'w *tshr' k'w>k' x'(w), k'(w)

*x *x *X-GH X x(w)

*G *G *G G G(w)

*q *q *q q q(w)

*q' *q' *q' q' x'(w), q'(w)

*xw *xw '/xw/> x x(w)*y_r.H
*Gw *Gw */Gw/>*G G G(w)

*qw *qw */qw/>*q q q(w)

*q'w *q'w */q'w/>*q' q' x'(w), q'(w)

*7 *7 *7 7 7
*h *(h) *(h) 0 h

*7w *7w ? w 7
*hw *w *w w h

*7Y *y 7

Extrasystematic fricative correspondences

*sx *x *xy-y x s
*shx *x *xy-y sh sh

*x(w) (1sg.) *x(w) *$ (*sh-*xy) xw>x;s X
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The reader will note that some ofthe expected affricate-series obstruents are not reconstructed for PAET,
namely *dL *tL and *dz. These are found in the daughter languages, but they are quite rare in Athabascan
and Eyak, and in a number of cases it is possible to show that they have evolved relatively recently, Most
important from a comparative standpoint is that these rare obstruents do not match up from branch to
branch; for example, I know of not a single example where PA *dl corresponds to Eyak dl (or Tlingit dO and
vice versa. In short, these rare obstruents appear to have developed separately in each branch, which had
the effect of filling in the blanks in the consonant chart. All three branches now have these sounds, but each
evolved them in its own way.

The lack ofnon-glottalized lateral affricates in AET is evidently an areal feature; such agap is characteristic
ofNorthwest Coast languages and language families further south, including Tsimshian, Wakashan, Salishan,
and Chimakuan (Hamp, this volume) (see Map D). This gap would thus favor a hypothesis where the original
homeland of AET was adjacent to one or more of these languages, possibly the Southeast Alaska and/or in
the neighboring areas of the Yukon Territory, and disfavor the hypothesis that the homeland of AET was in
the interior ofAlaska.

In all languages that have preserved the retroflex series, *sh/zh is found largely to have merged with
*shr/zhr; these languages have shr/zhr (Tsetsaut f/v) as the reflex of both *sh/zh and *shr/zhr. Compare, for
example, the stem set alternation in perf. *7a:tsh"a pair goes', mom. imperf.-opt. *7d:sh > *7d:shr, prog. *7Ash-I
> *7AshrL as seen in Lower Tanana perf. 70ts, mom. imperf. 7ashr, prog. 7Ushr. The expected reflex of *sh is
found, however, in the first person singular pronoun and pronominal prefixes, namely s in Deg Hit'an, Lower
Tanana, and Tsetsaut; in Gwich'in and Han, on the other hand, the reflex of*xy is found in the first person
singular, namely Gwich'in shy (subject ih-) and Han sh {subject ih-)-this 1sg. *xy is an areal isogloss shared
with a swath of nearby languages: Tanacross, Upper Tanana, Upper and Lower Tutchone.

Especially to be noted is the disparate development of AET rounded consonants AE and in Tlingit. The
original AET rounded velars are best preserved in Athabascan, where they appear as the retroflex series. In
Eyak, rounded velars were preserved into historic times, but in Cordova-area Eyak they had largely merged
with unrounded velars by the time ofKrauss' fieldwork.

The generalization that Eyak rounding correlates with PA retroflexion < Pre-PA rounding surprisingly
does not always hold true, the most spectacular exception being the root for 'move hand; feel, sense': Pre
PA *ni'g > PA *nf:gy vs. Eyak le'gw (with labialization attested in early sources and confirmed by the unique
reduced stem lug- clearly confirming Pre-Eyak *ne'gw, reduced stem nEgw-); compare the Tlingit cognate
(Southern) ni'gw-, (Northern) nu'g- in themes meaning 'feel, sense' and 'act'.

Original AET rounded uvulars and glottals are even harder to recover. The only certain examples are
found in a few PA verb roots that exhibit the ablaut types *e: - *u and *a: - *U. From these we can internally
reconstruct rounded uvular onsets and codas and glottal onsets, e.g. Pre-PA *qwe:ts' '(log, post, boat, etc.)
falls, moves independently' > PA perf. *qe:ts'vs. prog. *qwets'-I/ > *qOs-1 (see 54); Pre-PA *tle:q'w (classificatory
verb for a mushy mass), prog. *tleq'w-I > PA perf. *tle:q', prog. *tIOX-~ and Pre-PA */7we:tl'/ '(several) float,
drift, swim', prog. *7wetl'-1 > PA perf. 7e:tl', prog. *70H

Tlingit synchronically has rounded velars, uvulars, and glottals, but Tlingit rounding does not correspond
with that of AE. One clear fact is that AET palatal onsets develop only into Tlingit unrounded velars-but
in coda position we find either unrounded or rounded velars; see in particular (45). In general, the original
AET rounded velars, uvulars, and glottals seem to have assimilated the neighboring vowel in Pre-Tlingit,
whereupon the original AET rounding distinction disappeared in the consonant that caused the neighboring
vowel to become rounded. Later developments, some internally reconstructible and others as yet unclear,
gave rise to the set of rounded consonants we see today.

An important set of developments that we can reconstruct with some confidence occur when an AET
rounded consonant stood next to PAET *i, e.g. in PAET *7wi:gw 'boil'. The Tlingit reflex is the rounded vowel
u next to the consonant, which is no longer distinctively rounded: PAET *7wi:gw > Tlingit 7u 'g- 'boil' {where
the coda is non-distinctively rounded (gw]). In AE, on the other hand, the rounded consonant remained
rounded, but PAET *i underwent height dissimilation in this environment, PAET *7wi:gw > PAE *we:gw > PA

JejfLeer



TABLE 4. PAET vowel correspondences

PAET PAE PA Eyak Tlingit

oil:) oil:) *i:. *E it:), E i
oil:) next to rounded cons. *e(:) *e:, *E e(:), E u
oil:) next to uvular *e(:) *e:, *E e(:), E i-e

*e(:) *e(:) *e:, *E e(:), E a

Oat:) Oat:) *a:, *A at:), E a

*0(:) Oat:) *a:, *A at:), E u

Out:) Out:) *u:, *u u(:), E u

2.0. THE PAET PALATAL AND VELAR SERIES

leffLeer
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These three PAET series and their reflexes are summarized in Table 5.

palatal: PAET *gy > PAE *dz > PA *s-z, Eyak dz; Tlingit 9
velar: PAET *g > PAE *g > PA *gy, Eyak g; Tlingit g(w)
rounded velar: PAET *gw > PAE *gw > PA *dzhr, Eyak k; Tlingit g(w)

1.3. Vowel correspondences
Following are the major regular vowel correspondences. It should be stressed that these are not

exhaustive. Even within PAE we find vowel correspondences that are not accounted for here. Many of these
may involve rhymes with sonorant codas, e.g. PAET *kya(:)y > PAET *tsa(:)y > Eyak tsa:, PA *tse: 'stone, rock'
(see 29). These vowel correspondences are therefore not the final word on AET vowel correspondences, but
suffice to support the reconstructions given here.

TABLE 3 AET consonants

Corresponding to Tlingit velars (and some instances of Tlingit sh) are three series correspondences in
PAE. We can accordingly reconstruct three velar-like series for PAET, which we can illustrate using PAET *gy,
*g, and *gw.

Alveolar Lateral Sibilant Shibilant Palatal Velar Uvular

+rnd +rnd

plain stops *d *dzh *gy *g *gw *G *Gw

aspirated stops *t *ts *tsh *ky *k *kw *q *qw

glottalized stops *f *tl' *ts' *tsh' *k'y ok' *k'w *q' *q'w

fricatives *1 *5 I *sx *sh I*shx *xy *x *xw *X *Xw

glottals *7y *7 *7w

*h *hw

sonorants *y *w

nasals *n *Ii *J) *J)w

TABLE 2 PAET sonorant correspondences

1.2. Sonorant correspondences
vowel and sonorant reconstructions remain in part problematic, and the charts given here simply

illustrate the major correspondences. Despite Krauss and Leer's (1981) study ofAET sonorants, much remains
unclear at the AET level. The following onset correspondence sets for sonorants, while undoubtedly not an
exhaustive inventory, appear to be particularly useful.

.
PAET PAE PA Eyak Tlingit

*w *w *w w w,y

*y *y *y(-*fi) Y Y
*fi *fi *fi Y Y
*n *n *n I-n n

*'0 *n *n I-n y

*IJW *n *n I w

*we:dzhr 'cook, boil'. As a result, the sequences *wi(:) and *i(:}w are not found in PAE. They are extremely rare
(and presumably due to late processes like nasalization) in PA and Eyak. Another example is given in (50);
cf. also (75).
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unaddressed in Table 2 is the PCA evidence stressed in Krauss and Leer (1981): PA *fi appears either as *n
or as *m in Proto-PCA. If we wish to distinguish these, we can reconstruct *fi2 for cases where PCA has labial
*m in contrast with the reflex of*fi elsewhere in Athabascan. We can therefore reconstruct *fi as the onset of
the perfective/stative prefix, of the 2sg. pronoun, and of 'land/earth', whereas the onset of 'across' would be
reconstructed with *fi2, since, for example, Hupa has yi-ma:n.

What is particularly difficult to understand about the correspondence *fi2 is that it appears to occur
at least once as a variant of *yo We see this in PA *di!:ye:n 'it is sharp', varying with *di!:fi2e:n, that is, di!:ye:n
*di!:fie:n 'it is sharp' outside of PCA but -*di:me:n 'it is sharp' in Proto-PCA. From an AET standpoint, *ye:n is
clearly the original stem, corresponding with Eyak yaN-' in di:yaNh 'stickleback' and XEdi:yaNh 'it is sharp',
and even with the stem ofTlingitya-ye'na' 'whetstone'. But in some Athabascan, the whole stem syllable
became nasalized, giving di!:fie:n 'it is sharp'. At the point of its origin, then, the variant onset *fi in *di!:fie:n
was clearly pronounced as a palatal nasal, since it resulted from the nasalization of *yo The labiality of the
corresponding PCA onset, as in Hupa dime:n, Tututni dimi 'it is sharp', comes as quite a surprise here, since
there is clearly nothing in Pre-PA or PAE that could be expected to give rise to labiality or lip rounding-quite
the contrary. For this reason, I do not think that we should uncritically accept the premise that the labiality
of the PCA reflex of *fi2 reflects labiality at an earlier stage of Athabascan-Eyak. Nevertheless, the PCA facts
are striking and demand our attention.

The following table is a slight restructuring of Hamp's conception of the AET consonant chart (p.c.). It
differs from Hamp principally in putting the laterals before the s(h)ibilants rather than after them; this order
of affricate series is traditional in AET since Krauss. [ have not yet found a need to posit *hy, but this obvious
gap may eventually be filled. The labels for manner of articulation are traditional since Krauss; those for
place of articulation are traditional except the pair "sibilant" and "shibilant".
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TABLE 5. PAET palatal and velar correspondences

PAET PAE PA Eyak Tlingit

*xy *s *s s; sh x

*gy *dz *dz, *s....z dz g

*ky *ts *ts ts sh;k

*k'y *ts' *ts' ts' x',k'

*x *x *xy x x(w)

*g *g *gy g g(w)

*k *k *ky k k(w)

ok' ok' *k'y k' x'(w), k'(w)

*xw *xw *shr-zhr xw>x x(w)

*gw *gw *dzhr gw>g g(w)

*kw *kw *tshr kw>k k(w)

*k'w *k'w *tshr' k'w>k' x'(w), k'(w)

Note in particular that PAET *ky, which like all other aspirated stops occurs only in onset position,
ordinarily has the palatalized reflex sh in Tlingit. Occasionally, however, the Tlingit reflex is non-palatalized
k. In all other cases, the PAET palatal series have Tlingit unrounded velar reflexes. In contrast, the two PAET
velar series, unrounded or rounded, can yield either unrounded or rounded velars in Tlingit.

2.1. PAET palatals
Perhaps the most important development in AET comparison is the discovery ofregular correspondences

between Tlingit velars and AE sibilants, to account for which we can reconstruct AET palatals. It is not yet
clear whether these were distinct phonemes or merely allophones of the velars in PAET.

TABLE 6. PAET palatal onset correspondences

PAET PAE PA Eyak Tlingit

*xy *s *s s; sh x

*gy *dz *dzJ *5-Z dz g

*ky *ts *ts ts sh;k

*k'y *ts' *ts' *ts' ok'

Note that in onset position, PAET *ky may yield either Tlingit k or Tlingit sh; the conditioning factor or
factors are not clear. In the latter case, it is clear that palatalization was involved; since *ky >sh is a garden
variety palatalization rule found in many languages. Thus we can say that in most cases, PAET palatals
merged with velars in Tlingit, but in the case ofPAET *ky >Tlingit sh, palatalization occurred instead.

Although cognate sets with PAET *gy are rare, one such cognate set with verb stem onset *gy develops
to PA *z-s, apparently via *dz by deaffrication, Le, PAET *gy > PAE *dz > PA *z-s (see l3a and l3b.) In coda
position, PAET *gy > PAE and PA *dz appears to be the regular outcome-unless, of course, spirantization
occurred in coda position before another obstruent (e.g. an obstruent suffix), which regularly yields PA
voiceless *5 in coda position.
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finally, alongside the regular development PAET*xy >PAE *5 > Eyak 5, we find a few verb stems with Eyak
onset sh rather than expected *5. Three such examples are listed below (see 10, 11, and 12). There is reason
to suspect that in such cases, PAET had a fricative classifier (*5-) before the stem and that the classifier plus
stem onset contracted into a single consonant sh in Eyak instead ofyielding the expected outcome */-5. The
phonological processes responsible for this unexpected and unusual contraction remain unclear.

2.1.1. PAET onset *xy >PAE *5 >PA *s-z, Eyak 5; Tlingit x

(1) PAfT -*-xyets' 'skin (offish)'
Pre-PA *-sits' 'skin, hide'; *-sits'-{d} 'skin bag (?)'
PA *-zEts' 'skin, hide'; *-zEs[-d] 'skin, hide; skin bag'

Chipewyan -dhtdh 'skin, hide'; -dheth 'skin bag'
Eyak -sits' 'skin (of fish)' (identical with Hupa -sits' 'skin, hide')
Tlingit -xa's'i' 'skin (of fish)'

(2) PAET -*xye:g 'empty shell, skeleton'
PA *-ze:gye' 'corpse'; (in Koyukon and Hupa also) 'invalid, chronically ill person'
cf. Eyak sahxw 'cockle', probably not cognate.
Tlingit xa:g 'empty shell', pass, -xa:gi'

(3a) PAfT -*xyo(:)g/x 'sand beach; dry ground'
PA *sa:xy 'sand', possibly spirantized from Pre-PA *sa:g
Tlingit xagw 'sandbar'

(3b) PAfT -*a-s-xyoOg/x 'to dry a'
PA -*a-l-(d)za:y 'to dry a (e.g. meat, fish)'

Chipewyan 7elddhayi 'dry fish' < *k'yE(s-)-I-dza:yi:
Galice da:aldzaya 'dried (meat)' < *na:=GHE-I-(d)za::

Tlingit xu'g- (event) 'to become dry': 7uwaxug 'it is dry', cauS. a-s-xu'g- (act) 'to dry a': 7asxu'g 'is drying it',
7awsixug 'dried it'

Tlingit =xu'g (adj.) 'dried': tsha:dl xu'g 'dried halibut'

Note that the vowel in the Chipewyan stem ddhciy in 7elddhciyi 'dry fish' matches that of thai 'sand' < *sa:xy.
The PA verb stem coda *y was originally a fricative; this does not agree with the Tlingit stop; however, we
find enough other cases like this to hope for an eventual resolution of this problem.

(4) PAET -*(s-D-)xyi(x)k' 'for one thing to fall, move through space'
PA -*I-D-zEk'y 'id:: GHElzExyl 'it is falling, moving through space' (prog,)
with suppletive perf. *1-D-nEii, The non-perfective root is attested only as lengthened (mom. 10) stem *zi:xy

and reduced suffixed stem *zExy-, so its basic vowel grade is unknown in this theme. However, from
Tsuut'ina and Southern Athabascan we can reconstruct

PA *a-l-zEk'y 'to shoot a (arrow); to throw a(pole)'
Navajo Tilsi'" shot off an arrow' < PA *7Aii'=k'yE-GHE-y-l-sEk'y.

Tlingit xi'x- (motion) 'id:: da'g uwaxfx 'it fell down'
Tlingit sh-D-xi'x- (motion) 'for one to run': ya' nashix 'is running along'
In this verb alone we find synchronic merger of classifier plus stem onset:
sh-xi'x- = shi'x- (where sh- is Ish-D-/).
The choice ofclassifier series sh- rather than s- may historically be due to palatal assimilation from the root

onset.

(5) PA *a-zEd (motion) 'gouge, dig a'
Lower Tanana xo=xUghEsdhEt 'i dug a hole', with xo=(gh) 'up out' and areal object

PA *a-dE-nE-zEd (motion) 'to make mark(s), groove(s), design(s) on a':
Lower Tanana nE=yEdEnadhdhEt 'he marked it, drew it'
Koyukon nE=k'EdEnaldIEt 'she drew, etched a desigo'

Tlingit a-ka-sh-xi'd- (act): 7akawshixid 'wrote it; photographed it; (original meaning) painted, drew a design
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on it (with a brush)'
Tlingit o-I-xi'd- (act): 7awlixid 'made furrows in 0 (as a garden)'

(6) PAET -*O-xyi(')t' 'to brush, sweep 0'
PA *O-zl:d (motion) 'to pour, spread 0'

This root merged with *zEd in Alaska and B.c.languages.
Tsuut'ina ...zi'{d-)/zl'(d-) 'to spread 0 (sand, a mass)'
Navajo o-zi:d/zl:d (motion) 'pour 0 (liquid, sand); rake 0 (sand, dirt)'

Tlingit O-xi't'- (Ga act) 'to sweep, brush 0': axit'gw 'is sweeping it'

(7) PAET -*xye(')d 'to extend or to be configured (?)'
Eyak sid (7i-state) 'for several to extend': 7u:-tsh' 7i:sid '(roads) reach there' 7u:-tsh' '3-towards', Le. 'to there'
Tlingit Op-de' xa'd- ega state) 'for one to stick out or hang from Op': 7a'de: yaxad 'it sticks out, hangs there'
Tlingit MANNER ka-xa'd- ega state) 'to be shaped (so)': ye' ka'xad 'it is shaped so'

(S) PA *1-zE[n]Exy > *l-ziN:xy (act.-state): *hElsiN:xy 'it is numb'
Chipewyan i-l-dhuN/dhuN (transition): i1thUN 'it got numb'
Navajo l:-l-ziih/zH' (transition): yiisii' or (emphatic) yiisxii' '(body part) has gone numb', 'fallen asleep'
Tsuut'ina ...zl: [zly] 'to be numb' (Note zero classifier.)

Tlingit NEG u-xwadzh-g (ga state): tle:l uxwadzhg '(body part) is paralyzed'

Set 8 has an obvious problem: the Tlingit form is lexically negative, and so logically means '(body part) is not
responsive to sensation', so xwddzh-g should mean 'responsive to sensation', the opposite of·numb'.

(9a) PAET -*xyeO-l'evening', with instrumental noun suffix *-1
Eyak se:I'evening'; I-se'l (event): GElse'I'it is becoming evening'
Tlingit xa'na' 'evening', with instrumental noun suffIx -(n)"

The Tlingit incorporated noun xi/e '= lacks any trace of a suffix:
(9b) Tlingit (southern) xiC)-, (N) xe(')-, (incorp.) 'dusk', found only in

xi/e'-7a'd- or - xi/e-7a'd- (event): xi'wa7ad, xe'wa7ad 'it became dusk; darkness fell' nom. xi(')7a'd,
xe'7a'd 'dusk' (stem also -7ad)
The verb stem is 7a'd- 'several go'; hence the idiom visualizes dusk as an army of darkness.

The above cognate set depends crucially on the coda sonorantization hypothesis, which explains the
progressive suffix / -n/ and the / -n/ of the instrumental noun suffix / -(n)a '/ as being due to sonorantization
of PAET *-1, which functions both as progressive suffix and instrumental noun suffix in PA and Eyak.
Specifically, Pre-Tlingit *-1 sonorantized to *-1 > Tlingit /-n/. unfortunately, there is little evidence for this
particular correspondence other than these two suffixes.

The Tlingit instrumental noun suffix / -{n)a '/ seems to be composed of the putative original
suffix *-1 > *-1 > / -n/ plus a second element that looks like it could have been the partitive noun and
pronoun 7a' 'one, some; one (which, who)', as noun exclusively found as the head of the NP, evidently
cognate with Eyak ya: 'something, a thing' and -ya: 'one (which, who)'. It would appear that Tlingit
7a' •...one' was pleonastically added to instrumental nouns to increase their recognizability, since /-n/ appears as
-n only after vowels; after consonants it conditions reduction of the stem vowel and then disappears. In sum, Pre
Tlingit */-n=7a '/ > Tlingit /-{n}a'/.
In some cases we find Eyak sh (rather than expected *5) corresponding to Tlingit x. In some cases this

may be due to a very ancient classifier-stem contraction confined to Eyak: PAET *o-s-xy... or *0-5-5... > Eyak
o-sh...

(10) Eyak O-she- (act): shEshehl'killed it'
Compare Eyak siNh (act): sEsINhl 'died', which may be cognate with the Athabascan qualifier prefix *s/zE- (?
< Pre-PA *sEn= 'death') only in one theme
*O-s/zE-l-ghe: (s-act) 'to kill 0' (?< 'to make/cause (l-ghe:) O's death').
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This ancient contraction could also explain the Eyak onset sh in the following:
(11) PAET -*O-s-xye/iOt' 'to scrape 0 (inner bark, cambium)'

Eyak O-she:t' 'to scrape 0 (inner bark, cambium)'
Tlingit O-I-xi't'- (11l/na act) 'id:: 7alxi't' 'is scraping it {cambium, e.g. off hemlock)'

(12) PAET -*O-s-xya/iOt!' -'to erase, remove 0'
Eyak O-sha't!' (act) 'to sweep 0 (removing 0 from something)': 7Esha't!' 'sweep it!';
Tlingit O-ka-(I-)xi'!'- (act): 7a'X 7akaxi'l', 7a'X 7aglaxi'l' 'is rubbing it off, erasing it'

2.1.2. PAET onset *gy > PAE *dz > PA *dz, *s-z, Eyak dz; Tlingit g

(13a) PAET -*{s-D-)gyind (motion) 'for one animate to fall or to undergo an experience'
PA *zEd (motion) 'for one animate to fall' (this meaning kept only in Oregon PCA); 'for one animate to undergo

an experience involving the passage of time'
Tututni sEd (motion) 'to fall'; Tututni na=D-sEd (gh-act) 'to fall down (again)': naghEdsEd 'fell down'

PA *dEne: yl:=ghEfizEd 'reached manhood', originally literally 'fell (*zEd) into (*-yi:={gh)) [being] a man
(*dEne:)': Ahtna dene: yighized 'became a rich man', Carrier dEne=yinzEd 'reached manhood'

Tlingit O-s-D-gi'd- (motion) 'for 0 (one animate) to fall': wudzigi'd 'fell'
Tlingit eye') O-s-D-gi'd- (na act) 'for 0 to act, do, behave (so)': yeo wdzigi'd 'acted, did, behaved so'

Note especially the shared idiom:
(13b) PA *tshr'e:=zEd (n-mom.) 'to wake up': *tshr'e:=nEfizEd 'woke up'; causative *tshr'e:=O-I-zEd (n-mom.):

*tshr'e:=yEnEfilsEd 'woke 0 up' with *tshr'e:=(n) 'outside, into the open'
Tlingit ke'=O-s-D-gi'd- (event) 'for 0 to wake up': ke'=wdzigid 'woke up'; causative

ke' O-s-gi'd- (event) ke'=7awsigid 'woke 0 up' with ke'= 'up'

(14) PAET -*MOUTH=D-gyaOnk'y (act) 'plead, implore, beg, pray'
Eyak dE-D-dzaN:ts' (act) 'plead, implore, beg, pray': dEdEdzaN:ts' 'plead (e.g. with God)!'
Tlingit sh=ka-x' X'e-D-ga'x'- (act): sh ka' X'adaga'x' 'is praying' related to O-D-ga'x'- (event): wudigax' 'is

bothered by, tired of noise, talking' and causative O-s-ga'x'- (event): 7awsigax' '(noise or maker of noise)
bothers 0, irritates 0'

(IS) PAET -*gyu: 'good, pleasant'
Eyak k'u-dzu: 'good'
Tlingit s-gu: (state): sigu: 'it's pleasant, brings joy'; sagu 'joy'
PA *zhu: (state) 'to be good', although similar, is probably unrelated.

(16) PAET -*O-{s-)gyo(n)G (motion) 'to push 0 end forward, poke 0 (as a stick)'
Eyak 7Ed-I-D-dza(N)hG (motion): 7EdGEIEdzahGI 'you're walking with a cane; you're pushing yourself along

(e.g. on a sled along ice)'
Eyak 7Ed-I-D-dziNhG (motion): 7EdGElEdziNhGl 'you're poling yourself along in a boat'
Tlingit O-gu'G- (motion) 'to move 0 end forward, push 0, poke 0 (stick)'
Tlingit O-s-gu'G- (motion) 'to throw 0 (as a spear) end forward'
Tlingit O-ka-gu'G- (motion) 'to throw 0 (as a stick) end forward'; O-ka-gu'G- (act): duji'de: 7akagu:G ya: cM:dl

'is pushing halibut to him'
Tlingit O-ka-s-gu'G- (act) 'to drop 0 (anchor)': shaye:na' hi:nde' kawdudzigliG 'they dropped anchor' (Le.

pushed the anchor overboard)

The different stem vowels in the above Eyak themes could be historically attributable to vowel gradation.

The following assumes the sonorantization of coda *xw to Pre-Tlingit *w:
(17) PAET -*O-gyux (motion) 'poke, stab 0'; -*O-s-gyux (motion) 'move or alter 0 by poking';

Eyak o-dzux (motion) 'stab, pierce, spear, poke 0'; o-l-dzux 'poke 0 out of position'
Tlingit O-s-gu-: (motion) 'poke, stab 0' < Pre-Tlingit -*O-s-guy
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The rhyme of the following potential cognate set is problematic:
(18) PA dzEI'mountain'

Tlingit gu'dl'bump, hump' andgu'dzh 'hill'

2.1.3. PAETonset *ky > PAE *ts > PA *ts, Eyak ts; TUngit k

(19) PAET -*kyiOtl' 'ashes'
PA *tsi:tl' - *tsi:ts' - *tsi:t' 'hot coals, embers'
Eyak tsiN'tl'-g 'ashes'
Tlingit kel'-t' 'ashes'; O-sh-ke'l'- (act) 'to make ash of0': 7ashkel't' 'is making ash of it', 7awshikel' 'made ash of

it'

(20) PAET -*-kyo:n 'hem, hanging end (of garment)'
PA *tsa:n 'breechcloth'
Eyak dE-tsiN'-G (state) 'be naked': di:tsiN'G 'is naked', with privative -G, could also be related.
Tlingit -ku:n 'hem (of coat, shirt)'

(21) PAET - *O-s-kyo:~ 'see 0'
PA *o-i:-I-tsa:ft (transition) 'see, catch sight of 0': *yi:ltsa:ft 'saw 0'
Eyak O-(u)'-IE-l-tsa- (perf. state, event): xu'lilitsahliNh 'is staring at me, looking at me piercingly'

(lE- 'face')
Eyak o-(u)'-I-D-tsa- O-I-D-tsa- (event) '0 becomes visible; 0 appears, seems, looks (so)'; 7u'slitsahl'it became

visible', also Eyak O-I-D-tsa- (event) '0 becomes visible'
Tlingit o-s-ku-: (event): 7awsiku: 'knows 0; came to know, recognized 0'

(22) PAET -*I-kyoOx 'be(come) dry'
PA *l-tsa:y (state): *(ghE)ftEltsa:y 'it is dry'

Navajo yiltsaii 'it is dry, dessicated, withered'
Hupa niltsa:y 'it is dry, dried up'

PA *na:=I-D-tsa:y (gh-act): *na:=ghEltsa:y 'it dried (out), became dessicated' with *na:=D- 'again, re-'
Tlingit ka-I-ku'x- (event): 7a!cit kawlikux '(container) has gone dry'; lit. 'it (e.g. water) dried up on its (the

inside of the container's) surface'; 7i'X kawlikUx 'the oil has drained out' [lit. 'gone dry']

Causative:
PAET -*o-s-kyoOx (act) 'dry 0'
PA *O-l-tsa:y (gh-act) 'to dry 0' (often with *na:=): (na:=)yEltsa:xy 'is drying it'

Hupa O-I-tsa:y' (s-act): k'yiwhtsay' 'j am drying (deerhide, salmon), seasoning (acorns, wood)'
Tlingit o-ka-s-ku'x- (act) 'bail 0': 7agsaku'x 'is bailing it out', 7akawsikUx 'bailed it out'

The preceding pair of etymologies deserve some comment. First, note that what we reconstruct here as PA
*tsay has the perf. stem *tsely and the impf.-opt, stem *tsa:xy in most Athabascan, but the PCA languages
show the stative root *tsa.y as opposed to the transitional root *tsa:y'. Based on the Tlingit cognate, it would
seem that the latter are innovative, and that PA *tS<l.y < Pre-PA -*tsa'x.

Second, this appears to be a case where Tlingit has preserved the contrast between the original PAET
*1- and *s- classifiers. The second theme is an ordinary causative with Tlingit 0-5-, PA *0-1-. The first theme
is more interesting. Athabascan has very few intransitive stative verbs with *1- classifier; *(ghE)/lElts<lY 'it
is dry' above (attested only in Southern Athabascan [SA] and PCA) is one of them. Some of them take an
unusual gh-stative in most Athabascan, but appear as plain statives in PCA (and sometimes SA); another
example is *(ghE-)fiEIgyEd 'it is rotten'. Others take s-statives in some languages but plain statives in PCA
(and SA), e.g. (Alaska and British Columbia) *sEltshr'EI, (p) */lEltshr'EI'it is wet'. At any rate, the 1- classifier in
these verbs obviously has nothing to do with valence, It seems rather to refer to a natural process eventually
resulting in a state, such as drying out, getting wet, rotting. We may compare also Tlingit wulis'Ix '(meat or
fish) is rotten (still firm but smelly)', wuliX'wan '(wood) is rotten and powdery'. Tlingit may thus provide
evidence that this particular type ofvalence-unrelated classifier was PAET *1- rather than *s-,
(23) Eyak tsu'd - tsuhd (event) 'to sleep': sEtsu'/hdliNh 'fell asleep, slept'
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Eyak tsu'd - tsuhd 'sleep (n.)'
Tlingit 7a-ki'd- (act) 'to snore': 7aki:d 'is snoring'

(24) Eyak (ya:-)tsidz-g 'thin'
Compare also Eyak (ya:-)dzhidzh-g 'very narrow, skinny, thin', probably a sound-symbolic variant.

Tlingit =kexw-gw 'light, fluffy'

(25) PA *nE-tsEz - *nE-tsAz (s-act): *ne:ztsEz-tsAz 'the fire went out'
Tlingit ka-ki's'- (event): ka'wakis' 'the fire went out'

2.1.4, PAETonset *ky > PAE *ts > PA *ts, Eyak ts; Tlingit sh
There appears to have been a split in the Tlingit reflex of PAET onset *ky. In 2,1.3 we have seen an

impressive number of cognate sets where PAET *ky yields unpalatalized Tlingit k, but below we will see an
equally impressive number where PAET *ky yields Tlingit sh, a garden variety result of palatalization. But
I cannot as yet ascertain the prehistoric phonological environment(s) that conditioned this palatalization
that yielded Tlingit sh. We can merely note that most of these etyma begin with PAET *kyi or *kye,

The most productive member of this correspondence set is:
(26a) PAET -*-kye/i(:)~' 'head'

PA -tsi' 'head'
Eyak tsiN'-dE- 'neck' (tsiN'- originally incorporate, with dE- gender)
Tlingit -shi 'head'

Especially interesting are compound forms of 'head' ending with a nasal in Tlingit and Carrier:
Carrier -l£inghai' , Dena'ina (I) -tsinghun 'brains', elsewhere PA *-tsi:-gha:ft'
Carrier -l£inz;Ez; 'scalp', elsewhere PA *-tsi:-zEts'? or *-tsi:-zEs{d}
Carrier -l£in1£En 'skull', elsewhere PA *-tsi:-ts'Ene'
Tlingit -shan-tu 'inside of head' Hu'inside')

Note also Tlingit -shci:n, which in Interior Tlingit refers to psychic receptors on either side ofthe forehead, but in Coastal
Tlingit occurs only in the idiom -shd:nyan{:gw '- has a headache' (as opposed to -shdyan{;gw '-'s head hurts').

The nasal does not occur in the following compound:
(26b) PAET -*kye/i(:)~'+XaOw 'hair of the head', lit. 'head+hair'

PA *tsi:-gha:, poss. *-tsi:-gha' 'id: > Carrier -l£igha'
Tlingit sha-Xa'w, pass. -sha-Xa'wu: 'id:

A related etymon seems to be:
(27a) PAET -*kyi(:)~ -'above'

Tlingit (di-)ki: 'up above' and (di-)kin-de' 'upwards'
Tlingit k(: - kin- is no doubt also related to 'head'.

For the semantics cf. Eyak -lE-tsiN'-d 'above (tsiN') the head OE-) of'. Note also the nasal in kin-de' 'upwards' like that in
-shan-hi 'inside of head', Icannot explain why PAIT *ky becomes Tlingit sh in the case of 'head' but Tlingit k in the case
of'up above', other than to suggest that the root vowel may have had different ablaut grades in PAET.

(27b) PAET -*kyi:w(-C) 'first, ahead'
PA *tse:(-d) 'first, ahead', *tse:-d-i: 'first one, elder'
Tlingit shu:g-u= (followed by a possessed noun) 'first': shu:gu=7a'yi: 'the first one'
Tlingit -shU (-shu:- before postpositions) 'end', evidently from *'ahead'

Note also the less common meaning - 'in anticipation of', e.g. ts'u'ta'di 7adXa y(: shti>d 7a: 'is sitting down to breakfast
(ts'u'ta 'di 7adXa y(:)', more literally 'sitting in anticipation ofbreakfast', and the place name l'ug-shu 'Kluckshoo', from
/'U'9 shu 'place [to camp] in anticipation ofthe cohoe [run]'.

The reflexes of the PAET rhyme *i.w posited here mirrors that of roots beginning with *Cwi(:); see section
1. In Tlingit, the coda w assimilates the vowel to u. In Athabascan, however, the presumed coda *w first
dissimilates the preceding vowel from *i: to *e: and then disappears. Thus:
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PAET -*kyi:w > Pre-PA *tse:w > PA *tse:
PAET -*kyi:w > Pre-Tl-*shi:w > -*shu: > Tlingit shu(:-)

(28) PAET -gu:-kyi/e:(R) (particle indicating a situation envisioned by the speaker)
Pre-Ahtna *gyu:-tse:, Ahtna (CLW) gyu-tse - gyi-tse, (Mentasta) gye-tse (with optative) 'I hope'
Compare Dena'ina tsadi 'I hope, I wish'?< PA *tse:d-I: 'the one ahead' from*tse:(-d) 'first, ahead' (27b)

Tlingit gu-she 'I don't know'; =gwshe 'I wonder', also found in gU7a'=I(=gwshe) (with prohibitive/optative impf.
or perf.) 'I hope'

Other comparisons:
(29) PAET -*kyay 'rock, stone'

PAE *tsay 'stone, rock'
PA *tse: 'stone, rock'
Eyak tsa: 'stone, rock'
Tlingit sha' 'mountain'

(30) PAET -*O-kye:y 'to bark at 0'
-*7yE-kye:y 'to bark', with *7yE- indefinite object (cf. 71)

PA *yE-tse:[y] (gh-act) 'to bark': *yEtse: 'is barking'
Tlingit O-sha- (act) 'to bark at 0': Xad=sha: 'is barking at me'.

7a-sha- (act) 'to bark': 7asha: 'is barking'

(31) PAET -*kye/i: (or *kyey) 'blood'
PA *qU-tse: 'menstrual blood', incorp. *tse:=

Koyukon tla 7EdEghinik 'she stopped menstruating', lit. '[her] menstrual blood (t1a=) stopped -E=dEghinik)'
Koyukon b-En-t1a=k'EnadIEtul 'he got a nosebleed; a blood vessel in his nose (-En-tla=) burst (k'EnadlEtul,
lit. 'something stringlike burst')'
Hupa tse:-lilJ 'blood'; tse:=lin (gh-state): tse:=wililJ 'it is bleeding' Ulin/ 'to flow')

Tlingit she, (Northern) shi 'blood'

(32) PAET -*kyi(:)y 'limb, knot', with a problematic vowel correspondence.
PA *tsu: 'limb, branch'; cf. Alaskan *-zu:-kyEne' 'limb, branch, knot'

I cannot explain the PA vowel here.
Eyak tsi:N(y) 'limb, branch, knot'
Tlingit shi'y 'limb, knot'
Tlingit shi 'song'; 7ad=shi 'song, singing, music'

(33) PAET -*o-kyi:1J 'to sing 0'; with indef. non-human object: 'to sing'
O-tsiN- 'sing 0': tsiNhiNh 'is singing it', k'utsiNhiNh 'is singing'
Tlingit o-shi-' 'to sing 0': 7ashi 'is singing it'; 7ad=shi 'is singing'

verbal noun:
PAET -*kyi:1J 'song'
Eyak tsi:N(y) or tsiNh 'song'; k'u-tsiNh 'song, music'; gerund k'u-tsiN:l 'singing'
Tlingit shi 'song'; 7ad=shi 'singing, music, song'

(34) PAET -*kyo(:) 'undergo pangs (of pain, starvation, death)'
PA *da:=tsa: (s-act): *da:=tsa:X '(one) is dying', *da:=sEtsa:n '(one) died'

The proclitic *dil:= very likely comes from incorporated *da:n' - *dAn' 'famine', in which case the original
meaning of this PA idiom could have been 'to undergo the pangs of starvation'.

Tlingit O-ka-shu-' (na event): ka'washu' '0 is delirious, out of one's right mind (esp. due to chronic pain); 0 is
intoxicated (as from alcohol)'

(35) PA *k'yE-tsa: 'hawk'
Tlingit sha'yH 'hawk', possibly <-*sha:-ya:l 'hawk=MODIFIER'
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2.1.5. PAETonsel *k'y > PAE *Is' > PA *Is', Eyak Is', Tlingil x' or k'

(36) PAET -*-k'yaw' 'crosspiece, thwart'
PA *-ts'a' 'crosspiece (of snowshoe, sled, canoe), thwart (of canoe)'
Tlingit -yaXa-k'a'w-u' 'crosspiece (of canoe, snowshoe)'

-yaXa- is not obviously analyzable, but perhaps comparable further with Interior Tlingit
-yaX-7a-du:x'u' 'lashing along the inner edge of the frame (of snowshoe)'

(37) PAET -*s-(D-)k'yinOd (motion) -'fall over'
PA *1-D-ts'Ed 'to fall (of one thing)': *na:=ghElts'Ed 'it fell down'
Eyak l-ts'iN't' 'to sink, settle; to flop (ofa fish)': yEX GElts'iN't'1 'it's sinking, settling'
Tlingit sha-s-x'i'd- (motion): ke'=shawsix'id 'tree has fallen uprooted' (sha- 'head' refers to a top-heavy object)

(38) PAET -*k'yi/aOq'w -'adhesive'
PA *ts'e:q' 'glue' (traditionally made from fish skin)
Eyak ts'a'q' 'soft feces, diarrhea'
Tlingit k'u'x' 'pitch'

(39) PAET -*k'ye/i:- or -*k'yey- 'straight'
PA *ts'i:- 'straight (in a certain direction)' (used with directionals)
Tlingit x'e:-Ga' 'true, truly'

(40) PAET -*k'y...s 'overflow'
PA *ts'EnEs - *ts'Ez 'aufeis, frozen overflow, thin fresh ice'
Tlingit x'a's 'waterfall'

(41) PAET -*-...k'yiOtl' (or the like) 'occiput, nape of neck'
PA *-ts'EtI' 'id:
Tlingit -Ia-k'i'tsh' 'id:

(42) PAET -*...k'yiOtl'=wi: 'bird sp:, lit. 'nape-white'
PA (A) *ts'EtiT-we: - *ts'El-we: 'arctic loon', lit. 'nape-white'

Lower Tanana tth'EdlEba
Koyukon (eu) t1'EdlEba
Dena'ina (Tyonek) ts'Elba
Ahtna ts'elbe:

Tlingit (Tongass) la-k'i'tsh'-wu, (N) la-k'i'tsh'-wu 'scoter duck', lit. 'nape-white'
The coda correspondence between Tlingit and PA is problematic, but the semantic match is perfect.
Moreover, only very rarely can one reconstruct whole compounds shared by Athabascan-Eyak and Tlingit.
One prime example is 'hair of the head' cited in 26b above; another is in the above bird name:

Eyak IE-k'ush 'grebe' and sE-I-k'ush-1 'duck sp: look similar to Tlingit la-k'i'tsh'-wu 'scoter', but lack any
trace ofPAET *=wi: 'white'.

2.1.6. PAETcoda *gy - *xy > PAE *dz - *s > PA *s, Eyak dz - s, TUngil x
The most important example ofthis paired set ofsound correspondences is 'ahead', which is complicated

by a hapax set of onset correspondences, but in addition shows variation between the original coda PAET *gy
and the spirantized form *xy before the locative suffix *-d (see further Leer 1989, esp. pp. 603, 622).

Note that spirantization of the coda before this obstruent suffix is found in all three branches of AET,
which suggests that spirantization, which is synchronically productive only in Athabascan, was once
productive in the ancestral language PAET.
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2.1.7. Coda PAET*gy > Tlingit g(w}, PAE *dz
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(45) PAET -*Xa(w)gy '(finger)nails, claws'
Eyak -yE-l-Xahdz-l 'id: (with yE- 'hand')
Tlingit Xa'gw, -Xa'gU: 'id:

Compare Ahtnade-l-gha:dz 'is making a scratching, grinding, crunching noise' and Navajo ts'i-ghaz 'a scraping
scratching sound'.

(46a) PAET -*7e'gy (motion) 'to step'
PA *7e:dz (motion): 'to move one's foot, step': *yEGHAn=nEfi7e:dz 'stepped through it'
PA *0-7e:dz (motion): 'to touch, nudge, act upon 0 with foot'
Eyak 0-7e'dz (motion) 'to touch, affect, act upon 0 with foot'; with indet. obj.
Eyak 7i-7e'dz (motion) 'to move, position one's feet, step': 7iGE7e'dz 'take a step!'

In the follOWing, Tlingit has a stop coda but PA has a fricative coda:
(48) PAET -*(s/I-)D-Xe(')gy-Xexy 'to shrink back, retract'

PA *i-D-GHEz (motion) 'start (when startled), flinch, duck, dodge'
Tlingit D-Xa'g- (event): wudiXag 'it shrank, is shrunken'
Tlingit l-D-Xa'g- (event): wudliXag '(limb) is withered'
Tlingit s-D-Xa'g- (motion):

7a=tu:de' yu' dZiXagg '(snail) keeps retracting into (its sheil)'
7ad wudziXag '(branch, elastic band) lashed/snapped back and hit there'

2.1.8. Coda PAET *k'y > PAE *ts', Tlingit x'

(49a) PAET -*fiOk'y 'ice'
Eyak fits' 'ice'
Tlingit t'i:x' 'ice'

Tlingit t'i'x'- (event): 7uwat'ix' 'it got frozen by itself'
Tlingit ka-t'i'x'- (event): ka'wat'ix' 'it is hardened, caked together'

Causative:
PAET -*O-i-t'iOk'y (act) 'to freeze 0, let 0 solidify'
Eyak O-i-t'its' (act) 'to freeze 0, make 0 icy, turn 0 to ice'
Tlingit o-I-t'i'x'- (act): 7alfix'X 'is freezing it', 7awlit'ix' 'froze it'

(49b) PAET -*(I-JD-fiOk'y (event) 'to freeze, solidify'
Eyak D-t'its' (event?): qa' sdit'its'l 'it's frozen'
Tlingit I-D-t'i'x'- (event): wudlit'ix' 'it froze, is frozen'

(46b) PAET *-lJE-(s-)D-7e'gy (motion) 'to misstep', with PAE -*lJE-D- 'in error, mis-'
Carrier 0-nE-D-7es/7ez/7Es (motion): 'to act wrongly on 0 with one's foot':

l-ts'e=init'ez 'wrongly cut it by the middle with the foot'
Lower Tanana tEnh GHU=natht'atth 'he accidentally stepped through the ice'

Tlingit ya-sh-D-7a'g- (motion): yawdzhi7a'g 'staggered (of person or animal, with lack of muscle control, as
when wounded); flopped, floundered (of fish)'

This is a rare instance of the survival of PAET -*vE-D- > PA *nE-D- 'in error, mis-' as Tlingit
Ya-D-. (The sonorant correspondence is the same as that of 'face'.)

The Tlingit sh-series classifier in (46b) presumably reflects palatalized *s-. Palatalization of *s- to
sh- might be attributable here to the originally palatalized coda ofthe root, as it might be attributable to the
originally palatalized root onset in Tlingit *sh-D-xi'x- 'to run' < PAET -*s-D-xyi(x)k'; see (4).

A possibly related theme, curiously lacking the D- element and with an as-yet inexplicable Tlingit coda:
(47) PAET -*nE-s/1-7eC)gy-g -'to limp'

PA *k'yE-tE-nE-1-7Es-gy (act): *k'yEtEnE17Esgy 'is limping'
with *k'yE- indef. obj. and tE- 'off

Tlingit ya-ka-I-7e's (motion): yakawli7e's 'staggered (as when drunk)'
where ka- could conceivably be related to PA *tE-
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PAET -*-Xi(')gy 'shoulder'
PA (A, E, Witsuwit'en) *-GHEdze', (5, Carrier) *-GHUs 'shoulder'

The variant *-GHUs may have been suffixed in Pre-PA.
Eyak o-xe'dz 'shoulder 0'
Tlingit -Xi'g 'upper arm', -Xig-sha 'shoulder'

(44)

In Leer 1989:603 Isuggest a typological comparison between this and the pair Tlingit-dla 'k' 'sister (of rna~)', E~ak -tsa'
kih 'older sister (of woman)'. This last comparison is phonologically most odd, but nonetheless temptmg gIVen the
same onset correspondences in Tlingit -dli y, Eyak -tse', PA *-tsEn' 'flesh, meat'. I do not see a way to recon~tructthese
for PAET without having to posit that PAET clusters of fricative plus aspirated stop can become unasplrated, stops
in Tlingit. Although I have entertained this hypothesis many times, it is just to~ ugly fo~ m~ to.tak~ very senously.
Besides, it requires too many dei ex machina: we would apparently have to POSit Pre-Tlmglt fncatlve prefixes, e.g.
*1- in Pre-Tlingit -*-I-kya(n}-k'i or -*-I-tsha(n}-k'i > Tlingit -dla'-k', that have no counterparts in Athabascan-Eyak.

(43a) PAET -*7yEngy 'ahead, out in front; out on the water'
-*7yEnxy-d '(at/to a point) ahead, out in front; out onto the water'

PA *( )fiEs[-d] '(at a point) ahead, out in front; out on the water; on/over the fire'
*( )fiEs-e' '(toward) ahead, out in front; out onto the water; ont%ver the fire'
(The voiceless s here is probably analogical.)

Eyak lahdz= 'forward, out in front; out to sea, south'
-lahdz 'in front of; out to sea from; south of' (usually with postposition)
-Iahs-d '(in position) in front of, on open side of; out to sea from; south of'; the variant lahs occurs
only with postposition -d and vice versa. . , ,. .
7i:Ndz-i'-' in bow of boat' (only with postposition), perhaps from Pre-Eyak -*71-nEndz-7e mdetermmate.
obj.-front-place/stead'

Tlingit 7i:x 'downriver', 7ix-ki: 'downriver; south'
7ix-de' '(toward) downriver'

TABLE 7 PAET palatal coda correspondences

The expected PA stem *fiEdz without spirantization shows up only in 43b.
(43b) PA (Alaskan) *k'yE-fiE(d)z-e', (Eastern) *k'yE-fiEs-e' 'elder, old person'

Ahtna k'ye-nedz-e' 'id:
Lower Tanana tsh'E-nEddh-a' 'id:
Gwich'in (Western) tsh'a-ndzhaa', (Eastern, Arctic Red River) 7a-ndzhOo' 'id: [N.B. < *k'yE-fiEz-e']
Chipewyan 7e-neth-e-kuyi 'old man' (with -kuyi plural), -7e-neth-e 'husband'

The PAET onset reconstructed *7y here is problematic. It is clear from the PAE evidence that there was a
nasal after the vowel, which in turn could have nasalized the onset, which would then regularly give PA *fi.

PAET *7yE would quite organically yield Tlingit 7i... as well. But Eyak Iis problematic. We would expect PAET
*7yEngy to yield Eyak *{yaNhdz] rather than lahdz. Perhaps the PAET onset was actually a preglottalized nasal
of some sort.

Finally, we come to a very interesting kin term based on this 'ahead' directional. This and other kin
terms based on directionals are discussed in more detail in Leer 1989. The cultural-semantic implications of
such kin terms are quite intriguing; this topic deserves further research.
(43c) PAET -*-7yEngy-DIMIN 'woman's brother'

Tlingit -7i:k' 'brother (of woman)', with diminutive suffix -k', possibly from earlier -*7i:x-k'i
Eyak -i:Ndz-kih 'brother (of woman)', with dimin. -kih

.
PAET* Tlingit PAE* PA* Eyak

gy-xy x dz - s dz- s dz -s

gy g(w) dz dz dz

k'y x' ts' ts' ts'
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(49C) PAET -*O-s-t'iOk'y (event) 'to freeze, solidify 0 together (into a configuration)'
Passive: Eyak I-D-t'its' (perf. state and event) 'for an object to freeze in such a way that its position or material

relation with another object is affected':
7Ew-X 7ilit'its'I'it's frozen to it', qa' slit'its'I'it froze and came up out'

Tlingit O-sh-t'i'x'- (event): 7awshit'ix' 'held 0 steady'

(50) PAET -*qwi:k'y (motion) 'to fall (as of a pole)'
PA *q[w]e:ts' (motion): 'to fall. move independently (as ofa log, pole, boat)'

The underlying rounding in PA */ qwe:ts'/ is revealed when the stem vowel is reduced; the PA A

momentaneous stem set has full Impf./Opt. *qe:s and Perf. *qe:ts' versus reduced Fut./Prog. *qUs-1 and
* ARep. qUs-gy.

Ahtna qe:s/qe:ts'/qos (motion): i'tezqe:ts' 'a loaded boat left'
Chipewyan keth/kedh/koth (motion): n<ighiNkedh '(a long object) dropped'

ts'iy 7el-e=dethkedh 'canoes met each other'
Navajo keeNs/keeNz/koNs (motion):

naakeeNs/n""keeNz "to fall down (as a pole. rifle, wedding basket. etc.)
Tlingit ya-s-qu'x'- (motion): yawsiqu'x' '(tree) fell over'
Tlingit sha-s-qu'x'- (motion): shawsiqu'x' 'it fell over (as a pole with something attached to the top)'

The s-classifier in Tlingit is evidently a late addition. referring among other things to a branched object or

a long object with something attached to the end (such as bristles, straps, a line).

The last two sets below apparently involve spirantization. The Tlingit coda ".x seems to be the remnant

of an original coda cluster:
(51a) PA *q'Ey=ts'a:ts'e' (or *=ts'a:dze') 'rotten birch (soft and crumbling)'

Koyukon q'iyh=tI'odIE' 'decayed birch wood (soft and crumbling)'
Chipewyan k'Ei=tth'"dhe 'decayed birch'

Tlingit s'i'x 'dust, dirt, scraps, crumbs, trash'

(51b) Koyukon dE-I-D-tl'odl (gh-act): dE1EtI'odl'(rotten birch wood) crumbles'
where the Koyukon root tl'odl < PA *ts'a:ts' or the like.

Eyak I-ts'iya'ts' (event?): ya' sElts'iya'ts'I'it (e.g. meat, food, clothing) got completely rotten or moldy. went to
pieces'

Tlingit I-s'i'x- (event): wulis'fx 'it is rotten. spoiled (of meat or fish. still firm but smelly)'
Tlingit ka-I-s'i'x- (event): (5) kawlis'fx, (N) kawlis'Ux 'it has soured'
Tlingit ka-I-s'i'x-u: (state): (5) kalis'i'xu:, (N) kalis'u'xu: 'it is sour'

Now here's the tricky part. The Tlingit onset s' reflects either PAET *tsh' or *ts', so the most probable
reconstruction (ignoring the vowels etc.) would be PAET -*tsh·".k'y. The expected PAE reflex -*tsh·...ts'. which

would have been uncanonical, and therefore assimilated to *ts'".ts·.

We find further evidence for this hypothesis in:
(52a) Eyak (cordova) 7iN:-I-tsh'iya'k', (Yakutat) 7iN:-I-tsh'iya'k'w-I'rotten fishheads'

Here we see a doublet in Eyak ...ts'iya'ts' 'completely rotten' vs .tsh'iya'k'(w) 'rotten (fishheads)', This
looks suspiciously like the Tlingit doublet ".s'i'x- 'rotten, spoiled' vs s·i'xw- 'sour'. On the basis of this. we

might reconstruct a PAET doublet, one with a palatalized coda and one with a rounded coda:
PAIT *tsh' k'y > Eyak ts'iya'ts', Tlingit s'i'x- (where coda x comes from a cluster)
PAIT *tsh' k'w > Eyak tsh'iya·k·(w). Tlingit s'i'xw- (where xw comes from a cluster)

Now, however, we have opened up another Pandora's box, namely:
(52b) Eyak I-tsh'iya'k'(w) (prog. state): GEltsh'iya'k'!'it smarts. bums, stings'

Eyak I-ts'i:k' (event): sElts'i:k'I'it ulcerated (of untended sore)'
PA I-tsh'i:k'y (s-state): *sEltsh'i:k'y 'it smarts, bums, stings'

We must also mention Tlingit k'lnk' 'aged fishhead(s)', meaning the same as Eyak 7iN:/tsh'iya'k' 'rotten
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fishheads (a piquant food)', which if related to the above would have a regular coda correspondence but an
odd onset correspondence.

A semantically similar etymon involving spirantization before an obstruent suffix is:
(53a) Eyak tI'its' 'dirt. dust'

Tlingit tI'i'x 'trash, debris, dirt'
Tlingit tI'i'x 'trash, debris. dirt'

Compare also Eyak tI'Edzh 'slush', tI'Etsh'-g 'snot, gelatin' and PA *tI'Etsh' - *tI'Esh[gy] 'mud, goo, slime'. as
well as the following:
(53b) PA *qU-tl'Esh[gy] 'mud'

Tlingit qutl·gw 'mud' < Pre-TI-*qu-tl'igw
The Tlingit labialization may be due to very late spread as in the case ofTlingit -hunXw. (Carcross) -hunX 'older
brother (ofman)' < Pre-Tlingit -*-hunEX, cognate with PA *-u:nEgh-e: 'older brother'.

2.2. PAET unrounded velars

Table 8. PAET unrounded velars

PAET TUngit PAE Eyak PA

*x *x *xy x x(w)

*g *g *gy g g(w)

*k *k *ky k k(w)

*k' *k' *k'y k' x'(w), k'(w)

2.2.1. PAET *x > PAE *x > PA *xy-y. Eyak x, Tlingit x

(54) PAIT -*xv(')tsh' 'knot'
PA *xya:sh. *xya:tsh' 'knot'; O-ya:tsh' (s-act) 'to tie 0 with knots, knot 0'
Eyak xa'tsh'(-I) 'knot'; O-xa'tsh' 'to tie 0 (a knot, a cord); to tie 0 (to something)'
Tlingit ka-xi:s' 'wire'; ka-xi's'- 'to become tangled'

(55)' PAIT -*(-)xiOts' 'shin; bow (ofboat)'
Pre-PA *xEts' '[arc.] ridge'
PA *xyEs 'hill. ridge'. pass. *-yEts'e'
Eyak GE-IE-xi'ts'-I'(some kind of) hill'. evidently a nominalized progressive stative based on the unattested

verb theme xl-D-xi'ts' (prog. state) 'to extend in an arc (as a ridge)'
Eyak -xi'ts' 'shin'
Tlingit -xi:s'i' 'shin' and

-xi:s' 'bow (of boat)'

(56) PAET -*-xV(R)d 'breastbone, sternum'
PA *-yEd-e' 'breastbone. sternum'
Tlingit -xe' d-ka 'breastbone, sternum'

(57) PA -*xya:s/ts' or -*xyAghEs/ts' (reconstruction problematic) 'brown bear'
Gwich'in syih < *xya:s
Carrier shaz. < *xya:z or *xya:ts'
Hupa sa:ts'

The Hupa synchronic underlying form is /sa:ts'i/. but historically probably comes from earlier
-*sAghEts'; cf. the following Oregon PCA forms coming from Pre-P(Or) -*sEghEs:

Galice sa:s. chasta Costa ~EghEs, Tututni sEghEs
Tlingit xu'dz 'brown bear'

I Thanks to Sharon Hargus for pointing out the connection between 'shin' and 'hill, ridge'.
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(58) PAET -*O-(s-)xoOdzh 'to tan, soften 0 (skin)'
Pre-PA *o-xidzh-g (with rep. suffix) >

PA *O-yEshr-gy (gh-act) 'to rub 0 (skin) to soften it' (exhibiting merger of earlier *sh with *shr)
Tlingit O-I-xwa'dzh- (act) 'to tan 0 (skin, by scraping)'; 7alxwadzhs' 'is tanning it (a hide)'

2.2.2. PAET *g > PAE *g > PA *gy (rare), Eyak g, Tlingit g

(59) PAET -*-g [repetitive suffix]
PA *-gy [repetitive/customary suffix]
Eyak -g [repetitive suffix]
Tlingit -g(w) [repetitive suffix]

(60) PAET -*gu7aR 'would that...l'
Eyak =sh-gahX 'would that...!',

prob. < earlier *=sh-gwahX, perhaps < *=sh=gwaR-X, which is remarkably similar to Tlingit ..gu7a' =yaX.
Tlingit gU7a' =I(=gwshe), with optative/prohibitive 'would that...!'
Tlingit 7i=gu7a'=yaX=x'wan (exhortation to do one's best, words ofencouragement)

(61) PAET -*gaOts' 'post' (unless borrowed)
Eyak ga'ts' 'ladder, stairway'
Tlingit ga:s' 'post'

(62) PAET -*gV(')(-)q' 'throat'
Eyak -(dE-)ga'q'-1 'throat, larynx'
Tlingit -giG-l'an - -k'iG-l'an 'hard palate', perhaps < *'throat-margin'

Compare -waG-/'an-da' 'around the edges of the eye', perhaps < *'eye-margin-around'; these are the only two
instances ofTlingit /'ein - /'an-, whose meaning remains therefore problematie.

2.2.3. PAET *k >PAE *k > PA *ky, Eyak k, Tlingit k

(63) PAET -*-kV:R 'tail' (rhyme correspondences extremely problematic)
PA *-kye' 'tail', compounding form *-kye:-
Eyak -gu-ka' 'tail' and -gu-ka:- (class prefix for filament-like objects)
Tlingit -ku'wu: 'tail', compounding form -ku-

(64) PAET -*-ka:uw 'belly'
PA *-kya:n 'belly'
Eyak -kEmah 'belly' (prefixal form -ku:1E- - -ku:N-)

where -kEmah is evidently from earlier *-kEm-nah, a reduced form of'belly' compounded with *-nah > -lah
'around'

Tlingit -ka 'surface; on'
alternating with -ka'- before syllabic postpositions
du=ka-d yad 7a: 'she is pregnant' lit. 'child is sitting on her'

(65a) PAET -*-ki(:)l(-k'), a kin term apparently referring to a younger male
PA *-kyEI-e: - *-kyEtI'-e: 'younger brother'

where *-kyEtI'-e: appears to be a contraction of*-kyEl-7e: < Pre-PA *-kil-k'-e:
PA *-kyi:l-e: 'younger male parallel cousin' and *kyi:l- *kyi:l-e: 'boy'
Tlingit -ke:l-k' '(male's) sister's child, cross-nephew or -niece', voc. k"lk'

Note also Tlingit -ka:l-k'w '(female's) brother's son, cross-nephew or -niece',
voe. kalk'w

This kin term has given rise to a diminutive suffix attested only in Alaskan and Oregonian Athabascan,
where the reduced stem vowel is lost-presumably via devoicing-and the erstwhile stem onset is
spirantized from *ky to *xy:
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(6sb) PA (Alaska) *=xytl'e: 'small' « *-kyEtl'e:) alongside
PA (Oregonian) *=xy17e: « *kyE17e:), a diminutive enclitic:

Ahtna =stl'e
Dena'ina =shtl'a
Deg Hit'an =stl'E
Tututni, Tolowa =sh17e

(66) PAET -*ku:(n)tsh' 'to fart noiselessly' (unless borrowed)
Eyak ku:Ntsh' 'to fart noiselessly': ku:Ntsh'-iNh 'is farting noiselessly'
Tlingit 7a-ku'tsh'- 'to fart noiselessly': 7aku:tsh' 'is farting noiselessly'
Tlingit 7a-ku'tI'- 'to fart noiselessly': 7aku:tI' 'is farting noiselessly'

(67) PAET -*O-kaRi 'to bark, yelp at 0'
-*7yE-kaRi 'to bark, yelp', with *7yE- indef. obj.

PA *yE-kyEI (gh-act) 'to bark, yelp'
Koyukon yE-kEl (gh-act): yEkEl '(dog) is barking, yelping'
Eyak o-kahl 'to bark at 0': kahl '(dog) is barking at it'

7i-kahl 'to bark': 7ikahl '(dog) is barking'
Tlingit kedl 'dog', possibly from *kaRl-l 'barker', where *1-1 > dt

It is conceivable that this was originally somehow related with (30), which likewise has a transitive theme
paired with an intransitive theme formed with the PAET indeterminate object *7yE- > PA *yE-, Tlingit 7a-.

2.2.4. PAET*k' > PAE *k'> PA *k'y, Eyak k', Tlingit x'or k'

(68) PAET -*k'u(')t' 'sinew, tendon'
PA *-k'yEt'(-e') 'sinew, tendon, nerve'; D-k'yEt' (state) 'to be tough, strong'
Eyak k'u't' 'thread, sinew, tendon, nerve, blood vessel'
Tlingit sh-D-x'u't'- (act) 'to have a contest of strength by linking index fingers and pulling until the loser's

finger gives out': has=7ishx'ut'd 'they are having a finger-pull'; (Tongass) x'u:t'a' 'index finger'

(69) PAET -*k'o(')t' 'to glide, swoop'
Eyak dE-I-k'a't' (motion) 'to fly (of one bird)'
Tlingit ya-x'u't'- (motion) 'to glide, swoop'

(70) possibly PAET -*k'a't' 'island' (unless borrowed)
Tlingit x'a't' 'island'
Eyak k'a't' 'island'

(71) PAET -*...k'utl' -'to be(come) rippled, wavy, uneven'
Ahtna dE-l-D-k'yu:l/k'yot!' (motion) 'to become crushed, dented, bent out of shape, wrinkled, bumpy'
Tlingit du-x'u'/'- (event) 'for a riptide to occur': wuduwax'U'l' 'there is a riptide'

2.3. PAET rounded velars
In this section we will look at a few examples of PAET rounded velars, first described in Krauss 1964.

These have the same reflex as unrounded velars in Tlingit and Eyak (although rounded velars are still
attested in early word lists and in the Yakutat dialect of Eyak). In ProtO-Athabascan, on the other hand,
we find retroflex obstruents, which come from Pre-PA rounded velars. In general, then, without evidence
from Athabascan it is often impossible to determine without question whether a velar was rounded in PAET.
Sometimes indirect evidence can help decide the question, as in the case of Eyak -k'ahsh 'foot, lower leg,
paw' alongside its prefixal form k'ush-dE-, which implies that Eyak -k'ahsh comes from earlier *-k'wahsh.
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With this paper we take a stride into the realm where the question of Na-Dene as a genetic grouping
is settled in favor of AET, and it becomes possible to posit actual reconstructed forms in PAET, however
tentative and/or inexact these reconstructions may be. The discovery of the AET palatal series gives us a
secure frame for the obstruents. However, other important processes in the history of AET remain to be
described. I will briefly outline these here.

I have already published a description of the development of nasal codas in Athabascan-Eyak (Leer
2008a). A couple of examples (81, 82) will suffice to iJJustrate these developments. After a reduced vowel,
sonorant codas become devoiced in Eyak, evolving to aspiration after the vowel, which is usually nasalized
if the PAE coda was a nasal sonorant. In Athabascan, on the other hand, nasals were simply deleted after a
reduced vowel and before an occlusive coda.

(79) PAET -*-k'waRsh -'leg, thigh'
Eyak -k'ahsh 'foot, lower leg, paw'; prefixed form k'ush-dE- 'id:
Tlingit -x'a'sh 'cheek of buttock'

2.4. PAET ~*k(w) (?) > Tlingit sh;
(a) PAE *k > PA *ky, Eyak k, and
(b) PAE *kw > PA *tshr, Eyak k (found in only one important but phonologically problematic
extended cognate set)

3.0. CONCLUSION
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This seems to be the only case where the Tlingit onset is palatalized, as iffrom PAET */g!, whereas Athabascan
Eyak has the reflex of*k in the full-vowel stem and of*kw in the reduced-vowel stem. The Tlingit palatalized
onset is all the more mysterious in that neither Tlingit nor Athabascan-Eyak shows any trace of a front
vowel that might have triggered the palatalization of the onset in Tlingit.

Hupa l-tshwiJ (state): niltshwiJ 'it is wet'
Tututni I-shrEI (state): IshrEl 'it is wet'

Tlingit ka-I-ke'l- (event): kawlikel 'it is soaked';
caus. o-ka-l-ke'l- (act): 7akawlikel 'soaked it'; 7aklakels', 7aklakelx 'is soaking it'

2.3.3. PAET *k'w > PAE *k'w > PA *tshr', Eyak k', Tlingit x'(w) or k'(w)

(78) PAET -*O-k'win't' (act) 'to scratch 0'
PA O-tshr'Et' (gh-act/semel) 'to scratch 0'
Eyak o-k'iN't' (act) 'to scratch 0'
Tlingit o-ka-x'u't'- (act) 'to scratch 0 with a sharp pointed object': 7akax'u:t' 'is scratching it'

(80) a. PAE fUll vowel
PAE -*o-l-ku:n'd 'to seize, grab 0'
Eyak o-l-ku:N'd (event) 'to seize, grab 0': sElku:N'd-iNh 'seized it'
PA *O-f:-I-kyfi:d (t:-active) 'to seize, grab 0': *yf:lkyU:d 'seized it'
b. PAE reduced vowel
PAE -*kwEnd (motion) 'to move the hand suddenly, quickly'
Eyak kiNhd (motion) 'to make a quick motion with the hand'
PA *tshrEd (motion) 'to move the hand suddenly, qUickly'
Tlingit O-sha'd- (motion) 'to handle 0 with a sudden or quick motion of the hand(s); to seize, grab 0': gasha'd

'grab it!'
Tlingit O-l-sha'd- (Ga-event) 'to catch 0 (e.g. something thrown); to catch, capture 0': Galsha'd 'catch it!'
Tlingit O-I-sha'd- (position) 'to hold 0': 7alshad 'is holding it'

PAET. PAE -*gwa:d 'leg'
PA -dzhra:d-e' 'leg'
Eyak gudE- 'buttocks'
Tlingit gu'd- (motion) 'for one to go on foot, walk'

(possibly a denominal verb by origin)

(74)

(76) PAET -*kwa:xy 'plant with edible root'
PA tshra:s 'hedysarum alpinum, Indian potato'
Tlingit ku:xw 'Kamchatka lily; rice'

Causative:
PAET -*0-s-7wi:gw (act) 'to cook 0'
PA *O-l-we:dzhr (s-act) 'to cook 0': *yElwe:dzhr 'is cooking 0'
Tlingit O-s-7u'gw- (act) 'to boil 0': 7as7ugwX 'is boiling 0'

2.3.2. PAET *kw > PAE *kw > PA *tshr, Eyak k(w), Tlingit k(w)

If Tlingit gu'd- 'one goes' is related to PAE -*gwa:d 'leg', we have an apparent case where PAET *a in a
rounded environment is assimilated to Tlingit u.

(77) PAET -1-kVRl'to be(come) wet, soaked'
PA *tshrEI'wetness, moisture, dampness'
PA *l-tshrEI (s-state or state) 'to be wet, moist, damp'

Koyukon l-tsE! (s-state): 7EtltsEI 'it is wet, very moist'
Carrier I-tsEI (s-state): sEltsEI 'it is wet'

(75) PAET -*7wi:gw (event) 'to cook'
PA *we:dzhr (s-act) 'to cook': *sEwe:dzhr 'it cooked'
Tlingit 7U'gw- (event) 'to boil': 7uwa7ugw 'it came to a boil'
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2.3.1. PAET *gw > PAE *gw > PA dzhr, Eyak g(w), Tlingit g(w)

(na) PAET -*gwe:n -'dayOight)'
PAE *gwe:n 'day'
PA *dzhre:n 'day'
Eyak g(w)ah 'day'; ge:IE-7a:g 'noon' ('day-middle')
Tlingit ga:n 'outside'

.
PAET rlingit PAE Eyak PA

*xw *xw *shr-zhr xw>x x(w)

*gw *gw *dzhr gw>g g(w)

*kw *kw *tshr kw>k k(w)

*k'w *k'w *tshr' k'w>k' x'(w), k'(w)

(nb) PAET -*...gwe:n 'to be bright'
PA *I-(D-)dzhre:n (s-state. state) 'to be light, bright'

Carrier (i-)I-D-dzin (?state): ildzin 'it is moonlight'
Hupa I-dzhe:n (state): nildzhi!J 'it is bright; it shines, glitters'

Tlingit ka-D-gan (state) 'to be bright, shining': kadigan 'it is bright'; ka-gan 'light'

PAET -*gwV(R)Og(w) 'bunch, cluster'
PA *dzhra:gy or *dzhra:dzhr (s-state) 'to lie in a bunch/pile (of small objects)'
PA *0- dzhra:gy or *o-dzhril:dzhr (motion) 'to handle 0 (small objects, in a bunch/pile)'
Tlingit ka-D-ge:gw (state): kadige:gw '(fish roe) is loose'

TABLE 9 PAET rounded velars
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(81) PAE *IEnd 'smoke' > Pre-Eyak *lanhd > Eyak laNhd 'smoke'
Pre-PA *IEnd > PA *IEd 'smoke'

(82) PAE *Ilnq'-Iy 'one' > Pre-Eyak *llnhq'-iyh > Eyak llNhG-ih 'one'
Pre-PA *IEnq'-iy > PA *IAq'-Ey 'one'

Note that when a coda sonorant gives rise to an aspirated vowel before an originally glottalized obstruent
in Eyak, the latter loses its glottalization; Eyak does not allow glottalized codas after aspirated vowels within
the root. This constraint thus explains why *q' > Eyak Gin example (82) and similar examples.

Since the discovery of the stigmatic system of Tongass Tlingit (Leer 1978) (short v, long V:, glottalized
V', and fading v') and its evolution into tone systems elsewhere, the similarity of the Eyak stigmatic system
(reduced V, aspirated vh, glottalized V', long V:, long glottalized V:') immediately raised the question of
correlation between the Eyak aspirated vowels vh and the Tongass Tlingit fading vowel V'. Failing to find
statistically relevant correlations, however, the question has languished until the discovery that the Eyak
aspirated vowel by and large reflects a pre-Eyak sonorant following the vowel. We will probably find a
similar source for the Tongass fading stigma. The main point is that although similar, these stigmata develop
independently in Eyak and Tlingit. Independent evolution of similar structures is a recurring theme in AET.
We have noted the independent evolution ofd~ tL and dz; a similar example is the late secondary evolution of
rounded consonants in Tlingit as opposed to AE, which retained the original rounded· consonants.

Another important area of AET phonology concerns *w and the rounded obstruents. In Tlingit, as noted
earlier and illustrated in cognate sets (50) and (75), the vowel u may arise by assimilation of the original
vowel to a rounded onset or coda. In AE, on the other hand, we find that original PAET *i: > *e: after the
rounded onset. These and other AET phonological developments involving rounding deserve fuller treatment
elsewhere.

Many other interesting puzzles remain to be explored: the split between glottalized stops and glottalized
fricatives in Tlingit; affective feature alternation in Tlingit, Eyak, and Athabascan; the evolution of the
classifier in AET; and classifier plus stem onset contractions in Tlingit, to name but a few. Some of these
topics are presented in draft form in Leer 2008b. My hope is that the groundwork laid here will provide a
secure basis for further exploration of AET phonology and morphology.
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